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PREFACE
Corrosion has been a problem in aircraft structures since the very beginning of
modern aviation. while technology has achieved a great deal over the years, it has
not been successful in eliminating this problem. In 1976, the Structures and Materials Panel of AGAP.D sponsored its Lecture Series No. 84, on "The Theory, Significance
And Prevention of Corrosion In Aircraft." The lecture series was well attende3, and
produced keen interactions between the lecturers and participants in each country
(NE, PO, US) where the lectures were held. The Lecture Series Director, Mr. Nathan
Promisel (US), and his team, were diligent in their work, and provided to the SMP a
series of recommendations for further work that have been the basis of our subsequent
efforts.
The subjects covered by these recommendations were diverse. Research and development, generally directed towards improved corrosion resistant materials and protection
systems, were high on the list of priorities. The subject of information exchange was
included. It was suggested that existing information, particularly that held by the
aircraft operators, was often not exploited fully due to our fiilure to maintain the
feed-back loop to the designers, manufacturers and R & D specialists. Since the same
corrosion problems tend to recur time and time again, it was recommended that education
and re-training be included in future plans.
While the Lecture Series Team was able to identify problems and ways of dealing
with them they recognised that the benefits of doing so were less clear. For example
the costs of corrosion are not known precisely, and therefore only crude estimates of
potential savings can be made. A 1979 study conducted by Battelle Columbus Laboratories
on behalf of the National Bureau of Standards has estimated the total cost of corrosion
in the US to be $70 billion/year. An unconfirmed report has estimated the total cost of
detecting and repairing corrosion in the US Air Force at $1 billion/year, while a 1979
estimate has put the total' direct cost of corrosion to IATA member airlines at
$100 million based on 1976 operations. Thus the numbers are large, but detailed
analyses on specific aircraft types, in known operational roles, are rare.

It is

difficult therefore to argue wiith procurement executives the need to spend additional
money on more substantial corrosion protection systems, and equally difficult to justify
spending more money on R & 0. It is also difficult to persuade designers and manufacturers to be more rigorous in their activities, since they may well price themselves
out of the market.
The Specialist Meeting on Aircraft Corrosion, held in Cesme, Turkey, April, 1981,
is an attempt to contribute in a small way to this major problem. The meeting has been
organised in four half-day sessions, in which we have attempted to bring together the
operators of civil and military aircraft, their maintenance personnel, the designers and
manufacturers of aircraft, and R & D specialists for a free exchanye of information
and opinioni.
This published proceedings should provide a detailed account of the stateof-the-art, and a platform from which further work can be launched.
The success of the meeting and the quality of the final publication are due to the
authors, session chairmen, recorders and discussors, all of whom have spent many long
hours in their repair shops, laboratories and offices. But a special vote of thanks is
due to Mr. Tom Kearns of the United States, the former chairman of the Sub-committee on
Corrosion. Mr. Rearns understood the problems better than most and he showed hisI
committee what wasi needed to be done. Through this message we send to Mr. Kearns our
sincere thanks, and a wish that he may find time in his retirement to show us the way in
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CONCLUDING SUMMARY.
in planning this meeting the Structures and Materials Panel of AGARD and its
colleagues were under no illusion that the problem at hand was simple. We knew we
would solve few, if any specific problems, but were satisfied that by focussing attention on the corrosion issue, we could help by maintaining an awareness, that in the long
term could only be beneficial.
The discussions during this meeting have been spontaneous and productive, and our
experts have been in remarkable agreement in their assessment of the problem, and the
approaches that we should follow in the future. The following is a summary of the
major points of agreement, reached by these specialists, which might be used in planning
future actions. It is hoped that these will be considered not only by the Structures
and Materials Panel, but also by other organisations in the NATO countries that are
concerned with the design, manufacture and use of aircraft. We hope, also, that the
recommendations will be considered by our educational institutions and training centres
since, as indicated throughout the proceedings and below, education was considered one
of the key issues to be tackled.
1.

The meeting agreed unanimously that the cost of corrosion was high, but also agreed
that it is difficult to demonstrate this in any quantitative way with accurate
figures. Better information is required on the cost of corrosion, together with
analyses of the trade-off between initial investment in good design and corrosion
protection versus later repair.

2.

The fundamental corrosion processes are fairly well understood and can generally
be reduced to a low level of occurrence. However the same problems tend to occur
tirae and again, indicating that we do not learn from our mistakes. Continuing
education is required at all levels, from initial exposure to corrosion at the
university undergraduate level, through to re-training of practicing designers,
production engineers a,.'. maintenance personnel.

3.

A specific recommendation, related to item 2 above, was that engineering students
should be required to complete a corrosion science course as a prerequisite to a
Bachelor of Science degree in Engineering. This would provide the new engineer
with a basic knowledge of corrosion and enable him to select the least corrosive
metal/material when designing and constructing a structure or equipment. The
expected result of this recommendation would be a high reliability product with a
longer service life and a lower overall cost of ownership to the user.
A further recommendation emerged, which is effectively an extension of the point
made in item 2 above. It relates to the need tor a continuing effort to maintain
the communications link between the users and the manufacturers. It was recommended
that the users of civil aircraft be given an opportunity to engage in these
exchanges. It was considered that AGARD could contribute to this through its
existing projects on the "Corrosion Handbooks," and by additional activities such
as the organisation of workshops and discussion qroups.

4.

5.

it was suggested that there may be no absolute right or wrong with respect to
proper design and protection against corrosion, but that many of the recommended
practices in effect in some of the larger countries may have particular merits in
some, if not all operational circumstances. For the benefit of the smallerJ
countries, these practices and proceedures should be brought together in a single
document, and their merits and limits of applicability evaluated by our experts.
This might be achieved through a series of workshops involving a relatively small
group of people.

6.

The ranking of engineering alloys, and protection systems to resist corrosion
remains a problem. And this is complicated by the wide variety of different test
methods that are available, and used from country to cot ntry. The evaluation of
standard test methods, such as those recommended by ASTM or AECMA, on an international basis and the correlation of results with service experience is an area
worthy of further collaboration.

W. Wallace
G. T. Browne
on beh~ilf of the
Sub-committee on Corrosion,
Structures and Materials Panel.
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U.S. NAVAL FLEET AIRCRAFT CORROSION
by
G.TBrowne
Materials 'onsultant
('ommander, Naval Air Force, Atlantic Fleet
Norfolk, VA 23511
USA

1. Some of the most severe corrosion problems experienced by the fleet in recent years
have been caused by water intrusion into the aircraft and avionics/electrical equipment
as illustrated in photographs of equipment and electrical connectors.
(See Figures I 10)
Water entering through closed access panels has caused internal aircraft corrosion
and has infiltrated avionics equipment through the backs of environmental electrical
connectors, seals, screw holes, etc., resulting in excessive aircraft down time and
Considerable proqress has been made in miniextensive repair of avionics components.
mizing water entry and its associated corrosion problems by a joint effort involving
fleet operating and maintenance personnel, people at the Naval Air Development Center
materials laboratory, people of the
Navy aeronautical
principal
(NAVAIRDEVCEN),
who write the specifications and procure
Air Systemsthe
Command
(COMNAVAIRSYSCOM),
Naval
aircraft, the aircraft manufacturers and their subcontractors.
The program initially
concentrated on the mechanics of water ent.ry, then investigated specific problems in
detail to determine corrective action.
Some of the results are discussed below:
a.
A method for sealing environmental connectors without degrading wire quick
disconnect capability was incorporated by sealing the back connector shell rubber grom(See Figure
met with clear room temperature vulcanizing (RTV) silicone type aealant.
11) The screw holes and equipment lids were also sealed in a similar manner.
This
practice has been employed throughout the U. S. Atlantic/Pacific Fleets on several
types and models of aircraft, with great success.
b.
Another problem associated with water intrusion is water entrapment in an aircraft causing severe corrosion. Working with aircraft design engineers, drain holes
have been located and drilled in non-structural areas at low points to remove trapped
wator and eliminate the corrosive agents.
C. We still
see some corrosion from the use of dissimilar metals contact when
insufficient sealant is used on faying surfaces as illustrated by photographs of dissimilar m~etals.
Hidden corrosion is detected by nondestructive inspection methods
during rework.
(See Figures 12 - 16)
These include ultrasonic, X-ray and eddy current
i.ispection and neutrnn radiography on double skin areas and on areas behind stringers,
etc. where corrosion is caused by moisture entrapment.
Corrosion due to entrapped
moisture ranges from light surface corrosion to severe exfoliation, and when discovered,
normally requires material replacement by depot activities and the addition of sealants
to the faying surfaces.
Surface contact type corrosion problems would be minimized by
material selection if 3uspected corrosion prone areas of an aircraft are constructed of
less corrosion prone materials, if dissimilar metal contacts are minimized and properly
insulated, if better protection is provided for the materials used during construction
as illustrated by photographs.
(See Figures 17 - 20)
d.
Stress corrosion cracking in high strength components is discovered occasionally.
However, incidence has declined because of the protection provided by the %2xtensive use of sealants on naval aircraft and the use in later aircraft models of the
ovenaged (T73) tempers in aluminum alloys anC new alloys (7050) more resistant to
stress corrosion. Most corrosion seen on U. 6. naval aircraft results from an uncontrollable source (or operating environment) as illustrated in photographs.
(See Figures
21 - 23)
In order to minimize corrosion from the operating envirorment, on older
aircraft where new techniques and material have not been employed, the U. S. Atlantic
and Pacific Fleets have established detailed corrosion prevention/control programs that
involve all levels of command to insure dedicated application and enforcement as discussed below.
e.
Standard fleet corrosion maintenance is accomplished in accordance with procedures provided in technical manuals.
For aluminum alloys, corrosion is always removed
by the mildest means possible.
After all visible corrosion is removed, the area is
visually inspected with a 1oX glass to insure all corrosion products are out of any
pits that may be present.
When it is determined that all of the corrosicn product has
been removed, the area is cleaned to a water break free surface in accordance with
technical manuals and allc .ed to dry.
A chemical conversion material, MIL-C-81706, is
then applied and allowed to dwell 10 to 15 minutes to etch the surface and increase
paint adhesion.
The work area is then flushed with fresh water, recleaned and allowed
to dry.
The area is then checked for the golden brown color which is produced by the
chemical conversion material.
If the work area requires sealing, a polysulfide sealant
is then applied and allowed tc dry before primer is applied.
If sealant is not required,
the area is primed and painted with the standard U. S. Navy aircraft finish system,
which consists of an epoxy polyamide primer, MIL-C-23377 and a topcoat of an aliphatic
polyurethane, MIL-C-81773.

L

I.

1.2
f.

The following procedures and tools are provided to the fleet corrosion mechanict
(1) Paint removal material:

Chemical paint remover (preferred).

(2) Corrosion removal:
(a)

Hand scrub with dry non-mrjtallic brush for very light surface corrosion.

(b) Hand 3crub with nylon pad impregnated with aluminum oxide 'used
heavy surface corrosion).
ftrm.

on very

(c) Flap wheel turned at 3,000 rpm (50 rps) for heavy corrosion in any
A flap wheel is a nylon wheel impregnated with aluminum oxide.

(d) Glass bead vacu-blast to remove pitting corrosion (cometimes required
The vacu-blast is a system whereby
after the flap wheel has been used for clean-up).
glass beads are propelled at 90 psi (6020 kPa) onto a surface to be cleaned through the
inner tube of the device, as the outer tube of the device vacuums up the glass beads
and the corrosion product dislodged by the blasting action.
Mletallic tools are not
authorized for use by fleet mechanics for corrosion control.
2. The fleet corrosion prevention/control program is administratively established in
accordance with Chief of Naval Operations Instruction 4790.2B and amplified by Commander
Naval Air Force, U. S. Atlantic Fleet/Commander Naval Air Force, U. S. Pacific Fleet
detail instructions.
Technical information is provided in Corrosion Control Cleaning
Manuals, NA 01-lA-509 for Aircraft, NA 16-1-150 for Avionics and NA 17-1-125 for Ground
Support Equipment.
Training for corrosion control supervisors and mechanics is provided
by Naval Air Maintenance Training Detachment (NAMTRADET), Naval Air Rework Facility
(NAVAIREWORKFAC) and on-site Naval Aviation Engineering Service Unit (NAESU) corrosion
specialists.
Detailed requirements for operational squadrons ar•, contained in COMNAVAIRLANT/COMNAVAIRPAC instructions, as tollows:
a.
Each activity shall establish a corrosion control/prevention program that wil)
function on a day-to-day basis.
b.
Corrosion team members shall receive NAMTRADET and NAVAIREWORKFAC on-the-job
training before they are considered qualified.
c.
Corrosion control officers shall have NAMTRADET training as a minimum (most
have the same training as their team members plus an additional management course).
d.
Aircraft are inducted for corrosion maintenance by calendar cycle.
Once the
aircraft is inducted, all corrosion discrepancies within the maintenance level capability are corrected before the aircraft is returned to a flight status.
When required,
assistance is requested from higher maintenance levels.
e.
Emergency reclamation teams are established in each fleet activity operating or
supporting aircraft or equipment.
Emergency reclamation team consists of the squadron
Corrosion Control Officer and one or two mechanics from each rating group.
The Team is
trained in accordance with NA 01-lA-509 technical manual emergency procedures for
reclaiming airframe, engine, avionic and other aircraft components that have been
exposed to ususually severe corrosive conditions, e.g., salt water immersion, fire
extinguishing agents.
Team reaction is as soon as possible after exposure.
f.
Shelf life of corrosion materials,
addressed in the instruction.

storage and flammable materials is

also

3. COMNAVAIRLANT/COMNAVAIRPAC also host an annual corrosion workshop for Atlantic and
Pacific functional wings and squadrons.
Normally, presentations are provided by NAVAIRSYSCOM, NAVAIRDEVCEN, NAVAIRENGCEN, NAVSUPSYSCOM, NAESU and Navy Environmental Health
Center. Topics covered during workshop:
new corrosion prevention material, new paint
systems, new procedures, problems encountered and corrective actions taken are discussed
quite often, answers are provided to correct reported problems, new equipment, Navy
shelf life pr3gram, training and health hazards that may be expected with some of the
nL material being introduced and safety precautions required.
4. COMNAVAIRLANT/COMNAVAIRPAC Material Condition Audit Program is another aspect of
the Navy Corrosion Control Program and has proven to be beneficial to COMNAVAIRLANT/
CGMNAVAIRPAC and to operating activities.
In that COMNAVAIRLANT/COMNAVAIRPAC know the
condition of fleet aircraft, assistance is provided to squadrons by the audit team when
required.
Each functional wing has an audit team with an aircraft maintenance officer
as audit team leader.
Other audit team members are chief petty officers, E-7/E-8/E-9.
Normally, the enlisted members have been with the aircraft type a number of years.
Many have in excess of 20 years naval aviation experience.
a.
"re-deployment, mid-deployment &nd post-deployment audits are conducted on
deploying tactical air activities whenever a deployment is in excess of five months.
b.
Non-deploying activities and intermediate maintenance activities are audited
saiannually.
Special programs, i.e., water intrusion, avionics cleaning/corrosion
prevention, hydraulic contamination, aircraft tire/wheel safety and nondestructive
inspection are reviewed with the audited activity concurrently.

k
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c.

Ground support equipment Pnd aircraft armament equipment are also inspected.

d.
In addition, aircraft are inspected by an audit team inspector anytime an
aircraft is to bu transferred to another controlling custodian (COMNAVAIRPAC/COMNAVAIRLANT).
All corrosion discrepancies are corrected before the aircraft is transferred.
5
All corrosion maintenance prevention and corrective action is documented in the
U. S. Navy Data Collection System.
A five-year study revealed that 10% of all available
aircraft maintenance labor was being expended for corrosion maintenance.
A further
breakdown of collected data revealed that 7% of the labor was expended on corrosion
preventive actions and 3% expended on corrective action such as corrosion removal.
The
10% total man-hours devoted to corrosion maintenance equates to 2,000,000 mail-hours
annually.
6.
Corrosion is reported in accordance with requirements of Chief of Naval Operations
Instruction 4790.2B reporting systems.
7.
The corrosion prevention program has received great emphasis throughout the Atlantic
and Pacific Fleets, and considerable progress has been made, e.g., no unsatisfactory
aircraft have been reported as the result of COMNAVAIRLANT/COMNAVAIRPAC Audit Program in
the past three years.
This indicates no laxities on the part of squadrons in complying
in the Corrosion Prevention/Control Program.
(In the early and mid-1970, it was not
uncommon to induct an aircraft into depot level maintenance for corrosion repair that
could have been prevented.
Some induction required as much as 2,000 man-hours to repair
corrosion.)
Today, we still
see some severe corrosion, however, it is discovered
primarily during rework when the aircraft is disassembled beyond the capability of the
squadron level activitieL.
These problems can generally be traced to the use of corrosion prone materials by the airframe manufacturer, inaccessibility and lack of sealant
to prevent intrusion of moisture or corrosive chemicals.
As noted above, there has been
a marked decrease in stress corrosion cracking of high strength aluminum alloys as a
result of the use in later aircraft of the new stress corrosion resistant alloys end
heat treatments.
8.
In order to minimize down time or loss of aircraft due to corrosion damage, direct
l.aison has been established between the fleet and Naval Air Development Center (NAVAIR.jEVCEN) with a daily dialogue.
Now when a corrosion problem is reported by the fleet,
rapid action by NAVAIRDEVCEN quite often provides the corrective comrse of action the
same day the problem is reported.
a.
When a corrosion prone material is involved, the Research and Development (R&D)
community will often recommend replacement of the corrosion prone material with more
suitable material for the specific accplication for repair and as placeme.at material on
later constructed aircraft, or the application of a different protective coating system
to the corrosion prone area of the model aircraft.
b.
This program of cooperation has also provided the R&D community with a real
world environment to evaluate new material and protective systems under actual operating
conditons at sea for long exposure.
c.
In keeping with this program, a year ago the fleet requested NAVAIRDEVCEN to
investigate the possibility of developing a non-corroding electrical connector using the
new composite materials for the shell of connector, which would eliminate one of the
problems discussed above.
NAVAIRDEVCEN has reported qood progress in the development of
the non-corroding electrical connector.
9.

Conclusion:

a.
Corrosion damage can be minimized on aircraft and other military equipment by a
dynamic, continuing corrosion prevention/control program with all hands involvement.
b.

Detailed training of involved personnel must be provided.

c.
Technical manuals easy to understand by the layman and maintained up-to-date
with state-of-the-art procedures and materials must be available to the mechanic.
d.
As new materials are developed and introduced, corrosion can be designed out of
aircraft by cooperation between the aircraft design engineer, working with the material
engineer and the user.
e.
Closer cooperation between all facets of the aerospace community, such as the
fleet/NAVAIRDEVCEN cooperation described in paragraph 8, is needed to insure that the
most durable, reliable aircraft and hardware is provided to the armed forces.
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Fig.7

Corrosion of electrolus nickel plated connector

Fig.8

Corrosion of electrical motor

Fig.9

Electrical motor corrosion
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Fig. 10

Electrical motor corrosion
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Fig. II Sealed environmental connector after 15-month at-sea evaluationI

Fig.12

Corrosion caused by the use of dissimilar metal with insufficient sealant
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Fig. 13

Ccrrosion caused by the use of dissimilar metal with insufficient sealant
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Corrosion caused by the use of dissimilar metal with insufficient sealant
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Fig. 15 C.orrosion caused by the use ot dissimilar metal with insufficient sealantI

Fig. 17

Improper material selected for use

Fig. 18

Improper material selected for use
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Fig. 19

Fig.20

1Improper material selected for useI

Improper material selected for use
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Fig.2 I U.S. Navy operating environment

Fig.22

U.S. Navy operating environment
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U.S. Navy operating environment
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DETECTION AND WSVENTION OF COMPSjOI

IN ROYAL AIR FORCE AIRCRAFT

by
C R Pye
Squadron Lreder
Central Servicing and De.'elopment.Establimhment
Royal Air Force
Swanton Morley
Dereham
Norfolk
NR2o 4L1
Great Britain
SUMmARY
This paper outlines, with an example, the problems that sometimes are created by corrosion in Royal Air
Force aircraft.
It describes the problem of the harsh environment facing bume military aircraft and
touches on some of the materials used in aircraft construction. The Royal Air Force's policy for
corrosion prevention and rectification is also discussed briefly.
The paper illustrates some typical examplea of corrosion damage found during service and describes the
non-detitructive testing methods used for detecting corrosion. These methods include visual inspection,
eddy current techniques, ultrasonic techniques and X-radiography.
Comment is also made on the use of
neutron radiography and other future developments.
Service methods of removing corrosion and re-protecting
the r-rcraft are mentioned. Finally the need for the manufacturer to consider corrosion at the aircraft
design stage is considered.
INTRODUCTION
1.

The two prime aims of the aircraft maintenance engineers in the Royal Air Force are:
a.

To ensure that aircraft life cycle costs are kept to a minimum.

b.

To give the operator maximum aircraft availability commensurate with safety.

At present,

corrosion is an aircraft defect that prevents us from achieving both aims.

We spend many

manhours both removing corrosion and replacing corroded components at a large cost in both labour and
spare parts. Elapsed times for repairs are long, often because each individual rectification job can
only be undertaken by one or two men, and consequently aircraft availability is adversely affected.
2.
Figure 1 presents how the RAF sees corrosion and is the basis for the discussion in the report. At
the top of the figure the RAF formulates its requirements for an aircraft. These requirements are then
turned into an aircraft design by an aircraft manufacturer.
The designed aircraft enters service and
immediately starts to corrode.
At this stage, we do not know whether the corrosion will take many years
or even the life of the aircraft to manifest itself or whether it will become a problem in 2 or 3 years
of operation.
We now enter a complete block of the Figure which has been entitled Prevention of Corrosion.
This block is based on the assumption that in the long term it is cheaper to prevent corrosion rather than
to allow it to occur, and then have to undertake extensive costly repairs. In the RAY the important
elements of corrosion prevention are policy directives,education of the tradesmen, paints and protective
treatments, corrosion control teams, first aid kits and aircraft 4ashing. We monitor the success of our
corrosion prevention measures by structural examinations, the results of which are recorded.
If our
programme of prevention is unsuccessful we enter the next block of the Figure entitled Rectification of
Corrosion. Here we use special non-destructive testing techniques to detect corrosion in areas where we
know it is likely to occur. Again we stress the importance of the education of the tradesmen in
recognising significant corros.on. Once we have detected significant corrosion we need effective ways of
removing it.
We find that removing corrosion is invariably cheaper than replacing the corroded component.
We then require effective reprotection methods otherwise 'we will be faced with the same corrosion in
another period of time (which is all too often the case).
On completion of our corrosion rectification
we again record our findings. Recording at both stages in the cycle is used as feed back to shape our
future requirements and is also available to the aircraft designer. For the Nimrod aircraft we hsve
started to measure the effectiveness of the programme by finding the costs of prevention and comparing
these with the cost of cure. This effectiveness should be used to shape future policies and the other
preventive measures.
THE PROBLEM
3.
In the RAF we have made several studies into the costs of aircraft corrosion.
The actual costs are
exceptionally difficult to quantify and require a lot of effort to gather. The rectification costs of
each individual aircraft type vary greatly as illustrated by the league table in Figure 2.
This Figure
presents an estimate of corrosion maintenance costs per active aircraft relative to vhe cheapest aircraft
to maintain far oorrosion alone.
The figure shows three underlying trend factors that determine corrosion
maintenance costs.
These are the size of airc-?aft, the age of aircraft and the environment of operations.
There does not appear to be any way of relating the factors together; one of the three factors can dominate
the o'.heal two for one particular aircraft type. Another very important factor that becomes apparent when
the defect data is analysed is the construction of the aircraft.
The use of corrosion prone materials
such at magnesium alloys, or the lack of proper corrosion protection on assembly such as dry assembly, can
drive the corrosion cost-factor up considerably. These factors are based on corrosion rectification
costs, that is to say, costs that are incurred after corrosion has been discovered.
In addition to these
costs the RAF also considers the costs of corrosion prevention. Corrosion prevention costs include

I
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restoring surface finish, washing and special examilnation; spec ifically for corro,;iool.
4.
To analyse the costs if corrosion further we have studied the Nimrod maritime patrol aircraft which
is the costliest aircraft in term, of corrosion, in the RAY.
However, at the same time we recognise that
the Nimrod was constructed out of materials that were available

in

the

1)'A)0s and con;equently

it

would not

be typical of aircraf designed and made now.
Nevertheless, we are likely to have to live with the
Nimrod for many years ,,et. In a typical year the costs of corrosion rectification per Nimrod nircraft are
substantial but it is equally interesting to know that the costs of corroion prevention are 1.0 times
higher. All the corrosion work is generally concentrated at major servicings which occur at approximately
4 yearly intervals and the average elapsed time on each major servicing for work directly attributiAble to
corrosion is generally 1/3 of the elapsed time for the whole major ;ervicing. Corrosion therefore reducen
aircraft availability.
This reduction in availahility is a more significant coot than yearly manhours if
there is a need to buy extra aircraft to Gover further down time due to corrosion. The redaced availability
costs are about twice the manhour cocts directly attributable to corrosion. Corrosion of aircraft structure
is generally the only form of corrosion considered because it is the highest manhour consumer nzod because it
poses a serious threat to structural integrity.
However, corrosion of systems and non-structural components;
can also be significant as illustrated by the comparison in Figure ý, which lists corrosion rectification
costs in descending order of importance.
In addition to the costs already indicated some proportion of the
costs of meat structural inspection must be attributed to corrosion.
However, it would be unfair to
apportion a percentage of these inspection costs to corrosion because the inspections woulQ still be
necessary for fatigue cracks and other forms of damage, even if corrosion did not exist.
5.
Returning to the four factors that appear to determine corrosion maintenance costs ie aircraft size,
age, environment and construction. Then perhaps size and age can be dismissed without any discussion
because size determines the amount of structure (and often the complexity) to inspect, corrode and repair
and becuse everyone knows that corrosion is an age related failure.
Environment, however, is a less
quantifiable factor which appears to often readily dominate at least size and age. The RAF'r Nimrod
aircraft is a derivative of the Comet airliner which was also in service with the RAF as a transport
aircraft.
The change of environment, from flight at high level ta flights often at very low altitudes
above the sea for long periods of time, has had a dramatic effect in increasing the amount of corrosion
on each aircraft.
The environment has completely dominated any age effect as illustrated by kigure 4
There does not appear to
where age of aircraft has been plotted against rectification costs for a year.
be any correlation between age a:Ad corrosion rectification costs. However, there could be one further
influence that is not immediately obvious and that is knowledge, experience and iwareness.
We find that,
as our knowledge and awareness of an aircraft grows from the in-service date, we know where to look for
corrosion and therefore we are more likely to find it.
Envirou.nent has also dominated size for maritime
helicopters which are comparatively small but come high up the corrosion league of Figure 2.
6.
Construction was the last factor which determined an aircraft's rate of susceptability to corrosion.
All the defect deta we have points to the fact that corrosion costs on all aircraft are to a large
extent determined by a limited number of areas on that aircraft.
Significant corrosion never occurs all
over an aircraft.
There is usually a prime cause for the corrosion in every area. The most common
cause is the poor corrosion resistance of the construction material.
Materials have their own degree of
corrosion resistance which can be improved by ourface treatments and protective finishes.
Moreover, they
have different electrical potentials when adjacent to different materials. Nevertheless some materials
are corrosion prone no matter what protective measures are taken. Magnesium alloys are probably the most
corrosion prone structural materials used in recent years in RAF aircraft.
The corrosion resistance of
the aluminium-zinc alloys used in the Nimrod has been poor. In addition to corrosion being the result
of basic material problems,corrosion is often due to a local hostile environment which is attributable to
the aircraft's construction.
Corrosion in toilet and galley areas is generally a problem. Replacement
of a toilet floor, which in itself is often a simple structural item, can be a major repair. Other
typical examples of local hostile environments are seat rails adjacent to cabin doors and battery stowage
areas.
RAF POLICY
The RAF combats corrosion with a programme of regular examination, rectification of damage and
7.
reprotection for all its aircraft.
In addition washing of aircraft is undertaken at specified intervals.
RAF policy is that as much structure as possible is examined on all aircraft.
However, where there is a
large manhour penalty in examiniag a particular area, the assumed condition of the area is based on a
sample of the fleet only.
In general, all the inspections are carried out at the major servicing which
occurs for most aircraft after every 3 to 4 years of operation. The surface finish will also be restored
at the major servicing. Between major servicings, corrosion prevention, detection and rectification is
Minor servicings, after 300 to 400 flying hours, are carried out in hangars where there
more restricted.
is a good engineering environment for corrosion detection, either for rectification or containment, and
for application of preventative measures. To tackle the corrosion problems on the Nimrod the RAF has
introduced Anti-Deterioration Servicings on a calendar cycle basis as part of a major preventative campaign.
During these servicings certain areas are sprayed with water dispersing corrosion inhibiting fluid. Also
as part of the bame campaign, corrosion control teams have been introduced at Nimrod units to carry out a
systematic programme of inspection and rectification aimed at preventing any oatbreaks of corrosion
developing into more serious damage.
These teams are full time autonomous teams and tackle aircraft on a
random basis as permitted by normal down time due to rectification of other defects.
8.
By having corrosion control teams we aim to ýuild up expertise and experience of corrosion and thereby
ccmbat corrosion more effectively.
The Senior Non-Commissioned Officer in charge of each team undertakes
a 2 week course on corrosion control and is awarded a corrosion control qualification.
The RAY believes
that good training and high motivation in tradesmen are essential requirements in combating corrosion.
It
is important to teach each airframe tradesman the importance of finding corrosion and the need for its
timely removal and the reprotection of the area affected.
We have a comprehensive corrosion manual which
is intended for the corrosion specialist and a Qorrosion pamphlet which is intended to tell every airframe
tradesman the basics of corrosion. The corrosion pamphlet is widely distributed to airframe tradesmen and

especially during their initial training.

Additionally, we try to keep tradesmen continuously aware of

/
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corrosion by posters and by a training film which haa recently been produced.
PAINT SCHEMES AND PROTECTIVE TREATMENTS
€).
Until recently the RAF used polyurethane paintot to finish itu aircraft.
However, all aircraft
except the Nimrod and VC1O are changing over to acrylic paints. The main re. son for the change was tho
relative ease at which acrylic paint could be selectively stripped when compared to polyurethans paint
which we could find no safe way of removing.
Polyurethane paints had to be continued for the Nimrod and
VC1O aircraft because of the paint's resistance to the highly corrosive fire resistant hydraulic oils
used in those aircraft. There was no clear division between the two paint schemes for their corrosion
resistance.
Polyurethane paint was thought to be too brittle and found to crack around fastener heads
whilst acrylic point was known to be prone to microcrazing.
For either scheme the need to apply the
paint under the correct conditions is fundamtal for good corrosion resistance.
We have been trying
more flexible polyurethane paints on the Nimrod and have now found a paint which has sufficient adhesive
and erosion resistant properties and is less prone to cracking around fastener heads. As another part-of
our active programmeof corrosion prevention the RPF introduced a First Aid Anti-Corrosion Kit which
included all the tools and materials necessary to restore small areas of surface finish on an aircraft.
The kit is shown in Figure 5.
It is used at first line for reprotecting minor damage on a temporary
basis. The damage is later permanently reprotected under better conditions.
10. The RAF currently uses 2 types of temporary protective in selected locations on some aircraft to
supplement the protection given by the paint finish. The first fluid, known is PX-24 (specification
equivalent to Ardrox 3961, WD40 and LPSA) is a water displacing fluid which leaves a protective film.
This is used mainly after washing and gives only very short-term protection. However, there is some
evidence in the UK that PX-24 adversely affects the fatigue life of some rivetted joints and consequently,
we only use PX-224 on RAF aircraft after considering possible fatigue implications. The second type of
temporary protective is known as PX-28 (specification met by Croda Plaswax and in most respects by
Ardrox 3302).
This is a heavier, thick wax-based corrosion inhibiting compound originally developed for
protecting road vehicles.
It is applied by brush or airless spray and is particularly suitable for
treating enclosed sections of structure. The compound gives protection for up to 6 years.
It is a brown
grease-like substance as supplied. Its thickness, colour and attraction for general dirt make it likely
to hide structural damage; moreover, it is not very resistant to temperature changes and it is not easy
to remove for more detailed inspection of the structure underneath.
Nevertheless, we believe it to be
worthwhile and specify PX-28 application where additional protection is necessary. PX-32 is a
specification for a new corrosion inhibitor specifically developed for aircraft use.
It will have a much
thinner coat than PX-28, be more translucent, easier to strip and it will not attract dirt so readily.
We hope to introduce a PX-32 material in the future as a substitute for PX-23.
At the moment the RAF is
looking into any fatigue penalties that PX-32 might produce in rivetted joints by testing products
which meet the PX-32 specification.
AIRCRAFT WASHING
11.
The majority of RAY aircraft are generally washed with water and detergent ;olution after about 100
flying hours and additionally before minor and major servicings.
The Nimrod and other marine environment
aircraft are washed more frequently.
RAF Kinloss which is one Niarud base has a freshwater spray system
built into one taxiway. The aircraft taxi through the spray on returning from a low level sortie over
the sea and thereby wash the salt from the external surfaces of the aircraft. Maritime helicopters are
hosed down with fresh water daily after flying over the sea.
Nevertheless, although we are convinced
of the need for regular water detergent washes to keep the aircraft clean, we are not totally convinced of
the benefits of frequent water washes for maritime aircraft.
Opinion is divided as to whether fresh
water washing forces water and salt into the areas of the aircraft which would otherwise remain dry, and
thus increases the risk of corrosion.
There appears to be no correlation between the amount of corrosion
on Nimrod aircraft that have regular fresh water washes and those that do not.
Figures 6 and 7 show from
RAF experience corrosion prone areas on a transport type aircraft and a helicopter type aircraft respectively.
The individual areas illustrated are not exhaustive because corrosion will occur anywhere where the design
against it is inadequate.
DETECTION 01 CORROSICN
12. The RAF uses a number of methods to look for corrosion in aircraft and aircraft structure in
particular. These methods are visual examination, aided visual examination, eddy currents, ultrasonics
and x-radiography.
Each method has limitations in how and where it call be applied.
Methods other than
visual inspection are rarely used as a general search technique.
They are only used for specific areas
where visual inspection has been shown to be totally inadequate or where corrosion is known to be a
problem.
13. Visual Examination.
Visual examination by airframe tradesmen is the principle method of examination
employed for corrosion detection at the regular scheduled inspections and during unscheduled rectification.
However visual examination is limited to the areas of the aircraft which can be readily seen, that is to
say, the external surface and those inturnal areas which can be made accessible by the removal
of access panels and oquipment.
Evce then examination may be restricted by the use of paints, protective
treatments and sealants and in areas where corrosion is known to occur consideration will be given to the
removal of protective layers, other than paint, to facilitate proper inspection. Paint will only be
removed when its adhesion can be seen to be poor or there are signs (eg pinholes) of corrosion underneath
it.
We can see no justification for the removal of sound paint for anti-corrosion inspections. Where
structure is enclosed or inaccessible aided visual examination using mirrors, endoprobes and fibrescopes
will be considered.
The RAF has found these aids very useful in extending the area of accessible
structure of modern aircraft, and on some in-service aircraft we have been incorporating more small
inspection holes to give access to internal structure.
t 4owever, the eye is still
defeated by the problem
of detecting corrosion within laminated structures, especially honeycomb sandwich panels, and other
Here consideration is given to use of more
structure into which access is impractical or uneconomical.
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sophiit.icated Non-Destruct ive Testing Techniques. These techniques are formulated for each
individual inspection and carried out by sipecially trained arid experienced technicians who form a
separate Non-Destructive Tes;tinrg rrib-;pcialination within the RAF.
14.
Eddy Current Examinations.
The RAF currently u-ies3 two portable Eddy Current sets which have haiid
held probes. These nets are the Novalec 96 and the Alcoprobe S.
The Alcoprebe machine is a variable
frequency set (1 MHz to 10 Ih') and is used for looking for corrosion on the inaccessible sides of thin
structures. La'minated structures up to 15)mm can be examined for a minimum 2% loss of material due to
corrosion.
However, Eddy current techniques are limited to non-ferrous materials. Their capability
is further limited by edge effects, ferrous, masn and geometric effects, the variation of air gap
between the laminations,

paint finish arid surface

roughiiess.

'5.
Ultrasonic Examinations.
Ultrasonic inspections can only detect corrosion in the first layer of
material.
Again the RAF currently uses two portable ultrasonic sets which have hand held probes. These
sets are the Ultrasonic Flaw Detector and the Ultrasonic Thickness Tester. They operate in the range 5
to 10 MHlfzarid the Ultrasonic Thickness Tespter presents a digitol display of material thickness and is
easy to interpret. However, because the presence of liquids and corrosion products can produce results
,;hich are difficult to interpret, ultrasonic examination for corrosion is little
used.
It seems to have
most success when directed against exfoliation corrosion.
lb.
X-Radiography.
The RAF uses several types of portable X-ray tubes up to 150KV.
X-radiography is
suitable for detecting internal corrosion of light structure, skins, stringers, frames and especially
closed section members.
In ideal conditions a 2% reduction in material thickness can be detected by
using a stepped comparator block of the same material thickness. However, conditions are rarely ideal
and it is always difficult to interpret the results. Varying paint thicknesses, uneven sealant or bonding
materials impede accurate results, and furthermore, the presence of corrosion products may result in
corrosion remaining undetected.
Unless the V-ray beam can be directed along the plane of delamination
it will not detect exfoliation corrosion.
17, Neutron Radiography.
The RAF conducted a trial into the use of neutron radiography for detecting
corrosion in aircraft.
A Californium 2'52 source was used arid radiographs of aircraft componen~ts and a
Nimrod aircr:aft were taken. There were no fundamental reasons why neutron radiography could not be used
to detect corrosion.
Tire tests generally showed that neutron roldiography was good at detecting corrosion
even iii very thick structure and would provide adequate i:ensitivity.
However, the use of Casiforniarr
252 as a neutron source was thought to be highly impracticable because of long exposure times, lack of
real portability, high source cost arid the associated safety measures. Moreover, we were not convinced
of a specific requirement for neutron radiography especially as we failed to find any specific
applications for the method even on the Nimrod.
At the moment, therefore, tire application of neutron
radiography for detection of corrosion in RAF aircr:ift is not being pursued further.
18. Other Non-Destructive Testing Methods.
The RAI is aware of the use of acoustic emission techniques
for detecting corrosion.
However, we have not yet been convinced of their usefulness or superiority to
other existing methods.
In the demonstrations we have attended, a lot of local heat has had to be applied
to make the corrosion sufficiently active to be discernable. We are therefoic( only con'tinuing to watch
developments in this area. Another technique which could have future applications is where the structure
is vibrated with a low power sound source arid then monitored for its resonant sound signatures at various
locations.
At the moment however, we believe that tire development of eddy current techniques offers the
most likely gains in the near future. We hope to replace more and more X-ray techniques for corrosion
detection with eddy current techniques.
We are aware that methods of detecting corrosion have generally
resulted from the methods developed to detect fatigue cracks (and hrave always taken second place) but we
are reasonably content with this approach because the RAF' has never lost air aircraft because of a corrosion
failure.
CORROSION RECTIFICATION
19. Once significant corrosion has been discovered it i!- rectified by either removing it or replacing the
corroded part.
For sef-,ctural items removal by cleaning pads, abrasive paper, flap wheels, conventional
and rubber matrix gri.
s wheels or abrasive blasting is preferred, becouse of cost, to component
replacement.
Component replacement will only be undertaken for systems comp& ents or for structural
components where the depth of removal would significantly affect component strength or stiffness.
Acceptable limits of material removal are often specified in our aircraft servicing manuals. Where limits
are not specified or where the depth of removal is beyond the specified limits advice from the aircraft a
Design Authority is sought.
The RAF's quickest and most effective method of removing corrosion is the
Vacublast machine which is anr abrasive blasting machine with asn integral vacuum system of abrasive recovery.
Both glass beads arid alumina grit are used as blasting media. Glass beads supposedly remove tire brittle
corrosion products leaving a clean metal surface.
Alumina grit removes corrosion products and parent
metal arid consequently needs careful control.
Iri the past, the RAY has preferred the use of glass beads
because they do not remove the parent metal. However, there is now some evidence tirat corrosion re-occurs
more frequently on sites that have been glass bead blasted because of the peening effect of the beads
trapping corrosion products under the apparently sound metal surface. When corrosion has been removed
or the component replaced the area is reprotected.
In areas where corrosion is known Lo re-occur then
further protectives like PX-24 and PX-28 will be considered in addition to the original paint finish or
treatment.
Without additional protection it is inevitable, given time, that corrosion will re-occur again
in the same area.
THE FUTURE
20. We are not aware of any major breakthroughs in corrosion prevention.
For existing aircraft types we
can only control the degree of in-service corrosion by use of better protectives.
We therefore think that
co: rosion will continue on in-service aircraft arid the most significart costs savings will be made by first
slowing down the ratt of corrosion, then by early detection and rectification before repairs become
V~
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extensive and costly. In other words, with the current state of the art we can only delay the inevitable.
We intend our recordings of costs and the effectiveness of our programme against corrosion to shape both
our future aircraft requirements at the design stage and our maintenance policy developments. We, as
maintenance engineers must specify to the designer that all aircraft, and particularly those used in the
maritime role are to be manufactured from materials that have a demonstrated high resistance to corrosion
in the operating environment. Furthermore, they must be adequately protected on assembly. We ahu~ld,
therefore perhaps, look forward to the composite fibre reinforced plastic aircraft.
21.
Figure 8 shows the effectiveness of our very active programme on the Nimrod. The Figure shows an
increasing trond in rectification costs ever since the programme started. However, we are continuing
to monitor the trend and hope that rectification costs will tail off as rectification becomes less as
more corrosion is rectified out and prevented from further occurrence by our prcvexitativý measures.
Nevertheless, this paper would be incomplete if it did not show the cost of corrosion in relation to the
whole perspective of maintenance costs. For the RAFa most corrosion expensive aircraft, the Nimrod, our
findings show that corrosion maintenance is only a small percentage of the total maintenance cost of the
fleet. For other aircraft the cost will be even lower and less significant. Moreover, the RAF has never
lost an aircraft because of corrosion and in the days of severe pressures on defence budgets we must be
careful not to sllc'cate more resources to the problem of corrosion than are justifiea.
CONCLUSIONS
22.

Corrosion maintenance costs, at worst, are a small percentage of total maintenance coats.
Aircraft size, age, environment and construction are the factors which
determine individual corrosion maintenance costs. If we accept we have to operate aircraft in poor
corrosion environments then the only variable which can be controlled is aircraft construction. This
variable is controlled by tne aircraft designer. We need to specify to him the need for excellentI
corrosion resistant materials, good corrosion resistant basic design and ample protective treatments
on manufacture. In service maintenance against corrosion only compensates for poor design. All the
protective measures we take only appear to delay the inevitable; there are no major breakthroughs in
corrosion prevention. We believe it is cheaper to prevent corrosion than to allow it to occur and then
have to undertake extensive costly repairs. In the RAF the elements of preventive maintenance are policy,
education of tradesmen, corrosion control teams, paints, protective treatments, a corrosion first aid kit
and aircraft washing. If prevention is unsuccessful then we either blend out corrosion by several methods
or replace the defective component. We then replace the original protection scheme and in many cases use
and Consumes manhour resources.

an additional supplementary protective.

We record corrosion work at all stages and in the case of the

Nimrod aircraft we are comparing the costs of corrosion prevention against rectification to find the
effectiveness of our programme. We intend to use our findings to influence our maintenance procedures
and more importantly to shape our future design requirements so that the designer produces an aircraft
that dues not corrode significantly during its service life.
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CORROSICN INFORMATION FLOW CHART
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AIRCRAFT TYPE

CORROSION MAINTENANCE
COST FACTOR
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1
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5
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15
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Large transport aircraft and maritime
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Figure 2 CORROSION COSTS BY AIRCRAFT TYPE
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An Airline View of the Corrosion Problem
R G MITCHELL Asst. Manager
Aircraft Enginecring (Structures)
British Airways
PO Box 10
Reathrow Airport (London)
Hounslow TW6 2JA
England
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Although the corrosion phenomenon
is well understood by aircraft manufacturers and operators alike,
most current aircraft types continue to exhibit many of the fundamental corrosion defects shown by earlier
designs.
It is estimated that the total annual cost to IATA member airlines is around $100 million based
on 1976 operations. Environmental and maintenance effects are important and should be fully understood in
their importance in minimizing corrosive attack.
In addition to the more comwon forms, filiform corrosion
and microbiological contamination present hazards to aircraft operating in certain areas of the world.
Temporary water displacing fluids are becoming common in their use, and subject to certain limitations
are providing valuable short term protection.
The new FAA design rules will require the effects of corrosion to be consfdered at the design stage
which should result in an improved product for the operator.
In addition the IATA document Guidance
Material on "Design and Maintenance Against Corrosion of Aircraft Structures" specifies practices which
should also impcove the overall product.

General Introduction
The aircraft utilisation rate is laid upon a foundation of known work programmes which stipulate that
individual aircraft will be undergoing maintenance for blozk periods of time during the year.
It is
apparent therefore that in order to support the Commercial Department plans, an extremely well devised
maintenance progra-me is required. For an airline to operate at optimum efficiency, the maintenance programmes must be planned to ensure that the work requirement is matched by the necessary sparcs, materials,
tools, equipment and labour at the right stages during the tangar visit.
The unexpected aad non-scheduled problem is therefore, strictly an economic embarrassment.
The
discovery of a fatigue crack, corrosion or Ry of the other mechanical faults which must be repaired on an
urgent basis are the ones which really cause the headaches.
In its simplest form the airline engineering base can be regarded as a facility for carrying out planned
maintenance and changing or repairing worn out components.
This view is of course unrealistic because
somewhere, someone is intent on driving a ground vehicle into the side of an aeroplane thus causing a
service delay which has wide repercussions in many directions.
Similarly the work necessary at base to
repair an unexpected crack or corrosion in a major piece of structure can soon seriously upset the best
planned engineering commitment and rapidly lead to non-availability of aircraft.
Modern aircraft design makes increasing use of integrally machined panels and components which in
themselves arz rather more difficult to repair in terms of time and complexity than the conventional
rivetted skin/stringer combination.
It also follows therefore that the supply of spare parts in the evenr
of a fleetwide problem could pose serious incorporation difficulties to the operator.
It is probably true to say that the corrosion phenomenon is well understood by both the manufacturing
and airline industries, yet the annual costs of corrosion to the operators remain appallingly high.
Furthermore, most aircraft types recently produced exhibit many of the same fundamental corrosion defects
as those earlier models produced two decades ago. The reasons are manifold, including custom and practice
unchanged over the years, higher initial costs to provide better protection during manufacture, unawareness
on the part of the designer of realistic operating conditions, a gradual deterioration of the protective
finishes, and an inability on the part of the operator to maintain the airframe to the "as received" condition. It is true to say that once the onset of corrosion occurs, the operator is generally fighting a
losing battle, but since aircraft are now in service for much longer periods - around twenty years is
typical - a general improvement in the basic protection is essential to minimise operational costs and to
maintain structural integrity.
Several IATA Member Airlines have made a preliminary analysis of their corrosion costs based on the
annual costs of scheduled maintenance, modification, and replacement.
The results of
in several, ways:(i)

these analyses show the financial cost of the corrosion problem which can be expressed

Direct cost per flying hour between $5 and $12,

depending on operators and aircraft type (not

including maintenance overhead).
(ii)

Percentage of direct airframe maintenance costs between 6% and 8%.

(iii)

Total annual direct cost for IATA Member Airlines would be close to $100 million based on 1976
onaration•.
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It should be noted that the values kepresent costs for a range of operators and aircraft types. The
lowest value is very conservative and is largely based on one operator's actual modification project costs
only. The higher value is probably closer to the true cost since it is based upon a breakdown of actual
modification, routine maintenance and inspection costs.
Closer examination of these figures reveals that the major component in the cost values associated with
corrosion prevention and control is due to labour costs. An additional tost not reflected in the above
figures is the unscheduled downtime both at main base and route stations.
Environmental Considerations
Environmental effects both in the air and on the ground are very important factors in the ability of a
structure to withstand corrosive attack. It highlights the differences found by operators of similar
aircraft types around the world and indeed should be a prime consideration together with the operational
role and flying rate when the operator establishes his corrosion prevention and control programme.
In a dry climate, corrosion usually progresses very slowly, however if the same aircraft is exposed
to a warm wet climate with salt water nearby, light corrosion if untreated can become very severe in a
very short space of time. Similarly temperature and atmospheric changes during each flight make a contribution to corrosion attack. An aircraft may depart from an airport where the temperature and humidity

is high, climb through industrially polluted air and rain, cruise at subfreezing temperatures and land
where the climate is again hot and humid.

During these phases of flight, moisture condenses and airborne

salts accumelate on the skin, in crevices and in structural enclosed areas such as flap cavities and
undercarriage bays.
The structure may already be contaminated by leakage from fluid sources, exhaust

gases
and runway salts or other contaminants and the overall effects of these combined actions may
directly attack the structure or absorb and retain contamination thereby providing an excellent environment for corrosion to develop.
The wi
range of materials used during maintenance or in operating the aircraft, or indeed carried as
freight comprise additional hazards to the structure in terms of causing corrosion initiation. Some of
these conditions and contamination sources are listed as follows:Base Airport and Operational Environment
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Climate/humidity.
Location relative to salt water.
Condensates from passengers and livestock.
Airborne salts ýad industrial impurities.
Sunlight and :;ý;ne affecting rubber and plastic materials.
Runway salts and contaminants.

Operational/tc

-nance Materials and Hazards

(a) Oils and
ulic fluids.
(b) Cleaning m, .ials and paint strippers.
(c) Maintenance
ions causing scratches and abrasions.
(d) Accidental --age during maintenance and in operation.
(e) Battery acid.
(f) Exhaust gases.
(g) De-icing and de- - osting fluids.
(h) Toilet and gal.l
spilligea.
(i) In flight turbulence causing spillage.
(j) Cargo breakaf !.d/or spillage.
(k) Contaminated .
(kerosene).
Most of these sources and conditions are quite well known and the list
is !Lot intended to be exhaustive.
For example, foreign objects left lying around within the structure at build or during maintenance can
rattle and abrade,, and repair areas require thorough cleaning afterwards to remove swarf, loose fasteners
and so on.
It is vitally important that all materials used in maintenance are checked out on their total effects
on aircraft materials.
Paint strippers which may be ideal for the imediate task can be disasterous on
plastic materials (cabin windows) beside causing a possible disposal problem.
Similar considerations
should also be extended to chemicals which may directly or indirectly be used on or around the aircraft,
such as insecticides and fire fighting materials i.e. foams and the like, used by different airport
authorities around the world.
It is essential that following any incident involving the use of fire
extinguishing compounds on aircraft structures or furnisbings, rapid steps are taken to thoroughly clean
the affected areas otherwise the aircraft might be very seriously contaminated.
In the case of the carriage of dangerous materials.in freight holds, the International Air Transport
Association (IATA) publish a handbook PRestricted Articles Regulations" which the shipper must declare and
observe when offering such materials for transportation to the operator. However cases have occurred
where highly corrosive miterials have contaminated structures due to incorrect declarations.
For example
a shipment labelled scientific instruments may consist of instruments containing mercury which if damaged
can cause severe contamination peublems to the operator.
Causes of Corcosion
When paint has deteriorated or plating and protective finishes are damaged, the base material is
vulnerable to corrosive attack° Most common forms of corrosion are electrolytic in nature and once
corrosion stý-% and affects the internal structure of the metal it can continue even though the surface
is sub, -qýq i
protecte'.
On many occasions, areas which have been blended or mechanically worked ha-ye
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exhibited subsequent signs of corrosion due to the initial corrosion not being completely removed.
It is
an unfortunate fact that aircraft materials which require a high strength/density ratio are generally all
susceptible to corrosion attack. In general the higher the strength the higher the susceptibility to
attack.
Brief Review of Common Forms of Corrosion
1.

Surface Corrosion
Etching or pitting of metal surfaces caused by reaction between Metal and moisture containing
contaminants.
Accelerated by conditions of high humidity and temperature.

2.

Dissimilar Metals
Coupled in the presence of a suitable electrolyte process may be similar to a simple acid battery.

3.

Intergranular Corrosion
Seriously affects metal strength and is caused by breakdown of graia structure at the grain
boundaries due to corrosive attack.
Condition is difficult to detect in the early stages.
As
corrosion progresses, lifting of metal surface occurs. Exfoliation is one form of intergranular
corrosion. Some materials are very prone to attack where machining occurs across the grain of the
material.

4.

Stress Corrosion
Occuxs in some alloys which are susceptible to cracking when under sustained tensile stress and
are exposed to corrosive environment.
Smill intergranular cracks occur at the bottom of corrosion
pits and the tensile stress causes cracks to open exposing fresh metal to corrosive attack. Failure
occurs due to combined effects of stress and corrosion. It is important that machining or fitting
practices during assemblies avoid inducing stress into a component.
It is good practice to avoid using
loose gap Hillers on assemblies requiring fairly frequent dismantling. Mating dimensions should be
designed to avoid the use of shims or loose parts which sooner or later will be lost.

5.

Fretting Corrosion

6.

Bonded Structure Delamination
Often occurs due to corrosion where moisture enters and attacks the bond or internal structure.

Occurs where mating surfaces have slight relative movement.
fretting to occur.

No corrosive agent is necessary for

Specific Forms of Corrosion
A number of specialised forms of corrosion have occurred mainly in areas of high humidity and temperatures.
These are:1.

Filiform Corrosion
This is a tunneling thread like corrosion which develops under paint schemes usually adjacent to
fastener heads. Corrosion begins as a superficial attack of the aluminium clad surface which imless
treated can lead to skin exfoliation or fastener corrosion. The early signs are paint blistering or
loss of paint adhesion, and corrosion results from galvanic action between areas of different electrochemical potential on the aluminium skin surface. Moisture which has penetrated the paint film acts
as the electrolyte.

2.

Integral Fuel Tank Corrosion
Micro organisms which live ahd breed in water contained in jet fuel can cause serious corrosion of
metal surfaces in integral fuel tanks,
The micro organisms form dark coloured slimy sludge in the fuel
tanks and can deteriorate fuel tank sealant, protective treatments and corrode tank pipes and wing
structure.
It can clog strainers and fuel filters and eventually cause tuel tank leakage and structural
failure. Fuel tank sumps must be drained frequently to check for, and reduce the water content in the
fuel.

Fuel additives can be used to kill

the micro organisms.

This particular problem seems to be most

prevalent to aircraft operating or standing for long periods of time in tropical conditions.
The most recent information on this subject would indicate that zinc rich epoxy paint schemes provide the best internal fuel tank protection, and one manufacturer has used strontium chromate in tablet
form located inside plastic containers permanently attached to the internal wing structure to combat
t'ie problem.
l~itish Airways have experienced this form of contamination to some degree and we add
Biobor to the fucl as found necessary.
Aircraft that are inactive for lengthy periods are also treated
with Biobor prior to storage.
Corrosion Problem Areas
Experience shows that the following areas in aircraft are particularly prone to corrosive attack.
1.

Galley Locations
Liquid spillages are the prime cause, coffee, fruit juices and other liquids are particularly
severe on light alloy structure and despite the very best sealing efforts that are made in these areas,
the problem has not been completely eliminated.
It would also seem that galleys are usually posýtioned
at each end of the aircraft invariably over structure which is difficult to inspect from underneath and
occasionally adjacent to pressure bulkheads and electronic equipment.

2.

Toilets and Washiag Areas
The usual corrosion source is urine contamination and water spillage therefore very special stalSince both galley and toilet areas are particuling sffcrts are made to minimize the corrosion hazard.
arly prone to corrosion, the inspections in these locations are particularly intensive.
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2. Toilets and Washing Areas Contd.
Spillage can also occur during in-flight turbulence which invariably seems to occur whenever the
cabin staff are serving me&~I-e
3.

Freight Holds
Freigl't areas. and the structure beneath the holds suffer corrosive attack resulting largely from
spillage or breakages from cargo. The structure beneath the hold in usually at the bottom of the
aircraft and collects moisture which drains into these lover areas. There are very strict packaging
requirements for certain restricted cargo particularly corrosive liquids which shippers must observe
before
consignment can be carried. Passengers also carry strange items in their personal baggage
and it has been known for a lead acid battery to be pecked into a suitcase. The resulting damage to
this, and the surrounding baggage was to say the least - considerable. Some baggage handling faciliti.-s
are not exactly careful in transporting and stowing baggage and again breakages can occur.
The normal treatment in canes of spillage is to locally clean the area at the time the spillage is
discovered and then to thoroughly inspect the aircraft when it returns to base.

4.

Condenaation
Condensation from passengers and livestock is another potential source of corrosion. Soundproofing which is adjacent to the fuselage skin absorbs moisture and can literally lay like a wet blanket
against the structure. On one aircraft type it was found that the empty weight had increased by
approximately 400 kg.. due to this cause.

Temporary Protection SchemEs
Most operators now make use of water displacing fluids as a temporary protection under adverse conditions.
British Airways have used the materials both internally within fuselage and wing areas, and externally
around undercarriage components and the experience to date has been good. Areas susceptible to corrosion
have been successfully treated by repeat applications of the fluid and the corrosion rectification previously
necessary has been significantly reduced.
It is difficult to estimate the life expectancy of the treatment
since this obviously depends on the environment, but six months in an exposed undercarriage area to two
years within a fuselage would be typical repeat application frequencies.
The fluid treatment is most beneficial when the basic paint protection scheme is in good condition
since it will displace water from tiny crevices and similar areas prone to corrosive attack. Indeed one
manufacturer treats the lower fuselage areas after assembly as an added protection to the paint schemes
before delivering the aircraft to the customer.
We have over the years attempted to locally repaint and touch up internal structure particularly in
dirty areas suc~h as the lower fusealge, but it is well nigh impossible to clean the structure around
stringers, brackets, rivets etc. to the high degree of cleanliness required for re-painting and it is felt
that water displacing fluid is probably a more effectivk overall treatment.
It should be emphasised of course that these fluids provide temporary protection only and in no way
should be considered to replace a good sound permanent protection scheme during initial construction of
the aircraft.
There is a fear in some quarters that the widespread use of these fluids will have an adverse effect
on fatigue lives of joints and indeed British Airways collaborated with The Royal Aircraft Establishment
at Farnborough to conduct constant amplitude faituge tests on representative fuselage lap joint specimens.
It was found that on bare assembled joints i.e. with no protective coating between the plates, the
reduction in frictional effects caused by the fluid did cause a significant reduction in fatigue life.
Other sources state that above plate thicknesses of about 1.5 to 2.0 mm (.06311- .071") the fatigue effect
is minimal.
Design Requirements and 1ATA Guidance Material
The design requirements for new aircraft in the transport category have recently changed (FAR 25.571,
JAR 25).
The manufazturer is now, charged with assessing the effects of corrosion and accidental damage in
addition to fatigue on the damage tolerence of the structure during the declared life of the Airframe at
the design stage. Recent events have produced the Structural Audit or Supplemental Inspections for
existing aircraft but under the new design rules, these additional requirements must be considered at the
outset. These changes should result in an improvement in airframe protection as far as the operator is
concerned. During the late 1970's a team of airline representatives, including myself for British Airways
met at the IATA offices in Montreal to discuss the corrosion problem. This resulted in the publication of
IATA document "Guidance Material on Design and Maintenance Against Corrosion of Aircraft Structures".
(Doc. Gen/2637)
This document is a comw'i~rehensive review of corrosion as seen by the airlines. It covers the basic
problem and specifies methods by which manufacturers can meet the objectives9. The document has largely
been accepted by the major aircraft constructors and compliance with the majority of the important
recommendations has resulted. Most of the good practices to be specified hare are spelt out in greet detail
in the document and should be considered as supplementary to this paper.
Insection Methods
The majority of inspections are performed visually where the experienced eye can readily assess the
overall condition and detect specific defects such as surface flaws, local deformation, slight bulges oi
skin or colour variations which might be indicative say of corrosion or leaks. The trained and experienced
eye forma the vital part of the inspection process since it is linked to the best computer available in the
field, the human brain, where judgement, experience and memory plays such an importailt part in the overall
assessment and interpretation of structural condition. The inspector is aided by well established optical
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mag•ification devices including remote viewing light probes.
Various dye penetrant methods are available
and of course the whole field of NDT which is constantly improving and increasing its capability.
Indeed
ooze a defect position is identified an appropirate NDT procedure is capable of finding very small crack
or defect indications.
We all t*nd to make increased use of the sophisticated NDT techniques available
nowadays.
Low frequency eddy current equipment which is capable of penitrating one material thickness
to search for defects in another layer or inside the bore of a fastner hole is now invaluable. It should
be emphasised however that NDT inspections are generally very specific with the technique being developed
to search for a given defect at a given location.
The eyeball inspection still
integrity.

constitute.

the major inspection activity in maintaining structural

Inspection Opportunities
The Maincenance Checks on.British Airways aircraft are as follows:(a) Transit Checks
The most frequent inspection takes place at the transit check prior to each flight.
Comprising - Prior to Departure Checks, Route Station Transit, London Turnround Checks,
Terminating Station Checks.
These inspections from ground level provide the opportunity to detect
fairly gross forms of damage resulting from natural causes and from accidental damage, i.e. catering
trucks and ground equipment collisions with aircraft.
In all cases however, whenever and wherever a
aoignificant structural defect is found or damage is inflicted, it is a requirement that stations
report such events to base, where if necessary, appropriate repair advice can be given prior to
further flight.
It is considered that gross damage over the lower fuselage up to, say, cabin window level, around
entry door apertures, together with the lower surfaces of the wing and tailplane can usually be readily
detected on this type of check. It is veiy difficult to define gross damage since the inspection, of
course, tales place in the open air and in the prevailing weather and lighting conditions, however
torches are used in darkness to supplement the airport ramp lighting.
Fuel leaks have been detected on these checks, which in several cases were indicative of fatigue
damage.
This check would also be used to inspect the aircraft for signs of damage following reports of
inflight turbulence, lightning or bird strikes, or following a heavy landing. Fuselage creases and
engine nodding has been detected following heavy landings.
(b) Service Checks
Typical frequencies:

700/800 flying hours VC10 and B707
800 flying hours L1011
1350 flying hours B747

This inspection is a general visual examination of the complete exterior of the aircraft with
flaps extended supplemented by opportunity inspections of such areas where access is required for
maintenance and servicing.
It is a hangar inspection in good lighting conditions with some access
equipment around the taircraft such that upper parts of the external surface can be examiri'd from a
distance
considered adequate to detect fairly gross forms of damage, i.e. deformation, distortion,
long standing nicotine staining and obvious cracks.
The term SCAN inspection is applied to this
external inspection. The check is also used to monitor or inspect any items on special surveillance,
as we try not to impose any specific inspections at frequencies less than the Service Check unless
considered essential for an urgent structural integrity check.
(c)

Intermediate Check
Typical frequencies.:

1500
2000
3000
4000

flying
flying
flying
flying

hours
hours
hours
hours

B707-400
B707-300
L1011
B747

This inspection requires a close detailed visual examination of the external structure where quite
small defects, say cracks up to 1" long, or early signs of corrosion should be readily detected by
visual means.
In addition some NDT inspections are required for specific areas, and internal zonal type
inspections also take place of the more critical areas. Whenever a panel is removed to attend to the
needs ol a component or system, an inspection of the structure is also required prior to re-fitting the
panel.
The aircraft is fully jacked in the hangar with full access staging around the aircraft.
possible any minor or temporary s'ructural repairs are carried forward by repeat inspections,
lower checks for assessment for permanent repair during this check.
(d) Inter-Supplemental Check
Frequency:

6000
8000
6000
8000

flying
flying
flying
flying

hours
hours
hours
hours

or 2 years B707-400 or VC1O
or 2 years 3707-300
TriStar
1747

Wherever
at the
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(d) Inter-Supplemental Check

Contd.

In addition to the Intermediate Inspection requirements this check requires a more detailed visual and
NDT inspections of selected internal structure and examines particularlv the lower fuselage including
pressure bulkheadsa and internal door surrouind atructure. Some Structure Sampling Inspections are also
carried out during this check.
Major Check
Frequiency:

10000
16000
12000
16000
24000

flying
flying
flying
flying
flying

houra or 3 years B707-400
hours or 4 years B707-300
hours or 34 years SVC10
hours
TniStar
hours
B747

In addition to the previous inspection requirements,

this is

the check during which most of the

deep internal structural inspections and sampling inspections occur, both by visual and NDT methods.
Reaction to Inspection Findings
Figure I shows the prime sources of information received internally and externally by British Airways
and the normal action channels used for resulting inspections and/or implementing corrective actions.
Formal documentation, such as Service Bulletins and Directives and the like are received within our
Technical Services Department and documentation is sent to the appropriate Engineering Group for review
and recording of the action taken. In this way we ensure that each and every document is properly accounted
for and does not become mislaid or failed to be acted upon (unless a justifying statement is made that
action is not required or has been covered by alternate action).
The normal response following the discovery or notification of a significant defect is by the Special
Check route. This is norm 'ally a once-off inspection carried out across the fleet, the timing and applicability
of which depends on the nature and severity of the defect. The aim being to inspect first those aircraft
with similar or greater flying hours/cycles to the aircraft contiining the defect. Figure 2 detail.s the
Special Check requirements and special Maintenance Work Requirements resulting from our own findings,
Service Bulletins, Advisory Reports and the like, issued by Structures Group alone over the periods shown.
The tabulation shows that we have called for a considerable number of additional inspections over and
above those carried out by the routine inspections specified in our own Maintenance Schedule. In order to
set these numbers in perspective, those inspections which were related to significant structural problems,
including those defect& associated with cracking and corrosion have been indicated separately under some
headings. The others being nore related to operational problems such as wear checks, high door operatin~g
loads, removing batches of suspect tyres and so on.
Depending upon the findings of the Special Check, a change may be introduced to the Maintenance Schedule
or a modification called up etc.

I
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REACTION TO INSPECTION FINDINGS AND EXTERNALLY RECEIVED INYORMATION/IEQUIREMENTS

MAIN SOURCES OF INFORMATION

BA INSPECTION FINDINGS

(
(
(

Routine inspections
Structural sampling inspections
Developing trends from work cards/general experience

HAMA ACTURIS

(

Service Bulletin
Service cable
Service News Letter
In Service Activities Report
Structural Advisory Note

REGULATORY AUTHORITY

(
(
(

Mandatory Requirement (Airworthiness Directive - AD)
CAA List of Additional DirectivesoMandatory Occurrence
Reports & Feedback (Similar infomation from USA)

OTHER OPERATORS

(

Reports

ENGINEERING ACTION

(
(

Special Check (Inspection for Condition)
Maintenance Work Requirement
BA Modification
BA Repair Scheme
Design Deviation Authorization
Approved Maintenince Schedule
Maintenance Manual Revision
Technical News Sheet

(

FIG. 1
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SPECIAL CHECKS & MAINTENANCE WORK REQUIREMENTS ISSUED BY STRUCTURES GROUP

ATA

and
Year

U/C
Wheels
Brakes
& Tyres

Doors

55

54

53

52

32

Aircraft
Typ e

Fuselage

Vertical
Nacelles and
Roriz.
Tail

57

56

.

Windows

Wings
Incl.
Flaps
&
Ailerons

IGENERAL
ncl....

T
0

mci.
Emerg.
Equtip.
In-Fit.
Turb.
Checks

T
A
L

B707 1969

9

2

4

3

5

0

11

1

35

1970

13

10

5

1

2

1

4

2

38

1971
3
1972
9
1973 11

5
0
5

8
8
5

1
2
0

5
3
2

1
0
0

15
14
14

1
2
0

39
38
37

1974

11

3

6

1

0

1

14

0

36

1975

10

0

4

1

0

1

20

1

37

1976

14

5

8

3

2

2

10

2

46

1977

4

3

6

3

2

1

16

1

4

39

1978

5 (

0

3

1

4

1

7

5

26

1979

5

4

0

1

2

0

6

Q

1

19

94

37

57

17

27

8

131

19

390

3

1

4

2

4

0

3

0

17

1970

5

2

5

0

1

1

0

0

14

1971

11

2

4

0

6

0

2

0

25

1972

3

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

5

1973

2

0

2

8

0

0

0

0

0

4

1974

6

4

8

1

1

1

2

2

25

1975

5

0

5

1

0

0

4

1

16

1976

7

6

3

1

3

0

5

6

31

1977

3

7

4$

4 ;

0

0

1

6

25

1978

1

4

3

1

1

2

2

17

1979

4

I

S

2

1

0

1

1i1

50

27

44

14

18

3

20

747 1974

12

23

3

3

0

0

16

1975

15

12

4

1

0

0

21

4

1976

16

17

3

0

1

2

13

3

1977

14

(Q

6

1978

9

1

8

1979

6

2

5

VC10 1969

72

2

Q

0
2)
(
1

71

Q

@
1
Lj

3

*

2

18

194

1

58

2

55

9

61

5

(D

0

0

3

3

13

44

7

@

2

3

0

5

(

9

43

S Q

7

0

0

4

0

2

29

13

4

5

62

36

290

27

-

DENOTES CRACKS & CORRSION
*

INCLUDES VIBRATION SIUDY
FIG. 2
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Fig.3 Illustration shows a badly corroded seat track located beneath a galley unit. Corrosion
has occurred where a steel galley attachment fitting was located in the light alloy seat track in the
presence of liquids. The galley load restraint capability has been severely degraded

1

44

Fig.4

Photograph shows the excellent paint removing qualities of certain products carried as Air
Freight! Portion of structure shown was located beneath a freight
hold floor and liquid spillage caused the problem

I'

-
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Fig.5

Illustration of fihiform corrosion
around steel fastener heads in light alloy
(7000 series) upper wing surface

Fig.6

Illustration of contaminated jet fuel. B~lack coloured areas show the micro
organism growth (in this case Cladospurium Resinae) which
is best detected through a small quantity of fuel in the tank

---

-Mir
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Fig.7

Photograph shows a light alloy fuel pipe component which has been

corroded by micro organism attack. This is apparent on the parallel
portions and as overhaul surface pitting

,; Y.,.

Fig.8 However severe the Airline environment might be, this picture shows natures full hostility
to mans best efforts at aircraft corrosion prevention! The photograph was taken on the flight
deck of an aircraft carrier and I am grateful to the Royal Navy for providing the illustration
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE CORROSION OF AIRCRAFT
AT THE AIR FORCE BASE IN BANDIRMA, TURKEY
M. Doruk
Middle East Technical University, Ankara,

Turkey.

SUMMARY
The aim of this work is to study the types and the causes of corrosion which have
been observed primarily on aircraft of Type F-5A at the Air Force Base in Band3,rma, Turkey.
Visual inspection showed many locations of concentration of corrosion. The vertical stabilizer attach angle (Alloy 7075-T6) fails through exfoliation corrosion and galvanic attack
in the bolt holes. Galvanic corrosion has also been observed around the jaw bolts under
the main wings. Another case of exfoliation attack has been found on the uplock support
rib (Alloy 7075-T6 or 7079-T6) in the main landing gear well. Damage in the honeycomb
assembly which appears as a debonding between the honeycomb structure and the top plate
has been regarded to be a serious problem. Corrosion damage is attributed to the high
corrosiveness of the atmosphere of Air Force Base laden with sea salt and polluted from
industries in the neighborhood.
INTRODUCTION
In Turkey, aircraft corrosion was reported in 1972 in connection with fighters of
Type F-5A at the Air Force Base in Bandirma. A general evaluation in 1976, however, showed,
that the aircraft corrosion has not been restricted to a certain type of aircraft based
at a specific location of the country. Instead, in addition to Bandirma aircraft based
in rural areas were also found to corrode. Examples of these are Balikesir and Merzifon.
A classification of aircraft corrosion observed in Turkey according to the types and location of corrosion is given in Table 1. In general, the damage of the honeycomb assembly is
the one the aircraft users find most serious. Parts, which are heavily damaged through an
exfoliation type of corrosion like the vertical stabilizer attach angle have to be replaced.
The same is true for parts damaged by galvanic corrosion confined to holec through which
the bolts are placed.
Table 1. Classification of corrosion damage according to the type of aircraft
Type and location of damage

Aircraft
F-5A
-

EXFOLIATION AND STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
Vertical stabilizer attach angle (7075-T6)
Main landing gear uplock support rib (7075-T6)
Vertical stabilizer along the edge of radome
Inside of the air inlet ducts

GALVANIC CORROSION
- Holes in the vertical stabilizer attach angle
- Holes under the wings through which the jaw bolts are
placed
- Holes in the magnesium alloy covering plates under the
fuselage

-

HONEYCOMB ASSEMBLY DAMAGE
Leading edge sections of wings

-

EXFOLIATION
Inside of the air inlet ducts

F-104G-S

GALVANIC CORROSION
- Bolt holes through which the vertical stabilizer is
connected to the fuselage
- Holes under the wings through which the jaw bolts are
placed.

-

HONEYCOMB ASSEMBLY DAMAGE
Leading edge sections of wings

F-38A, B

- Similar to the F-5A except that corrosion is concentrated on the vertical stabilizer attach part.

F-100F, D, C

- Galvanic corrosion
- Wear on alclad surfaces

F-4E

- Pitting on titanium top plate of honeycomb assembly

V
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In this paper attention will be devoted to corrosion of aircraft at the Air Force
Base in Bandirma. Here, two fleets each consisting of 18 aircraft have been based since
1966. The map in Fig.l shows the location of Bandirma as well as that of Balikesir and
Merzifon. The same map also shows the layout of the Air Force Base and the neighboring
manufacturing plants. The plants worth mentioning are the Fertilizer Factory, the Sulphuric
Acid Factory and the Boric Acid Factory. Other industries in the neighborhood of the Base
may have an insignificant polluting effect on the atmosphere. As shown on the map, the
direction of the major winds is from the northeast.
CORROSIVENESS OF THE ATMOSPHERE
Approaching the seacoast, the atmosphere is expected to be laden with an increasing
amount of sea salt. The industries in the neighborhood of the Air Force Base are also
expected to pollute the air with appreciable amounts of SO 2 , SO3 , H2 SO4
in form of mist
B2 0 3 and other acid gases. Accordingly, the air of the Air Force Base in Bandirma must
have the main cheracteristics both of a marine and an industrial atmosphere.
The probes of air, that were taken from three distinct locations on the Base were
analysed to determine the corrosiveness of the atmosphere. The results of these analyses
are summarized in the following table. In addition, the neutron-activation analysis of
dust showed the presence of a number of elements. The elements that are worth mentioning
are Br, I, Na, K and Mn.
Table 2. Results of Analyses of the Atmosphere
DUST CONTENT

ACIDITY

LOCATION

mg /m 3

ml 0,02N hCl/m

Fleet No: 161
Fleet No: 162
Tower

0.015
0.070
0.017

60

CHLORIDE CONTENT
3

mg /m

3

2,8.10
40

According to these results, the dust content of the air in Bandirma is comparable
with that in the most densely settled locations in Ankara. The acidity, however, is 20 to
30 times higher. The chloride content is about twice the one which is characteristic of a
rural atmosphere. The direction of the major winds appears to be an important factor that
increases the content of pollutants in the air originating both from the sea and the
neighboring industries.
OBSERVATIONS ON THE LOCATIONS AND THE TYPES OF CORROSION
There are many iccations on the aircraft on which corrosion of various types has been
observed. Figs.2 to 4 show the points which have generally been subject to corrosion.
Basically, three types of damage have been identified at different locations of the
aircraft: (1) Galvanic corrosion, (2) Exfoliation and stress corrosion cracking and (3)
Damage of honeycomb assembly.
Galvanic Corrosion
I- The vertical stabilizer at the tail
section of the aircraft has been a location of
frequently observed galvanic corrosion. Corrosion was detected between the screws which
hold the vertical stabilizer and the holes in the vertical stabilizer attach angle through
which the screws are placed. Corrosion damage in these places can be attributed to a galvani
type of corrosion. The crevices between holes and screws become wet and retain moisture
because the rain cannot effectively wash these locations. The tendency for corrosion results
from the nobler potential of screws as compared to the potential of material (7075-T6) of
the vertical stabilizer. This is evident from the enlargement of the holes through which
the screws are placed.
2- Cadmium coated steel jaw bolts under the main wings have been found to cause galvanic
corrosion which results in damage of holes in alUminum alloy parts. Galvanic corrosion
has been observed to start after removal of the cadmium coating. Smilar type of corrosion
has been detected around all kind of bolts under the fuselage and wings.
Exfoliation and Stress Corrosion Cracking
I- One place of concentration of this type of damage has been the portion at which the
tailwing is connected to the fuselage. Corrosion is detected on the vertical stabilizer
attach angle for connection. Corrosion damage in these places is identified as a form of
exfoliation or stress corrosion cracking extendig over a region of few inches. Antoher
type of damage has the form of delamination. Fig.5 shows the portions of the vertical
stabilizer attach angle damaged through the types of corrosion described.
2- Another case of exfoliation attack or stress corrosion cracking has been found on the
uplock support rib in the main landing gear well.
Damage in Honeycomb Assembly
This type of damage has appeared as a debonding between the honeycomb structure and
top plate (an Alclad alloy 7075-T6) (Fig.6). The users of the aircraft regard this damage
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as a serious one, because it results in the tearing of a portion of the top plate (Fig.7).
The damage starts through an opening in the edges. Debonding between the honeycomb structure and the top plate is attributed to a degradation of the adhesive under the effect of
the atmosphere. It is not certain whether the corrosive attack of the honeycomb structure
or the top plate has an effect on the debonding process.
EXFOLIATION CORROSION OF ALUMINUM ALLOYS
Like stress corrosion, the susceptibility to exfoliation corrosion of heat-treatable
aluminum alloys arises from metallurgical differences resulting from inhomogeneities in
heat treatment and fabrication conditions. The heat-treatments that are applied conventionally to these alloys consist of a solution treatment followed by either natural aging at
room temperature (T4) or artificial aging at elevated temperatures to optimize the tensile
properties (T6). Susceptibility to exfoliation corrosion in Al-Cu-Mg alloys is maximum in
the slightly underaged condition. It can, however, be eliminated by slight overaging of
the artificially aged alloys.
Grain shape is also important in relation to exfoliation corrosion. The aluminum alloys
in the extruded form show an elongated grain structure parallel to the surface. When alloys
are susceptible to intercrystalline corrosion, the penetration through grain boundaries
occurs primarily parallel to the surface. Exfoliation corrosion develops when a pressure
of sufficient magnitude has been created by the insoluble corrosion products to force the
grains apart. The susceptibility to exfoliation corrosion of high-strength Al-Zn-Mg alloys
shows generally a smilar dependence on grain structure, but this does not appear to be true
for medium-strength AI-Zn-Mg alloys.
Like exfoliation corrosion, the susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking of aluminum
alloys depends on grain structure. Susceptibility of any of the wrought alloys is maximum
when stressed in the short transverse direction, because the crack5 tend to propagate along
the grain boundaries and the area of grain surfaces normal to acting tensile stress is
greatest in this orientation. Forces acting on the vertical stabilizer create tensile
stresses in the short transverse direction in the attach angle which is an extruded
product. Accordingly, it can be concluded that the damage of the vertical stabilizer attach
angle can be attributed to a combined action of exfoliation and stress corrosion cracking.
This explanation would also be valid with respect to the damage observed in the uplock
support rib in the main landing gear well, since the elongated grains occur also in forgings
of aluminum alloys. The exfoliation corrosion observed elsewhere (the internal surface of
the air inlet ducts is an example) can also be explained by the parallelity of grain surfacep t1 the external surface of cold rolled sheets.
CORROSION MAINTANENCE OF AIRCRAFT
The Turkish Air Force has two principal centers for the regular maintenance of army
aircraft. These centers are located at the Eski~ehir and Kayseri Air Force Bases. The
maintenance center at Eskigehir deals mainly with jet aircraft. Corrosion maintenance
carried out to aircraft at this center every tL.-ee or four years consist of the following
steps:
123456789-

Removal of old paint,
Washing with detergent to remove all the remains of paint,
Location of places where corrosion has been effective,
Cleaning of rusty surfaces by means of rubber bonded abrasive wheels, whereby care
is exercized to remain within the dimensional limits. Otherwise the part is replaced,
Application of chromate conversion coating to the cleaned surfaces,
Replacement of heavily damaged parts like the vertical stabilizer attach angle,
Isolation of bolts with a special paste to avoid galvanic corrosion,
Application of prime coat (1 layer) and paint (2 layer),
Application of the camouflage paint.
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ON THE CORROSION PROBLEMS OF THE T.A.F. F-5 AIRCRAFT
by
Capt. A.tnalhan
Istanbul Teknik Oniversitesi
Gftmpuyu
Istanbul, Turkey

INTRODUCTION
This note comprises of some additional information about the paper presented here by
Prof. Doruk, which is related to the corrosion problems of the T.A.F. F-5 Aircraft based
in various locations in Turkey. In this paper, special attention is given to the effects
of atmospheric conditions on the A/C in the Bandirma base and this point, in our opinion,
is somewhat over-emphasised by the author. A briefaccount of the actual developments of
the case and the natural conclusions drawn upon them are as follows.
THE ACTIVITIES OF EIBM ON THE CORROSION PROBLEM OF F-5 A/C
1- The problem has been discovered by the technicions of Bandirma Base, and reported to
the EIBM (Eskigehir Depot Facility of T.A.F.) in Karch 1973, as a "painting trouble" which
was what they thought it was then.
2- The EIBM team arriving in Bandirma was greatly surprised by the existence of extensive
regions of corrosion in
a) The leading edge section of the vertical stabiliser (3-31414-3 P/N)
b) The attach angle which is the secondary structure joiiing the vertical stabiliser
to the fuselage (2-31435-501, 502 P/N).
c) The wing skin at the top of the main landing gear (6-23700 P/N).
d) Main landing gear cavities.
e) Various fasteners on the wings and the fuselage.
In order to complete detailed studies on the whole of the airframe, the worst effected
two aircraft have been transported to the EIBM, where a special project group was formed
and carried out the following duties until 1979.
1- All F-5 aircraft of T.A.F. have been corrosion controlled and grouped accordingly into
four categories, and a special weekly chech-up procedure established.
2- Various chemical and microscopic analyses have been made on a number of samples and
the specific courses of corrosion (such as Galvanic, Stress,... etc) determined in almost
every case at hand.
3- The main causes of the corrosion were determined to be
a) Design and production faults.
b) Insufficient knowledge of maintenance personel.
c) Atmospheric and other deterioration ftrs,
4- Following actions were taken accordingly.
a) The results of the project presented to the representatives of NORTHROP Inc. (USA)
producer of the A/C, in a detailed briefing in E.I.B.M. and were received with
interest. Also all NATO countries notified on the subject.
b) A "lead the force" program was initiated for the F-5 aircraft and also the maintenance personel have been given clear instructions on the subject.
c) Atmospheric analyses were ordered on a number of bases and in fact the values in
Prof. Doruk's paper come from the reports prapared by Ankara Nuclear Research and
Training Center.
CC(.CLUSIONS
1- The program, briefly described above has been greatly successfull and the corrosion level of F-5 A/C based 4 n various locations in Turkey is now drastically reduced and completely
under control.
2- The major cause of corrosion,
production faults.

in our opinion, originates in fact from the design and

3- However the maintenance errors and the atmospheric conditions have an important role
in
speeding up the matters.
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L'EXPERIENCE DE LA CORROSION SUR AERODYNES MILITAIRES FRANCAIS
per
Mell'm M.Huret
SERVICE TECHNIQUE DES PROGRAMMES AERONAUTIQUES
Section Matdriaux
4,avenue do is Porte d'Iasy
75996 PARIS ARMEES
FRANCE

RESUME
La protection contre is corrosion des adrodynes militairos frsngsis fait Ilobjet, depuis 30 ans,
d'une rhgiementation qui a 6volud en fonction do l'expdrience en service et des exigonces croissantos de
1'utilisation.
Certaines structures d'aVion ont prdsentd une bonno r6sistsnce h is corrosion, cc coirportement satisfaiserit eat attribud au choix de traitements et de rev~tements spproprids. Au contrairo, dens d'sutros
structures des corrosions iirportsntea se sont msnifestdes, lea problbmes lee plus groves ont dt6 provoqu~s
par :I
-Is
corrosion feuiiletante des profiles,
- is corro~sion des nids d'abeiiles et des interfaces dans lea structures colldes,
- is corrosion sous tension des pibces forg6es ou usin~es.
L'expos6 passe en revue un certain nombre ds cam et en explique l'origine (insuffisance des connsisesaces sur is corrodabilitA des structures nouveiles, geammes de protection incorrectes...). En conclusion,
ii eat soulign6 que Is prdvention contre is corrosion doit btre envissgde b tous les stsdes de Is conception, do is fabrication et do l'entretien des adrodynes.

1. INTRODUCTION

Tous les s6rodynes militaires frangais, utilis~s par I'Armde do l'Air ou par l'A6ronsvalo, doivent
6tre protd6gs contre Is corrosion conformdment A une r~glonientation technique dtablie par le Service
Technique des Programmes A6ronautiques. Cetto rhqiomentation a Wt edit~e sous farms d'une norms AIR intitulde "Instruction sup' is protection des adrodynes", elle a 6td miss en application en 1950. Dbm l'origine,
son objoctif principal 6tait do faire 6tudier Is protection anti-corrosion en mAme temps qua le dessin des
structures, .110 prdcisait qu'un document appold "Plan do protection" devait Atre 6tabli pour chaque adrodyne. Pour faciliter la thche des bureaux d'dtudes, is norm. rappolsit lea r~gles gdndrales do protection
des diffdrents matdrisux : ces i~glea 6taient dvidenmment beades sur loa connaissances do 1'dpoque en
matibre do corrosion qui, en France, provensient davantage d'dtudea de laboratoire et d'informations
documentaires quo do l'expdriencs en service. Il faut avouer quo cette r~glementatior. a dtd accusillie avec
rdticence par les constructeurs st quo los utilisateurs W'ont pas dt6 toujours pr~ts 6 accepter lea majorations do poicds ot do prix ndcessairem pour obtenir une protection efficace. Dans certains cam, ii a
fallu qua l'apporitioh de corrosions ddmontre Is ndcessitd d'une protection pour quo celle-ci soit acceptde.
La coinparaison O'ais tonue on service des divers typos d'adrodynes montro do grandes diff~rences en
ce qui concern. is .d6sistance h is corrosion des structures. Pour certaines,sucune corrosion des 6idments
structuraux n'est apparue aprbs plus do 15 nend'utilisstion ; pour d'autres, au contraire, Is corrosion
a entraln6 dos endosinagemonts graves.
2. LA CORROSION DES CELLULES D'AERODYNES

ET DES TRAINS D'ATTERRISSAGE

2.1. Tonue ý la corrosion des structures en alliages d'aluminium.
2.1.1. Structures Drisentan t 6mne bonne r63istance ý la corrosion.
2.1.1.1. S±Auc~tue.6 a AitZd64Aage intigitat.
Les voilures do nombreux avions do l'Armde de l'Air sont actuollomont constitudem do pannesux 6 raidissage intdgral, usinds dana des tals 6paisses en alliage 2214 h l'dtat T6. La susceptibilit6 de cot
alliage & is corrosion sous tension eat connue, oils s'ost d'ailleurs manifestde dens d~autras 6idments
dont le cas sora 6voqud ultdrieurement. Au contraire, dane le cam des panneaux do voilure, aucune corrosion
mourn tension n's Wt ddcelde jusqu'& prdsent bien quo certains avions moient. en service depuis plus do
15 sns. Avant que lea utilisatourm sient accopt6 is peinture complbte dos aviona, quelquos manifestations
do corrosion asosont produites, sous forms do piqOrea ldgbres, sur la face oxterne des revAtemonts do
voilure protdgds souloment par anodisation chromique. En amdliorant is qualitd do 1'anodimstion et on appliquant un aystbme do pointuro appropri6, ii n'y a plus eu do problbme do corrosion sur los avions do
l'Armde do l'Air.
Le m~ma type do structure a montrd 6galement une bonne rdsiatance & Ia corrosion Bur des evions do
l'Aironavelo, nomlgrd leur maintion permanent on atmosphbre marine. Ceux-ci ont rogu dba I'origine uno
protection par anodisation et peinture, at ii nly a pas eu do corrosion apparento pendant plus do 10 ans.
Lo dicapage coirplet do is peinture a cependant fait apparsitre autour des rivets des corrosionm superficielles qui paraissent so produiro 6 partir des fisaurations do Is coucho d'oxydstion snodique.

'
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La bonne rdsistance 6 I. corrosion de., panneaux en 2214 peut Otre attribude
au dessin des pibce. at 6 in conception des fixations;
au traitement. micaniqus qui provoque une compression de surface
h1l'spplication i1'une double protection comportant oxydation snodique et peinture.

Lee diffirentes phases de 1. conception des pibcea at dea traitamenta (mdcaniquea at 6lectrochimiques)
seront priciades dane un autre exposi.
-

La systbme do peinture comprend trois couches
une couche do peinture primaire riactive (wash-primer) qui assure l'sccrochsqe
une couche do peinturo primaire anti-corrosion nitrosynthdtique pigmontie au chromate do zinc
une couche do peinture de finition nitrosynthdtique risistant aux huiles motaurs & base d'esters.

Ii pout pearstre aurprenant quo l1'vistion militaire frangi~sie continue h utiliser une famille de
peinturos qui, dana do nombreux pays, a 06i renmlacdo per des syatbmes de pointures dpoxydiques et polyurdthannes. Le grand avantage des pointuras nitrosynthitiques, pour lea utilisateurs franquis, rdside
dane lour facilitd d'amploi ot do riparstion sinai quo dana leur bonne stabilitd mu stockaqe. Par silleure,
is formulation de ces ayatbmnes a iti bien optimisia at lee spicifications appliqudea sont advires, ce qui
permet d'obtsnir does films syant une bonne adhdrence at un excellent pouvair protecteur. Lea critiques
quo peuvent sueciter ces peintures &ant relativos 6 !eur risistanco chimique limitdie,lour farins;., moeaz
rapids, leur rsisitance h Iluaure peu ilavie at lour tanue 6 is tempirature qui eat 6 Is limits des exigencos des aviona actuels.
Pour obtenir des protections aminliordes, certains typos d'aVions ont dtd peintes vec des systbmesI
ipoxy-polyurdthannes at d'autres avec des systbmes mixtes conservant lea deux premibree couchas du syatime
nitrosynthitique avec, en finition, une couch. do peinture polyurdthanne. Lea systimes mixtes ont Ilavsntags d'&tre plus facilement dicapablas at riparables que les dpoxy-polyurithannes, tout on prdsentant une
rdsistance chimique et une rdisitance h ].'usuro nettement amdliordeb. par rapport aux nitrosynthdtiquoa.
Jusqu'h prdsont, l~applieation des peinturos polyurithannes ne paralt pans eavir eu do rdporcussion sensible
sur ha rdsistance 6 1. corrosion des structures en alliage 2214 anodisi, sauf sur un avion de l'Adronavale,
point & titre d'essai en systbme mixts, obile remplacemont de ha finition nitrosynthdtique per urisfinition
polyurithsnne a fait apparaltre autour des rivets ds is corrosion filiforme. D'une manubre gdn~rals, ii a
dtd constatd une momsa bonne adhdrence des polyurdthannes sur los tites de vis at sur lee rivets, ce qui
peut augmenter lea risques de corrosion do ces 6limente et des zones do structure limitrophea.
Actuollement 1'expdrimantation does systhmes polyurdthannes eat arientde vera lee systbmes ddveloppia
pour l1avistibn civile afin do luttor contra is corrosion filiforme, uls comportent tine finition polyurithanno souple our uno psinture primaire riactivo at une peinture anti-corrosion permettant de riduire, sinon
d'Aliminer totalement, lea attaques de corrosion filiforme ; do toutes fagons, ha meilleure adhirence do
coosayst~mes, our lea ilimonts do fixation et lee jonctions, constitue un avantage important des finitiona
polyurdthannes souples.

Doen lea structures rivdas, lea alliages d'alusinium plaquds ont ou, en giniral, une bonne tenue au
coura des 15 dsrnibres anndes, clest-b-dire depuis qua lee extdrieurs do tous lea adrodynos militaires snnt
points. Auparavant, des cas de corrosion importants ont 6ti friquents our lea revitements plaquis qui, pour
avoir un comportement satisfaisant, aursiont dO Atre entretenus friquesmont on utiliestion, ce qui s'est
avird difficile 6 rislioer.Lorsqus Is corrosion avait ditruit des surfaces notables do placaga, l'attaque
do l'bme en alliage 2017A pouvait slors so divelopper rapidement. Actuellement, il rest. trbs peu de structures non peintes, ce sont, par exemple, des intirieurs de manches h air obiIn corrosion par piqOres dameure
limitde, is protection par peintura y eat d'ailleurs de plus an plus 6tsndue.
La rdsistance 6 is corrosion des Wees plaquies pratigies par le asytbme nitrosynthitique a donc dti
satiafaisante sauf dane queiques cas aOCl'spplication avait dti difectueuse. La situation achang6 loraque
leo finitions nitrosynthdtiques ant iti remplacies par des finitiona polyurithannes our certains avione do
l'Adroanval1i :is corrosion filiforma est alors apparue sur lea eppaerils basis en permanence dona desI
lioux obiIs degrd hygromitrique se maintient conatamment 6 80% ou au-dessus. Par contra, lea avions du
mime type effectuant lea mimes missions, mais stationnds sur des bases oCOi'hygromitrie eat mains ilevie,
nWont pas prisenti ce phinombne.
La corrosion filiforme eat h rapprocher des corrosions ds zonas interfacialos dane lea structures an
allisge plaqui soudies at surtout dane lea structures colldes, ceo corrosions asoproduisent toutes dana des
atmosphbres confinies obii'humidit6 pout stagner.
2.1.2. Structures antdn

lieu

des problimes de corrosion importants.

Leo probibmes do corrosion des structures collies saront reistis do fsgon plus ditaillie quo ceux roeatifo sux autree formes graves do corrosion (feuilletsnte, sous tension) car, pour celles-ci, l'expdriance
sur adrodynes militaires frongais santie Atre analogue h cello des autres forces siriennes. Au contraire,
l'utilisation par i'Airanavale d'avions & structure presque totalement collie a posi des problbmes importants,
11 paralt utile dlen faire connaltre l'origine sinai qua lea moyans mis en oeuvre pour y remidier.
La premibre axpirience frangaiae d'svion mitallique coili nWe copendant pans leiss6 entrevoir lee prob~bmes qui sont apparus ultirieurement, ii s'agisssit d'un avion d'armes h voilure collie mis en service an
1955. Se conception itait cello d'un raidissage par hosses collies sur le revitement en t~le d'slliage
2017 A non piaquie ; l'adhdsif itait de nature ipaxydique et fabriqui par Ia Sociit6 CIBA sous is rifdrence
"ARAIDITE Type V,, il avait Is particularitd de ao prisonter sous forms de bitons et d'Otre applicable par
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fusion au contact de is tW1e prdchauffde, la polymdrisation se faisait ensuite par chauffage sous faible
pression. En dehors de la voilure, lea sutres E1lments collds dtaient des trappes de train et des portes,
leur structure "sandwich" comportait une Ame en nid d'abeilles d'allisge 5052 perford, assemblde avec
lea revitements au mayen d'un adh6sif en film.
Lea avions de ce type ant Etd riformds, sprhs une vingtaine d'anndes d'utilisation, sans qua is tenue
des colleges de voilure sit poan de problbmes : ni ddcollements, ni corrosion dons is t0le n'ont dtd constatds ; il y a lieu de remarquer que ces structures constituaient des rdservoirs h carburant et qu'elles
Etaient, de ce fait,protegEes de l'action de l'atmosphbre environnante. Au contraire des Eldments collds,
lea profilds rivds en alliage 2214 consituant les longerons ont pr6sentd d'importantes corrosions (cf §
2.1.1.2. sur is corrosion feuilletante). Sur lea Elments en structure sandwich, aucune corrosion des nids
d'abeilles ne s'est produite car ils avaient Etd protdg~s par vernis : ce vernis avait dtd appliquE pour
renforcer Is rEsistance des joints nodaux et non pour protdger is mdtal car, 6 l'Epoque, l'onn'imsaginait pas
que is corrosion puisse se produire b l'int6rieur d'un panneau EtanchE par le film adhisif. Cette protection involontaire a eu un effpt favorable pour l'avion concernE mais a masquE un phdnombne qui, s'il
s'Etait rdvdld au ddbut des anndes 60, aursit 6tE connu avant que soit lanc~e Is fabrication d'un avion
de surveillance marine & structure sandwich.
Le choix d'une structure collhe de type sandwich, au lieu des structures conventionnellbs,
motik. par lea avantages suivants :
- meilleure tenue au flambage permettant un gain de poids
- meilleure tenue en fatigue ;
- bonne rdsistance aux vibrations adrodynamiques et acoustiques.

Etait

La bonne tenue en fatigue et is qualitd fail-safe de is structure ont Etd vdrifides au cours de l'essai de
is cellule de fatigue de cat avion : en effet, une crique, initide sur is peau ext6rieure d'un panneau
intrados de voilure, n's dvolud que trbs lentement (elle eat pass~e de 0,5 b 1 m en 2000 heures de vol
simuld) et Is peau intdrieure eat restde intacte. Ce bon comportement en fatigue a d'salleurs Etd confirmd
par l'expdrience en service. Malheureusement si lea endommagements en fatigue ont Etd Evit~s, ceux provoqu~s
par is corrosion ont pris une importance qui a surpris constructeurs et utilisateurs.

Coa-vo.ion de.6 flA..d
d'abeilttea6 intdttiqueh
A l'1poque de is conception de l'avion, c'est-h-dire vers 1960, lea cunstructeurs europdens avaient
eu connaissance de certaines corrosions, survenues aux Etats-Unis, sur lea structures en nid d'abeilles
perford et saveient qua i'industrie am~ricaine s'orientait vers Is nid d'abeilles non perforE. Par ailleurs,
les alliages aluminium-magndsium avaient is r~putation de bien rdsister h is corrosion et l'introduction
d'humiditd b l'intdrieur de panneaux sandwich encadrds de bordures colldes semblait improbable. En consdquence, lea nids d'abeilles choisis pour is fabrication de arine Etaient en alliage 5052 non perford et
sans protedtion.
Environ 30 mois aprbs is mise en service des avions, les premibres altdrations de nids d'abeilles
ont Et6 constatdes sur des Elments non ou peu travaillants ob les dpaisseurs de clinquant Etaient lea plus
faiblea ; il s'agissait, en particulier, d'Elments de bord d'attaque at de portes situdes b is partie
infdrieure du fuselage. Les endommagements se manifestaient par l'enfoncement des revitements sous I.
simple pression du doigt, les dissections de ces ElEments ant montrd que l'altdration du clinquant allait
d'un lger ternissement jusqu'b Is ddsagrdgation totale, in prdsence d'eau dana lea cellules a ER6 Egalement
constat~e.
A is suite de ces constatations, diverses actions furent lancdes pour, d'une part, prendre des mesures
immddiates pour Is sauvegarde des avions, at d'autre part, comprendre le phdnombne de corrosion et d~terminer
lea moyens de l'Eviter b l'avenir. En premier lieu, ii a faliu trouver une technique de contrOle non destructif afin de d~tecter sur avion lea zones corrod6es ou contanant de l'eau. Aprbs diverses tentatives,
des procddures de contrOle par ultra-sons ont pu Otre mises au point et ont permis, dana I'ensemble,
d'Etablir des cartographies prdcises des endommagements. En raison du travail considdrable que reprdsente
i'auscultation de grandes surfaces, is ddtection a d'abord EtC effectude sur lea Elments comportant des
nids d'sbeilles de faibie Epaisseur, le nombre de zones h contrOler a Et6 progressivement augmentE au fur
et & mesure qua des inspections plus complbtes, faites par lea rdparateurs, mettaient en Evidence des anomalies sur de nouvelles zones. Bien entendu, il a fallu rdaliser lea Etalonnages ndcessaires des appareils
de contrOle avec des 6prouvettes-t6moins de constitution identique & cello des zones & contrOler at assurer
Ia formation de personnel compEtent chez lea utilisateurs comm3 chez lea conatructeurs et rdparateurs. Contrairement bune hypothbse
faite A partir des premibres conatatations, is corrosion ne s'est pas limitde
at' clinquant de 25 r m , alle a atteint aussi ceux de 40
et plus ; il y a seulement une dl ,'Erence dans
am
lea vitesses de ddveloppement du ph6nombne.
Etude et

teproduction

du ph~nomane de coAohion

Un grand nombre d'Etudes at eassis ont EtC ef'ectuds pour analyser is ph~nombne et le reproduire en
laboratoire sur des dprouvettos dont certaines atteignaient lea dimensions d'un panneau rdel.
Des prilbvements de gaz, liquides at solides, effectu6s dana lea cellules de nids d'ebeilles corrodEs
ont montrd qua
- lea gaz contensient une trbs forte teneur en hydrogbne dana lea zones corroddes (35 h 40% et msme parfois
75%) at une diminution di l'oxygbne par rapport A l'azote ;
- lea liquides avaient un pH alcalin pouvant atteindre 9, Ils contenaient un peu de chlore mais dans une
proportion semblable b cells d'une eau de vil)e ;
- lea solides, d'aprbs lea analyses chimique et criatallographique, paraissaiont constituds d'hydroxyde
d'aluminium, d'hydroxyde oe magnEsium at d'aluminate de magndsium.
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Les esaisi clasaiques de corrosion per broujillard malim ne mottant pas bion en 6videnco is corrodebilitd du clinquant, une m~thode d'eaaai particulibre a dtd mime mu point
elle conmistait & miettre en
contact des fragmentm de nid d'sbeilles avec de l'oou distilide en atmosphbrs confinde en agitant le tout.
Lea prdlbvements gazoux faits clans llatmosphbre, au-dessus du liquids, ont montrd is prdmonce d'hydrogbne
aprbs 150 heures & une tempdrature de 200C et aprbs 30 heures dont 15 h 200C ot 15 h 450C. Lea prdlbvoments,
effoctuds sprbin que le nid d'absillos sit prdmentd une corrosion prononcde, ant montrd que gaz, liquides et
molidee avalent dea compositions voisines de celles des produits prdlevds sur avian. Cem essaim ant confirm6
quo, mgme en l'sbsence de mel, l'eau pouvait attaquer trbs rapidemont lea alliages aluminium-magndmiuin en
atmoaphbre confinie ; Ie taux d'dcrouissaqe important des clinquanta a vraisomblsblomentsggrav6 le phdnombne.
D'autrea essais ant permsi de reproduiro 6galement l'sttaque du clinquant mais d'une manibro plum
progressive, ce mont:
- l'easai d'invnersions alterndes dens l'eau do mar artificiolle (pH=8) suivant NF A 91-411
- Ilessai d'injoction do solutions h pH=8 (ou autres) dana des petits pannesux sandwich reprisentatifa de
is structure avion, ii a Wt effectud h 700C at avec agitation afin d'sccdldror ]e phdnoinbne.

Choi.x de.6 pAotection.6 de nid d'adbeittez
Los mftifos easais ant permis do sdiectionner dms protections du clinquant et, en premier lieu, un
vernis qui a amdliord trbs notabloment is rdsistance h is corrosion :is durde au bout de laquelle 6tait
ddtectde is corrosion passait de 40 h pour Ie nid d'abeilles sans protection h 1000 h avec vernia.
Etant donnd l'urgence des assures h prondre pour dviter is corrosion des avions rastant h fabriquer, l'application du vernia aprhs expansion du nid d'abeillaa a Rt6 inmiddiatement adoptie en production. Des
eassais ont dtd effectuda aussi avoc des protections par conversion chimique qui ant donnd des rdsultats
irrdguliers puis avec des doulbles protections :conversion chimique aur le clinquant avant collage puis
varniasage du nid d'abeillesasprbin expansion, cas dernibres protections ont donnd lea meiliaurs rdaultata.
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L'injection d'eau dana le nid d'abeilles a pu permottre do repraduire is phdnombne do corrosion, parI
contre Ilintroduction do Ileau dena lea pmnneaux nWs pu Otre ree-roduite aur -Jes pannesux saumis A des
variations do tempdrature at do prossion suivant des cycles repr~sentant ].evol de l'avion. L'hypothbse do
is pdndtration do is vapour d'eau sous l'influence des diffdrences do pression et do as condensation par
suite des variations do tetnpdrature reste plausible ; ndanmoins ii eat probable quo l'eau s'eat aussi infiltrde saus farina do liquids aur is voilure lea endommiagements paraissent maintenant beaucoup plus
frdquents h l'oxtrados qu'A l'intradoa.
Sur is prosque totalit6 des avions construits avant qu'apparaissent lea premnibres corrosions, is
prdserice do liquide a dtd consatste m~ma dans lea plans centraux o6 10 nid d'abeillea eat le plus dense. En
m~ma temps quo Is protection par vernis dtsit adoptde, de nombreuses modifications dostindes & aindliorer
l'6tsnchditd 6tmient miseson application. Les possibilitds d'Itanchiificstion dtant fanction do is conception des assemblages, ii n's peas Wt toujours possible do trouvar des solutions sOres, d'sutant plus qua
is durabilitd des produits d'dtanch~itd ddpend dos conditions d'environnemont at des efforts subis en vol.
Ndsninoina, sur lea avions qui ant pu bdndficier, en fabrication, do l'enaentle des meaures aedliorant
l'6tanchdjtd , lea contrbles sux ultra-sons ne font peas apparaltre is presence do liquide mL~ss sprLhs plusiours anndea.
R~pcaution de.6 6tAuctu4e. cotttez
Lea problbmos les plus difficilos h rdsoudra ant dt6 coux do is rdparation des aviona corrodds. Pour
lea 6ldmonta mobiles, is rdparatian a eu aurtout pour abjectif d'attoindre un certain potential et do roemplacar l'dldment h partir du moment obilea crithres d'ondoimmsgoment atteignsient un seuil critique pour In
rdsiatanco. Pour le fuselage at is voiluro, lea rdparstiana ant ndceasitd is mise mu point do techniquesI
approarides at asosont heurtdos b besucoup de difficultds :le principe do r~paration a dtd is trdpanation
des zones corroddes en suivant lea cartographios dtablies par contr~ie sux ultra-sons 1p'As is miss en place
d'un pain do nid d'abeilles neuf protdqd, en 6tanchdifiant soignousemont lea zones do bc:,dure. Ce typo de
rdparatian slest hourtd & des difficultds inhdrentos:
- aux caractdristiques des adhdsifs polymdrisablea b tefrpdrature ambioi'Cu no ddpassant pam 600
- 6 Is prdparation desa surfaces h collar;
- h is mime en pression des collages do grandes dimensions pendant le tomps n~cessmire h is polymdrisation
do l'adhdaif.
Lea 6tudes effectudes sur lea adhdsifs structuraux polymdrisant h basso tempdraturo ant montrd quo laura
r~simtances su pelage dtaient trbs infdrieures & cello des adhdsifs d'origine palymdriads h 1700C. La
tenue au vioillissoment humide eat aldatoire at ddpond, en particulier, do is tempdrature atteinte pendant
is polymdrisation, d'obi is mauvaise tenue ds certaines rdperstions. Lea difficultds do prdparation do surface
et d'accosatge correct ant 6t6 aussi h l'origine do ddcallements qui ant conduit h refaire h nouveau is
collage. Tous ces prablbmes ant eu mu moios l'avantage do mettre en dvidence is banns tenue du nid d'abeillos
(prot~gd par vernis) mis en place h is premibre rdparation at ceci m~ine lorsque des quantitds d'eau impnrtantes a'dtaient infiltrdes.
Les utilisations de nid d'abeillee non protdgd ant 6t6 peu nombreuses sur lea avians de l'Arm~e de
1'Air, alias ant dgalement donn6 lieu h des corrosions, en particulier dans lea planchers d'un avian de
transport. Dana ce cas, l'dtanchdit6 do bordure avait dt6 particulibroment miniconVuo et rdaiisde et los
endomrtagoaents ant 6td plus importants qua ceux des 6ldaeints similairem do Ilavion de surveillance marine.

'
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En dehors de la corrosion des nids d'abeilles, un autre grave problbme a dtd celui du collage des
interfaces mdtal-mdtal ; il eat apperu plus tard, au bout de 4 ans environ, et a affectd d'abord lea ailes
extrimes. Par suite de is pdn6tration d'humiditd dana lea joints collds, Is placage se corrode sous l'adhEsif at progressivement Is corrosion ddtruit compliteoent le collage. Les zones touchdea dtaient celles
colldes avec l'adhesif FM 1000, qui avait Wt6choisi A cause de sea propridtis mdcaniques nettement sup4rieures & celles de l'adhdsif FM 61 utilisd dens lea collages sandwich. Lea essais de qualification de
FM 1000 avaient cependant montrd une trhs forte chute des caractdristiques en milieu humide, mais cat essai,
qui figurait d6jA dens lea normes AIR relatives au collage, avait dt4 jugd trop sdvhre et non reprdsentatif
de Is realit6... L'utilisstion de FM 1000 avait dtd finalement admise h condition que les jcints coilds
soient tris bien protdgds pour les soustraire b l'action de l'humiditd ; en fait, cette condition n's pas
dt6 remplie car la conception des bordures de panneaux at des renforts ne permettait pas de rdaliser un
cordon d'dtsnch6itd suffisamment adhdrent. L'endommagement en service des produits d'6tanchditd (par vieillissement et arrechement) ndcessite en outre un entretien permanent qui eat difficilement rdalisable sur un
gros avion.
Lorsque lea premihres corrosions d'interface ont dtd decelees, l'adh6sif FM 1000 a Wt4 remplac6 par
l'adhdsif FM 61 sur lea structures qui dtaient encore en fabrication et certains Elments ant pu 6tre
treitds par anodisation chromique (non colmatde) avant collage. L'Etanthditd a WtEam~liorde et, en particulier, lea jonctions de panneaux ant etc protdgaes par des couvra-joints montes avec interposition de
produits d'dtanchditd.
Pour lea avions en utilisation, il a fallu mettre au point des techniques de r6paration permettant de
conserver aux structures une resistance suffisante. Sur lea voilures cO lea decollements ddpassaient une
certaine surface, il fallut enlever Is t~le corrod6e et la remplacer par une tOle neuve coll6e avec un
adhesif polymsrisant b basse tempdrature. Pour traiter des stades mains avanc6s de ddcollement, une msthode
d'injection directs dens le joint a 6t6 utilisde ; l'injection eat faite h partir de is bordure du joint
partiellement ddcolld, le premier produit injectE eat une solution de bichromete de potassium destinde &
r'eutraliser la corrosion, aprbs sdchage & l'air
chaud un produit d'dtanchditE eat inject4. Des essais de
corrosion par immersions-alterndes ant montrd l'efficacitd du traitement at, sur avions, un ralentissement
de Ia progression de Is corrosion a Wtd constatE. NWanmoins, au bout de quelques ann6es il eat de plus en
plus souvent n6cessaire de rdparer per trdpanation et remplacement des tales corroddes.
2.1.2.2.

St4uctuCs4 compo'tant de6 &tMment6 -en.64b61

a ta CoAAo6ion Aeuiteltante.

La corrosion feuilletante des alliages aluminium-cuivre (2017 A, 2024) a etc constatde sur de nombreux
aerodynes. Les corrosions lea plus graves pour Is resistance des structures ont etc celles des plans centraux de certains avions de transport anciens dont il a fallu remplacer les panneaux extrados en raison de is
corrosion profonde des lisses. Ce type d'avion a etc mis en service h partir de 1953, les causes et lea
conditions de ddveloppement des corrosions feuilletantes etaient alors mal connues.
Les lisses de plans centraux ont un profil en omega et une grande longueur, ii eat donc difficle
dWen explorer l'intdrieur at de nombreux demontages sont n~cessaires avant d'atteindre cette zone de l'avion.
Dana une premibre definition, ces lisses 6taient obtenues par pliaqe de trles en alliaqes 2017 A plaque,
elles dtaient anodisdes (en milieu sulfurique) avant rivetage sur le rev~tement lui-m~me plaque et anod4sE.
A l'Epoque, la norms AIR 7521*n'imposait pas is double protection pour leas avions de l'Armde de i'Air et
il n'y out pas d'application de peinture aprbs montage. Aprbs lea essais statiques de is cellule un renforcement des lisses s'dtait avere necessaire et avait etdfait par adjonction d'une baguette de renfort en
2017 A file Egalement anodisee avant rivetage. Cette solution de renforcement ayant etc jugee onereuse, lea
lisses avec renfort furent remplacdes par des profiles de m~me forms an alliage 2024/T3 h partir du 26me
tiers de is aerie. Ultdrieurement, en raison de l'evolution des connaissances sur is corrosion des alliages
d'aluminium filds, ii a etc decidd d'appliquer de la peinture h l'intdrieur at A l'exterieur des lisses mais
is peinture intdrieure n's pu etre faite sur lea panneaux ddjA assembles ; Is peinture complbte des lisses
n's donc etc effectude en fabrication que pour lea derniers avions (30% environ de la sdrie).
Leas premibres ddtections de corrosions sur lea lisses furent faites 5 A 6 ans aprbs is miss en service
des avions mais i'importance de la corrosion ne fut reconnue qua sur un avion ayant alota 10 ins d'utilisation.
L'examen d'autres avions montra la gravitd des endommagements at aboutit d'abordA une interdiction de vol
momentande puis A is decision de changer lea panneaux d'intrados sur lea 2/3 des avions. La corrosion intdrieure ne se manifestait souvent que par de faibles corrosions A l'exteriour des lisses alors que la corrosion
feuilletsnte etait trbs importante A l'intdrieur at risqusit de compromettre is resistance de is structure.
Depuis le chsngement des pannesux, la tenue des lisses n's pas posC de problbmes, seules quslques corrosions
par piqOres sont apparues rdcemment. II y a lieu de remarquer que:
- lea panneaux ob lea liases plides Etaient peintes ant eu une tenue assez satiafaisante
- l'entretien des avions eat probablement meilleur qu'il n'avait 6t6 en debut de asrie.
A l'origine de ce grave problhme de corrosion as trouvent des erreurs commises par insuffisance de
connaissances sur la corrodabilitd de l'alliage et par m6connaissance des rnsques de corrosion entrainespar
lea condensations st infiltrations dens des zones non visitables. En outre, lea constructeurs at lea utilisateurs avaient une confiance exagirne dens le protection apport~e per l'anodtsatton at, contrairement
l1'avis
des spdcialimtes de corrosion, il 1bur parnissait irutile de faire is ddpense aupplmentaire de is peinture.
Dana d'autres zones
do liquidee frovenant dea
elements corrodda n'W pam
arrrire ant pu Aussi Atre

des m~mes avions, des corrosions importante sae sont produites, surtout sous l'action
installations toilettes ; dans ces zones is reparation ou le changement local des
posd de problime, l'accessibilitC Ctsnt sstisfaisante. Des corrosions de longerona
traittes efficacement.

* Instruction sir is protection des airodynes.
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Sur un autre type d'avion de transport do l'Armde de l'Air, qui a dtd mis en service en 1967,
l'experience acquise eur le prdcddent a conduit h utiliser de prdfdrence des alliages h 1'6tat T6,
ndarnmoins certaines pihces soot encore en alliages h l'dtat T3 en raison de considdrations relatives h
Is fatigue. Des corrosions iinportantes de cee alliages ont dtd ddtectdes sprbs 5 ou 6 aos d'utilisation
dans l'arribre du fuselage, en particulier du c~td qui regoit des suintoments de liquides en provenance
des installations toilettes. Lee longerons d'empennage horizontal conunencent aussi h prdsenter des corrosions intergranulaires localie~es.
Le priocipe de Is double protection avait dtd tr~a discutd par lea constructeurs de cet avion, ii
a 6td finalement admis pour certainos zones, parties basses du fuselage en particulier, alars que lea
premiers aviona dtaient dejh en fin do chains de montage. Le primairo 6poxydique qui doit protdger lee
surfaces int6rieures a donc dtd appliqud aprbs assembtlage dana dee conditions peu favorables h une bonne
tenue. Par ailleurs, des motifs d'ordre'dconomique avaient laiss6 admettre, pour certain. 6l6ments, Ie
choix entre traitoeot de conversion chimique (chromatation) et anodisation ; dans can conditions 96vbree
de corrosion, Ia protection par conversion chimique + primaire dpoxydique pout Otre insuffisante. Bien que,
dans Ilensemble, 1. protection de ce type d'evion spit nettement am~liorde par rapport au prdc~dent, lea
rdticences des constructeurs & admettre 10 coOt d'une protection eff'icace ont Mt encore h l'origine des
corrosions.

Sur lea avions dWarmen do I'rd de l'Air, ectuellesent en service, lea can do corrosion feuilletente
ont 06 trbs rare. puisqulile n3acomportent qu'un petit nornbre d'6l6mants emnaibles h ce type de corrosion.
La protection par anodisation + systbmo do peinture nitrosynth~tique protbge efficacement l'slliage 2024
& l'dtat T3 mais quelquee corrosions se sont parfois produitea b partir do troue do rivets fraisdasaprbs
anodiestion. Une diminution sensible des corrosion. a d'ailleurs pu Otre obtenue en modifiant le traitemeot
therinique du 2024 .t on compl~tant la protection par une interposition do mastic inhibiteur snus 1. t~te
des rivets.
Parmi lee avions anciens, ceux b voilure collde ant prdsentd des corrosions importantes do longerone
en alliago 2024 aprbs des dur6es d'utilisation do l'ordro do 15 A 20 asn,bien quo lea endoesnagoments sient
dtd important. et syat~natiquos lee meanures prises ont surtout eu pour but do limiter et do surveiller
Il'volutioo des corrosions jusqu'A ce quo loa avions sient attoint leur limite do potentiel. Pendant cette
pdriode, los corrosions ont paru progressor rapidemont mais il seat possible quo cola soit ln consaquonco
d'une amdlioration do la technique do ddtectioo des corrosion. par ultra-sons..

Sur lea avions do l'Aironavale, los corrosions fouilletantes ont dtd nontreuses dane toutos lea
zones pouvant rotonir l'esu do condensation ou do ruissollemeot :on particulior dane los parties bassos
du fuselage, & l'erribre des voiluree et sur lee empennagos. Cosine sur les avions de I'Arm~e de l'Air, la protection par anodisation et pointure a Wt gdniralement efficace main los corrosions soot parties des trous
do rivets fraisds aprbs anodisation.
2.1.2.3. St~uettaie-6 eCOMPO~ttnt dei, IttmentA .6enbte,6 a ta eo~jtoion 6&ou6 te~n~&on
La corrosion sous tension do l'alliage 2024 lj l'dtst T351 a dtd constat~e surtout sur des avions utilis~s
en atmosphbre marine. Los 6ldments atteints dtaient des ferrures situ6es soit h l'arribre do Is voilure,
soit sur l'empennage, ces forrures avaient Rt6 usindoes dans lo eons travere court de prafilds et comportaiont des trous d'articulation baguds. L'envnaochemont h f'orce does baguos dene l'alliage 2024 non protdg6
provoqusit des contraintes pormanontes qui, & lour tour, inauissient des cri4ues dane l'alsasge. Lorsqu'il
nWs pas dtd possible do changer l'allisge ou do modifier Ie plan do prdlbvement des ferrures, diverse.
mesures ont pu amdliorer Is tenue en service:
- protection dee aldeages et rev~tement des bagues
- romplacoment do 1'ermanchoment 6 force des baguos par un college
- application do mastic d'dtanchditd sur lo pourtour des baguos.
D'autres cas do corrosion sous tension asosoot produits sur des caissons d'atterrieseurs en alliagje
2214 & l'Atat T6, fargd ou matricd. Bien quo cos pibces no fassent pa. partie do la structure do l'avion,
lour fissuration entrain. l'application do procdduros do surveillance, contr~les ot rdparations aussi
pdnalisantes pour lee utilisateurs quo s'il s'agissait d'ildrnents structuraux.
Des criques do corrosion sous tension ont Atd constatdes, on particulier, eur lee atterrisseure d'un
avion do surveillance marine et sur ceux d'un avion do transport do l'Armde do l'Air, lee atterrieseure
do ce dernier soot placis dane un envirannemont peu diffdrent du milieu manin car iHe sont logde dene does
nacelles qui retiennent l'humiditd. Les criques soeont initides dens des zones soumises h does contreintes
dues au chemisage ou h l'emmanchement A force do baguos ou do roulementa, cen contraintos pormanentes
s'ajoutont & cellos provoqudos par le poids do l'avioo et Ie fonctionnernont de l'etternissour ; en outre,
il eat possible quo des tensions internee riont parfois joud un r~le dens 1e ddclonchornont du phdnombne.
Lea criques asosoot produites aprbs des durdos variables, les premi~ros ddtectione ont dtd gdndralement
faites 2 & 3 ens aprbs Is miss en service do l'avion ; le pourcentege do csissons criqude a 6t6 plus important pour l'avion do 1'Armde do l'Air quo pour celui do l'Adronavale :751M environ pour le premier at
35% pour le second. Plusiours dissection. do pibces ont montr6 quo 1. zone d'initiation does criques pr6sentalt toujoure un facids intergranulairo et voisinsit evec des piqaree do corrosion, parfois l'initiation
s'est faite aur un angle vif, dans d'autros cas l'examen mdtallogrsphique a montrd un fibrage marqu6 at
l'effet do travors a pu Atre important.
Tous ces caissons expoede A des ruissellemeots et A des condensations dtaiont protdgds par peinture
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Sl'axtdrieur mais, A Ilintdrieur, ii. n'evaient, au sioux, qu'une protection par conversion chimique (chromutation). Les premibrea mesures prises pour rdparer lee caissons ant comportd l'spplication de primaires
ou de mastic anti-corrosion dens lee elisages. La protection et l'dtanchditd des atterrisseurs ont dtd ensuits entibrement rddtudides, lea caissons sont traitds maintenant par grenaillege & is bille de verre suilvi
d'une snodisation en milieu chromique. L'interposition de masticsaAnti-corrosion eat of fectu~e chaque faim
que les conditions d'eawnanchement is permettent et des cordons de mastics 6 base d'4lastombres mont appliquds
sur lea jonctions. En outre des boitiers do protection contre is ruissellement ant dtd placds on certaines
zones. Ces mesures semblent avoir Wt efficeces car, depuis 4 nen,is prisence de criques n's dtd ddcel~e
quao ur deux attorrisseura de Il'vion de l'Arm~e do l'Air. Pour ce dernier, cependant, un changement d'alliage aveit dtd prdvu dbs Is dibut des incidents et l'slliage 2214 a dti remplacd per le 7009 aur lea derniera
atterrisseurs mis en service.
2.2.

Tenue ý ia corrosion des autres mitaux

2.2.1. Aciers
La corrosion do is visserie et des raccorcds en acier eat un problbme irritant pour lea utiliseteurs
qui Is voient apparaitre mime sur des evionsa yant peu d'heures de vol. En principe, oes 6limenta doivent
recevair tine double protection qui, d'une manibre g~ndrale, comporte un cadmiege suivi d'une peinture.
Los toldrancee dimensionnelles imposdes A is viaserie ne permettent cependant pas d'appliquer uno 6paisseur
do cadmium suffisante pour abtenir une banns protection, do plus lea conditions do traitement do pibcea do
petites dimensions no fevorisent par is formation d'une couche d'ipaisseur rbgulibre. Le tenue do 1s pointuro
sur lea tites do vim constitue sussi un prob1bme meal risolu :pour quo l'adh~rence soit bonne, ie nettoyage
avant peinture devrsit Atre parfait, cola nWest peas toujours possible dens des conditions do production obi
is durde do cheque opdratian doit 6tre rdduite au strict minimum ; en outre certainos peintures trap rigides
sldcaillent au premier dimontege, m~me si ellba ant Wt bien appliqu~es En gindral, les corrosions do via
en eciers de rdsistance moyenne no compromettent pas is rdsistance des assemblages, maim Ie contact do
l'scier corrodd pout provoquer des corrosions importantes des allisgos d'aluminium ot surtout des alliages
do magnimium. Les corrosions lea plus graves sont cellos des aciers 6 haute resistance utilisds pour Is boulonnerie, des ruptures do baulons en corrosion sous tension ont dt6 parfais constat~es. La r~alisatiar. do
protections efficacos oat particulibrement difficile pour les boulons d'attache dWailes situ~s dana lea
alviolem do ferrures piano car, & l'oxtrsdos, coin alvdoles pouvent rocuejillir lea esux do pluie ou do lavage;
le montage avec interposition d'un mastic inhibiteur do corrosion et une bonne peinture sur lea t~teo do
boulons mont indisponsables, en outre ii eat souvent nicosseire de prdvoir uno protection compl~mentaire
isolent lea boulons du contact permanent avoc l'osu.
Lea pibces m~caniquea pr~sentent souvent des corrosions dues mu frottement at b l'absonce de protection
car lea tal~rances d'ajuatage et lea conditions de fonctionnoment no permettont pam d'appiiquer uno protection efficace. Le graiasasgo doit, en principe, jouer Ie r~le do protection maim is conception des pi~ces et
leur emplacement no permettent peas toujaurm d'asmurer un greismage permanent ;en outre, certaines graissas
synth~tiques prisentent i'inconvinient de devenir corrosives pour l'dl6ment
prot~qer, cola a 6t constat6,
en particulier, avec des graissos b base d'eaters contenant du bisulfure do molybdbne.
En dehors do Is visserie et des pibcesm scaniquom, quolgues problbmes do corrosion mont apparus dana
des 616ments tubulaires obiis protection intdrieure a 6t souvent nigligde. Un autre problbme difficile b
rdsoudre eat celui do rails aur lesquels frottent des galeta, l'usure des revL~toments protecteurs eat rapide
et n~cesmite un entretien constant.
2.2.2. Allla922erA!_TM6siurn.
La corrodabilit6 des alliages do magn~sium eat, maiheureusoment, bien connue et oils a caus6 do nombreux
ondommagements sur les airodynes militaires frangais; los plus fr~quents ont Wt dOs & des corrosions intergranulairem initiies autour do bagues en acier ou en bronze.Sur des pibces recevant des chaos on service, lem
rouse per exempie, is corrosion peut pertir des points d'impmct et progresser rapidement mi lea utilisateurs
no font peas do retouches locales do protection.
11 y a cependant des pibcoa en magndsium qui ont un comportament b peu prbs matisfaisant en utilisation.
Sur lea eviana d'armem, des a~rofrains ot des trappem pr6sentent parfois quelquos piqOres maim celles-ci
mont 6limin6es facilement par meulage et reatent dens lea limites toidries, cem 6limonts mont protigim per
mordanqage et par le aystbme do peinture nitromynthitique standard ronforc6 cependant per une couche auppl6mentaire.
L'efficeciti d'une protection bien conque a Atd dgaloment dimontrie aur certains 6liments do l'avion deosurveillance miarine , qui a Wt mentionn6 prdcidemment h propos des corrosions do structures coll6es et des carrosiana feuilletantea. Or, sur cot avian, lea maclea pilotes en allisge do magndsius nWont primenti au'un
soul cam grave do corrosion aui a d'ailieura 6td attribud h une rialimation incorrecte do Is protection
cello-ci est coantituie per un aysthme do peinture 6poxydique polymdris6 6i180-2000C, ii oat appliqu6 sur mardsngage at aprbs coimatago par immersion dana un vernis do m~me nature. L'inFluence do Is protection est encore plus dvidente loraque IVon compare Is tenue en service do COs maclas avec ceux, do forme senihlabie, mantis
sur des avions do transport do l'Armie do l'Air :sur ceux-ci do nombrotises corrosions ont 6t6 constatios et
ant entraln6 un rebut important, dens ce cas lea protections ant Wt sal conqUeS at minirialisies, on part!culier des 6liments do fixatinn on acier cadji6 ant Wt mantis dens lo magnisium mans isolement auffisant.

*

3.LA CORROSION DES ORGANES DE PROPULSION ET DES EQUIPEMENTS
3.1. Moteurs
Los problhmea do corrosion sur lea moteursasm prdsentent trba diffiremment do ceux des celluiem an
raison do is
multiplicitd des matirisux utilisda sinai quo do is divermiti des conditions do fonctionnement
et d'utilisation ; ii nWest done pas possible d'examiner an ditail coin problbmes dens Io cadre du primont
exposi.
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Lee principes de double protection at d'interposition dans lea assmebdlages peuvent rarement Atre
appliquds aux moteurs. Certaines corrosions d'intorface ant pu Stre dvitdes par l'interpoaition de graismes
silicones contenant des chromatea male l'efficacitd eat limitdo en tempdrature. L'amdlioration do Is rdisitance 6 la corrosion des moteura auscito en permanence des 6tudes dens le domains des protections hautes
tempEraturea.
Par ailleura,les protections parmanentes mont, depuia quelques anndoa, compldtdea par Ilinjection symtdmatiquo de produits hydrophobes do protection temparairo, cela a contribud h diminuer lea cas de corrosion
en particulior our lea aubes de turbine. 11 eat & nator cependant que lea produita de protection temporaire
sont difficilement dliminds par lavage at quo, sur certaina moteurm, lour accumulation progressive pout modifier l'dcoulement do is veine gazeuse au contact des pihcea tournantem. La protection temporaire no peut
donc btre considdrde cosmme un mayen de rdaoudre lea prob~bmem de corrosion sur n'importe que! mateur.
3.2. Pales d'h6lices
De nontreuses pales d'h~licos en alliage 2024, h l'dtat T3, ont prdaentd des corrosions feuilletantes
as ddvelappant surtout & partir d~impacta aur lea faces. Lea prablbmes de traitement mdtallurgiquo at de
protection rencontr~a sur lea 6ldmenta do structure mont aggraves par l'6romion rapide dem protections
mu bard d'attaque ; la meilleure protection a dtd obtenue au mayen do bandes colldes on diastombre do polyurdthanne, ndaonmoins lea bandes n'ontqu'uno durde limitde, trbs variable avec lea conditions d'utilisation,
at ellba dativent faire Ilobjet d'un entretion en service.
3.3. Pales d'h~iicopt~res
Pour lea pales d'hdlicoptbre, is rdsistance h 1'drasian reate lo prablhme principal, lea corrosions
ant dtd Peu nambreumes ot ae sant praduites surtout b Ia limits des protecteurs do bard d'sttaque en acier
inoxydable. Il y a lieu do remarquer quo leam nids d'abeillem en alliage 5O52,employds denm do nombreuaes
pales, nWant pins prdsentd do corrosion apprdciable m~ma loraque lea hdlicoptbres sont utiliads en climat
humide.
3.4. Equipements
Los riaques do corrosion des dquipements varient beaucoup :les matdriaux utiliads et les conditions
de fonctionnement prdsentent une grande diversitd. Pour un m~ine dquipement, ii a dt6 parfois constatd des
diff'drences do tenue 6 la corrosion selon son emplacement sur l'avion, les 6quipernents situds dana lea
soutes sont touchds les premiers par Is corrosion corvwe Ie mont aussi lea 6ldments structuraux situds dans

lea m~mes zones.
En principe, lea mdtaux utilisda dana lea dquipements sant soumim aux mmems rbgles qdndralea do protections que les structures ; en fait, los servitudes de fonctionnement rendent souvent impossible la
rdelisation do protections correctos. Cortains dquipementa sont placis h l'intdrieur do boltiers dont
l'6tanchditd eat insuffisante ou le drainage mal conqu, il en rdsulte uno accumulation d'eau de condensation
gdndratrice do corrosion. Lea corrosions lea plus frdquentes mont cellos do pihces on acier, visserie en
particulier, qui sont seuloment cadmidos. Quelquea cas spectaculsires de corrosion feuilletante ant 6t6
constatds aur des 6ldments en alliage 2024/T3 qui avaiont 6td rev~tus do cuivre at d'dtain pour assurer une
continuit66lectrique, Dana d'autrea cas, pour obtenir une bonnie rdsistance mu frcttement, l'alliago 2024
avait Wt rev~tu d'un ddp~t do nickel chimique, qui a provoqu6 6galement des corrosions feuilletantes.

'

4. CONCLUSION
L'analyse des caa do corrosion roncontrds on utilisation montre qu'ils resultant souvent d'erreurs
dana la conception des structures ot do ddfectuositds dana is rdalisation des protections.
Au stade do la conception, les causes principsbes dlerreur sont
l'insuffisance des connaissances our is corrodabilit6 des matdriaux
l'insuffisanco des connaissances sur l'efficacitd rdolle des protections et aur leurs limites d'utilisation
Ia mdconnaissanco des r~gleis h auivro pour 6viter l'infiltration des esux do ruissellement at de condensation dans des zones non visitables.
Au fur at h mesure quo l'exp~rience en service a mis en 6vidence do nouveaux problbmes do corromion,
"l'Instruction sur Ia protection des adrodynos" a 1t0 remanide pour soulignar leam
rieques dr corrosion at
accroltre lea exigences relativesh Islprotection. Dana son 6tat actual, ella preacrit d'une meni~ro gdndrale
- Is double protection par traitement 6ioctrochimique (ou chimique) at peinture pour tous lea adrodynes,
qualls quo soit leur destination
- le montage des 61dments do fixation en interposant un mastic atiticorrosion.
11 eat prdvu,en outre, d'mppliquer une protection renforcde dana lea zones obilea riaquem do corrosion mont
leam
pluma importants.
-

Pour chaque airodyne un plan do protection eat dtabli suivant cam principes, ii pricima lea protections
at lea isolomenta anti-corrosion h appliquor pour chacun des matdriaux at does assemblages ; ii pout aussi
tenir compte des connaiasances lea plus ricontos on matibre do corrosion et des probibmes particuliora poada
par do nouveaux types do s',ructure.
Au etude do is fabrication, lea caumem do ddfectuositis des protections peuvent Atre nombreumos, leam plum
frdquontos mont:
- l'dtabliamoment d'inatructions do fabrication no tenant pas compte do toutes lea exiqences du plon do protection;II
- Is rdalisation incorrecte des traitemonts mitallurgiquem ot des traitements do surface appliquia aux pibces
616mentaires
- l'insuffisanco do qualiti des films do peinture soit par suite do livraisons ddfectuouaem, molt h cause
-

d~une
mauvaise
application au; montage dam assemblages at la rdalisation ddfectuouae do Il'tanchiitd.
l'abaence
d'interposition

1

lo

".
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L'dlimination de ces causes de ddfectuositd constitus Ie problhrno le plus difficile h rdsoudre, sell
implique is certitude de l'efficecitd du contr~le h tous lee stades de Is fabrication et chez tous lea soustraitants. Bien que des progrbs alent dtd faits dens is domaine des techniques et mayena de contrale, ii
eat 6 craindre quo is protection ne soit jamais perfaite ; lea utilisateurs devront tenir compte de ce
risque et continuer h prendre des mesures prdventives contre Is corrosion.

I

A

Les documents relatifa 6 l'entrstien des adrodynes militaires ant subi une dvolution semblable h
cells de Is norms AIR 7521, en tenant compte de l'expirience en service . 11 exists un r~glement b caractbre gdndral intitul6 11Prdvention et traitement des mat~riels techniques contre Ia corrosion"t ainai que des
notices d'enLretien propres b cheque mat~riel. Le rbglement gdndrsl a pour but d'attirer l'attention des
personnels ex~cutant lea opdrationa d'entretien sur les diverses formes de corrosion sinsi que sur lea moyens
de lea 6viter. La reparation des protections permanentes endonnagdss ndceS31te parfois des moyens que W'ont
pas lea utilisateurs mais l'application do protections tesporaires hydrophobes permet souvent de protdger
lea 6l6senta touch~a juaqu'A ce quo la rdparation definitive puisse Otre f'aite. Coin produits permettent
suasi de cospldter lea protections persanentes dana lea zones recevant des condensations et dlemp~cher
l'humidit6 do pdn~trer autour dee fixations.
Lea utilisateurs militaires frangais demandent maintenant que lea adrodynes etteignent une dun~e do
vie de l'ordre de 30 nensans rempiscement do pibces vitales. L16volution des connaissances et des techniques permet d'espirer quo, dana le domaine de la corrosion, cot objsctif pourra Otre atteir.,L, ii faudra
cepondant qua connaissances et techniques soient correctement utilie~ea. La formation de perF'to;nels conscienta des problbmos de corrosion eat donc plus quo jamais ndceasaire h tous lea niveaux de la conception,
do is fabrication et do l'entrstien des adrodynes.
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RECORDER'S REPORT - SESSION I

by
A.J.A.Mom
National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR)
P.O.Box 153
8300 AD Emmeloord
The Netherlands
In making a summary of the various papers given at the Monday afternoon session I would first like to give a short
impression of the contents of the various papers. S/Ldr. Pye of the Royal Air Force gave an overview of the RAF policy
an corrosion detection and prevention. The primary aims are keeping the life cycle costs to a minimum and trying to
reach maximum aircraft availability.
The aims are achieved by an optimum corrosion prevention programme because, as the author states, "in the long
term it is cheaper to prevent corrosion rather than to allow it to occur". This prevention programme is based on, among
other things, paints and protective treatments, the formation of corrosion control teams, first aid kits, aircraft washing
and result monitoring.
If the corrosion prevention programme does not work then a second programme comes into operation: that is the
corrosion rectification programme. Also in this case rectification is considered cheaper than replacing the .omponent
in a later stage. Rectification means an effective reprotection programme during which the original paint t nish is
restored, and additionally other measures are taken e.g. use of water displacing fluids to prevent the reocci rrence in a
short time.

Mr Browne of the U.S. Navy listed the most severe problems which were encountered in U.S. Navy Aircraft. Most
problems could be traced back to water intrusion of electronic equipment and the aircraft structure itself. This led to
excessive aircraft non-availability and costly repair. The problem was largely overcome due to a large joint effort between
operating and maintenance people, material laboratories, manufacturers, etc. An effective sealing system was developed
for the electronic connectors. Water intrusion has been diminished by the incorporation of drain holes at the right
locations and effective drain hole sizes. The author states that only an active corrosion prevention programme with all
disciplines involved can minimize corrosion damage.
Mr Mitchell, British Airways, expressed his concern about the fact that although the corrosion phenomena in aircraft are very well understood by both th,; manufacturerq as well as the user the costs of corrosion are still appallingly
high. A further comment was that there seems to be no fundamental change in present corrosion protection with
respect to earlier aircraft manufactured 20 years ago: this is, to say the least, very disappointing. The direct aircraft
maintenance costs due to corrosion are estimated to be 6-8% and this even excludes the non-availability of the aircraft.
The author spoke about the design requirements for new aircral". which have recently been changed. The manufacturer has to assess the effects of corrosion on the damage tolerance of -ihe structure. He also mentioned the IATA
document "Guidance Material on Design and Maintenance of Aircraft Structures" which gives a review of the fundamental corrosion problems and specific methods to prevent the occurrence of niajor corrosion,.

Prof. Doruk of the METU gave an overview of the various corrosion problems ,3ccurring in Turkish military aircraft.
The different locations at which corrosion occurred and the type of corrosion were mentioned. The corrosion damage
was attributed to the high corrosiveness in the atmosphere at the Bandirma Air Force Base, owing to the salt and high
acidity content of the air, although the author himself also emphasized that the corrosion problems were not restricted
to a certain type of aircraft or a specific location in the country. Some additional information on this subject was given
by Mr Inalhan of the Turkish Air Force. He stated that the major causes for corrosion were design and production
faults, aggravated by improper maintenance and atmospheric conditions. At the moment the corrosion problem is
completely under control.
M'elle Huret, of the Service Technique des Programmes Adronaitiques, Paris, described several examples of
corrosion occurring in French military aircraft in detail, e.g. honeycomb sections and metal-to-metal adhesively bonded
structures, She also gave information about the various measures which were taken to diminish the problem. The
author mentioned that the manufacturing specifications do not take care of all protection requirements. Furthermore
the paint systems which are applied are not the best available, or they have been applied in the wrong way. Bad sealing
also occurs frequently. Other preventive measures, e.g. water displacing fluids, can given additional, short term, protection.

Rl.2
Apart from these short summaries of the papers, I wish to give an idea about the common themes contained in
the various papers and I also wish to come back on some of the comments which were made by the audience.
I am aware of the possibility of again emphasizing the obvious, but it cannot be said often enough; the only way
in which corrosion c'an be effectively combatted is by prevention. It was said that if the onset of corrosion occurs the
operator is fighting a losing battle, and this is unfortunately totally correct. The authors agree strongly on the point of
prevention and this can best be done in the design stage. In fact, three areas have to be considered: (1) the construction,
notably the prevention of water intrusion and entrapuient and the ease of inspection of certain areas; (2) the materials,
use of more corrosion resistant materials which are often very well known is an absolute necessity; (3) the protection
scheme, which means that the aircraft is protected overall in the best possible way based on the knowledge available atI
the time. The protection scheme thereby makes use of pre-treatments, primers, finishes, the use of water displacing
fluids and sealants, wet installation of fasteners, etc. The need for better design and manufacturing will become still
more urgent because the operating time of present aircraft will increase to 20 and even to 30 years. In this respect
it may be stated that maintenance in service does not compensate at all for bad design. How a better corrosion
prevention policy can effectively be implemented in present design practice is still a cause for concern.
Corrosion prevention at maintenance level was another important agreement between the authors. Apart from
essential elements like training and education of iperational and maintenance personnel; maintenance manuals which
should be easy to read; a good both-way contact between maintenance people and corrosion engineers to obtain a
better insight into the problem; 7high motivation of people; special corrosion detection equipment, etc., there is
another extra way which is perhaps very attractive and that is the formation of special corrosion control teams with a
high level of expertise and experience and who can go out into the field. Some authors mentioned the existence of
such teams and it is worth mentioning them again.
Another aspect of maintenance which came up was the practice of aircraft washing: does it help or not, and if it
is done, how should it be done and how frequently? Perhaps the audience can give definitive answers to this question.
During one of the presentations a statement was made that no aircraft were lost due to corrosion. Some people
out of the audience expressed their concern about such a statement. Often corrosion will initiate a fatigue crack and
it is not always noticed afterwards that such a fatigue crack actually initiated out of a corrosion pit or another kind of
corrosion defect. In this context it is clear that if corrosion would be so severe that it itself affects the structural
integrity of the aircraft, it will normally be noticed before e.g. failure under service loads.
If we really could trace all failures to their very basic causes then we would perhaps be still more dedicated to our
task in righting aircraft corrosion.

I

DESIGN AND MAINTENANCE AGAINST CORROSION OF AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES
by
N.J. Versteegen and M.J.M. Versteeg
Engineering KLM
KLM Royal Dutch Airlines
P.O. Box 7700
1117 ZI SCOIPHOL-EAST
Netherlands

The total annual direct costs of corrosion repair by IATA
Member Airlines were close to $100 million In 1976.
This magnitude of the corrosion problem was sufficient to
cause the IATA Technical Cormmittee to decide something had
to be done about it. They set up an airline specialist
group to comp~ile guidance material against corrosion.
The result was an IATA publication in February 1979, called:
"Guldance Material on Des~gn and Maintenance
against Corrosion of Aircraft Structures".
The objectives of this document are1. to foster a greater understanding among manufacturers
and airline managements of the magnitude of the
corrosion problems and the need for measures to be
taken at the design stage;
2.

to persuade manufacturers to develop and apply the
best available anti-corrosion design knowledge in
critical areas as a basic standard.

The guidelines cover basic requirements, including material
choice, design principles and manufacturing procedures.
Furthermore they cover the critical areas including origin

of problems, design objectives and protective requirements.
They are supplemented by an appendix giving a detailed
acceptable means of compliance.

Th'stotal annual direct costs of corrosion repair are enormous. IATA figured that their memberairlines were close to $100 million per year in 1976. This magnitude of the corrosion problem
was sufficient to cause the IATA Technical Commnittee to decide something had to be done about
it. An airline specialist group was set up to compile guidance material against corrosion.
The origin of corrosion is well understood. The technology has developed a better basic understanding of the various phenomena, associated with corrosion. It is particularly striking that
in spite of what is known and learned, we are still expetienclng aircraft corrosion damage that
annually is increasing in costs. The millions of dollars are spent on repairs and modifications.
The indirect penalties such as delays,. cancellations, unscheduled downtime are no longer to be
ignored.
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The quoted figure, $100 million in 1976, was undoubtedly higher if one included the indirect
penalties. To put it in another way, from the direct airframe maintenance costs it was more
than 6 to 8 percent, not Including maintenance overhead. Most aircraft types recently produced,
exhibit many of the same fundamental corrosion defects as those earlier models, produced decades
ago. Custom and practise have hardly changed over the years, the environment becomes worse, the
operator Is fighting a losing battle in his effort to maintain an airframe in the "as received"
condi tion.
The present aircraft types will be in service around 20 years or more. Hence a general improvement
in the basic protection Is essential, to maintain structural integrity with an acceptable level
of operational costs. The design stage is the best opportunity where the basic protection Improvements could be achieved, maintenance could only be a band aid in this respect. However, still
an Imp~ortant one.
The IATA working group took advantage of the wide variety of their members, Their assistance as
well as the cooperation of the manufacturers from all over the world with their know-how resulted
In the Guidance Material on Design and Maintenance against Corrosion of Aircraft Structures

(DOC GEN/2637).

'

The obje~ctives of the guide are two-fold:
Firstly :to foster a greater understanding among the aircraft manufacturers and our own airline
managements of the seriousness of - and those high maintenance costs associated with
the corrosion of oirframe structures.
Secondly: to foster the need for the appropriate measures to be taken at thý design stage to minimize the total costs for the ooerators. The design objective should be for a 20 year
operational life free from significant corrosion. The present state of art allows such
an objective.
For new aircraft, the manufactureis should evaluate each design detail and assembly with rebpect
to corrosion and environmental protection. Also damage tolerance bv corrosion should be included.
Implementation of a forma! procedure is necessary to assure that each drawing released has an
appropriate sign-off indicating that the basic corrosion protection criteria are met. Even with the
best corrosion protection possible, the operator should have a corrosion control program In
addition to the normal operational maintenance such as clean of spills, good housekeeping etc.
Repetitive application of water displacing corrosion inhibiting organic compounds should be considered as a supplemental protection system for areas prone to severe corrosion.
The operator's role should not be considered as a part of the primary corrosion prevention system.
Incorporation of anti-corrosion protection in the design stage as a basic standard will minimize,
expensive manufacturing variations in detail parts, sub-assemblies and final assemblies, which
might be required otherwise by the individual purchaser. Operators must accept that factory-instal led corrosion protection may be reflected in initial costs per aircraft. The costs, however,
are generally small compared with those we ha\.: now with corrosion repair, structural modifications, in service weight increase, unexpected downtimes etc.
The intention of the document is to provide for a minimum performance specification. It is not
intended as the only means of compliance. Improvements are welcome but changes should be demonstrated to the satisfaction of the operator. The basic requirements in the document include
material choice, design principles and manufacturing procedures. Critical areas are Indicated
including the origin of problems, design objectives and protective requirements.
In an appendix acceptable means of compliance are given. The corrosion protection requirements
herein can be applied to new and derivative types of aircraft and appropriate elements can be
Used to future production of existing types.
Following are some examples to demonstrate what was done and what could be improved according to
the document:

Wing skin and front spar corrosion
During routine inspection, at the left outboard wing three fastener heads were found missing on
a seven-year old aircraft. Visual inspectionr of the area forward of the front spar revealed six
corrosion spots in the wing lower skin at both left and right wing. After opening up these six
places, It was found that corrosion had penetrated the skin-spar chord faying surfaces.
Therefore, the whole lower skin at the front spar was NOT-inspected with the nanoscoop (an ultrasonic method). The result was corrosion at 21 places of which, after rework, 14 appeared to be
out of limit and required repair with external doublers.
During repair, a crack in the lower spar-chord of the left wing was found (fig. I). Visual inspection of the other open areas gave another four cracks. Further inspection with Eddy Current
of the horizontal flange revealed d total of 21 cracks (fig. 2 thru 4). Spar chord repair was
done by moon-shaped cuts and splicing in a new chord-piece.
The cause of the corrosion problem is the design of the leading edge structure. As the leading
edge cavity area is open during take-off'and landing, water and moisture is collected in this
area, and stays, because of the wing dihedral, In front of the "dams" in the lower skin (fig. 5).
At these places starts the corrosion.
The type of corrosion attack in the lower chord is stress corrosion in combination with exfoliation,
The chord is fabricated from a thick 2024T3 angle, of which the Inner part 1,'
insuffic~ent
quenching rate, making it prone to the kind of corrosion mentioned above. -o -nord was designed
such that the best material properties existed at the inboard part, causing that the outboard
section comes from this Inner part of the angle.
It is in our opinion the free decision of the designer to make such a choice. But as the consequence Is the creation of a corrosion prone material or area, he should choose the best corrosion
protection system available. Figure 6 shows what has been chosen in this case, while figure 7
shows what the IATA guide describes as a minimum. The most important difference Is In our opinion
the omission of faying surface sealant between lower chord and skin.
This was not the only case In the fleet. Several more have been, and still are, found.
Taking into account the total costs, in the order of 2 million dollars, we feel the extras
required in the desigii have been more than justified.
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Corrosion In the fuselage below the cabin floor
Severe corrosion Is found In the fuselage below the cabin floor, mainly underneath lavatories
and galleys, and in the cargo compartments. Some examples:
On aircraft (as young as six years) where lavatories are placed above the lower section of the
aft pressure dome bulkhead (fig.8)., corrosion Is found in the bulkhead web, due to leakage of
toilet fluids. One of the most severe corrosion ever found In this area was with the corrosion
completely penetrated through the web, approximate at floor level. Reason, the design Is such
that toilet fluid leakage can accumulate In this area, which is not visible nor good to clean.
The lower section was replaced, taking some four weeks to accomplish. The parts in this area
are not anodized, only primed, and assembled without faying surface sealant.
In the cargo compartments corrosion Is found due to inadequate drainage and cargo spillages.
Figure 9 is an example of the latter. Corrosion has completely penetrated through the doubler,
and has to be repaired with an external doubler.
It Is correct to expect from an operator to clean up timely spillages, but easy access and good
flush capabilities are required, and application of faying surface sealants, to prevent penetration of the moisture between these faying surfaces. While It should be obvious that this
sealant Is also required between dissimilar metals.
In general, the corrosion behaviour of the fuselage structure below the cabin floor can be Improved by application of:
- aged-stabilized condition of forgings and extrusions made from materials like 7075;
- anodizing of aluminum details;
- primer plus topcoat on all parts before assembly;
-

faying surface sealants;

and as extra, but not considered primary, prevention system water displacing corrosion Inhibiting
organic comipounds (like LPS-3).
Pylon corrosion

On aircraft having logged approximately 6,000 flight hours, corrosion Isfound on the upper and
lower surface of the pylon firewall and on the engine aft mount fitting. Both parts are froma
low alloy steel. The pylon skin panels and stiffeners are from titanium.
The corrosion is attributed to high temperatures combined with accumulated moisture, which caused
the protective coating to break down.
Inaddition, due to hydraulic line leaks, hydraulic fluids accumulated on the upper surface of the
firewall In the area forward of the engine aft mount bulkhead. The high temperatures experienced
by the structure in this area during normal flight operations resulted in the decomposition of
hydraulic fluid. This caused corrosioni and etching of the steel firewall and hydrogen embrittlement of the titanium structure.
To solve these in-service problems, the following modification has to be accomplished:
- Installation of blankets to reduce the temperatures on the firewall.
- Improvement of the drainage of the accumula',.ed fluids.
- Flame spraying of the firewall with an aluminum metallized protective coating.
- Replacing the low alloy steel engine aft mount fitting with a stainless steel fitting.
The costs of the modification are in the order of $100,000 per airciraft, and the aircraft weight
increase is 15 kg. The out of service time for the modification is approximately 14 days.
The selection of a corrosion resistant steel in this area (plus adequate drainage) might have
Increased the we-ight with the same amount, but would have caused less problems.
Conclusions
1, The most economic place for incorporation of anti-corrosion protection is in the design
stage.
2. Each manufacturer should Implement some formal procedures to assure that each drawing released has an appropriate sign-off indicating that the basic corrosion protection criteria
are met.
3. The intention of the IATA document "Guidance Material on Design and Maintenance against
Corrosion of Aircraft Structures" Is only to provide a minimum performance specification.
Improvements are welcome, but any changes should be able to be demonstrated to the satisfaction of the operator.
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FORECASTING CORROSION DAMAGE AND MAINTENANCE COSTS FOR LARGE AIRCRAFT
R. Suminitt, Professor and F. Fink, Assistant Professor
Department of Metallurgy, Mechanics, and Materials Science
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
East Lansing, Michigan USA 48824

SUMMARY
Several USAF-sponsored studies relate environmental and operational factors of large aircraft to corrosion
damage, and hence provide a basis for predicting maintenance costs and for logistics decisions. These studies
include: (1) An environmental corrosion severity index, based on weather and pollutant factors, (2) an
atmospheric testing program to determine environmental corrosiveness; (3) Analysis of corrosion msintenance
experience in aircraft systems. These programs are discussed.

kI
1. INTRODUCTIONj
Efficient maintenance scheduling must be based on known relationships between damage and the exposure
to risk in an operational environment. Such damage/risk relationships are reasonably well understood for
consumable items and structural fatigue. Our understanding of how "environment" affects corrosion damage,
however, is primitive by comparison. Several studies sponsored by the US Air Force are aimed at defining
such a relation: the PACER LIME Corrosion Severity Index; the PACER LIME Atmospheric Testing Program; and
analyses of maintenance histories of the C-141A and B-52D, G, and H aircraft systems; the latter is currently
in progress. The PACER LIME studies actually are two phases of the same program. In the first phase a system
was developed for rating environmental corrosion severity in terms of ambient parameters, e.g. , humidity and
pollutants. The second phase was an experimental test to measure the corrosion severity of airbase environments. Analysis of maintenance histories amounts to field or service tests of aircraft which may be used to
determine environmental corrosivity.
"Environment" comprises a variety of factors relevant to corrosion.

Obviously weather and atmospheric

pollutants are included, but there are many others. Operational factors and the variety of environments canI
affect corrosion damage. Military aircraft are flown relatively little, however, hence the most important
factor will be the home airbase environment. Environment also includes the quality of maintenance, which is
influenced by attitude, training, and morale of personnel, as well as their numbers and extent of facilities
available. Command policies of scheduling, downtime allowed, and related factors reflect the management view
of the corrosion problem as well as operational requirements.
2. PACER LIME PROGRAM
AF Logistics Command developed PACER LIME to assign a corroszion severity classification to each operational airbase. There are two parts:
(1) an algorithm for computing an a priori corrosion index from
weather and other ambient factors; (2) experimental measurement of corrosion severity from atmospheric tests.
An initial corrosion factor equation was developed in 1971 and interim airbase classifications were computed
for comparison with maintenance experience and the experimental results. A modified equation then would be
used to compute operational corrosion severity classifications. Experimental test sites were selected to span
environments from mildest to most severe, and alloys tested were representative of modern airframe construction. Despite numerous problems, considerable weight-loss data were collected. In 1978 it was determined
that adequate in-house USAF resources could not be made available to complete this program. It then was assigned under contract to Michigan State University, who analyzed the test data, the Interim Classification
system, and developed an improved Environmental Rating System.
2.1.

ENVIRONMENTAL RATINGS

It is well established that corrosion varies widely from one location to another and environments usually are classed rural, urban, industrial, marine, or an appropriate comhination (1,2) to reflect their severity. It has been shown, moreover (3,4,5), that certain factors (e.g., moisture, salt, and pollutants)
accelerate corrosion rates. An environmental rating system which takes account of these factors in detail
could provide a better indication of relative corrosion severity. No rating system can predict corrosion
damage in general, because various metals exhibit different corrosion behavior in s given environment. The
combination of corrosion fsectors is unique to each environment, and precise information relating the corrodibility of a specific alloy to every corrosive agent is not available. Aircraft, however, are built from
only a few alloys, and, moreover, an absolute rating scale is not needed for logistic decisions; a relative
rating will do. A rating system must be based on known corrosive factors which are both measureable and monitored. It is of little :se to consider the corrosiveness of chemical substances for which ambient data are
not available.
2.2.

AIRCRAFT CORROSION AND ENVIRONMENT
Aircraft corrosion problems are of three kinds:

(1) Wet and moist corrosion of unprotected metal;
(2) wet and muist corrosion of protected metal subsequent to protective coatings failure.
Protective
coatings fail because of solar radiation, contaminants (mainly oxidants), ablation, and mechanical

abrasion and flexure;

(3) corrosion caused by human contaminants, e.g., spilled beverages, human waste, hydraulic fluids, and
battery acids.
The first and second corrosion categories can be related to the ambient environment, hence a rating system is relevant. The third, however, is a housekeeping problem.

i
I
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Corros ion rates are influenced by:
(1) Weather conditions, especially those relating to moisture;
(2) atmospheric pollutants;
(3) the nature of the metal.
Moisture will deposit from humid air on metal via condensation, if the metal is colder than the air; via
absorption, if hygroscopic! salts are present; or via chemisorption (6). The amount depends on humidi-ty and
the adsorption process. Dew, fog, and rain, on t-he other hand, wet surfaces at once. Although dew condenses
when air cools to its dew point, the air itself need not cool to this temperature before moisture accumulates.
It is necessary only that the metal be cold enough to nhill adjacent air to the dew point (6).
Much discussion has centered on the effects of rainfall (4). Rain provides moisture for corrosion, but
also washes away corrosion products and pollutant deposits. Thus light rain would be harmful, but heavy,
washing rain would be beaeficial. The beneficial effects are unimportant in aircraft because, generally,
paint protects surfaces exposed to rain, and corrosion occurs beneath the paint.

Moreover, interior surfaces

carelessly exposed to rain are wetted and not washed.I

Temperature, humidity, sunlight, cloud cover, and wind Influence water evaporation, and temperature also
influences corrosion rates; it is difficult, however, to predict the ef'fect of these variables on corrosion
rates (3).
Atmospheric pollutants known to accelerate corrosion or materials degradation are (7):
(1) Particulates, including sea salt, land dusts, combustion soots, and agricultural and industrial
dusts. Unfortunately, composition data are sparse, yet the corrosiveness of particulateas varies widely.
In the case of salt, however, corrosivity is well established; for other particulates, there exist few studies
which show corrosion is more severe in air containing them, and these studies are ambiguous because other
corrosive factors were present.
(2) Gaseous pollutants including sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, and photochemical oxidants. Although
other gaseous subitances are corrosive, few are both widespread and monitored.
These factors vary from one location to another. Environmental corrosivity becomes increasingly severe as
the severity of these factors increases, but, at low values, their effects on corrosion are negligible (3).
It is reasonable to assume that a threshold value exists for each factor which may sherply separate slow and
rapid corrosion, or the rate of damage may vary gradually with the factor. Where such threshold values are
known, they can be used as environmental severity standards. Unfortunately, except in the case of humidity,
such data do not exist. The problem is to determine the level at which each of these factors, and hence, the
environment becomes corrosive.
2.3.

ENVIRONMENTAL CORROSION THRESHOLDS (ECT)

Envirunmental corrosion thresholds might be developed from the following:
(1) The range of values for ambient parameters establishes limits of environmental exposure, if not
the damage to be expected. Since real environments are known to vary in corrosion severity, it follows that
practical threshold concentrations must be within this range.
(2) Ambient air quality standards, established by the US Environmental Protection Agency (8,9), are
based on available evidence for maximum levels safe for human health. Material3 may endure higher concentrations without apparent ill effects, or may suffer damage from long-term exposure to lower concentrations;
nevertheless, these values are a "bench-mark" for dzaage to something.
(3)
Experimental studies relating damage to pollutants and weather may provide information for establishing EC-T; several, using both real and simulated environments, have been published (10-15).
2.3.1.

THE RANGE OF AMBIENT PARAMETERS

Weather data are collected by several agencies (e.g., Reference 16) and commonly are measured at airports because weather is critical to flight safety. Air quality data are collected in the US by federal,
state, municipal, and private agencies, and are compiled by states and the US Environmental Protection Agency
(17, 18) to evaluate air quality in more densely populated regions. The results represent population distribution, rather than geography, and may not represent environments to which aircraft are exposed. Moreover,
many monitoring stations track specific pollution sources, hence reflect localized conditions. Nevertheless,
the EPA data are the best source to assess the range of exposure.
Graedel and Schwartz (19) analyzed US atmospheric conditions and reported a 50-th percentile median
(an "average of means"), and a 99-th percentile median, the level exceeded at 1% of monitoring sites. Graedel
and Schwartz termed the 99-th percentile medians as Atmospheric Upper Limit Values (AIYLV), i.e., one percent
or less of environments will have levels higher than these. Threshold levels probably lie between the median
values and the AULV's.
Accelerated corrosion near the seashore is correlated with airborne salt, but establishing a critical
distance from the shore is difficult because there is little data relating either corrosiop to salt concentrations, or airborne salt to distance from the shore. Large salt particles settle rapidly, but small particles
persist in the air far overland and provide condensation points for rainwater. Chloride in rainwater over
landmasses is correlated with small particles, whereas direct settling of large particles occurs near the
shore. The decrease of chloride in rainwater occurs slowly over large distances (20,21), but the decrease
in corrosion damage is quite abrupt (22,23). Hence rainwater chloride does not appear relevant. Literature
evidence (20,24-26), together with limited corrosion data (22,23) suggest that particulate salt concentrations
and corrosion rates both decrease to about 4 kin,most of the decrease occuring within 1.5 km from shore; both
corrosion rates and salt concentrations appear to be constant beyond 10 km.
2.3.2.

AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

The US Federal Clean Air Act (8) directed the Environmental Protection Agency to promulgste national ambient air quality "standards" (primary and secondary) based upon air quality "criteria." Primary standards
were to protect public health, whereas secondary standards were to protect public welfo-e, presumably including materials. "Air Quality Criteria" (27-31) summarize the scientific knowledge relating pollutant concentrations and their effects to assist the development of standards. "Criteria," which pertain to effects
observed when the ambient level of a pollutant has reached or exceeded a specific value for a specific time
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interval, mainly concern effects of pollutants on human, animal, and plant health. Studies related to materials are meager, and often seriously defective. The "National Ambient Air Quality Standards" have but a
tenuous relation to corrosion, and are of little relevance to aircraft problems.
2.3.3.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

The paucity of information relating corrosion to pollutants results from the infancy of the field.
Although some progress has-been made (4-6,10-15) there is no experimental basis for determining at what
concentration a pollutant becomes harmful to metals, hence no guidelines for setting threshold values can be
justified. IL is known only that metallic corrosion is accelerated by nitrogen dioxide, oxidants, and other
particulates. Protective finishes deteriorate in the presence of solar radiation, oxidants, some particulates,
and possibly nitrogen oxides and sulfur oxides. Published research does not tell us, however, at what level
these factors become damaging (27-31).
2.3.4.

PRELIMINARY CORROSION THRESHOLD VALUES

It is our view that threshold levels are within the range of arabient values, because accelerated corrosion and materials deterioration does occur in existing environments. We adopt arbitrarily two sets of
Preliminary Corrosion Threshold Values (PCTV's) based, in part, on the analysis of Graedel and Schwartz (19):
the first set includes their 50-.th percentile values, and the second their 50-th percentile values plus 20
per cent of the difference between the 99-th and 50-th percentiles (Table 1).
Table 1. Preliminary Corrosion Threshold Values
Annual Mean
Suspended Particulates, lig/m 3

61

Sulfur dioxide, s 2. jig/rn

43

72

Ozone, 03, jg/n3

36

47

Nitrogen dioxide, jig/n 3

64

78

86

Absolute humidity, AH*, g/m3

7.1

9.0

Distance to sea or salt source, km

4.5

2

Solar radiation, July (Langleys)

600

650

Rainfall. cm total

125

150

*Absolute humidity is the product of relative humidity and the mass of water in
one cubic meter of water-saturated air at a given temperature.
Threshold distances to salt or seashore are based on the above-mentioned analysis of published data relating
particulate salt concentrations (24-26) and corrosion (3,22,23) to distance from the shore. Solar radiation
and rainfall thresholds are the mean (July) and annual mean values, respectively, for the continental US (32).
2.4.

CORROSION MAINTENANCE IN AIRCRAFT

Excluding housekeeping, corrosion maintenance involves
(1)
washing exterior surfaces,
(2)
repair/replacement of protective coatings, and
(3) treatment/repair of corroded components.
Environmental elements which corrode metal in general are not the same as those which deteriorate paint, hence
a single-rating algorithm cannot classify an environment for all three activities. We propose three algorithms for computing environmental severity ratings by comparing locally-measured ambient conditions with the
PCTV's. Each algorithm yields a severity rating after successive comparisons of each relevant factor with the
appropriate PCTV. The several combinations of high or low values yield one of the possible ratings, which is
a simple three- or four-step scale, e.g., A, B, or C, in decreasing order of severity; a more elaborate system is not needed. It is possible to replace yes/no decision points of these algorithms with a numerical
scale related to the magnitude of each environmental factor, and the resulting rating could be the sum or
another combination of the numerical factors. In our view, however, the scientific foundation at this time
is not adequate for such extension.
In this paper, we discuss only the aircraft Corrosion Damage Algorithm, (CDA), which provides a guide
for anticipating corrosion damage and for planning personnel and downtime required. This guide is of a
general nature, as contrasted with the washing and repainting algorithms, which recommnend definite time intervals for these actions (33 a). The Algorithm (Figure 1) first considers distance to salt water (or salt
flats), leading either to the very severe (AA) rating or a consideration of moisture factors. After moisture factors are compared with the~ threshold values, pollutant concentrations are considered. A high moisture factor and a high value for any of the three pollutants leads to the severe (A) rating;** a high moisture
factor with low pollutant factors leads to the moderate (B) rating. Low moisture factors and a high pollutant
value also result in the moderate (B) rating, whereas if all are low, the mild rating (C) results. We have
computed environmental severity ratings for all USAF, Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve airbases in
the US, and for several other corrosion test sites (33 a). These ratings are compared with the results of
several testing programs in the following sections.
**In the current CDA, corrosive effects of particulates and oxidants may be overemphasized, since they
are weighted as equally significant as sulfur dioxide.
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ATMOSPHERIC TESTING PROGRAM

Alloys tested were 2024 T3 alciad, 7075 T6, and 7079 T6 alidad aluminum; 4340 steel; AZ31B magnesium;
and titanium -6A1-4V as panels 127 x 143 x 1.5 rn, 127 x 298 x 1.5 Dm , and a riveted assembly of the three
almnmalloys.
Panels were degreased, descaled, and weighed initially, and, at six month inter~als, they
were
removed, facing
descaled,
and weighed.
were fastened by means of porcelain insulators at 30 to the
horizontal,
prevailing
winds in Panels
a general
airbase environment.
Corrosion rates, as mass decrease per
unit area per unit time,
measurements.

were computed by multiple linear regression analysis from the weight vs.

time

This panels
study might
yielded
extensive
but the
useful information actually obtained is small.
Although
tested have
numbered
1089,
it was data,
necessary
to combine
data for each panel type at each test site,
reducing potential corrosion rates to 110.
Only 33 apparently valid rates, in at
could be computed.
A
variety of misfortunes are to blame, including te
stands destroyed by weather, loss of specimens and data,
and accidents which plague all long-term experimerts. The results obtained, however,
and those of others for
the same alloys may be compared with the Corrosion Damage Algorithm ratings for
the test sites in question.*
2.6.

ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION RATES COMPARED WITH CORROSION SEVERITY RATINGS
Data are sufficient from this study to make environmental comparisons only for
AZ3lB, 2024, and 7075
alloys.
For 7079 there are but four values, but several literature values are available.
Semi-quantitative
comparisons with environment are shown for these four alloys in Figures 2 - 5,
where experimental corrosion
rates are plotted vs.
the CDA rating.
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The CDA provides a two-letter scale, viz. "1BB," "AB." etc., the first of which is derived from the
less-tolerant threshold values, and the se-cond from the mor-e-tolerant set of Table 1. Thus a second-letter
"A" indicates a more severe environment than does a first-letter "A." Environmental CDA ratings range from
the mildest "C" through "B" and "A" to the most severe "AA." For plotting data, these letters were converted
to a numerical 1 to 4 scale for "C" to "AA," respectively, and the two-letter values were summed.
Thus an
"AD" environment yields the sum 5, and "AA,AA" yields 8.
Data for the magnesium alloy, Figure 2, show a good correlation with CDA ratings. The literature corrosion rates for State College, PA and Newark, NJ are somewhat high, but the data from this study are consistent. In the case of 2024 T3 aiclad, Figure 3, nearly all the results are consistent except for literature
values from two sites. The data for 7075 T6, Figure 4, are similar to those of 2024 T3. The 7079 T6 data
from this study, only four points, are plotted in Figure 5 together with literature data; all are consistent
with the environmental ratings.
The experimental phase of this study was expected to yield data for calibrating the interim Corrosion
Factor Equation from weight-loss measurements. The results are not as useful as expected because:
(1) Metals tested were typical aircraft alloys, but not especially suitable for measuring envirotimental
corrosivity by weight-loss methods. The aluminum alloys are relatively resistant to general corrosion, hence
weight losses were small and potential experimental errors large. Similarly, the titanium alloy did not
corrode and yielded no information.
(2) Test sites which yielded date have similar more-or-less "moderate" environments, whereas the "mild"

and "severe" test sites selected were unproductive.I

(3) An unreasonable share of misfortune.
Nevertheless, the results are in agreement with those of other workers and they correlate well with environmental ratings from the Corrosion Damage Algorithm. The data are insufficient, alone however, o calibrate
an environmental rating system.
3.

USAF MAINTENANCE EXPERIENCE

The established deployment of aircraft systems can provide the basis for a large field or service test
which relates exposure in a "natural" environment with corrosion damage. There are three such studies of
USAF aircraft, viz., the C-141A (42), the B-520, 0, and H, and the F-4 (43). The B-52 study currently is
in progress andw~ill be discussed with some results from the C-141A study.
Any corrosion test must satisfy three requirements:
(1) A damage criterion, e.g., weight loss or pit depth;

(2) a method to measure damage; andI
(3) a data set, with some means to assess its reliability and to interpret results.
Several features of these aircraft studies are unlike orthodox corrosion tests, and may be discussed in
terms of these requirements. These unique features result from the use of the USAF maintenance data (collected under AFM 66-1 "Maintenance Data Collection System," Ref. 44) which documents nearly all actions. The
use of such data implies that the researchers have no control whatever over exposare conditions, data collection, or any other facet of the "experiment." Moreover, data are collected by personnel who are completely without experience in corrosion research -- altho'igh highly expert In corrosi~on repair -- viz, maintenance
personnel, who represent a wide range of skills and experience.
Our criterion of damage is simply that a component has been determined to require repair during an inspection. Damage tolerance levels are established for every item inspected, but a decision that a repair
is needed is based on subjective comparison with these tolerances, hence a spectrum of actual damage will
be reflected in the maintenance data reports. No other damage criterion is possible, however, since without
this need-for-repair decision, no damage is documented.
Two measurements of damage are provided by MDCS data: (a) Frequency of failure, as the number of maintenance actions in a given time interval; (b) cost of repair, as the number of manhours required to effect
repairs. The latter, of course, is an incomplete statistic since it reflects labor costs only, and not the
cost of replacement parts. At this stage, however, we seek comparisons of corrosion damage from one environment to another, not an evaluation of total corrosion costs.
Under the AFM 66-1 System, virtually every aspect of a maintenance action is documented and entered Into
a computer system at the maintenance facility. Periodically, facility-level data are edited and forwarded
to a central computer. The reliability of this data is subject to &ll of the "nontraditional environmental"
effects, i.e., those related to human factors rather than ambient conditions such as weather.
3.1.

ANALYSIS

Complete maintenance records of the C-141A and the B-52 forces, for the time intervals 1970-1976 and
1975-1979, respectively, were made available for this study. These records were edited to select corrosionrelated maintenance actions, upon which further analyses were performed. Records selected were those which
contained either a failure- or repair- identifie r code from a list of corrosion-type codes. There is some hbalsi
for argument that these lists exclude some corrosion-relevant data, or that items are included which are not
relevant. Our analyses and research show this to be a minor factor. Moreover, our objective is to compare
maintenance with environment, hence the influence of such factors will be minimal since all locations were
treated in the same way.
For the purposes of environmental comparisons, the data were sorted into field-level actions and, in
the case of the B-52 models, by aircraft series. Further, the data have been normalized to a per aircraft
per month basis. In this paper, we discuss only the total labor corrosion maintenance costs as manhours
per aircraft per month, without further breakdown. Of course, many relevant factors are omitted from such
a simplified approach, but the results serve to illustrate the comparison with environment in a manner aimilar to that shown above for atmospheric corrosion tests. This comparison is shown in Figures t,- 9 where
the CDA ratings have been converted to a numerical scale above.
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Field maintenance data for the C-141A, B-52D, and B-52H aircraft are in good agreement with environmental
ratings. The results for the B-52G aircraft, however, show a poor correlation, the reasons for which are
not clear at this time.
Environmental data are known to be inadequate for certain sites: for at least one
site, an additional corrosive factor (acid rain) is present but was not included in the CDA rating. This
latter site exhibits corrosion above the level expected on the basis of the CDA.
4.

CONCLUSION

An environmental Corrosion Severity Classification System, proposed by USAF personnel in 1971, was to be
used for anticipating corrosion-related damage to aircraft and hence for scheduling appropriate repairs and
maintenance actions. The USAF interim classification method has been extended to the algorithm format described here.
Using the algorithms, environmental severity ratings have been computed for nearly 200 sites.
Ratings have been compared with actual corrosion damage measurements from:
(1) an experimental atmosphere
exposure test conducted as part of this program; (2)
experimental atmospheric exposure test results reported
in the literature; and (3)
USAF corrosion maintenance experience with large aircraft. All these experimental
results provide excellent support to the environmental ratings. For the purposes of relating environmental
risk and military aircraft corrosion maintenance, we conclude that this system is the most advanced tool
available.
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CORROSION CONTROL MEASURES FOR MILITARY AIRCRAFTPRESENT UK REQUIREMENTS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
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SUMMARY
Within "Design Requirements for (UK) Service Aircraft" (AvP97C) the aircraft
designer is given advice on the selection of metallic materials based on their r%?sistance
to corrosion; the designer is also presented with mandatory requirements for processes
and materials used in the protection of aircraft structures. The philosophy behind this
approach is discussed and the various corrosion control requirements are described.
While the protective schemes currently used on aircraft structures are generally satistion of steel), for chromates (for inhibition of corrosion, especially when incorporated
in paint films), and various metal finishing operations, because of the pressure of
current and future legislation aimed at protecting the environment. The impact of such
legislation is discussed, together with possible solutions, based on current research
work in the UK.

1

INTRODUCTION

military aircraft manufactured in the United Kingdom are designed to the requirements of AvP97O 1 and any departure from these requirements must be agreed by the Ministry
of Defence. In AvP97O the measures to be taken to ensure satisfactory resistance to
corrosion and deterioration are set down.
The main requirements are in chapter 801
(Precautions Against Corrosion and Deterioration) , but there are other chapters which
deal
with corrosion and its avoidance. In txt-a paper these various requirements are
described
with emphasis on the approaches taken to ensure that UK military aircraft are
built to the best possible corrosion prevention standards. The philosophy isnot surprisingly, very similar to that adopted in the manufacture of civil aircraft; the relevant
parts of AvP970 were drafted after taking advice from UK civil aircraft manufacturers.
To achieve a satisfactory level of protection it is necessary to consider, not in isolation but in relation to each other, the detailed design of aircraft, the selection of
structural materials and methods of protection. While all three aspects merit equal consideration the main emphasis in this paper will be on protection, both current techniques
and future developments.
2

DESIGN

In the design of aircraft structures it is vitally important that water and other
liquids cannot become trapped within the structure. The first consideration must be to
seal the structure adequately so that, as far as possible, water and other liquids are
prevented from entering the structure and equipment within the aircraft. In practice it
is not possible to seal an aircraft structure totally, while some liquids are generated
within the aircraft; for example, in galley and toilet areas, throughout the structure by
condensation of water from the air, and from leakages of operating fluids. Therefore, it
is essential to drain and vent, both in flight and on the ground, all parts of the aircraft except where complete sealing is achieved. Detailed design should ensure that any
liquids present can flow unimpeded to drainage holes. Any pockets which are unavoidable should be filled with an adherent, inert, non-porous, lightweight material. It is
essential that crevices do not exist in the finished aircreft, and the designer must
accept the necessity of wet assembly to achieve this objective. This important aspect is
dealt with in more detail in the section on protection.
One of the areas where corrosion frequently starts is at corners or edges of metallic components.
It is a general requirement that sharp edges and corners are well rounded;
this also helps in achieving a uniform application of protection schemes, and promotes
good adhesion of coatings. It is also a general requirement that all parts of an aircraft
structure should be accessible for inspection, apart from parts which are designed to be
completely sealed. This is important in the early detection of cracks and corrosion, and
also to enable rectification and reprotection. to be carried out effectively.
3

SELECT1ON OF MATERIALS

Well established high strength alloys are often chosen by the designer because of
their successful applicat ton in older designs, and sometimes despite their not-sosuccessful use. Using th,;se materials is not always the best method of ensuring adequate
corrosion resistance. Recently developed materials and heat treatments can achieve a far
better compromise of structural strength, weight, and corrosion resistance.
To encourage
the designer to use alloys with inherently better corrosion resistance information is now
available (or has been agreed for inclusion) in AvP97O on the relative resistance of aluminium alloys to exfoliation and stress corrosion, and of steels to stress corrosion and

The
Examples of this
information are given in Tables 1 and 2.
hydrogen embrittlement.
D in
alloys which are very susceptible to these forms of deterioration (those classified
Tables 1 ei ; 2) can be used only with the prior approval of the Aircraft Project Director,
while those materials classified C (which are somewhat less susceptible) should only be
The aim is to give information to
used after
taking advice from materials specialists.
to exfoliation and
the designer which enables or persuades him to use materials resistant
At the same time materials very susceptible to these forms of attack
stress corrosion.
have not been banned; the designer is required to explain why he considers that they
should be used and to coihvince the custumer that their use will, overall, be beneficial.
In arriving at the classifications of the various aluminium alloys and steels both laboratory evaluations and the performance of the materials in service have been considered.
When, as so often happens, laboratory tests
and real time experience do not agree classistructures.
fication is based largely on the performance of the materials in aircraft
3.1

Cladding of aluminium alloys

to corrosion, but this
resistIt is worth noting that aluminium is very resistant
ance Is dramatically reduced by the presence of certain alloying and impurity elements.
of the aluminium alloys used in airlcaft
structures those containing copper as the major
alloying element are the most susc'ptible to corrosion.
These alloys can be protected
very effectively by claddi-g with 99.7% aluminium which contains less than 0.2% iron and
0.02% copper.
The total
thickn'ess of the clad liyers is between 2% and 4% of the total
thickness of the fabricated sheet or plate; the higher figure is used for sheet material
up to 3 mm thick.
The cladding 1'rotects the alloy core not only because it is far more
The
corrosion resistant,
but also because it is anodic to the core alloy (see Fig 1).
coating in the same way that cadmium or zinc coat,7lad layer thus acts as a sacrificial
ings protect steel, even when they are scratcned or otherwise damaged to expose the subdifferstrate metal.
The high strength alunu.nium-zinc-magnesium-coyper alloys are little
ent from the aluminium-copper alloys in corrosion resistance, end the use of a sacrificial
cladding is of equal b~nefit.
However, the corrosion potentials of aluminium and the
Al-Zi-Mg-Cu alloys are very similar, and there would be no sacrificial
protection of the
core alloy by an aluminium cladding.
A more anodic coating, such as aluminium -1% zinc,

must be used

(see Fig 1).

Cladding is a very useful pr-tection for high strength aluminium alloys, but it
Compared to the core alloy, a clad material
does not come without certain disaavantages.
will have lower strength, lower fatigue strength and will be less abrasion resistant.
The rea'uction in ztrength is particularly noticeable in the case of clad plate alloy
which is -,ac ilned to remove substantial amounts of metal from one side, resulting in a
This objection can be overgreater proportionate thickness of cladding to core alloy.
come to a major extent by using a higher strength cladding 2 , such as an aluminium-zincanodic to the aluminium-zinc-magnesium-copper alloy core
magnesium alloy, which is still
and makes a significant contribution to the strength cf the final structure.
In the UK clad sheet alloy is
is usual)
inclad.

generally used for fuselage structure,

but plate alloy

It is worth noting that the fatigue strength of a structure is controlled by the
The modest reduction
presence of stress concentrators such as rivet and fastener holes.
in the fatigue st:ength of aluminium alloys by cladding is insignificant in comparison
tc the effect oL such stress concentrator. in the finished structure.
3.2

Galvanic corrosion

To achieve the mos:' efficient aircraft structure it is necescary to use many differThis can lead to the hazard of
ent materials which are usually in electrical contact.
galvanic or electrolytic corrosion, which can be illustrated by the dramatic increase
ob3erved in the rate of corrosion of aluminium alloys in contact with cop:'er-based rivets.
While it is theoretically possible to eliminate galvanic corrosion by insulation of one
Electrical
metal from another it is neither possible nor desirable to do so in Dractice.
continuity must be maintained throughout the bulk of an aircrafi strLctlre, and this is
most conveniently achieved through rivets and bolts.
Accepting that dissimil.ar metal contacts are .uravoidable the designer needs advice
on the dangers.
AvP970 provides a guide both to the relative hazards of various bimetallic contacts (see Table 3) and on how safe these contacts can be made both by the use of
metallic coatings and by wet assembly, matters dealt with in more detail in the section
on protection.
Far more detailed infcmation is available in the British Standards
Jnsideration is also given to carbon metal
institute publication3 BS PD6404, in which
contacts.
It is far safer to use the advice jiven in PD6484 and in AvP970 than it is to
take the do-it-yourself approach of using galvanic corrosion potential differences, such
These potential differences
as in Fig 1, to assess the risks of galvanic corrosion.
ifiicate the magnitude of the potential hazard hut ignore the kinetics of corrosion
processes.
For example Fig 1 shows that the galvanic corrosion potential diffeZence of
aluminium and copper is appreciably less than that of aluminiim and a titanium allvy.
But aluminium wili suffer more severe galvanic corrosion in contact with copper because
copper is a more efficient cathode than titanium in a galvanic cell.
4

PROTECTION

Protective measures (paints. metallic coatings, etc) cannot be considered in isolation but must be a part of the tot7l exercise of design and materials selection to
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prevent corrosion. Because of this approach and the acceptance of the necessity to
protect aircraft from corrosion the costs of anti-corrosion treatments are not separated
from other materials costs, but these anti-corrosion processes may represent as much at
15% of the total materials bill in UK built aircraft. This may appear to be an unacceptably high price to pay, but the alternative is even less acceptable; an even higher costof-ownership bill. Excperience in the RAF has shown that economies made in anti-corrosion
specifications result in much higher maintenance costs.
The most important aspect of protection is the paint scheme and its application to
surfaces pre-treated to ensure good adhesion.
Modern aircraft paints are resistant to
operating fluids such as kerosene lubricants, hydraulic fluids, de-icing and cleaning
liquids, and to water. They resist damage well, are reasonably flexible and perform
satisfactorily for well over 10 years on internal structure and for up to 5 years externally.
It is unusual to find corrosion on surfaces which have been correctly pre-treated
and painted, although aluminium alloys susceptible to exfoliation (those classified D in
Table 1) can cause problems. most cases of corrosion start at fastener holes, at corners
and edges, and at faying surfaces, particularly of dissimilar metals, and the problem of
total protection is how to extend and maintain a continuous, perfect paint scheme over
the whole aircraft structure.
4.1

Protection of individual components

Before considering how to protect a complete aircraft structure it is necessary to
look in detail at the protection schemes applied to individual components, and logically
a start can be made with the protection of aluminium alloys, the major structural
materials in aircraft. The sequence of events and the requirements for protection of
aluminium alloys are summarised in Table 4. The essential stage in achieving the maximum
performance from a paint scheme is surface pre-treatment.
For aluminitum alloys it is
necessary to clean surfaces by mechanical or chemical means (or a combination of the two)
before pre-treatment, which is usually anodising or chromate filming. The choice between
these two processes is often determined by considerations other than corrosion prevention;
thus, chronic acid~ anodising is a valuable aid to flaw detection and is geu~erally used
for forgings and castings, whiie chromate filming is assumed to be a less expensive
process and can be applied more easily and uniformly to complex structural units. For
chromate filming there are several propriatary processes which give conversion coatings
about 0.2 pm, thick. For anodising a chromic acid process is preferred, the voltage being
increased step-w.'se to 50 V to give an anodic film about 2 wm thick, consisting of a
relatively thin, dense barrier coat beneath a thicker, more porous oxide film which is
eq~ually suitable for both adhesive bonding and painting. Both bonding and painting
operations are carried out on the unsealed anodic film as soon as the film is dry; when
both operations are to be applied to one component bonding takes precedence and the
anodic film will usually need to be re-activated, prior to painting, by chromate filming.
Painting must follow the pre-treatmnent within 16 hours, ,and the first paint coat
will invariably be an epoxy primer. A finish coat may also be applied, but at least one
coat of primer must be applied before the machining of fastener holes and other recesses
which will not be painted, such as those for bushes. The aluminium alloy is protected
from the envirornment not only by the physical barrier effect of the paint film but alsi
by the corrosion inhibiting properties of the chromate pigments which compose at least
20% of the dried primer coat.
At any discontinuities the chromate pigment can be
extracted from the paint film by water so that the inhibitor can be transferred to the
exposed metal surface. Studies of the extraction or leaching of the inhibitor pigment
have led to the adoption of strontium chromate as the standard primer pigment in the UK.
For high temperature applications barium chromate has a more suitable leach rate 4 ,
although its lower solubility at room temperature makes it unsuitable for use under
normal conditions as the sole inhibitive pigment. To ensure acceptable leach rates over
" wide range of temperatures a mixture of barium and strontium chromates can be used, or
"abarium chromate pigmented primer coat can usofully be applied over a strontium chromate
pigmented primer on internal structure whi--h does not require a finish coat.
The sequence of events and the requirements for protecting non-corrosion-resistinq
steels are summarized in Table 5. Cleaning and prc-treatment of steels before painting
are both dependent, to some extent, on the strength of the steel: ultra-high-strength
steels are so sensitive to hydrogen embrittlement that, in the presence of residual or
applied stresses, acidic or cathodic processes can cause cracking. Pre-treatment prior
to painting will usually be cadmium coating, either by electroplating or by a vacuum
deposition process, with an average thickness of between 4 and 15 om of c'idmium dependent
on !.he size of the component. Alternative pre-treatments can be used when the designer
considers that the use of cadmium will cause problems, the main alternatives being aluminium and zinc coatings, and phosphating. As with aluminium alloys the first primer coat
of paint must be applied within 16 hours of pre-treatment.
The nre-treatments for aluminium alloys and steels give some degree of protection
and can help in delaying the onset of corrosion of the metal when the paint film is
damaged. This is especially true of cladding on aluminium alloys which is usually thicker
than other sacrificial coatings such as cadmium and zinc coatings on steels.
However, the
degree of protection is small compared to that obtained from a well applied paint scheme,
and the pre-treatments should, above all, ensure good adihe!_L_`.n of the paint primer to the
metal substrate.
It is not normally necessary to paint or otherwise protect the more noble or cathodic
metal surfaces of titanium alloys, corrosion resisting steels and copper-rich materials.
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However, when these noble metals are to be in electrical contact with aluminium or
magnesium alloys, or with cadmium plated steel, precautions should be taken to avoid
galvanic corrosion of the less noble metal or alloy. one approach is to coat the more
noble metal with a sacrificial metal, a metal of lower galvanic potential such as
This reduces the difference in galvanic potenaluminium, cadmium, or zinc (see Fig 1).
tial at the contact or, for example, in the case of zinc coatings in contact with
aluminium alloys, the coating provides sacrificial protection for the aluminium alloy.
There are dangers in this approach. When the aluminium, cadmium or zinc coating corrodes
it will eventually expose the underlying (more noble) metal surface in a state in which
it is extremely active as a cathode surface, and galvanic corrosion of the less noble
metal will be greatly accelerated 5 . A second approach is to paint the cathodic surfaces.
In the ideal case this will prevent any galvanic current flow through an electrolyte
bridge between the dissimilar metals; in the practical situation where defects are present
in the paint films the ratio of exposed cathode to anode surface areas is greatly reduced
(compared to the situation where the cathode surface is unpainted) and the corrosion
current density at the anode is correspondingly reduced. For maximum protection it is
advisable to combine the two approaches, by using both a sacrificial metal coating
!'ollowed by painting of the more noble metal surfaces.
Carbon fibre composites (CFC) pose an even greater potential problem than noble
metal surfaces in the context of galvanic corrosion of aluminium an~d magnesium alloys and
of cadmium plated steel components. Presently, the only technique which can be relied
upon to eliminate the galvanic corrosion problem at CFC/aluminium interfaces is adhesive
bonding, providing that the glue line is of sufficient thickness to ensure that the two
It is doubtful whether this method can be used in
materials are electrically insulated.
structures containing large quantities of CFC and aluminium alloys because of the requirement to maintain electrical continuity throughout the aircraft structure.
4.2

Protection of magnesium alloys

The protection of magnesium alloy components requires a slightly different approach
to that applied to other structural metals and alloys. Firstly, it is difficult to
inhibit the corrosion of magnesium; chromates will do so but only when they are present
at much higher concentrations than can be achieved by leaching chromnate piqments from a
paint film. Secondly, all other structural airframe metals are cathodic to magnesium
(see Fig 1), which will therefore always suffer galvanic corrosion at unprotected dissimilar metal contacts. For these two reasons it is necessary to encapsulate magnesium
alloy components to prevent contact with the environment and, as far as possible, with
other metals. Based on the experience of the UK aircraft industry and work on protection
of magnesium alloys sponsored by the UK Ministry of Defence the protection requirements
are carefully specified in DTD91l. The sequence of events is summarised in Table 6 and
starts with mechanical and chemical cleaning processes before chromate filming of the
alloy surfaces; certain anodising processes aire allowed in place of chromate filmino.
These surface films are then sealed within 8 hours by application of a stoving epoxy 0
resin; the component is heated at 1800-2000C for 10 minutes before being cooled to 60 C
for tne application of the resin 0 by a dip and drain procedure. The resin 0 is cured at a
temperature of not0 less than 180 C. The cycle of resin application at 60 C and curing at
not less than 180 C is usually repeated twice more, and the total resin film thickness
The resin-coated component is further protected, for example, by
must be at least 25 uim.
one or more coats of epoxy paint primer and one or more coats of paint finish, or by a
scheme with a final plastic (ag nylon) coating. The minimum total organic film thickness
is 100 0jm.
Because of the danger of galvanic corrosion of magnesium alloys all suirfaces shouldd
be protected, at least by sealing with a stoved epoxy resin, before any assembly operations take place. While this is the ideal to be aimed for it is not always achievedI
either because of overriding design requirements or because of physical damage to the
Items such as studs and interferprot:ective scheme during normal assembly operations.
ence fit bushes can be sources of direct metal-to-metal contact, while the assembly of
magnesium alloy components into the aircraft structure can result in damage to the protection. Corrosion can be prevented despite these problems if careful attention is given
to the sequence of events and the use of specialised materials. For example, maximum
use should be made of sealants and caulking compounds which undergo chemical crosslinking; these materials present a barrier through which moisture dLffusion is minimised.
Also multiple coats of paint should be applied to components after installation in the
aircraft if there is any chance of damage to the protection scheme during installation.
4.3

Assembly and final painting

The painting of individual components before they are built up into an aircraft
structure is the cornerstone to the protection of the finished article from corrosion.
Of equal importance is the use of wet assembly techniques during the building process to
prevent water and other liquids from reaching bare metal exposed deliberately (for
Comexample, at fastener holes) or accidently, as can occur during assembly operations.
plete wet assembly implies that all contacting surfaces are brought together after being
coated with a wet assembly compound, either a sealant or a jointing compound; contacting
Most of the wet assembly compound
surfaces include fasteners, both threaded and rivets.
will be squeezed out during assembly, but it should fill any crevice and it will leave
Wherever possible seala bead of material around the join line of the mating surfaces.
ants which undergo chemical cross-linking after assembly are preferred, and are essential
The most widely used materials are polysulphides,
in fuel tank and pressure cabin areas.
cross-linked to give sealants which are elastomeric down to -600C, and capable of
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operating for the life of the airframe at temperatures up to 120 0 C. For higher temperature applications (for example, in areas close to heat sources and on supersonic transport aircraft) fluorocarbons, which are elastomeric down to -150 C and with a useful
service life up to 200 0 C, are used. Jointing compounds, non-setting materials, are used
mainly in areas where disassembly will be required for routine servicing and sealants
would cause problems.
Painting after assembly varies according to the environment that the particular
part of the structure will see (Tables 4 and 5).
Internal surfaces which will not be
subjected to condensation or contamination can be protected with a single coat of paint
primer. However, it is necessary at least to re-prime over all fastener areas and make
good any locally damaged paint; preferably the surfaces should be re-primed overall.
For heavy duty internal surfaces it is necessary to re-prime over fastener areas and
make good any damage before applying either a finish coat or a further coat of primer
paint. External surfaces should be re-primed, at least over fastener areas, before
application of the finish coat.
In all cases if there has been a long time delay between
priming and application of subsequent paint coats it is necessary to lightly abrade the
primer coat to ensure good intercoat adhesion; and to give adequate protection a refresher
coat of primer must be applied over the abraded original primer coat.
The standard exterior finish for UK military aircraft is a solvent drying acrylic
paint. This %;as adopted in 1975 in preference to the previously used polyurethane
finish. The change in policy was made for several reasons: acrylic finish coats can be
selectively removed with mild chemical paint removers to leave the epoxy primer coat
intact; acrylic finishes are easier to repair by touch-up procedures; the polyurethane
paint finishes had not shown the durability in service for which reason they had originally been used, and do tend to crack and chip rather easily. However, aircraft which use
synthetic hydraulic fluids are still finished in polyurethane.
Irrespective of the
chemical type of finish, the exterior surfaces of operational aircraft are matt for camouflage purposes while internal paint finishes should be glossy and light coloured to aid
inspection.
Mention should be made of etch or wash primers.
They are allowed as alternatives
to chromate filming or anodising as a pre-treatment on aluminium alloys before the primer
paint is applied, although they should not be used where resistance tu synthetic oils or
hydraulic fluids is needed.
In general, etch primers are not used to a great extent in

the UK aircraft industry, nor does the RAF use them a great deal for re-surface finishing,
despite the apparent advantage of using an etch primer in place of chromate filming on an
aircraft structure. This reticence is probably because paint failures, particularly
those involving filiform corrosion, have often been associated with the use of etch
primers. However, in the past etch primers were sometimes used as the sole primer, in
contrast to the present requirements which only allow their use as a pre-treatment, and
it is possible that their poor image is to some extent due to this type of usage.
4.4

Problem areas

The sequence of events described of painting (at least to the primer stage) before
wet assembly, followed by further paint treatment, is a very satisfactory a.nd sound
method of protecting an aircraft structure. However, the success or failure of the protection scheme is very dependent on the skill and commitment of those involved in ensuring that the excellent materials and processes are correctly applied. This is particularly so in use of jointing compounds and sealants, an essential but very messy part of
the protection scheme.

Valuable improvements would be development of materials which can

be applied under less than ideal conditions. especially for use in repair and re-workI
situations, and which are less objectionable to the operator.
In an ideal world the protection schemes appli~ed to individual components, at
assembly and following assembly, should ensure a corrosion-free life to aircraft structures. In the real world, situations occur which prevent the ideal from being realised.
This is especially so in the case of moving parts, such as in undercarriage components
when dissimilar metal contacts occur under conditions where contamination by water and
operating fluids is a common problem. Aluminium alloys with load-bearing ferrous metal
inserts ofte~n suffer galvanic corrosion, while the moving parts (usually ferrous metal
bearing surfaces) are commonly protected by greases which may harden and dry out between
scheduled services. To prevent galvanic corrosion ferrous metal inserts should be cadmium
plated, but for bearing surfaces a hard finish (such as hard chromium plating) is required.
Also, these ferrous metal inserts are usually pressed into untreated aluminium alloy recesses with only jointing compound or other void-filling wet assembly materials to prevent
crevice corrosion at the mating surfaces. Although painting after assembly provides
additional protection, the integrity of surface protection is difficult to maintain under
the normol operating conditions of undercarriage structures. More flexible paint schemes
could provide additional protection, but only if the increased flexibility is not gained
at the expense of fluid resistance.
Corrosion can occur in hollow structures which are not completely sealed, especially
tubular steel structure.
It is difficult to achieve adequate surface pre-treatment in
these cases, so that subsequently applied protection schemes may not adhere. There are
materials which can be utilised by fill-and-drain processes, for example, solvent-drying
nitrile rubber coatings which adhere well to surfaces which are not perfectly clean, and
wax-based supplementary protectives of the type used to protect hollow members in automobile structures. Ther'e materials are used in other areas of aircraft structures to
supplement the normal protective schemes: in integral fuel tanks tihe nitrile rubber-based
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materials are used to protect the polysuiphide sealants from water and fuel attack, while
the wax-thickened materials are often applied, after a dewatering compound, to supplement
the normal paint schemes in internal structure, particularly in bilge areas.
Modern paint schemes will protect aircraft structure for long periods of time, and
repainting of external structure is only necessary after 3-5 years. This repainting
often entails only scuff ing back the finish coat in the case of polyurethane paints or
removing acrylic finishes by selective chemical paint removers before applying a refresher
coat of primer and new finish coat. However, the paint schemes currently used are fairly
rigid and tend to crack or chip, the problem being most noticeable on the upper wing
surfaces of large transport or reconnaissance aircraft, especially around the heads of
fasteners. To alleviate this problem more flexible paint schemes have been developed,
although the increase in flexibility is only obtained at the expense of solvent resistance. one of the most successful flcxible paint schemes utilises either a primer or an
intermediate coat of the same polysulphide polymer as that usually employed as a sealant
for wet assembly purposes 6 . However, these materials are relatively dense and are
applied in coatings up to 200 pm thick. The weight penalty involved is unacceptable in
many cases, and various flexible paint schemes, applied at more conventional thicknesses
of 25-50 ipm per coat, are currently being evaluated.
The use of structural adhesives can cause problems in painting operations. To
obtain the maximum performance from both adhesive and paint, the surface pre-treatment
must be kept clean and the adhesive or paint applied within 16 hours of pre-treatment.
To achieve good cohesive strength in a bonded structure the adhesive must be applied
directly to the pre-treated surface. This leaves a problem for the painting operation.
The surface pre-treatment outside of the bonded areas is adversely affected by the bonding procee-res, by a combination of the curing cycle, by the necessary handling operations, and by the time elapsed between pre-treatment and the component's availability for
painting. To achieve reasonable paint adhesion it is necessary to re-treat the unbonded
surfaces with a chromate-filming solution. An alternative approach is to use an adhesive
primer prior to the bonding operations, so that subsequent application of paint is only
preceded by a degreasing operation, or light abrasion of the adhesive primer surface. It
is hoped to initiate work whi:zh will resolve the problems of pre-treatments for both
adhesive bonding and painting operations.
5

CADMIUM AND CHROMATES

Two important materials used in preventing corrosion in aircraft structures are
cadmium and chromate salts. Cadmium is used to protect steel components, to prevent
galvanic corrosion at what would otherwise be unacceptable dissimilar metal contacts
(aluminium/copper, for example), and in electronic components for its dual function of
preventing corrosion and as an aid to soldering. Chromate salts are used as corrosion
inhibitors, their most valuable role being as pigments in paint primers, but also in
several metal pre-treatment operations such as chromic-sulphuric acid pickling, chromate
filming and chromic acid anodising of aluminium alloys, passivating of cadmium and zinc
surfaces, and chromate filming of magnesium alloys. Both cadmium and chromates are
health hazards so great care must be exercised in their manufacture and use to prevent
contamination of the environment.
5.1

Cadmium plating

Cadmium has been in widespread use for little over 30 years but it has been released
into the environment for a much longer period, locally in the manufacture of zinc and
other metals, and more generally by the burning of coal.
Losses of cadmium to the air,
the land and to water sources has undoubtedly increased with the increased use of cadmium,
not only its use in preventing corrosion but also in pigments in stabilisers for plastics,
in batteries and in other minor areas. Little information is available regarding the
increase in the level of cadmium pollution; one study 7 indicates that the level of cadmium
layed down in ice layers preserved in glaciers has at least quadrupled in the period 1870
to 1970. Present day pollution occurs mainly when cadmium-containing materials are disposed of; pollution can be initially to the air during incineration of waste or reclaiming of ferrous scrap, or to the land and water sources when waste is disposed of as landfill material, the gradual leaching of which releases cadmium salts.
The uptake of cadmium by man is mainly from food, especially vegetables and cereals,
and from cigarette smoking; uptake from water is less significant. E~xcretion of cadmium
is generally less than the rate of absorption and accumulation results, especially in the
kidneys and liver. Because cadmium is toxic and does not appear to serve any essential
biological function it is sensible to restrict man's intake to a minimum, which iinplie~i
reducing to a minimum the release of cadmium to the environment. More work is required
to establish threshold concentrations in the body, particularly in the kidney,

quantify tne other possible toxic hazards of cadmium.

and to

Presently the average intake

through the food chain in the UK is well within thle provisional maximum tolerable limit
8
(400-500 pg per week) , recommended by the World Health Orqanisation .
Electroplating accounts for about one t.iird of cadmium

usage

at the moment

in thle

UK, and within the non-communist world, and anti-pollution measures are necessary to
minimise the cadmium content of effluent from electroplating facilities, both water
effluent and cadmium-containing sludge.
However, even the most stringent control durinq
manufacture of cadmium and its deposition will not prevent the mai'n source of pollution,
the use and disposal of the fini~shed article.
There is, therefore, a very powerful argument to limit the use of cadmium plating and to seek alternatives for the protection of
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steel. To this end in the UK an Industry /Government Working Group has been set up to
advise on how a 50% reduction in the usage of cadmium plating can be achieved, while
taking account of the technical advantages of cadmium.
It is important to recognise the special properties, indeed the unique combination
The obvious
of properties 9 , of cadmium when considering possible replacement coatings.
candidates as replacements are zinc and aluminium, but neither is comparable with the
total package of properties exhibited by cadmium, namely, surface lubricity, solderability,
galvanic compatibility wvith aluminium alloys, electrical conductivity, and the nonIn many applications one or more of these qualities
binding nature of corrosion products.
of cadmium may not be required, and it may be quite acceptable to use zinc or aluminium
coatings.
With this in mind the requirements for the protection of steel components have
been amended in the latest draft revision of Chapter 801 of AvP97O: whereas previously
cadmium plating was required it is now acceptable for the designer to specify zinc or
aluminium coatings where the special properties of cadmium are not all required. However,
fo' ýasteners cadmium is still required because of the excellent lubricity of the coating
ar,
on-binding nature of its corrosion products. There appear to be no major problems
in nieeting this demand, or indeed any requirement for cadmium plating in the UK, and
there are probably well over 100 companies able and willing to cadmium plate.
Despite the technical arguments for retaining cadmium plating it is possible that
achange will be forced upon the aviation industry by legislation similar to that which
comes into effect in July 1982 in Sweden. This legislation will prohibit, with certain
the importation of aircraft or aircraft components containing cadmium plated items, but
the situation is not completely clear. And this legislation may be only the forerunner
of more severe restrictions in Sweden or other countries. At the present time there is
no suitable alternative to cadmium for the protection of all steel components, and its
use should be defended strongly. At the same time research to find a suitable replacement coating should be encouraged. Of the alternatives to cadmium aluminium appears to
be the most promising although presently available processes produce pure aluminium coatings which have some major weaknesses. The most important is the apparent inability to
protect steel sacrificially in a chloride ion environment: coated fasteners 5show red
rusting within weeks of exposure to the atmosphere in the vicinity of the sea . in
attempts to improve their properties work sponsored by the MOD is proceeding in the UK to
develop improved aluminium coatings and coatings of aluminium containing small amounts of

zinc and other alloying elements.

These alloy coatings should cathodically protect steel

One attraction of aluminium and aluminium-rich coatings is that
far more satisfactorily.
a common pre-treatment of fastener coating and aluminium alloy structure could then be
A uniform pre-treatmnent, such as chromate filming, should give optimum paint
adopted.
adhesion, and thus overcome one of the few complaints about cadmium plating, the occasional
poor paint adhesion, especially to the heads of fasteners.
5.2

Chromate salts

Chromates are unique amongst presently used corrosion inhibitors in their ability
to suppress corrosion of aluminium alloys under a wide range of conditions. They are also
very effective inhibitors of corrosion for steels, cadmium and zinc, and probably the most
effective compounds in the most difficult task of inhibiting the corrosion of magneRium
alloys. For aluminium alloys, experience in the UK suggests that the best pre-treatments
are chromic acid anodising and chromate filming, while the protection of magnesium alloys
is founded on chromate filming or anodising in chromate containing solutions. It would
be difficult to imagine a scenario without chromates in the protectiorn of aircraft
structures.

The major objection to chromate salts is their toxicity and carcinogenicity whenI

chromate-containing particles are inhaled. Other objections concern the effects of
chromates when absorbed through the skin, especially broken skin. Chromate salts can
destroy useful bacteria and interfere with normal sewage disposal systems, and they nust
not be allowed to pollute surface water or sewage waste. The necessary control of
effluent is not difficult and does not present a problem any greater than that associated
with precipitation of any other metal ions from effluent water. The major problem associated with chromate salts arises in their manufacture and subsequent use, when they can
present a major hazard to personnel involved, and it is questions concerning the future
manufacture of the anti-corrosive chromate pigments which threaten their future use for
corrosion prevention purposes.
If the various pre-treatment processes for which chronates are presently required
are examined individually it is possible to devise alternative schemes, although some
would not be accepted as totally effective alterhatives. It is the use of chromate pigments in paints, and to a lesser extent in wet assembly compounds, caulking compounds and
as inhibitor cartridges or tablets, that it is most difficult to visualise acceptable
alternatives. A possibility is to abandon the concept of incorporating inhibitive pigments in paint schemes and to rely on a combination of barrier cohts; for example, to rely
on cladding or coating of all aluminium alloy parts with aluminium or an aluminium - 1%
zinc alloy, combined with a staved, highly impervious organic coating. By analogy, the
use of a staved barrier coat on magnesium alloy followed by nylon coating can be extremely
effective, although coating weight is considerably greater than that of current aircraft
paint schemes.
1,more acceptable solution would be to use an inhibitor of similar efficiency to
the chromnate ion. In the UK a large proportion of the MOD air-side research effort in
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corrosion prevention is aimed at understanding the mechanism by which inhibition of aluminium occurs, and to investigating alternative materials.
In the past attempts have
been made to evaluate inhibitors for aluminium, and the approach has usually involved
determining inhibitor efficiency in chloride ion solutions, usually at concentrations of
between 1% and 5% sodium chloride.
In recent work at RAE10 it was shown that very dilute
sodium chloride solutions (less than 100 ppm) can be more corrosive, in terms of weight
loss of aluminium alloys, than more concentrated solutions (1% or 3.5% sodium chloride).
Consequently, a range of chemicals usually considered to be useful inhibitors were
evaluated by using them in solutions of 58 ppm sodium chloride.
Surprisingly, many of
the materials enhanced the corrosion, particularly in terms of promoting pitting corrosion.
However, one chemical investigated, the Xinc salt, of thioglycollic acid, appea--d to be
as effective as chromate salts in inhibiting the corrosion of aluminium.
Further work is proceeding to examine thioglycollic acid derivatives as possible
replacements for chromate salts, and results are extremely promising.
However, thioglycollate salts react with the normal epoxy resin systems used in paint primer formulations,
and much more work will be necessary before these very promising inhibitors could be
considered as suitable paint pigments.
6

CONCLUSIONS

Corrosion control measures must be considered during the design of aircraft and
associated equipment.
The detailed design of components and of the total structure must
take into account the need to keep the finished aircraft free of potentially corrosive
materials
by corrosion
adequate sealing,
venting.materials
Materials
must take
account the
resistancedraining
of the and
individual
and selection
of combinations
of into
materials.
Necessary protection procedures can only be used to maximum advantage by considering them together with detailed design and selection of materials.
Presently used protection methods are adequate in most situations provided that they
are carried out correctly.
Improvements are possible by developing materials which can
be applied more easily and under adverse conditions, by consideration of paints which are
more resistant to mechanical damage, and by examining pre-treatments which are suitable
for combined adhesive bonding and painting operations.
It is possible that health and safety considerations will restrict the choice of
corrosion prevention processes and two materials for which replacements could be needed
are cadmium and chromates.
Considerable research effort is currently directed towards
these two problems.
Until satisfactory replacements are developed the technical case for
the continued use of cadmium coatings and -hromate inhibitors should be promoted by the
aerospace community.
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Table I
RELATIVE SUSCEPTIBILITIES TO EXFOLIATION CORROSION OF VARIOUS WROUGHT ALUMINIUM ALLOYS

Sheet >,3.2 mm
section

Alloy type
and temper

T3,

Plate

Extruded bar
and section

Tube

Sheet <3.2 mm

T4

2014

BS
BS
BS
BS

LI08
L156
L158
L163
BS L164

B/C

BS LI05

D

D

BS L102

D

BS L103

D

BS L168
BS 3L87

C
C

ES 2L77

B/C

BS L157
T6

BS L159
BS LI65
BS LI67J

BI
B/C

T6

DTD 5070

E

DTD 5040
B/CBS L93

B

C
C

2618-T651

S 3L63

2DT6, T624 B/C
DTD 5014

B

B/C

2618
T71
T6

2219-T62

B/C

2219-T62

B/C

2219-T851

B/C

2219-T8510

B/C

BS L114

A/B

BS LIII

A/B

BS L117
BS LII8

A
A

DTD 717
DTD 737
DTD 745

B
B

DTD 5084

B

BS L112

A

DTD M239

B

'- 7050-T736

B

2219
T8

2024

T3, T4

D
D

B/C
B/C

BS L109
BS LIHO

T8
0

-

T6
6061

A/B

DTD 346

6082
BS L113

2219-T851

B

DTD 5100
BS 2L97

D
D

2024-T851

B

A/B

-

-

A

A

__________'

_____-__________

BS L115

A/B

T6

T76

DTD 5120

B

T736

DTD 5130

A/B

T76

7050-T7651

T736

7050-T73651

7010

B

7050

7075
(7175)
(7475)

A/B

DTD 5110
BS 2L95

D
D

7075-T7351

A

D
D

BS 1,160

A

3S 161
BS 1,162

A
A

DTT65114

D

DTD 5024

1)

DTD 5104

C

--

T73

T6

7 XXX

DTD 5074
DTD 5124

T7

NOTE 1:

The susceptibility of 2000 series (aluminium-copper) alloys are markedly affected by grain
structure, which is dependent on the amount of working and the quench Cate experienced by the
alloy.
In general, the thinner section materials will be categorized B and susceptibility will
this is indicated by B/C ratings.
increase with section to category C:

NOTE 2:

Those categorized 1)
The susceptibility of forgings is very dependent on the degree of working.
may occasionally be used quite safely and the use of one of the tests for exfoliation corrosion is
recommended to assist the Project Director in assessing the case for using the alloy.

CLASSIFICATION OF SUSCEPTIBILITY
A

Immune to exfoliation corrosion.

B

Resistant to exfoliation corrosion,
extreme conditions.

C

Under some conditons exfoliation can occur in service.
Susceptible to exfoliation corrosion.
Alloys in this category should only be u3ed after discussion with materials specialists.

D

Very susceptible to exfoliation corrosion.
approval of the Aircraft Project Director.

although mild exfoliation may be induced under

the most

These alloys shall not be used without the prior
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Table 2
RELATIVE SUSCEPTIBILITIES TO STRESS CORROSION CRACKING OF VARIOUS STEELS
Maximum
specified
tensile
strength i

Alloy type

range (HPa)
Over
Non-corrosiou
resisting
mild steels
& low/medium
alloy steels

P1ecipitation
hardening
steels

S91
S95
S98
S99
S131
S139
S140
S142
S154

1550

1800

BS S134

1800

-

BS
BS
BS
BS
BS
BS
ES
BS
BS

-

steels

forgings

plate

1550

-

-

1450

Nitriding/
carburising

Sheet and

1450

1q00

Naraging
steels

Only for
bolts (etc)

A
A
B
B
A
A
A
A
A

B BS S534
B BS S535

A
B

BS T53
BS T60
BS T65

.

.

..

..

C

.

.

..

...

BS S135
BS S136

D
D

DTD 5222

D

..

..

BS S138
BS S146
BS S155
(300 H var)

C
D
D

DTD 5212

D

-

-

BS S;O6
BS S 33

A
B

.

.

1550

BS S132
(S82 type)

B
B

-

1450

BS S143

B

BS S144

B

BS S145

C

1550

BS S147
BS S149

I

1450

145r

Tube

Castings

Not over
1450

-

Bars and

-

(New spec)

D

..

-

BS S530

B

BS S531
BS S533

B
B

A BS HC3
B BS HC4
A ES HC7
BS HC8

.

.

-

-

.

,-

-

A
A
B
C

-

..

ES 8C401

D

BS1C5
BS HC6

A
B

BS HCIO1

B

BS HC102

C

BS HC106

1550

1800

1800

-...

-

1450

Other corrosion
Ote/orrosionBS
adre htin
4resistingES
steels

..

BS S80
BS S129
BS S130
S137
BS S152

.

.

...

.

.

..

B DTD 5076
A
A
B
B

B BS
BS
BS
BS
BS

S524
S525
S526
S527
S536
53
BS S537
BS

.
.

..
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B

ES T66
IS T67
BS T68
BS T69
ES T72

A BS HC104
A
A
A
A

BS T73
E538
BS T74
IBS T75

A
A
A

A

(21.6 9 type)

NOTE:

Many steels, including some low strength steels, are susceptible to stress corrosion cracking in hot
caustic and nitrate solutions.
Steels immersed in hydraulic fluid or oil may be so protected, and
even category D materials may be safely used.

CLASSIFICATION OF SUSCEPTIBILITY

SC

A

Very resistant to stress corrosion cracking in commonly encountered environments,

B

Resistant to stress corrosion cracking. When pre-existiý,g cracks or defects are present, failures
may occur under sustained tension stresses in wet environments.
This group uf alloys can often be
used without wany stress corrosion design limitatioits.
The normal protective treatments applied to
stop rusting also give good protection against stress corrosion.
Susceptible to stress corrosion cracking.
Stress corrosion cracking of these steels can be expected
unless the appropriate precautions are taken at the design stage.
Steels in this category should
only be used after discussion with structures and materials engineers.
Very susceptible to stress corrosion cracking. The use of steels in category D is restricted and
is only permitted with the approval of the Aircraft Project Director.
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NOTES TO TABLE 3:
(a)

Where contact between magnesium and aluminium alloys is necessary, tht use of aluminium alloys with
low or negligible copper content is preferred.

(b)

In contact with thin (decorative) chromium plate, the symbol is C, but with thick plating (as used
for wear resistance) the symbol is B.

(c)

When contacts between copper or copper-rich materials and aluminium alloys cannot be avoided, a much
higher degree of protection against corrosion is obtained by first plading the copper-rich material
with tin or nickel and then with cadmium, than by applying a coating of cadmium of similar thickness.
The aluminium in contact with the copper-rich material should be anodised when practicable.

(d)

When magnesium corrodes in sea-water or certain other electrolytes, alkali formed at the aluminium
cathode may attack the aluminium.

(e)

When it is not practicable to use other more suitable methods of protection, eg spraying with
aluminium, zinc may be useful for the protection of steel in contact with aluminium, despite the
accelerated attack upon the coating.

(f)

This statement should not necessarily discourage the use of the second metal as a coating for the
first metal provided that continuity is good; under abrasive conditions, however, even a good coating
may become discontinuous.

(g)

In these cases the second metal may provide an excellent protective coating for the first metal, the
latter usually being electrochemically protected at gaps in the coating.

(h)

When aluminium is alloyed with appreciable amounts of copper it becomes more noble and when alloyed
with appreciable amounts of zinc it becomes less noble. These remarks apply to bimetallic contacts
and -not to the inherent corrosion resistance of the individual aluminium alloy. Such effects are
mainly of interest when the aluminium alloys are connected with each other.

(j)

No data available.

(k)

In some immersed conditions, the corrosion of copper or brass may be seriously accelerated at pores
or defects in tin coatings.

(1)

Serious acceleration of corrosion of 18/2 stainless steel in contact with copper or nickel alloys may
occur at crevices where the oxygen supply is low.

(in)

Normally the corrosion of lead-tin soldered seams is not significantly increased by their contact with
the nickel-base alloys but under a few inmersed conditions the seams may suffer enhanced corrosion.

(n)

Tin should not be used in contact with cadmium in joints liable to be heated above 120 0 C.

(p)

Joints liable to crevice corrosion when the oxygen supply is limited.

(q)

Under some circumstances cadmium can penetrate titanium alloy and embrittle it; a warning of the
danger is given in Leaflet 801/1.

(r)

There is evidence that at elevated temperatures in certain atmospheres (eg exhaust gases), silver
coatings may cause cracking of stressed titanium alloy parts.
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Table 4
PROTECTION OF ALUMINIUM ALLOYS

I

Cleaning

One or more of the following:
DEF

(a) Degrease

STAN 03-2

Method A
Method B2

(b) Alkaline clean
(c)

Method D

Abrasive clean

Methods N and 0

(d) Pickle or etch
2

Pre-treatment

One or more of the following:
(a) Anodise
(b) Chromate film

DEF 151, preferably type 2

(c) Etch prime

DEF STAN 80-15 and DTD 5555

DEF STAN 03-18

3

Paint primer

Epoxy

DTD 5567

4

Paint finish

(a) Interior surfaces

Minimum requirement 20 Pm coat of primer. For
most purposes two coats (40 rnn) of primer or
requirements as for exterior surfaces
Minimum requirement is 20 Um coat of primer plus
30 pm coat of acrylic finish to DTD 5599

(b) Exterior surfaces
(c)

Interior and exterior
surfaces where high
refistance to polar
liquids is required

Minimum requirement is 20 pm coat of primer plus
30 pm coat of polyurethane finish to DTD 5580

Table 5
PROTECTION OF NON-CORROSION-RESISTING

I

Cleaning

Various methods are allowed,
depending on strength of

steel

2 Pre-treatment

STEELS

DEF STAN 03-2
DEF 162 for steels of minimum specified TS over
1400 MPa

DTD 904
DTD 940 for steels with maximum specified TS over
1450 MPa

Cadmium

Alternatives to cadmium:

3

Paint primer

4 Paint finish

(a) Aluminium

BS 2569 part I

(b) Zinc

DTD 903

(c)

DEF STAN 03-11 Class I or II

Phosphating

Epoxy

DTD 5567

Dependent on position in

DTD 5567

aircraft, as in the protection of aluminium alloys

DTD 5580
DTD 5599

5

Stoving enamel

To replace 3 and 4 where
ultra high performance paint
scheme is needed

BS X31
DTD 56
D

V
____

I
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Table 6
PROTECTION OF MAGNESIUM ALLOY CASTINGS

C'zsning

2 Pre-treatment

Surface sealing

4

Further protection

(a) Preliminary cleaning
(die-castings may not
require preliminary
cleaning)

DEF STAN 03-2 Method D1
Alternatively rough machining, scurfing, pickling
or chemical milling

(b)

DTD 911

Fluoride anodising

(a) Hard anodising, or:-

DTD 911 - HAE or Dow 17 processes

(b)

DTD 911 - Two processes for fluoride film removal
and three for chromate filming are allowed

Fluoride film removal
followed by chromate
filming

Epoxy resin sealing which

DTD 5562

may be chromate pigmented

DTD 935 - Process specification.
thickness 25 pm

(a) Etch primer which may
be applied if required

DEF STAN 80-15
DTD 5555

(b)

Epoxy primer

DTD 5567 (or approved alternative)

(c)

Finish coats

DTD 5567 - Epoxy
DTD 5580 - Polyurethane or other approved paint
finish or organic coating (eg nylon coating).
Minimum total organic coating to be 100 um thick

-

Resin specification
Minimum film

V

I
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CORROSION PREVENTION METHODS DEVELOPED FROM
DIRECT EXPERIENCE WITH4 AEROSPACE STRUCTURES
by
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Director of Aeritalia G.V.C. Laboratories
Corso Marche 41
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-
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SUJMMARY
Some examples of various types of corrosion experienced during hardware service are reviewed
and the significant remedial action adopted first to repair and then to eliminate the problem are presented.
The changes in design incorporated during design development as a function of the experience and
technical knowledge acquired are presented.
Some examples of effective protection validated through service life are illustrated. The present
trends for effective corrosion prevention are also illustrated.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Continuous evolution of design techniques and calculation methods, constantly imptroved knowledge
of fatigue and fracture mechanics phenomena, improved quality of materials and of manufacturing techniques, development of better inspection equipment and increased reliability of the inspections as well as
availability of ever more complete technical and experimental data have resulted on the attainment of a
significant increase of the operating life of most of aerospace vehicles which, for example, for commercial aircraft is now measured in tens of years.
Because of the above, the problem of protecting aircraft structures from corrosion has actually
become one of the most critical, and ever increasing attention is being paid to it by all concerned.
The designers find themselves in need to have to identify, for each individual application, the best
methods of corrosion prevention and, since these vary not only according to the materials to be protected but also in relation to the manner with which these materials are exposed to conditions conducting
to corrosion and these 'In turn are functions of the material as well as of the local design configuration,
they must gather sufficient data about the aircraft in- service behaviour in order to be able to make the
best possible choise.
Notwithstanding the most carefull engineering, unforeseen situations may sometime Occur, which
will require corrections and/or modifications of aircraft already in service and design improvements
for the new ones.
New metallic materials are continuously proposed for aircraft use by the producers, to stay ahead
of competitor as well as to counter pressing competition of plastic materials.
However, the superior performance of the new alloys proposed must never be considered apart from
their capability to resist to the various types of corrosion, the determination of which requires an adequately complete and long experimentation.
On the other hand, also materials believed to be well known may reserve surprises, since local
factors such as design configuration, surface treatment, mode of assembly, ambient conditions, etc.
may determine critical situations not evidenced by the standard experimentation accomplished.
These considerations evidentiate the need to bring about the evolution of theoretical and experimental knowledge also as a function of the direct experience progressively accumulated with the in-service
aircraft.
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One indication of how varied and diversified may be the aspects of the better known types of corrosion on aerospace materials is given by the listing below, where the particular type of corrosion associated with each definition has been amply documented both experimentally and theoretically and is covered by specialized leterature.
-

Pitting corrosion

-

Galvanic corrosion

-

Exioliating cnrrosion

-

Stress corrosion
Fretting corrosion
-Corrosion fa*igu.e"

-Surface

corrosion

-

lntergranular corrosion

-

Fililorm corrosion

-Crevice
-

corrosion

Microbiological corrosion

It must '
remembered that these phenomena may and do occur in combination of two or more types
of corrosion present on the same area.
The techniques for surface protection best suited to hinder initiation of corrosion, even if in constant evolution, have reached a marked degree of efficiency, however, since it is not always possible
to adopt, starting right from the design phase, either the use of materials not subject to corrosion, or
surface protections capable of maintaining their efficiency throughout the entire aircraft operating life,
each aerospace industry is in possess of records, sometime quite large, of examples of corrosion occured on its in-service aircraft and of the actions taken to keep them in check. Such records are therefore a useful supply of experimental data for designers, metallurgists, laboratory technicians and inspectors concerned.
They also serve to integrate official regulations, technical pubblications and specifications supplied
by most producers of materials, which necessarily have a more general character.
Examination of records about corrosion occurred in servicet permits a direct contact with the real
conditions wo which phenomena of different nature are associated and constitute a sure reference, both
for structure design and for compilation of inspection and maintenance manuals that must be provided for
each type of aircraft.
Aeritalia like other Companies has recorded a series of experiences with phenomena of corrosion
occurred on aircraft of its own production, as well as on airrraft on which it carries out periodic maintenance for other Aerospace Industries or Commercial Carrier Companies. Such data must always be
considered when deciding corrective actions to be adopted both to reconstruct the original structural elficiency and/or to prevent repetition of the same corrosion phenomena.
In addition a file has been built o' the records of solutions to corrosion problems particularly significant, most of these solutions have already been incorporated on original design and have proved
themselves to be valid also for in-service aircraft.
Purpose of this paper is to document some of the above mentioned Aerital.a experiences which are
believed to be of interest because they are reprtsentative of the more common cases of corrosion.
The present design tendency for an ever more accurate protection of structures from corrosion are
also presented, with due consideration being given to the request for increased aircraft in-service operating life and to the ever greater diffusion of advanced composite materials. With the practical use of
these last ones new problems are associated and these problems are quite different from those proper of
the traditional metallic materials.

2.

CASES OF IN-SERVICE CORROSION

In the course of inspection of aircraft structures damage by corrosion may be found, either visually or with non destructive test methods. In such cases, it is necessary to implement actions adequate to:

I
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a)

Identify the causes of phenomena

b) Identify its possible presence on other aircraft of the same type
c)

Repair the damage found (whenever the structurul part concerned must not, or cannot be replaced)

d)

Inhibit, through adequate "ad hoc" protection, repetition of the corrosion phenomena (possibly
for the whole remaining operating life of the aircraft concerned)

e)

Introduce the necessary design modifications to eliminate, or at least to reduce, the sensitivity to corrosive conditions for analogous structures of aircraft yet to be manufactured or of replacements for damaged ones.

The experience has demonstrated that while most of the aircraft structural parts may be subject to
corrosion, the phenomenon occurs with higher velocity and greater intensity on areas directly exposed
to atmospheric agents, or near points where humidity infiltrations are possible, or in areas where stagnation of some substances capable of acting as corrosion initiators occurs; and it is less likely to occur on areas with no exchange of air with external atmosphere such as for example, sealed bays that do
not contain humid air.
A graphic presentation of the more critical areas, from this point of view,

is shown on figure 1.

The cases of corrosion quoted hereafter have been drawn from Aeritalia records and are described as examples. Both the causes origin of corrosion and the consequential remedial actions developed
are specified.

2. 1.

- Corrosion on wing and fuselage skins
These surfaces,in addition to being subjected to in- flight mechanical stress, are also influenced by ambient conditions such as: atmospheric humidity, sometime associated with high salinity
with possible stagnation of moisture inside cavities not airtight toward the exterior; ambient air
containing corrosive agents discharged from industrial activities, thermal shocks, etc.
These ambient conditions are conductive to corrosion phenomena, which starting either from
external surfaces or from internal ones subject to moisture stagnation or to other local negative factors, may then rapidly propagate themselves to other areas of the structures.
As examples are quoted pitting, filiform, intergranular and exfoliation corrosion cases.
In the case of corrosion by exfoliation shown at figure 2 corrosion started at the fastener locations and progressively involved, in depth the material.
In fact, even if adequate protection had been prescribed and applied after the component machining, some local interruption of it, due to assembling operations had allowed starting of corrosion.
Therefore, for the structure concerned, and for future cases of similar assemblies, a number
of modifications have been introduced. These modifications are directed firstly to improve the sealing between the parts to be ass-mbled and secondly to improve the local protection after any machining operation accbmplished for fitting purposes. No alterations have been introduced to the

basic protective treatment of the components since this has been considered already satisfactory, but some changes on heat treatment process have been considered opportune and introduced.
The case shown at figure 3 is representative of extensive corrosion with deep cracks on a
wing lower panel. Here corrosion started both around the fastener holes between wing panel and

longeron as well as on areas of the panel free of holes. The initial corrosion was essentially of
filiform type and developed successively into intergranular and exfoliating types.

The area concerned had been subjected, in the course of manufacture, to: shot peening,

chro-

mic acid anodizing, final painting of external surface with vinylic wash primer and acrilic finish.
The following changes have been introduced to correct the condition:
-

Touch-up of concerned fastener holes with chemical oxydation;

-

Wet assembly of fasteners;

-

Application of a strontium chromate primer and acrilic finish;

The above treatment has been extended also to new productions with marked improvement of
their corrosion resistance.
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2.2.

on structural attachments (wing, stabilizer, fuselage, etc.)

-Corrosion

Stress -corrosion phenomena may occur on structural parts subjected to high loads when they
are made of alloys with high mechanical properties but sensitive to stress -corrosion.
Insurgence of the phenomena may also be favored by concurrence of other factors such as
presence of stresses above the threshold loads along the short transverse or the material, presence of stresses induced by incorrect assembly of the parts, etc. The two examples shown at
figure 4 and 5, concerning a wing attachment and an horizontal stabilizer axle, have been corrected with design changes requiring for both of them replacement of the original Aluminium alloy
7079 T6 with 7075 T73.
For successive projects use of 7079 has been restricted for structural items sensitive to
stress corrosion.
Also the fuselage lower parts, and in particular those incorporating landing gears and attachments thereto, are, because of their exposure to both humidity and abrading dust, particularly
sensitive to corrosion which may develop on them, both as stress corrosion on the classical manner, as well as with different appearance (see figure 6.).
The case shown at figure 7 illustrates a failure due to crevice corrosion of a nose landing
gear retraction actuator attachment.
While for the failure of the landing gear attachment at figure 6 the correction proposed was
to replace the original 2014 Aluminium alloy with 7075 T73 Aluminium alloy, for the landing gear
strut at figure 7, which is made from a forging in 4340 high resistance steel, the crack started
from corrosions, the development of which was favored by the presence of the unmachined surface on the area subjected to high pulsating loads.
It was therefore decided to machine finish all surfaces of the landing gear strut. The same
treatment was applied to other parts made of similar high resistance steel even where no mechanical coupling is to be made. Shot peening has been required in all cases after machining.
The case shown in simplified manner at figure 8 is presented as a significant example of failure due to stress corrosion occurred inside a landing gear strut made of 7079 T6 Al alloy.
The surface of the internal cavity of this strut, even if painted, was subjected to the action
of atmosph-eric agents and, the occurrence of stress corrosion phenomena was favoured by the
type of machining which was accomplished inside the strut after heat treatment., with resulting
residual stresses being present.
The corrective action has therefore been mainly directed to eliminate such residual stresses
through shot peening of the surface of the cavity, surface protection being then completed by chromic acid anodizing and painting with zinc chromate primer and epoxy finish.
2.3.

-Other

typical cases of corrosion

In addition to the primary structures quoted on the preceding examples, other aircraft partsI

may be affected by corrosion phenomena, which, even if less dangerous from a safety of flight
standpoint, may entail considerable problems of repair and parts replacement and therefore in-crease the overall operating costs.
Some examples of such corrosions along with tiie technical corrective actions adopted are
quoted hereafter:
intakes and air intake ducts: surface pitt corrosion found. The problem has been solv'ed painting all air intakes and air intake duct surfaces.

-Air

cargo and inspection doors outer rim: exfoliation and intergranular corrosion
found. Wet assembly of bolts, nuts and rivets has been adopted, to improve water tightness around the rim area the profile elements A±ve been assembled with interposition of
sealant, adoption of improved surface protections and, whe. e necessary, change of some
material.

-Passenger,

alloy estrusions on wing and control surfaces trailing edge: pitting and intergranular corrosion found. The suggested solution is to replace, whenever possible, the magne sium alloy extrusions with other extrusions made of Aluminium alloy or composite material.

-Magnesium

alloy landing gear components: like the above mentioned extrusions, they are
particularly sensitive to pitting and intergranular corrosion and must therefore be adequately protected, or better, be replaced with others made of Aluminium alloys.

-Magnesium
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Battery bay areas: corrosions caused by electrolytic liquids iound. Restoration of the re-I
quired anti-acid paint and reccomendation to accomplish frequent washings of the bay to remove possible fluid deposits.I
of fuselage lower areas: corrosions due to stagnation of moisture. Restoration of
the original protections with an appropriate paint system and adoption of adequate drains.

-Inside

bays: corrosions caused by firing exhaust found. As on battery bay cases, correction
is accomplished restoring the original protection with an appropriate paint system and washing of the bay after each firing to assure removal of corrosive agents.

-Gun

and Iuel system lines: corrosions found on the areas of eantact between dissimilar metals, essentially fittings, nuts, fastening clamps, etc.* The cure is to replace the cor roded parts and to introduce appropriate intermediate materials whenever possible.

-Hydraulic

of hydraulic and electrical actuators: galvanic oxydations and corrosions found.
Corrective actions in these cases consist on accurate cleaning and successive application
of protective oil.

-Components

exfoliation corrosions found. Correction is accomplished applying a chromic 11cid anodizing followed by application of an appropriate paint system.

-Antennas:

2.4.

-Particular

cases of corrosion on highly stressed bolts and pins

The example shown at figure 9 concerns a space application requiring structural connectionJ
through a conical pia. -ade of Inconel 718 and a Titanium lug. This case was discovered during an inspection accomplished after a fatigue test.
The examination under a 25 x microscope has evidenced extensive areas of abrasion with micro-cracks both on the pin and on the corresponding seat on the lug due to fretting corrosion;
the early formation of oxyde dust between the surfaces in contact has contributed to spread the
abrasion.
The phenomena has occured in spite of the extreme accuracy of the surface finish for both
pin and hole and the very tight coupling tolerance and has therefore been attributed to the contact between two dissimilar materials, without intermediary and in presence of heavy loads.
Since the case concerns space hardwares the adoption of conventional antifretting organic
compounds has not been possible because of their high rate of outgassing. Correction has been
effected silver plating the pin.

2.5.

-Corrosions

on bonded honeycomb sandwich structures.

We have seen, from record about protections not completely efficient throughout the aircraft
life time, that valuable information may be gathered to improve or resolve problems on corrosion
prevention of typical aircraft structures. We would like to present now a case where the original
protection proved highly successful.
elevators for the G91 light fighter and its derivations, the design of which dates back to the years

At the time the fear of corrosions, caused by humidity infiltrations inside the honeycomb celIs, was one of the most serious elements holding back extensive adoption of honeycomb bonded
structures.
To allow evacuation of the gases developed during the adhesives polymerization, the honeycomb
cells were then provided with ventilating holes, the presence of which allowed passage of humidity during service.
Having ascertained the low efficacy of the surface protective treatments on the honeycomb available at that time, it was decided to try to achieve, for the elevator concerned, an airtight seal,
to be verified with a pressure test during manufacture. Complete sealing was to be made only after prolonged purging with dry nitrogen of the stabilizer inner areas.

I

The above described technique, resulting from a rational design approach, has allowed pro duction of hundreds of stabilizers which resulted free from c-)rrosion on the honeycomb even after 20 years cf service.* The airtight sealing design was successfully introduced also on the win-

gs of a ground to air missile which were of sandwich type with metallic honeycomb core.

~w

,
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The wings incorporating the new design feature were free from corrosiak. (on the honeycomb)
even when exposed to weather during their long periods of stay on the firing ramps.
In general the honeycomb sandwich structures have, for years, constituted a real problem
from the point of view of corrosion prevention.
Considerable progress has been achieved with the adoption of non-perforated honeycomb, or
of honeycomb protected with an adequate surface treatment (based on the spraying of fluid elastomers) coupled with the introduction of adhesives which, because of their reduced sponginess,
do not transmit humidity toward the inside. In addition, -the chemical formulation of such adhesives has been improved to make them inert after polymerization and avoid corrosion of chemical
type to the honeycomb. Lastly the adoption of pre-bonding surface treatments such as phosphoric acid anoItzing has further improved the resistance to corrosion properties of the honeycomb.
Today a satisfactory degree of corrosion resistance has been reached using, in addition to
the above mentioned pre-bonding, special primers and adhesives developed for that purpose.
It is anyway always a safe rule, in our opinion, to build, whenever practical, r barrier to
seal out external humidity.

3.

PRESENT TREND FOR EFFECTIVE CORROSION PREVENTION

The integration of Aeritalia structure design manuals with the latest data on corrosion prevention
is a continuous process, pa-ticularly for what the in-service behaviour of structures made of new material, both metallic and composite with a resin matrix, and with new manufacturing processes, is concerned.
This continuing up-dating of the structure design manual, is required to associate to each structural part of the aircraft the most suitable corrosion prevention treatment, as well as to enable planning
of in-service inspection of the structures in accordance with the principle of maximum reliability without penalization of the vehicle with undue groundings for inspection.
Organization of the above activities, finalized to an effective prevention of corrosion, requires an
ever increasing coordination of the efforts that have so far been individually developed by all Departments
concerned such as Engineering, Manufacturing Research & Development, Manufacti-ring, In-Service Support, etc. An example of a possible type of such finalized organization is schematically shown at figures
10 and 11.
The validity of the work accomplished for prevention of corrosion, when based both on theoretical
study of the phenomena as well as on the practical experience acquired with aircraft use, is confirmed
by the development, by most of the major aircraft manufacturer, of numerous improvements incorporated on new design and on running production.
Some of the most significant improvements conc erning metallic structures are:
a)

Replacement of Aluminium alloys 7079 T6 & 7075 T6 with 7075 T73.

b)

Protection of external surfaces exposed to corrosive agents with strontium chromate primer
snd high flexibility polyurethanic finish.
J

c) Replacement of Magnesium castings, when these are exposed to agents conductinf to corrosion,
with parts made of Aluminium alloy and, for the parts to be mantained in magnesium, adoption
of special protections such as oven paint.
d)

Use, on specific areas, of organic corrosion inhibitors.

e) Installation of non aluminium

external fasteners with interposition of wet sealant or primer.

f) Surface pre-bonding preparation with phosphoric acid anodizing and corrosion inhibiting adhesive primer.
g) Use of sealants loaded with chromates.
b) Installation of bushings with interposition of primer and sealant.
i)

On high resistance steels, accomplishment,
stead of the scandard electrolytic plating.

whenever possible, of vacuum cadmium plating in-

j) Provision of drain valves or drain holes on all fuselage areas were moisture may accumulate.
k)

Use of Al-clad external skins with highly shined surfaces.

....

'
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1) Complete painting of parts prior to assemrbly and successive painting of the assembled structure.
In addition, the above measures have usually been implemented with some design and fabrication
general rules such as:
Avoid, for some types of semi-finished parts, too deep machining operations in order not to cut
and expose the metal fibres with consequent negative effects on corrosion.

-

-Pay attention, during all manufacturing phases, such as machining, heat treatment, metal defor-I
mation, etc. , to minimize, as much as possible, any residual built-in stress on the semi-finished
item. Whenever there are reasons to believe the presence of residual tensile stresses within the
item's surface layer, it is advisable to adequately relieve them before proceding with any surface treatment.
For some type of semi-finished items the conditions of supply must be oriented to require precompressed or pre-stretched conditions to obtain finished items substantially free of strong in-

-

tayuchattrention, during the manufacturing process, to the temporary protection and cleanli-

Make sure, through adequate engineering dispositions, that the material isnot unduly stressed
along the short transverse of the fibre.
machining operation resulting in removal of the surface protection ; if the removal is not
avoidable, reinstate the protection with a surface treatment at least as efficient as the original
one.

-Avoid

-Adopt,

whenever possible, the double protection criteria.

Also for the ever extended and important structural applications of .idvanced composite materials,
such as carbon, glass and Kevlar fibers in resin matrix, appropriate surface protective treatments are
required.
Notwithstanding the fact that those materials are free from corrosion phenomena as previou sly de scribed, absortion of atmospheric moisture must be impeded because it might be the cause of lower mechanical properties and of micro cracks initiation. This being particularly felt when the humidity is as
sociated with heat.
The whole subject is still under study and the stage of experimentation as well as the availability
of in service behaviour data, being still relatively scarce, do not allow, for the time being, to refer
experiences comparable to those accumulated for metallic structures.
In addition particular measures could also be required each time parts made of carbon fibre composites must be assembled with metallic parts, this to take care of the fact that carbon fibres being conductive, in presence of humidity, galvanic couples may take place with consequent possible corrosion of the
metal.
The above case, like other is subject to research and experimentation to determine its real imporoanest.
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For both, metallic and resin base non metallic materials, with particular emphasis for these last
perimxented or are being studied. These techniques are essentially based on the phenomena of acoustic
emission to attempt to measure, both during periodic maintenance and during service, the presence of
mechanical discontinuity in propagation within the structures.*
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FIGURE 2.

PROPAGATION THROUGH SUCCESSIVE LAYERS DUE TO CORROSION BY EXFOLIATION.
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FIGURE 3.

4

SUCCESSIVELY PROGRESSED FOR
CORROSION BY EXFOLiATION WITH CRACKS THAT
STRESS CORROSION.

FIGURE 4.

STR~ESS CORROSION ON A FITTING.

F-IGURE S.

STRESS CORROSION ON A STABIL.IZER AXLE. INTE'RNAL. SURFACE.
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FIGURE 6.

STRESS CORROSION ON A MAIN LANDING GEAR FITTING.
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FIGURE 8.

ON A LANDING GEAR STRUT.FAILURE DUE TO STRESS CORROSION
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FIGURE 9.

4.

FRETTING CORROSION ON AN INCONEL PIN ON A TITANIUM HOUSING.
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FIGURE 10. CORROSION PREVENTION INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT
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"CORROSION CONTROL WORKING GROUP"t

BASIC SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE
(UP TO DATE WITH THE LATEST
TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
MATERIALS AND SURFACE
PROTECIONS)EXAMINATION

OF PARTICULAR
SOLUTIONS FOR NEW
POETFOLWNDESIGN
RATIONAL SCHEME OF
CORROSION CONTROL

FILE OF RECORDS OF CORROSION S
DISCOVERED ON IN-SERVICE
AIRCRAFT OF OWN DESIGN/
MANUFACTURE OR DURING
MAINTENANCE OR OBTAINED FROM

CHOICE OF THE MOST

OTHER COMPANIES

APPROPRIATE PROTECTION4

FIGURE 11.

EXAMPLE OF MODE

OF OPERATION

OF CORROSION

CONTROL WORKING GROUP.
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SOLUTIONS PREVENTIVES UTILISEES CONTRE
LA CORROSION LORS DE LA CONSTRUCTION D'UNE CELLULE D'AVION

CAS DES ALLIAGES 2014 ET 2214

Par 3. BEVALOT
AVIONS MARCEL DASSAULT - BREGUET-AVIATION

INTRODUCTION.
La lutte contre Ia corrosion dolt intervenir i tous lea stades de Ia conception et de la rialisatlon d'une cellule d'avlon.
. Dessin des pie'ces.
. Choix des matirlaux et des traltements thermiques.
*Technologie dassemblage et de liaison.
*Gamme de protection.
La norme Frangalse AIR 7251 spicifie bien les divers paramitres i prendre en considiration
lora de la conception et de la rialisation d'une cellule d'avion.
Par corrosion, 11taut comprendre I'ensemble des digradatlons que pout subir I&structure de
1'avion hormis lea effets micaniques bien que ces derniers interfirent avec lea agents physico-chlmlques.
* G~~ali~e.

La corrosion peut prendre divers types:

*Galvanique.
*Microbienne.
*Intercrlstalline.
La corrosion eat nuisibie du point de vue aspect mais souvent elle eat tris dangereuse car
elie peut Stre Ie 31ige d'initiation de fissures de fatigue ou provoquer des ruptures soudaines et imprivisibles (corrosion sous tension).
6Ievies.

Les avions sont appelis i avoir des longivitis de plus en plus grandos et des dur6es de vie

La maintenance prend donc une Importance considirable et tout dolt 6tre mis en oeuvre pour
r~dulre les coOts des reparations des degats causes par Ia corrosion.
2-

GENERALITES SUR LA LUTTE CONTRE LA CORROSION.
A-

4.

Lors de la conception et du dossin des divers 616ments de la structure, 11taut rechercher lea solutions ivitant
lea ph~nomines de condensation, de ruiasellement et do r~tention d~eau ou plus gin~ralement de liquides do
toutes sortes. Dana la mesure du possible, 6viter 1e confinement.
Par ailleura, on ne parlera pas IcI de Ia corrosion microbienne qui se produit dana lea riservoirs structuraux
contenant du Keroaine en presence d'eau et d'oxyde de fer. Ce type de corrosion eat en gin~ral iviti maintenant par des drainages de lleau et la prisence d'orif ice de vidange dana les points baa ainsi que I'emnploi de
vernis (type polyurethane) itanches et compatibles avec lea produits d'itanch~it&
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B-

Le choix des matiriaux et de leur traitement thermique eat au3si tris Important.
Le matiriau retenu pour un type.. de pike donni eat le risultat d'une analyse faiaant Intervenir ie problime
des caractiristiques atatiques, iventuellement celul de la rhsiatance a l'inItiation des criques do fatigue,
celul de la risistance a la propagation de ces derni~res....et enfink de la rhisitance i la corrosion.
De cet ensemble, so digage un comnprom;-t qui ne conduit pas forciment i loptimiaation du paramitre corroi haute risistance de la famlile aluminium cuivre, cholisa pour leur bonne
leaenafliages
En particulier,
Sion.
r6S13tance
i I'initiation
fatigue alliie a des caractiristiques atatiquea cont ortablea, prisentent certainea
faibleases dans le sena travers-court via i via de I& corrosion sous tension.
Du coti choix des matiriaux, ii faut ausal prendre en considiration igalement lea problimes de corrosion
gaivanique. 11taut iviter que le phinomine de pile pulsac apparaltre et pour cela on ivitera Ia priaence
d'humiditi (ilectrolyte) et on interposera un isolant entre lea matiriaux diassmblaibles (mastinox par exemple)
ainsi ii n'y aura pas de contact possible.
Par ailleurs, du point de vue matiriaux, le choix du type de demi-produit et son mode dlilaboration:
*Lamini.
Forge'.
*Tractionni.
*Comprimi.
influeront 4gaiement sur 1a risistance i Ia corrosion sous tension par ilimination partielle ou totale du travers
court. Mais dans ce choix intervient aussi le Prix de revient et pour cette raison maiheureusement ce W'est pas
toujours le meillieur demi-produit qui eat choisi.
Le traitement thermique peut &tre aussi ajusti pour optimiser la risistance &la corrosion sous tension. Mais,
tris souvent, la meilleure rsilstanc'ý i la C.S.T. nWest pas compatible avec: lea autros caractiristlques et Ii
aussi un cornpromia eat nicessaire.

3-

C-

La technologie de rialisation des pikces et des assemblages devra donc permettre en queique sorte de
ricupirer ce que lea comprornis pricidents auront fait perdre.

D-

La gamme firiale de protection de I'ensembie de la cellule dqiwra en dernier lieu retarder au maximum
I'apparition des digradationa auasi minimales solent elies.

Maintenant, nous allons iliustrer lea pricidenta propos avec lea alliages 2014 et 2214.
SOLUTIONS TECHNOLOGIQUES ET METALLURGIQUES POUR MINIMISER LA CORROSION SOUS TENSION DU
2214.
Le 2214 i Il'tat normal d'utilisation (caractiristiques micaniques optimum) eat tris sensible
au phinomine de corrosion sous tension ; en ef fet, ii ne peut admettre do contraintes permanentes dana le travera
court supirieures a 70 MPa (soit environ 20 % R 0,2).
Un certain nombre dlessaia ont it effectuis at in de diterminer lea solutions technologiques
ou purement mitallurgiques qui minimisent les risques de corrosion sous tension et ditinir ainsi:
Une techriologie de pose des fixations dana le travers court des W~es ipaisses.
Une gamme de protection.
En parallile i ces itudes, nous avons itudii un traitement thermique de liger sur-revenu
pour une d~sensibilisation de l'alliage mais cc dernier eat souvent abandonni en raison des chutes de caractiristiques
mecaniquea induites.

sens travera court.
3.1.1

-

De mgme, nous avons itudii Ilinfluence des matricia via i via de Ia C.S.T. par

~iimination du

Difinition des essais.

Lea esaies ont it rialisis sur plaquettes assemblies par rivets avec douilles
ont permis Il'tude des paramitres suivants (lea iliments de f ixation avalent
aerties ou via t~te H. Has
pour diamitre 8 et 10 mm):
Interf irence (serrage 10p.m, 201Pm, 30 tu m ou jou 7 .Am).
Finition des alisages et des surfaces.
Conditions de traitement thermique (tempgrature do revenu).
*La gamme de finition (peinture).
*Interposition de produit d'itanchiiti au montage.
Lea iprouvettes sont cont ormes i la difinition de la planche NO I. Lea iprouvettea sont constituies par l'aaaerblage de piaquettes prilevies dans le sons travers court. L'interfirence de
montage de Vi'liment de fixation Indulsant des contraintes dana la zone travers court, la difinition des
gammes cornplites de ces iprouvettes est donnie par le tableau do I& planche NO 2 sur lequel tigurent
aussi les risultats d'essais, nous y reviendrons Plus tard.

10.3

Les essais ont iti riallsis en corrosion sous tension en Immersion-6mer :ion aitern~e
(10 minutes - 50 minutes) dans une solution A3 d'eau de mer artificielle pendant une dur~e de 2 mois.
Les contraintes sont introduites:i
*Par le montage avec aerrage des fixations dana leur alisage.
*Par le galetage des angles vitas des ali$ag03 qui entratnent dVs contraintes circonf irentieiies de
traction.
La planche NO 3 donne Il'voiution des contraintes circonfirentieiies en I onction
du diamitre pour un iliment en titane avec une Interfirence de 10 microns.
3.1.2 - R16sultats des easais.
Apre's essais, toutes lea 6prouvettes sont disassembl~es. On constate que la. corrosion
par piqOres eat importante sur lea plaques ext~rieures mais gu'aucune crique nWest visible. Suite i cela,
lea eprouvettes sont plongies dana un bain decapant de fai~on a mettre le metal a nu.
Puis on procide i une inspection des al~sages ce qui permet de dkeler queiques
criques. Pour un examen plus approfondi, toutes ies iprouvettes sont soumnises i un essal de ressuage rouge.
Lea risultats obtenus sont portis sur la planche NO 2.
*Examen micrographigue.
Un examen i nicrographique a ki ef fectui sur chaque iprouvette (soit i l'endroit
o6i Ilexamen visuel apris ressuage avalt permia de ditecter une crique soit au hasard sur lea autres).
sus enson.Lea dif f rents clichis conf irment bien que P'on eat en prisence du phinomine de
corosin
Le premier enseignement eat qu'en absence de compression pure en bordure d'alisage,
la fissuration par corrosion i caractire intergranuiaire se diveloppe d'o6 1'intirt de cette opiration au
bord de l'alisage.
remarquable.
3.1.3

-

Par ailleurs, la protection apportie par Ie prodult d'~tanch~ift eat igalement

Exploitaticon.

L'ensembie des risultats dlessais permet de tracer lea diagrammes (travers court
de produits laminis) de la planche NO 4.
Ainsi, 11est paillid au manque relatif de resistance i la corrosion sous contrainte
du 2214, par des gammes sp~ciales de fabrication dont voici un apergu:
Gamme de pose des 1i~ments de fixation:
Per4;age des avant trous.
Compression de surface par sablage humide.
Oxydation anodiqjue chromique (protection de base).
Finition des alisages (brochage).
Cassage d'angie 0,2 i 0,3 mm i 450.
Pour lea gros diamitres, opiration de sablage i sec.
Peinture impression phosphatante.
Cas des assemblages non itanches.
Montage avec interposition sous tate de produit d4tanch~iti.
- Cas des assemblages itanches i P'air et au kirosine.
Montage avec produit d'itanch~iti sous t~te complit6 par une interposition entre lea pikces.

-

Malgri ces pr~cautions, dens certalna ces critiques (tris hautes contraintes dana
ie travers court), le 2214 eat remplaci par le 2618 A riput6 momns sensible envers ce pheflomine.
Par aillieurs, cette gamme peut 6tre encore amillorie par un liger aur-revenu dont
nous parlerons plus loin.
Notons enf in que le passage aux produits matricis permettra d'augmenter encore

I

Ie seuil d'epparition de Ia corrosion sous contrainte. C'est ce que nous allons voir maintenant.

3.2

-

Influence du demi-produit d'orltine.
3.2.1

-

Difinition des essais.
Pr~ilvement dana le matrici.

Un type spicial d'~prouvette a k6 cholsi af in de permettre ie prilivement dans
une plice matric6e en laissant subsister lea surfaces extirieures dana Il'tat oui eles se trouveront sur evion.
7

~L'iprouvette ainal dif inle a la f rine d'une equerre conf orm~ment a Ia planche N 5
qui reproduit 6galemtiit le schima de prlievement.

.........
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*Pr4livemont dans lea Wels ipaissos.
Des 6prouvottes cylindriquos classiques de 04 mm sont prilevees dan3 le sons
travers court d'une W~e d'4paissour iquivalente a la hauteur du matrici.
Af In de pouvoir comparer directement los risultats d'essais do corroosion sous tension,
obtenus sur Les iquorres du profili matrici I avec coux obtenus sur t8les e'paissos, 11est usini dana collesci des iquerres definios pric4deinment prilev~es de maniire i respecter i'orlentation donnie sur le schima
do Is planche 6.

3 typos do revenus ont iti appliquis:

Sur We6plse

~paisao

22 heuros &160*C sur los matricis comprimis.
24 heuros 1531C r eenu donnant lea caractiristiques optima. CST olalae
24 houres &178*C revenu dormant la meillieure risisteince i &Ia
.. d Idlae

I

3.2.2 - Conditions d'essaas.
*Mode do so~llcitation.
Toutes los iprouvettes (cylindriques ou iquorres) ont iti solliclties en flexion par
llinterrnidiaire d'un bras do levier. Le schima do I& planche 7 donne le dispositif dlessais.
Cycle do corrosion.
Los essals ont it effoctuis en immersion-imersion alternie (10 mn
une solution A3 renouvel~e zhftque semaine.
lisation.

-

50 r-,) dans

Toutes los iprouvettes ont aubi avant Ilessai un dicapage fluonitrique et une neutraLes iprouvettes non romoues s~nt dimonties au bout do 30 joura.

Dana le cas d'~pL uuvettes cylindriques, cellos-cl sont alors soumnises 1 un ossai do
traction afin do diterminer leur risistance risiduelle.

Par ailleurs, des eprouvettes sont laissies sans contrainte dans les mgmes conditions4

af in do diterrr inor la part do la corrosion giniralisie vis 1 vis do la fissuratlon sous contrainte dana. la
chute do la charge do rupture.
Ris, iltats.

L'ensemble des risu!tats a permis do tracer les courbes de la pianche R. Lexamen
des riwltats montre que:
La limite do non rupture pt ir le tcaiteo,,ont do revenu normal (24 heures & 1530C) oat iris basso
(quel quo soit lo type d'iprouvotce). Elio oat do l'ordre do 8 hbars soit environ 19 % do Ia limite
ilastlque i 0,2 W.
Pour lo traitement lexpirimental 24 heuros i 1780C, la lirnite do non rupture oat supirieuro
du traitomont 1530C i savoir:

Eprouvettes cylindriques E~~

~~~oi

cello

15 hbars
19 hbars
3ovet9
%qes
iob. 48 % do

.
R 0,2.

Sur Los iquerroa A et B, prilevi-s lana los ailos longituebiales du matric6, aucuno rupture no s'est
produite pour uno contrainto irmirieuro ou igale a 26 hbars.
Les iquerres C' so sont rompuos pour des temps rolativement courts jusqu'& 25 hbars. 11semblo
donc: quo los i-4.erroa prilevies sur V'alle transversalo aiont un I ibrago plus difavorable via i via
do Ia corrosion sous tension.
Des essais complimentaires ont it ontropris sur los W~es pour chiftror i'influence du revenu sur
les caractiristiques micaniqueS statiques et sur Ia risistance i la propagation des fisaw-ea. Los
risultats sont portis sur los courbes do la plancho 9 pour los r~sultats do traction et sur la planche 10
on ce qul coincerne Il'nergle do rupture apris fissuration.
Conditlons do revonu

R (hbar)

24 heures i 153*C

48,3

44,6

11,6

24 houres

46,7

42,5

10,6

1731VC

R 0,2 (hbar)

A%

I
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On pout donc dire que 1e reoenu do 24 heures i 1781C par rapport au revenu de

i133C i
24 eurs

a) - Fait chuter les caractirlstiquos,m~caniques t
-

do 2 Mbars sur I&limit. ilastique.
de 1,5 hbar sur la charge do rupture

les allongoments restant constants.
b) - Donne des inergles de rupture apres fissuration, iqulvalentes.
3.3

-

Conclusion.
a montri quo:i

L'4tude comparative menie en corrosion sous tension sur t8les ipaisses et bloc matric4

Sur t~les epaisses.

"*
Apris un revonu do 24 heures i 153*C , la limit. do non rupture en corrosion sous tension pout
fttre prise igalo i 70 MPa.

"*
Apris un revenu de 24 heures i 1781C , Ia limite do non rupture ost sensiblement relevie (do l'ordre
do 150 MPa).

"*
Los esas elof foectuis sur los iquerres ont donni des risultats sensiblement iquivalents.
Los iquorres pr~ilvies dans la tWe trait~e i 1711C donnont uno limite do 190 MPa.
Sur oroduits matrlcia.
22hure
~ 60ContToutes los iquerres pr~ievies par comparaison dana une plice matricie traitie
22 hure
4 10*Contdonni des risultats supirieurs.
Cetto amilioration nWest pas le f alt du traitement thermique qul thioriquement
dovrait donnor des risultats intermidialres ontro los courbes traceos pour lea rovenus do 1780C et I1530C
(sur tbeles Apaisses).
L'amilloration eat due i I& texture du matrici, on of fet sur les dif fientes iquerres
examinees, le sons du fibrage W'est jamais porpendiculaire au sons do Ilef fort.

I

Los ossais ont montr6 quo los produits matricis sont moins sensibles i Ia corrosion
sous tension quo los tWes 6palsses et quo le traltoment do revenu do 24 heuros i 1780C conduit i une amilioration de Ia tenue do i'alIliage en corrosion sous tension mais en revanche entratne une li~gre chute des
caractiristiques statiques.
3.4

-

Les traitements do surface.
C'est le problime do la santi do la peau d'uno pikce
Cette qualiti do la peau comprond:
a) -

Son itat do surf ace, c'est-1-dire sa rugositi qul conditionno la risistance i la fatigue.

b)- L'existence do contraintos r4siduelles do surface qui vont favorisor on retarder los phinomines doe
c) -

L'inhibltlon do cette surface via 1 vis des agents extirieurs, contre I&corrosion.

Dana la socliti AMD-BA pI&solution la plus couramment uti~lisi sur lea pikces en alliages
ligers est une oxydation anodique chromique pricidie d'un'e compression do surface.
La compression do surface est obtenue par projection de billes do verre sur les surfaces
on par Saletage on cotnage aur lea arktos.
3.3.1 - Compression do surface des ailliaies ligers.

tillcompression

La tenue en corrosion tous tension et la risistance i la fatigue do matirlaux tels
quo le 2014 i l'itat revenu (T6) ou 1e 2024 i Il'tat trempi mOri MT)peuvont 6tre amiliories par une
do surface.
Nous diffironcierons les surfaces et lea arktos.
A-

Traltements des arktes.
Jusqu'& pr~sent, le galetage 6talt utilsis pour le traitoment des bords des trous
dana lea assemblages mals ce procC-di itait loin do donner entiire satisfaction.

I
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Commo lo montro I&figure I do I&plancho IiIl'opiration d'enfoncemont et
do rotation indult par adh~rence uno deformation plastique circonfirentiolle suporpos~o i la dif ormation axiale de compression. Cette diformation plastique circonf~rentioill provoque des contraintes
intwcnes de traction nuisiblos en regard des of fets recherch~s. Seules lea contraintes do compression
axialt-s sont intiressantes. Le croquia do drolto sur cetto m~me pianche montro le principe do
l'opiration do coinage vis i vis do i'op~ration do galetage.
Le cotnage oat une compression par chocs matant Parkeo i traitor sans d~placement rolatif do l'outii via i via du mat~riau de la pikce en traltemoent.
Elle pout 6galement 6tre rialsise 4 laid. d'un appareil & river monofrappo
transf ormi. Dans co cas, une opiration reproductiblo eat possible apris rigiage.
L'outil comporte uno t~te avec un arrondi bien calibri et un tkton pilote. Un
outil oat niceasaire par diame'tro.
Des essals of fectu~s en immerslon-imersion alternie, ont virifli iavantage
de la compression pure via i via do I&compression of fectuie avec rotation.
L'opiration do coinage pout igalement 6tro remplac~e par une projection&
sec do microbilies do vorre sur I&bordure do l'al~sage, ce dernier 6tant protigi par un tampon on
caoutchouc. Los microbilles sont r~asplries par un tube concontrique i la, bus. clest co quo P'on appe~l.
to let blast reprisent6 sur I& planche NO 12.
La plancho 13 montre los risultats do fatigue obtenus sur des 6prouvettes
plates en 2014 form6os do 2 deml-iprouvettes r~unies par &via et sollicities en traction alternie
P a 0,i P pour un P maximal de 80 MPa ; on y voit la moyenne des cycles obtenus et Iliart type pour
eadivers essais.
On so rend compto quo la compression du bord does alisages par eoInage ou
par jot-blast donne tea Plus hautos valeurs.

Par rapport au galetage, on pout conaidirer quo to coinage augmente la dur~e
do vie d'uno puissance do 10.
B-

Traltoment micanique des surfaces par sablajie en vole humid..

Ce traltoment micanlque do surface en vole humide, quo nous appolona T.M.S.H.,

double of fot do ragr~or et do d~contamlner la surface ainai quo d'induire los contraintes do
compression qui feront barri~re i la corrosion et augm entoront la longiviti en fatigue.
.~pour

I

Un milange d'abraslf et do billos do verro appeli SUPERBLAST permot la
rialisation en une soul. op~ration du ragriage et do la compression de surface.
Le SUPERBLAST a une granulomitrio do 90 i 170 microns et Ia concentration
du milange dana Ileau est d'environ 40 % en volume.
Les conditions opiratolres sur Pikes sont determin~es 1 Ilaide dliprouvottes
do dimensions Identiquos i lliprouvette ALMEN A2 (ipaisseur =1,3 mm) rialiske dana le matirlau
de I& pikce i traitor avec une corrilation sur P4prouvette ALMEN N2 (6paisseur =0,8 mm) on odoer
qul servira alors ult~rieuremont do contr8le.
I)- Effet do ragrialte,

L'opiration do T.M.S.H. avec le SUPERBLAST S donne une rugositi do
surface do Ra = 3,5 microns moyenno maximale loraque P'on traite une surface do taible rugoslt6
initiate.
Par contre, si P'on part d'un itat do surface plus grossier (fraisago i grande
avance) do Pordre do Ra =8 microns, cette rugoslti es, adoucie et devient do l'orde do
Ra = 5 microns.
En particulier, Ilessal suivant a iti realise des iprouvettes do fatigue
solliclites en flexion plane ont renu en leur partle contrale et cur chaque face uno rayure transversale en V do 1/10 mm do profondeur pratiquho i laide d'un outil coupant avoc enlivement
d'un copeau.
Cotto eerie d'~prouvettes a 6t6 essayi. 1 une cont ainte do 19 hb comparativement 1 une s~rie d'4prouvettes "rifirorice" et 1 une s~rie d'iprouvettes tralites au T.M.S.H.
Henry):

Los r~sultats obtenus sont los suivants (valeurs midianes sur drolte do
Eprouvettes "Rif ience" uslnies 1 Ra

avec entaillo

=4,9

Entaille + Opiration do TMSH

microns:
z1,52

1,35 106 cycles

0,14 i06 cycles

106 cycles

i
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Co qul montre quo le traitoment au SUPERBLAST annule Ilof tot r~faste
sur la fatigue do la pr~sonco dunan rayure. On pout penbor qu'il y a cornbinaison do 2 of tots t
*Ragriago do la rayure par Ilabrasit
*Diminution du factour de concentration do contraInte et compression sur les bords
do a&
rayure.
20)- Action sur [a fatizue.
Tous lea ossais ont iti offfectuis en flexion altorn~e sue 4prouvettes
pl ates d'4palsseur 4 mm pr~levies dans le sent travors long ot en surface do Wels ipaissos en
2014 do 60 mm d'ipaisseur ou on 2024 1dimension reprisentative des W~es d'oýa sont issus nos
principaux panneaux Int4igraux.
La promi~re sirle d'ossals fut l'4valuation do la resistance &la fatigue
en fonction des fl~chos ALMEN N2 obtenues. On so rend done compte quo i'accroissement
dlendurance ott vito riallis et quo Pon arrive rapidomnent i la valour asymptotiques c'ost ce
qulexpriment loa figures 14 oti15.
Ensuite, la planche 16 concern. le 2014 etat T 351 (tractionni i 2 %
non revonu) usln6, avoc un 6tat de surf ace do Ra a 1,6 1 3,2 microns. Sur la plancho 17 figurent
let r~sultats des rmoms essais i l14tat T 631.
Apr~s lop4ration do comnprossion-ragr6ago do surface, sur cetto surface
avivio, on pratique on premi~re protoction et diroctement apris, uno oxydation anodique chromlIquo Sur lea pricidents graphes . On voit quo loxydation anodique chromnique entratno une baits.
de resistance a la fatigue, quo le T.M.S.H. procure une augmentation d'enduranco en fatigue
do I'ordre do 20 %et onfin quo le T.M.S.H. of foctui avant oxydation annule la baisse initialemont enreglstrie et ramine la rislstance i la fatigue i cello d'un etat usini suivi do compression
par SUPERLAST.
Los planchot 1ll et 19 montrent lez M#Mes caurbes do W~hler quo cellos
des planches pricidentes malt concernont dos 6prouvettes usinies avec un itat do surface
Ra it 3,2 i 6,3 microns.
Cot risultats moint identiquos.

Sur un mat~ilau qul est "MOU" et dans la, plago do rugostit consid&i4e,
l'offot de T.M.S.H.

le rnme.
La baisse do risistanco 1 la fatigue due i l'oxydation anodique chromique
ott d'autant plus accentuie quo la rugostit ott grand..
Ott

'

L'augmentation do la risistance i la fatigue apportie par le T.M.S.H.
avec le SUPERBLAST Ott de m~me importance sur itat T 351 ou sur itat T 631. Le T.M.S.H.
annule la. baits. due &l'oxydation anodiquo chrornique et surtout l'influence do l'itat do surface
grosser on procurant uno augmentation d'endurance en fatigue do l'ordro de 25 %isur Pi'tat
usini a Ra =1,6/3,2 microns protigi par une oxydation anodique chrornique.
Do plus sur let planchet 17 et 19 nous avant traci une courbe do W8hler
rolative a un itat do surface grenailli i la bille d'acier 0 3/10 (conditions do grenaillage dif inlet
pour donnor une hauteur d'arc do 20/100 mm sur 4proujvette ALMEN A ), suivi do T.M.S.H. pour
dicontaminer l'alllage ligor d'4ventuolles particules ferreuses, ie tout Cuivi d'une oxydatlon
anodique chromique On volt qu'en partant aussi blon d'un us~nage i Ra a 1,6 i 3,2 microns ou

3,2 a6,4 microns le gronaillage n'apporte pat d'amilioration sensible.
Des essals do C.S.T. ant igalement iti menissutr
*Brut d'usinage.
*Utinage + T.M.S.H.
*Usinago + T.M.S.H.

+ Oxydation

anodique chromique.

Los risultats sont consignis dans la planche 20.
Cormmo nous l'avans diJi vu, ikI'itat non protigi, le 2014 est sensible
I&corrosion sous tension, la limite do non rupture ott tris basso.
Elie ott do 6 hbars eour S'tat T 331, 8 hbart pour Pi'tat T 651, ce qul
s'explique par Ia limite ilastiquo plus ilevee de cot itat. En %ido E 0,2, cette limit. do non
rupture Wes. quo do 20 %ipour let doux itats. Apris traitement au SUPERBLAST S, la limite
do non rupture est nettoment diplacie vors les contraintes ~ievies , elle se situ. i 30 i 52 %i
do E 0,2, elle ott donc: 2,5 fois plus 4ilvie qu'& Il'tat nu.
D'apris la forme des courbes, on pout pensor quo Ilef tot de compression
du SUPERBLAST retarde l'initiatlon do la. crique maim il n'aglt pas sur la vitesse do propagation.
Ent in, avec une protection anodique chromique suporposee au SUPERBLAST,
la limite do non rupture s'ilive i 83 %ido E 0,2.
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On put donc dire quo co duuble traltement Immunise pratiquemnent le
2014 (terse wupdrieure i SOjours pour contrainto do 0,11 do E 0,2).
30) -

ri6sultats.

Les traltemnent do T.M.S.H. avec SUPERBLAST Sai
19 -

Au mento l'endurmnce en fatigue du 2024 T 351 ou T 631 do 20 & 30 % suivarit la rugoslti
duinage.

20- Annuls I&baise. do r6slstanco i &afatigue produite par 1'oxydation anodique chrontlque.
30) -

Permet sur leapks

travalillant en fatigue tracceptor une rugosit d'usinage de 3,2 &

bill. jracier.
compression do surface par grenaillage & a&
40- D'acceptor do supprimer a&
59- Lloxydation anodique chromnique superposhe au traitemont T.M.S.H. Immnunise pratiquemont lo 2024 wax ofefts do a&
corrosion.
Uithrieuronent, lea surfaces seront peintas on 3 couches:
*Une couche dlimpresslon phosphatante (8-1 microns)
*Une poste impression au chromate do zinc (15 & 20 microns).
*Une couche do f inition (20 1 25 microns).
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RECORDER'S REPORT

-

SESSION 11

by
Sq. Ldr. C.R.Pye, RAF
Central Servicing & Development
Establishment, RAF
Swanton Morley
Dereham, Norfolk NR20 4LJ
There were five papers in Session IL. They all had a great deal in common although their content was varied. Theyj
all saw the problem with corrosion to be the same. Moreover they all presented roughly the same messagt' for the way
ahead. Two of the papers concentrated more on specific case histories whilst one paper concentrated on the general
design requirements needed to minimise corrosion and was particularly concerned with military aircraft. One paper
related the likely amount of corrosion damage that would occur on military aircraft to the environment at different
locations at which the aircraft operated. The final paper was specifically concerned with methods of improving the
stress corrosion resistance of T22 14 aluminium alloy. The need for and the benefits of a good reporting system was
also mentioned in more than one paper as were possible future problems.
All the authors saw the problem of corrosion as serious because of the cost of repairs undertaken by the aircraft
operator to rectify corrQsion defects. Furthermore because aircraft are generally required to last longer the problem
of corrosion is likely to get worse in the future unless positive steps are taken to maximise the resistance of all structures
to corrosion.

As in Session Ilit was evident that the best place and, perhaps the only place, to reduce in-service corrosion costs
was at the design stage. The general opinion was that although in-service maintenance was important it would never
solve the problem of corrosion and at the best was only first aid. Aircraft maintenance engineers must persuade manufacturers to use the best anti-corrosion design and materials to obtain maximum corrosion free life - even if it costs
more.
All the authors again agreed on the sort of design approach required. There were several stages in the design that
needed to be considered. These stages were the detailed design, the selection of materials and methods of protection.
For detailed design there was a need to control water and humidity, improve inspectability and the need to guard
against such things as dissimilar metals. For selection of materials, resistance to the many types of corrosion had to be
maximised, the use of unclad/clad materials and heat treatments were also important. For methods of protection,
paints, metallic coatings, and other surface treatments like sand blasting were very important. There was always a need
to consider the corrosion resistance of materials and perhaps, in the future the designer might give these as much

attention as he has given fatigue in the past. There is more of a need to make a compromise between fatigue strength
and corrosion resistance although of course these are very much related subjects and fatigue is often started

fromI

Some detailed case histories of practical aircraft corrosion problems were presented by two authors, These cases
were varied; they included wing skin front spar corrosion, pylon corrosion, fuselage floor and skin corrosion and
corrosion of other general attachments. It was interesting that in each case the operator found a way of achieving
better protection after the repair. Therefore the question has to be asked, why was this better protection not incorporated by the designer? Obviously with hindsight the question is easy to ask, as the authors realised, but nevertheless
it must be asked and maintenance engineers must endeavour to ensure that the designer does better in the future. To
improve the future situation, feedback from operating experience to the designer and to official regulations is needed.
One author thought that a data bank on solutions would be very useful. The proposed SMP Corrosion Manual on this
subject would obviously be a step forward. Another author gave a presentation on the current design requirements for
UK military aircraft and showed how they were intended to help the designer but more especially how they would
protect the customer. These requirements did not actually ban the use of some materials but they ensured that the
fatigue or other benefits of some corrosion prone materials could only be used by negotiation. Another author also
suggested that each manufacturer should institute a formal sign off procedure after detailed evaluation for corrosion
resistance and protection at the detailed design stage.
The most common causes of corrosion that were discussed were accumulated water or humidity, and other
corrosive fluids from toilets and cargo spillages. Abrading dusts and dirt as well as atmospheric pollutants were also
cited as corrosion initiators. The most mentioned preventative measure was wet assembly both between mating

'
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surfaces and on fastener assembly. Other measures thought essential were adequate drains and airtight sealing of
sandwich structures. More than one author stated that the correct and timely application of paint, including proper
pre-treatment, was fundamental and the initial corner stone of all corrosion prevention.
The resistance to stress corrosion of the well used aluminium alloy 2214 could be improved without sacrificing
its excellent fatigue properties. Heat treatment was crucial. Ageing at I178 0C instead of 153"C was shown to have a
large benefit as was the use of wet sandblasting in maintaining the fatigue resistance whilst increasing the resistance to
stress corrosion. However the question of how the performance would be affected by a subsequent surface scratch was
raised.
Programmes in the USA, to try and relate corrosion damage on a military aircraft type to the environment found
at the various locations for that type, were presented. Assuming a list of factors that could readily be taken or were
available for each site an environmental corr osion rating for each site could be simply calculated. The author showed
that such a rating could for 4 out of 5 aircraft types be directly related to the quantity of manhours used for corrosion
at each base. Questions raised in this paper were concerned with how the work could be extended to civil aircraft and
how the rating could be further improved by taking into account other factors.
Cadmium and chromates were health and environmental hazards and in the future engineers might be forced by
legislation to look for replacements for these substances which are widely used during anti-corrosion treatments.
Cadmium is the best known protector of steel and there is no alternative as good. Aluminium with small amounts of
zinc and otl'-r elements added is the most promising substitute found so far, but more research is needed. Chromate
salts are ex, asively used as corrosion inhibitors for light alloys, steels, zinc and Cadmium and it is difficult to imagine
an aircraft constructed without some use of chromate salts. Zinc salts of thioglycolic acid have been put forward as an
alternative. to chromate salts, but again more research is needed. The advent of composite materials offers its own
special problems. Two suggestions were put forward for better materials. These were the need for more flexible paints
and protective treatments that could be applied in less than ideal conditions.
To summarise, the designer can generally overcome all forms of corrmsion by one or more means. However he
does have to be awe.: z of the problem in the first place. It is always unsatisfactory to look back and cure problems
that arise during s,ýrvice. Moreover, it is generally more difficult or sometimes impossible to cure corrosion during the
in-service time as opposed to the design stage. The designer has to spend time designing for corrosion protection. In
this day and api- here aircraft are required to last longer the designer needs to put as much emphasis into designing
against corr n
ýohe does against designing to prevent fatigue. Building up data on where corrosion occurs and how
it was cured i,.
-usly invaluable to the designer - especially for new materials and construction methods. The
problems of cof 4'nn costs, how to improve feedback to the designer, and ensure that the designer uses the best antid further addressing.
corrosion design
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN MATERIALS AND PROCESSES
FOR AIRCRAFT CORROSION CONTROL
SARA J. KETCHAM and JOHN J. DE LUCCIA
Naval Air Development Center

Warminster, Pennsylvania 18974
USA

SUMMARY
This paper describes advances in materials and processes for aircraft corrosion
control currently in use and those under development in the laboratory for future use.
Areas covered are corrosion preventive compounds, organic and inorganic coatings, alloy
selection and heat treatments.
Available materials highlighted are water displacing compounds, sealant primers,
aluminum alloys 7050 and 7010 including a state-of-the-art report on the use of exfoliation and stress corrosion resistant tempers.
include water displacing paints, flexible primer, crack arrestment compounds, powder
metallurgy, aluminum alloys and substitutes for cadmium plating.
INTRODUCTION
This paper will address material and processes developed by the research and development community that have provided advanc~es in corrosion control of naval aircraft. The
subjects to be covered will primarily apply to airframes, although they may also be
useful for electronic equipment. First, materials currently available will be discussed,
then materials still under development which look promising for the future.
Classical corrosion control involves attacking the problem from three standpoints:
interfacial (coatings), internal (metal selection), and external (inhibited environment).
All three aspects will be covered here.

CORROSION PREVENTIVE COMPOUNDSq
The Naval Air Development Center has pioneered in the development of water displacing
compounds. (1) These compounds are:
AHL-350
AMLGUARD

ultra thin water displacing corrosion preventive compound which dries
to a soft film;

-an

-a

water displacing, corrosion preventive which dries to a hard, clear
finish.

The need for such materials is occasioned by the difficulty of performing corrosion
control procedures in a marine environment. Areas where paint has cracked or chipped4
leaves bare metal exposed. The mechanism by which these compounds displace water from
the surface is shown in Figure 1.(2) The essential elements involved are: (1) the
compound spreads over the substrate completely wetting it, (2) it is immiscible with
water, therefore does not retain water, and (3) it is preferentially adsorbed, penetrating under the water droplets.
AML-350 is applied to a film thickness of 2 to 5 Um. it is composed of a petroleum
sulfonate and a mineral spirits type solvent. The combination of these materials allows
the coating to spread over metal and creep under water droplets on a metal surface, thus
displacing the water. Eventually the solvent evaporates and the petroleum sulfonate
remains, forming a soft, thin, oil-like film. This film isolates the metal from the
environment, thus acting as a temporary passive corrosion preventive. The petroleum
sulfonate alho assists in protection against corrosion by performing as a corrosion
inhibitor.
AML-350 is intended for use on internal metallic parts andi electrical connectors.
it has widespread use on airborne electronic equipment. It is generally not intended
for use on external airframe areas because of its soft condition, but under adverse
weather conditions or when aircraft are liberally water soaked, it may be applied as a
temporary protective measure.
AML-350 is covered by military specification MIL-C-0081309C. (3)
AMLGUARD contains polymeric resins which upon application and cure form a dry, hard
film with a thickness of 25.4 to 50.8 Uim (1 to 2 nils). It is a combination of organic
solvents, silicone and silicone alkyd resins, barium petroleum sulfonate, and several

other additives.

it also displaces water by spreading over the metal and creeping underI

the water droplets. Drying occurs via solvent evaporation, leaving a solid film.
Although A14LGUARD dries to the touch in 18 hours, it continues to cure for 1 to 3 months,
foxming a hard, flexible finish. Corrosion protection is provided by the physical
barrier of the coating and also by barium petroleum sulfonate and alkyl ammonium organic
phosphate performing an corrosion inhibitors. Figure 2 illustrates the protection

I

afforded by AMLGUARD.
This material is intended for temporary use on external aircraft
parts where it
offers excellent corrosion protection.
It has also been recommended for use on leading
edges of aircraft
wings and helicopter blades and on exhaust and gun blast areas, as

well as many other aircraft components such as wheels, wheel wells, cables, landing
gear, etc. where erosion resistance and corrosion protection is necessary.
AMLGUARD
has been successfully used on mild steel, stainless steel, aluminum, magnesium, zinc,
cadmium, copper and brass.
It should not be used on lubricated surfaces, electrical

contact areas, form in place gaskets, removable fasteners or moving parts.
AMLGUARD is

covered by military specification MIL-C-85054.(4)

SEALANTS4
Elastomeric sealants are widely used on naval aircraft to seal out the environment.
The most popular at the present time are the polysulfide sealants which contain soluble
corrosion inhibitors.
These are covered by military specification MIL-S-81733.(5)
Ordinary sealants can minimize corrosion of metals in high humidity environments, but
cannot prevent it completely because all polymers are permeable to moisture.
The
inhibitive sealant is very effective when used in faying surfaces and butt joints, for
wet installation of fasteners and over fastener patterns and to insulate dissimilar

metals Figure 3. (6)
It is anticipated that the use of elastomeric sealants (polyurethanes and silicones
as well as polysulfides) will increase in the future due to their ability to accomodate
the dynamic loads imposed on aerospace equipment without cracking.
SURFACE TREATMENTS FOR ALUMINUM ALLOYS
With regard to surface treatments for aluminum alloys, there has been a return to
anodizing for new weapons systems rather than chromate conversion coatings.
Both
sulfuric and chromic acid anodizing are being used.
Anodized surfaces provide more
corrosion protection, abrasion resistance and long-term durability than chromated surfaces.
Sealing of anodized coatings has always been recommended and recent work at NADC
has re-emphasized the importance of the type of water used to seal non-clad aluminum
surfaces.
Sealing in tap water resulted in inferior corrosion resistance and paint
adhesion as compared to that of sealing in distilled water.
The paint system used on naval aircraft, the MIL-P-23377 epoxy primer and the
MIL-C-82386 polyurethane topcoat, has performed better than any previous system.
It is
durable, abrasion resistant, retains its gloss well, does not chalk or craze, and is
easy to clean.
Its main drawbacks are its lack of low temperature flexibility which
causes it to crack around fasteners and the fact that both primer and topcoat are twopart systems.
Laboratory work to improve the paint system will be described in a later
section.
ALLOY SELECTION AND HEAT TREATMENT
The advent of the heat treatable 7000 series aluminum alloys provided a boon to
aircraft designers.
The high modulus, high strength, and low weight of these alloys
made them ideal for the high performance of advanced aircraft. Their susceptibilities
to intergranular corrosion, exfoliation, and stress corrosion cracking made them less
than desirable in marine environments.
It was discovered that if these alloys were
systematically overaged, their susceptibilities to these forms of attack would be
Thus the T73 temper was born.
As is
materially lessened if not totally eliminated.
There is an approximate
usually the case with most "fixes," a price had to be paid.
10% strength loss accompanying the T73 overaging treatment.
The T73 temper replaced
the standard T6 temper on many military aircraft where designs could be altered or the
strength loss tolerated.
More recently newer 7000 series alloys have been developed with specific resistance
to intergranular attack and environmental embrittlement.
Most of these new alloys such
as 7050 and 7010 owe their lessened susceptibility to the presence of zirconium.
identified the beneficial effects of this element in
Professor DiRusso in Italy first
Al-Zn-Mg alloys.(7) These newer alloys also pay particular attention to the "cleanliness"
of the microstructure.
It contains lower concentrations of the tramp elements, iron and
silicon, and therefore has a greater fracture toughness.
Aluminum alloy 7050 was deIn the T73X
veloped under the guidance of the Naval Air Systems Command by Alcoa.(8)
temper, it provides the best stress corrosion resistance with the highest strength of
any commercial aerospace aluminum alloy.
Alloy 7010, developed by Alcan Plate Ltd.,
competitive with 7050.

has,

in the T73X temper,

recently become

Some recent work at an Israeli aerospace company indicates that a pre-aging treatment of 7075 alloy renders immunity to stress corrosion cracking (Kis.
is raised by a
This treatment, SMich is called
factor of three) without any sacrifice in strength.
retrogression and re-aging, bears watching.(9)
The preceding paragraphs have described materials currently in use, or available, to
minimize environmental deterioration of airframes.
Materials and processes urder de-
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velopment in the laboratory will now be addressed.
MATERIALS UNDER DEVELOPMENT

Water Displacing Paint
This material is a pigmented coating which will displace water, dry and subsequently
afford corrosion protection. It is composed of a petroleum sulfonate, silicone-alkyd
resin, organic solvents, pigments and other organic additives. The mechanism by which
this material displaces water is the same as that discussed earlier. This pigmented
coating dries to a hard, flexible fin Lsh which protects the substrate from corrosion
by:
1. The physical barrier of the ,-oating.
2. Corrosion inhibiting pigmentsa i.e., molybdates and chromates.
This water displacing paint is designed as a touch-up paint for exterior surfaces of
aircraft where original paint has cracked or chipped and total repainting is not feasible.
Such a situation is confronted on operational aircraft deployed on board aircraft carriers
where paint touch-up is necessary but must be completed quickly and efficiently. This
during deployment and to last indefinitely until total
paint was designed to be applied
repainting of the aircraft is necessary.
Reports from an initial evaluation of the paint by the Fleet indicated it performed
well.

Some settling problems remain to be resolved.

Flexible Primer

The current Navy paint scheme for high-performance aircraft includes the application
of MIL-P-23377 epoxy primer, MIL-S-8802 or MIL-S-81733 polysulfide sealant, and
MIL-C-83286 polyurethane topcoat. This system has several limitations. The primer
possesses poor low-temperature flexibility, while the sealant is difficult to apply due
to its high viscosity and short pot life. The ideal solution would be a single application of an elastomeric sealant-primer with the adhesion of a primer and the flexibility
of a sealant. This would also eliminate the need to handle two separate materials,
resulting in a significant cost savings to the government.
A comparative evaluation of a number of inhibited elastomeric coatings including a
Such propolysulfide, a polyurethane and an epoxy-polyurethane system is being made.
perties as the hardness, adhesion, strength, flexibility, erosion resistance, corrosion
resistance and ease of application of these materials will be determined and an optimum
material selected.
Development of an Aluminum Plating Process

There is increasing pressure to eliminate the use of cadmium by DoD activities
because of its

toxicity.

While no single coating has been found to replace cadmium in

all aircraft applications, aluminum has been found to be a very good alternate coating
material in many applications requiring good corrosion resistance and minimal effect on
fatigue properties. Only two aluminum coating processes are currently commercially
feasible, vacuum deposition and ion vapor deposition. Vacuum deposition has relatively
poor covering power and adhesion is often only fair. Ion vapor deposition is proprietary
and facilities for its application are complex and cannot meet the demand for the coating.
Other methods exist, but they have not been developed sufficiently to be of real commercial value.
aluminum
method
electroplate
effort
in an To
is involved
bath coating
to a
been toscaled
up from an
a small
a molten
salt bath.
date to
the develop
process a has
from NADC
forty liter bath. A schematic of the bath is shown in Figure 4. It has been demonstrated
that a coating of aluminum-manganese can be deposited on aluminum, titanium and steel
substrates with conventional pretreatments and with excellent adhesion. The coating can
be chromate conversion coated but not anodized.
The molten salt plating process has an advantage over the ion vapor deposition in
that the throwing power is better and recesses and holes can be coated. Work is in
Following completion of that phase, a
progress to optimize the plating parameters.
pilot plant productton set-up will be attempted.
Phase Transfer Inhibitors (PTI)

*

A method was developed in-house by which ions could be solubilized in organic media
This method has been used to develop an entirely
using phase transfer catalysis (PTC).
new vehicle for corrosion inhi-.itors. These have resulted in inorganic inhibitors
incorporated in organic phases, i.e., an oxidizing anion dissolved into an organic nonpolar solvent, in this case, mineral spirits. The technique by which this is accomplished has been published elsewhere and will not be repeated here.(10) The inorganic
inhibitors being used include sodium dichromate (Na2Cr 2 07 .2H 2 0), sodium borate
(Na2 B4 07 .10H 2 0), sodium nitrite (NaNO 2 ), sodium molybdate (Na2 moo 4 .2H 2 0), potassium
hexachloropalladate and ammonium hexanitrato cerate ((NHsCe(N0
33 )6 I.
4 2
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Evaluation of these new phase transferred inorganic inhibitors (PTI) was first
carried out for the general corrosion inhibition of steel and aluminum alloy in highly
A salt fog chamber was used and both AISI 217n steel and
aggressive environments.
7075 aluminum alloy panels treated with PTI dichromate were tested. A four-day test
exposure of such panels showed no observable corrosion of either steel or aluminum alloy
In another test PTI dichromate inhibitor was added into alkyd enamel coating
specimens.
and then tested on 7075 discs in a 5% NaCl salt spray chamber for about four months.
The specimen coated with PT! dichromate showed much less attack than the control with
A marked improvement in corrosion protection
only alkyd enamel coating protecting it.
was also found when PTI dichromate was added to epoxy paint primer and temporary preservatives and a corrosion preventive compound (AMLGUARD).
Crack Arrestment Compounds
The effect of the inhibitors was most interesting in the study of corrosion fatigue,
particularly when they were used in combinations. Thus, a number of low cycle corrosion
fatigue tests were carried out using notched bend bar specimens (10" x 2" x 1/2" size,
fracture mechanics type) fabricated from high strength (1250-1350 MPa) vacuum arc melted
4340 steel. The specimens were fatigue pre-cracked before testing and then mounted on
an Instron machine enclosed in a controlled humidity chamber. The specimens were cycled
between loads of 1500 to 150 lbs at a frequency of about 0.16 Hz. The load value and
the pre-crack length were chosen to yield a minimum fracture mechanics stress intensity
factor of approximately 23 MPa/f--mm in dry (i.e., less than 15%) R.H. The test inhibitor
or inhibitors were applied by injecting the solution into the pre-cracked notch area of
the specimen before and after loading. The specimen was loaded in tension-tension. The
crack growth of the specimen was monitored as a function of time and cycles. The details
of the mechanical testing and fracture mechanics calculations are described elsewhere.
The corrosion fatigue tests were carried out in both the high humidity (moist air) and
in chloride containing moist air environments. The PTI inhibitors were then evaluated
for their crack arresting properties. The results of these tests are reported in
Table I which shows the suggested mechanism by which the inhibitors are functional, the
total fatigue life before overload fracture, the crack growth rate in the region where
it is independent of stress intensity factor and the stress intensity factor where it
is independent of crack growth rate.
The data in Table I show that PTI dichromate, nitrite and borate are very effective
in retarding crack growth rate of 4340 steel by more than an order of magnitude when1
compared to moist air test with no inhibitor present. In terms of fatigue life the
inhibition was almost five times more effective. Almost every PTI compound tested,
i.e., even cerate and hexachloropalladate, showed significant crack growth inhibition.
However, in the presence of chloride (NaCl) the results were entirely different. The
But when PTI
dichromate + nitrite + borate system did not shown much improvement.
molybdate was added, the crack growth inhibition properties of the compounds were
restored and the fatigue life of specimen was extended by a factor of 4. Figuce 5
presents these results graphically.
The use of phase transfer inhibitors in pre-cracked stress corrosion cracking in
aluminum alloys is presently being studied. Preliminary tests using dichromate, nitrite,
borate, molybdate as well as dichromate, phosphate, silicate inhibitor combinations show
the cracking rate to be perceptibly decreased in aluminum alloy 7075-T6 exposed to salt
laden moisture (Figure 6).
The field of phase transfer catalysis and organometallic chemistry appears to provide a new class of corrosion inhibitors which will probably have wide applications in
materials such as coatings, corrosion preventive compounds and crack arrestment compounds.
Powder Metallurgy Aluminum Alloys
With regard to alloys and heat treatment, considerable work is in progress on
aluminum alloys (and others) made by high density powder metallurgy (P/M) processing
rather than conventional ingot metallurgy (I/M) practices of casting and working. P/M
An important
processed materials have finer and more homogeneous microstructures.
advantage of P/M high strength aluminum alloys compared to I/M is that they can be aged
to considerably higher yield strength values without losing their resistance to stress
corrosion cracking.
Considerable interest is being shown in the Alcoa P/M alloy CT91, a 7XXX composition
type for aircraft use. An aircraft company has investigated extrusions made from this
material and compared their properties with those of 7075-T6 extrusions. At comparable
strength levels, the CT9l extrusions had higher corrosion resistance and improved fatigue
properties. A weight payoff study for a V/STOL aircraft showed a 10% weight saving by
replacing existing aluminum alloys.
Considerable development work is still going on with P/M alloys, but it is anticiSurface treatment of these
pated that their use in aircraft is not long in coming.
alloys will probably require some investigation since there is evidence they do not
anodize like conventional wrought alloys.
This has been a brief discussion of the materials and processes currently being
used for corrosion control on naval aircraft. Some of the more important in-house
efforts and ongoing research in the Aero Materials Division at the Naval Air Development
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Center are highlighted.

Fighting corrosion is

a never ending battle,

but even small

successes can provide a payoff in reduced maintenance manhours and improved reliability.
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NEW CONCEPTS IN MULTIFUNCTIONAL CORROSION
INHIBITION FOR AIRCRAFT AND OTHER SYSTEMS
M. Khobaib
Systems Research Laboratories,
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Dayton, OH 45440

Inc.

F. W. Vahldiek
and
C. T. Lynch
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories
Materials Laboratory (AFWAL/MLLN)
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, OH 45433

SUMMARY

The development of inhibitors for aerospace applications such as automated rinsing
of aircraft requires systems of high solubility, low toxicity, and reasonable cost which
are effective on a wide variety of high-strength susceptible alloys.
Chromate-based products, in combination with polyphosphates, have been reasonably effective against corrosion of ferrous and nonferrous metals and alloys and are presently the most widely used
inhibitors.
The use of chromates, however, has been the subject of ecological concern,
and the present investigation involves the performance of nonchromate inhibitors, with
emphasis on a borax-nitrite-based formulation.
Multifunctional nonchromate inhibitors
have been developed which are effective in preventing localized corrosion and accelerated
crack growth, as well as general corrosion.
Field evaluations of these inhibitors are
underway.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past four years, a considerable number of studies have been conducted in
the United States regarding the total cost of corrosion prevention and control for aircraft. The inescapable conclusion is that total corrosion costs in terms of life-cycle
management and maintenance of aircraft represent an intolerable burden to the U.S. Air
Force in maintaining force effectiveness at a reasonable cost to the taxpayer.
A recent
study conducted by NBS [l] has indicated that the total corrosion cost for one year was
over 70 billion dollars nationally, with costs to the USAF estimated to exceed one
billion dollars.
In order to minimize these costs, the USAF has been searching for ways
to combat corrosion in all its forms.
Several years ago a study [2] conducted by the U.S.
Navy on corrosion prevention in carrier-based aircraft revealed that by merely rinsing
the aircraft with water to remove detrimental particiss such as salt and ash, a considerable savings could be realized in terms of corrosion maintenance.
By lhte 1975, the
USAF had made a decision to build a rinse facility for the F-4 aircraft and to install
it under AFLC/WRALC and TAC at MacDill Air Force Base.
At the corrosion managers conference at WRALC in the fall of 1975, questions concerning hard-water linsing as opposed to
inhibited or demineralized-water rinsing were discussed [3].
In the rinsing of aircraft,
the possibility exists that water will be trapped in crevices or so-called dry-bay areas
and that trapped hard water will cause serious corrosion problems and hence completely

jeopardize any advantage of hard-water rinsing as a corrosion-control method.

Therefore,

the incorporation of a low concentration of a non-toxic water-soluble inhibitor into the
rinse facility was suggested.
The use of inhibitors to reduce costs also received impetus as a result of the conclusions reached at the 1975 AFML-AFOSR Corrosion Workshop [4].
The expanded use of
inhibitors to reduce the costs and problems associated with corrosion in aerospace systems was recor.anded as a cost-effective, flexible, and widely applicable approach.

Although chromate-based [5,61 corrosion inhibitors have been widely used to combat corrosion of ferrous and nonferrous metals and alloys, the use of chromates has
recently been the subject of ecological cowivern.
The present investigation was carried
out to search for alternatives to chromates, one such alternative being a borax-nitritebased inhibitor.
The value of borax nitrite as a corrosion inhibitor has long been
recognized [7,8].
Earlier work [9] has shown a borax-nitrite combination to be very
effective in controlling general corrosion as well as crevice corrosion of high-strength
steels.
However, this combination was not found to be effective against the corrosion of
other ferrous and nonferrous metals and alloys.
The present study was conducted to
develop a nontoxic multifunctional corrosion inhibitor (which would be effective against
corrosion of ferrous and nonferrous metals and alloys--mainly aluminum and copper alloys)
to be incorporated into the USAF Automated Rinse Facility at MacDill Air Force Base in
Tampa, FL.
More than one hundred inhibitor compounds and formulations were surveyed with
regard to their effect upon electrochemical behavior, general corrosion, galvanic corrosion, crevice corrosion, and corrosion fatigue.
As a result a borax-nitrite-based
inhibitor was developed and is currently being evaluated in the Automated Rinse Facility
at MacDill Air Force Base.
This mixture contains no chromate, is biodegradable, and
offers other important advantages over chromate-based combinations which will be
discussed.
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR INHIBITORS
Several commercial inhibitors are available for various service applications such as
These formucooling-tower circuits, central-heating systems, and automotive radiators.
lations are normally combinations of several classes of inhibitor compounds, some funcCommercial experience
tioning as anodic inhibitors and others as cathodic inhibitors.
has shown that such combinations are often more effective due to some synergistic [101
The
effect. Unfortunately, most of them are optimized for a specific application.
results of work conducted at the Air Force Materials Laboratory have demonstrated an
encouraging inhibition effect of borax-nitrite upon high-strength steels [11]; chromates
The prohave not been found to be so effective in the presence of chloride ions [12].
mising results of the borax-nitrite combination were observed in crack-growth experiments-both in static tests and cyclic corrosion-fatigue tests--but this combination was not
effective in inhibiting the corrosion of high-strength aluminum alloys, copper, and
However, the encouraging
other alloys used in aircraft structures and in the Rinse Facility.
results obtained on high-strength steels served as the impetus for further exploration.
In order to systematize the development of new inhibitor formulations and current
commercial products, it is desirable to establish some guidelines for selection of inhibIn Table 1 some of the more important consideraitors for further experimental screening.
tions and possible compound types are listed. Most of these are obvious considerations,
with a few being particularly important for aerospace or other applications where highstrength alloys are utilized. These considerations require effectiveness to retard or
fatigue which
cracking,alloys
and corrosion
hydrogen
embrittlement,
eliminate
[11].
failure in high-strength
cracking stress-corrosion
catastrophic
can lead to
and foremost task in the screening of the inhibitors was the question of
The first
toxicity. All the inhibitor formulations which were obviously toxic (based upon information in the literature [13]) were eliminated first--chromates, aniline, and arsenic
additions being obvious examples.
The use of the other guidelines delineated in Table 1 is discussed in more detail in
These guidelines led
a previous report on the development of the rinse inhibitors (14].
of inhibitor compounds and formulations for subsequent experimental
to a selected list
Special solutions were employed, as discussed in the experimental section, to
screening.
reproduce the rinse water used at the Automated Rinse Facility and to reproduce more

I

aggressive media based upon possible high-chloride contamination of the rinse water upon
recycling after use on the aircraft.
EXPERIMENTAL
Since the inhibitor was being developed foz aircraft rinsing, the materials chosen
to be tested were those commonly used in aircraft structures and in the Rinse Facility.
Three high-strength aluminum alloys--2024-T3, 7075-T6, and 7050--along with highstrength steel, 4130, 4340, cast iron, and 70-30 brass were obtained from a local
supplier (Jorgenson Steel, Dayton, OH).
Standard 60 x 30 x 3.125 mm test coupons were used for immersion tests on aluminum
Smaller rectangular sheets with dimensions 75 x 25 x 3.125 mm were used for
alloys.
high-strength steel, brass, and cast iron. These were mechanically polished with emery
paper up to 400, cleaned thoroughly in acetone and alcohol, and in several instances
A hole, nearly 5 mm in diam, was made close to
finally degreased with petroleum ether.
The
one end; and the specimens were suspended by means of a fish line (nylon thread).
maximum duration of these tests has been up to 30 months, but most of the test specimens
were immersed in the respective electrolytes for 90 days.

1

The working electrodes for the electrochemical tests were 25-mm-square pieces which
were carefully mounted in resin and were tapped with 3-48 thread for attaching to the
All electrochemical tests were carried out in accordance with ASTM
electrode holder.
Standard G5-72, "Standard Recommended Practice for Standard Reference Method for Making
The measurements were
Potentiostatic and Potentiodynamic Standardization Measurements."
conducted using an automated PAR unit consisting of a corrosion cell, potentiostat/
galvanostat, log converter, progrrimmer, and X-Y recorder.
A series of systematic tests were conducted which involved the screening of 1)
anodic inhibitors (single component, multicomponent), 2) cathodic inhibitors (single
component, multicomponent), 3) a combination of anodic and cathodic inhibitors, and
The screening of
4) multifunctional systems containing the anodic-cathodic inhibitors.
a large number of combinations was conducted by the potentiodynamic polarization technique and weight-loss methods.
In the immersion tests, the weight loss per unit of surface area of the specimens
The percentage inhibitive
in different electrolytes was converted to mpy (mils per year).
efficiencies were not calculated because the final selection of the inhibitor was based
upon the visual observation (where there was no change in surface appearance) and
In some cases, pieces of aluminum, high-strength steels, brass, and
polarization results.
cast iron were suspended together in one electrol~.e to check the effectiveness of inhibFinally, the effectiveness of the inhibitor for metallic
itors against interfering ions.
A galvanic couple was
parts prone to galvanically coupled conditions was also examined.
prepared as shown in Fig. 1. Pieces of aluminum, steel, brass, and cast iron were connected through a stainless-steel rod and individually bolted with stainless-steel nuts.

W
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Low-cycle corrosion-fatigue tests [15] were conducted to determine the effectiveness
of the inhibitor formulations in retarding crack growth.
The rinse inhibitor--0.35% (w/o)
borate + 0.05% nitrite + 0.1% nitrate + 0.01% silicate + 50 ppm phosphate + 30 ppm MBT-was used for this purpose.
Compact-tension plane-strain fracture-toughness specimens,
(Al 7075-T6) as shown in Fig. 2, were used to determine the crack-growth rate in the
presence of uninhibited and inhibited-tap water and saline solution.
A detailed description of the corrosion-fatigue tests on high-strength aluminum alloys is given in Ref.
(15].
Sinusoidal tension-tension cycling was used at a frequency of 0.1 Hz.
All tests
were performed at a maximum load of 5328N (1200 lbs) and a stress ratio, R(Omin/Gmax),
of 0.1.
The specimens were initially precracked to a fatigue-crack length of
2.54 mm (0.10 in.).
The crack length was monitored using a double-cantilever-beam
gauge and an amplifier-recorder system. The crack-opening displacement (COD) was recorded
as a function of fatigue cycles.
In order to determine the crack leiigths from COD data, compliance measurements were
carried out for all aluminum alloys. Tests were conducted in air, and crack lengths were
determined using optical and COD measurements simultaneously on the MTS machine.
No
significant differences were found in the COD/load and crack-length/load curves.
The
crack length, a, was calculated from the analytical compliance relationship (16]
v
a/w
where

1.001 -

U =

2

4.6695 U + 18.460 U

E
EB(CODMax

-

236.82 U

3

+ 1214.94 U

4

-

CODMin) + 1

2143.6 U

5

SODax

Max "Min
E is the Young's modulus, and P the stress. W and B are the dimensions indicated in
Fig. 2.
The stress-intensity values were calculated from
K =

P

(2

1/2(1,W

+ a/w)

[0.886 + 4.64(a/w)]

-

+ 14.72(a/w)
13.32(a/w)2
3 2

a/w)

where B and W are the dimensions indicated in Fig.
with XI

3

-

5.6(a/w)4

/

2 such that B and a > 2.5 (KIp/YS)

being the fracture toughness and YS the tensile yield strength.

2

,

The crack-

length-es.-number-of-cycles data were converted to fatigue-crack-growth rates (da/dN)
Seven to eleven data points were fitted to a second-order
using a computer program [16].
p-'l'1r ::.;l, and the derivative (da/dN) was then obtained for the middle data point. This
process was then repeated over the range of data.
The da/dN-vs.-AK curves were then
constructed based upon test data of uninhibited and inhibited solutions.
Commercial inhibitor solutions and aerosols were obtained from the manufacturers or
commercial vendors.
Reagent-grade chemicals and distilled water were used to make solutions, with the exception of the use of tap water for typical hard-water simulation.
The
most aggressive solution used was an aqueous so.ition containing 0.1M sodium chloride to
represent a highly contaminated rinse solution after multiple recycling in the Rinse
Facility.
Most of the tests were conducted in tap water (Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
Dayton, OH).
Several tests were performed in the water obtained from the Automated Rinse
Facility at MacDill Air Force Base in Tampa, FL.
The analysis of the rinse water at
MacDill is shown in Table 2.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

From the hundreds of polarization and immersion tests that have been conducted in
this investigation, a number of representative results have been selected for discussion
in this paper.
It is important to understand that optimizing inhibitor formulations for
aggressive environments such as 0.1M sodium chloride in water requires many more experiments than will be described here.
Initially any new formulation was tested with Al
7075-T6; if the anodic-polarization curve looked encouraging (in terms of current density
and the amount of passive region), the performance of the formulation was checked with
high-strength steel and brass.
It was found that aggressive environmental effects that
were inhibitive toward the corrosion of high-strength aluminum alloys were generally
protective toward other aerospace alloys such as high-strength steels. The converse of
this, however, was generally not true.
Figure 3 shows the anodic and cathodic polarization of Al 7075-T6 and Al 2024-T3
As expected, there is a small difference in the
in one of the inhibitor formulations.
The difference is more apparent in the cathodic curve;
anodic current at the nose level.
although not clearly shown, the anodic part of the curve has a larger passive region for
Al 2024-T3.
These two results simply indicate that Al 2024-T3 is more effectively inhibited than Al 7075-T6, possibly due to the fact that Al 2024-T3 is more corrosion resistant
The results of anodic polarization tests of Al
than Al 7075-T6 under these conditions.
7075-T6 in Wright-Patterson Air Force Base tap water, distilled water 0,1M NaCl, and one
of the inhibitor formulations (0.35% sodium borate, 0.05% sodium nitrite, 0.1% sodium
nitrate, 0.01% sodium metasilicate pentahydrate, 50 ppm sodium metaphosphate, and
30 ppm sodium salt of MBT) are shown in Fig. 4.
It is interesting to note that nearly
the same level of current density is providing the passivity for aluminum in both distilled water and the inhibited solution. However, the results of the long-time immersion
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tests show the difference in
Table 3).

the corrosion rates of aluminum in these solutions (see

Figure 5 shows the performance of the borax-nitrite-base inhibitor as compared to
that of sodium nitrate, sodium dichromate, and one of the most promising commercial
inhibitors screened in this investigation.
The corrosion current extrapolated against
the passive region is least for the borax-nitrite-base inhibitor; at the same time,
better passivity is achieved by this formulation.
This formulation was found to be
effective in inhibiting the corrosion of high-strength steels, aluminum alloys, and
copper-bearing materials such as brass.
Borates alone are not particularly effective as inhibitors except for perhaps a
limited number of ferrous alloys in mild environments.
Nitrites provide a degree of protection to iron and carbon steel in tap water similar to that provided by the chromates;
however, higher inhibitor concentrations are required with increasing chloride content
to protect against local corrosion [17].
A mixture of borate and nitrite, however, was
found to be very effective in the corrosion inhibition of high-strength steels.
The
borax-nitrite system does not provide satisfactory inhibition to aluminum.
Silicates,
phosphates, and nitrites are the most commonly known passivators of aluminum.
In addition
silicates and phosphates [18] provide corrosion inhibition to iron and high-strength
steels. The nitrates (19] are known to provide protection to aluminum and its alloys
against attack by chloride ions.
Hence, a mixture of borate-nitrite, silicate, nitrate,
and phosphate in the proper concentrations should provide inhibition to iron, steel, and
aluminum.
Sodium mercaptobenzothiazole was added to the formulation due to the problems
expected from the presence of copper ions in the Rinse Facility. The sodium salt of MBT
is known [20] to provide inhibition to copper and its alloys.
This explains the excellent inhibition provided to aluminum, brass, and steel by the rinse formulation developed
in this study as shown by the anodic-polarization results in Fig. 5 and the immersion
results in Table 3.
Generally the exact concentration of inhibitor needed depends upon the quality of
the water, especially upon the chloride content.
The breakdown of the passivity with
increasing concentration of chloride ions is demonstrated in Fig. 6.
The results show
that up to 1000 ppm NaCl, the passive region still
occupies nearly a 400-mV portion of
the anodic curve and that the corrosion current remains the same.
This establishes a
conservative limit for effective use of this inhibitor in tap water, even in the presence
of 500 -

600 ppm NaCl.

Extensive weight-loss tests were conducted to supplement the polarization experiments.
Although these tests are time consuming, they have certain advantages over
polarization tests, where small mistakes 'could result in erroneous conclusions.
The
results of several weight-loss tests are shown in Table 3, and the corrosion rates
calculated represent the average values obtained from five to ten tests.
The best results
were obtained with the formulation of sodium borate, sodium nitrate, sodium nitrite,
sodium metasilicate, sodium phosphate, and sodium salts of MBT which was found to be
effective in inhibiting the corrosion of aluminum, copper, and steel in Tampa, FL,
water (see Table 2).
It is interesting to note the difference in corrosion rates of
Al 2024-T3 and Al 7075-T6 when immersed in distilled water and inhibited tap water.
According to the anodic-polarization curve, the passivity of aluminum is achieved both
in distilled water and inhibited water at the same current-density level as that shown
in Fig. 4.
However, the long-time immersion test results show a corrosion rate of
0.34 - 0.57 mpy for Al 2024-T3 and 0.051 to 0.95 for Al 7075-T6 in distilled water
from weight-loss measurements; no corrosion was detected in the borax-nitrite-base
inhibitor solution.
This illustrates the need for conducting weight-loss tests in
parallel with fast screening polarization tests for adequate evaluation of inhibitorformulation effectiveness.
To expand the experimental variables of importance, some
immersion tests were conducted where a) the solution was stirred, b) only the lowerhalf portion of the specimen was immersed, c) the specimen was intermittently immersed
and dried, and d) the specimen was sprayed witL! the inhibitor solution.
The performance
of the borax-nitrite-based inhibitor was excellent in all of these situations.
The performance of this inhibitor was investigated in situations where localized
attack, coupled with external stress, leads to catastrophic failures.
A corrosion
fatigue test closely simulates such conditions on a laboratory scale.
Figure 7 shows
the effect of the addition of a borax-nitrite-based inhibitor to the aqueous solution
upon the crack-growth rate of Al 7075-T6 in the LT orientation.
Reduction in the
fatigue-crack-growth rate due to the addition of the borax-nitrite-based inhibitor was
almost an order of magnitude.
The addition of the inhibitor reduces the fatigue-crackgrowth rates from those observed in distilled water, tap water, and sodium chloride to
that observed in ambient air.
The environmental enhancement of crack-growth rate has
thus been eliminated by the action of the inhibitor system.
The borax-nitrite-based inhibitor with additions of nitrate, polyphosphate,
metasilicate, and mercaptobenzothiazole was recommended for use in the Rinse Facility
as a result of the research efforts in 1978.
Experimental use commenced in the summer
of 1978 with inhibitors added to the rinse water.
In August of 1979 a full-scale test
program to evaluate the use of an inhibited rinse was begun on F-4 aircraft stationed at
MacDill Air Force Base, FL. The missions of these aircraft emphasize over-sea water
exercises at low altitudes; MacDi11 Air Force Base itself is surrounded on three sides
by salt water.
In addition the Tampa industrial area contributes substantial suspended
particulates and sulfur dioxide to the atmosphere.
Thus, it is considered to be a prime
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area for conduc-ing such tests for the use of automateo rinsing to reduce contamination
of surfaces and subsequent increased corrosion on operational aircraft. Twenty-five F-4
fighter aircraft were selected to use the Rinse Facility, and a second group of twentyfive F-4's not using the facility was designated as 4 control group. This test program
is still underway, and it is planned that tracking of maintenance costs and corrosion
damage will be completed within the next year.
Some problems have arisen with the maintenance of a discrete population of aircraft
within the test group and the control group, since some aircraft have been transferred
to other stations. It now appears, however, that at least one-half of both groups will
be maintained at MacDill Air Force Base for a sufficient time to complete a two to three
year test program. As far as the authors know, this is the first attempt to actually
track maintenance costs in the use of aircraft rinsing facilities. The general observation has bean that this practice is "beneficial," but no cost-effectiveness studies have
been conducted.
A view of the Rinse Facility at MacDill Air Force Base is given in Fig. 8. The
holding tanks for rinse water, major piping and pumping systems, return tanks, etc.,
are located underground. Only the control facilities are above ground. The inhibitors
A forced-air
are added to a tank holding - 11,000 liters of water (- 3,000 gallons).
system mixes the inhibitors to effect full desolution within about 1 min. after addition,
and a conductivity bridge is used to monitor inhibitor concentration in the rinse water.
When an aircraft passes over an induction coil on the runway, it triggers the rinse
system to deliver - 560 liters of rinse water in a 15 - 20 sec. time period, pumping at
2,250 liters/min. at the maximum point after startup. Water jets below the runway/
taxiway surface direct water to various parts of the aircraft. An F-4 aircraft as it
taxis through the facility is shown in Fig. 9.
The method of monitoring the rinse-inhibitor concentration by following the change
in conductivity is shown in Fig. 10. Laboratory experiments have shown this to be a
reliable and accurate method. The Rinse Facility provides for discharge of the effluent
water periodically as contaminants build up and for the removal of oily water to appropriate disposal facilities. In actual practice, 100 - 200 liters of water are lost on
the runway and not returned to the holding tanks after each aircraft rinse. Fresh water
is added to the holding tank at this point, and tracking of the inhibitor concentration
is essential ih determining when additional inhibitors should be added. While this could
be accomplished automatically, in the current test it is done manually.
Recent experiments
have indicated that the action of the rinse-inhibitor formulatioa may be improved by small
additions of a surfactant material (in the parts-per-million level).
This change in the
rinse-inhibitor composition is planned for late spring of 1981.
CONCLUSIONS
Multifunctional nonchromate inhibitors have been developed for the USAF Automated
Rinse Facility to reduce c-rrosion maintenance costs by removing corrosive contaminants
from aircraft which oper
in aggressive environments such as those encountered near the
sea coast. These inhix.c,•r systems are low cost, water soluble, nontoxic formulations
which are effective against general corrosion, localized corrosion, and environmentally
assisted crack growth under conditions of stress corrosion and corrosion fatigue.
Extensive polarization, immersion, and galvanic-coupling experiments have been conducted to determine the effectiveness of various inhibitor systems in aggressive media
including solutions containing high chloride concentrations and the hard water used in
the Rinse Facility.
A borax-nitrite-baseo
inhibitor containing
smallto additions
of nitrate,
silicate,
phosphate,
and mercaptobenzothiazole
has been found
provide excellent
corrosion
protection for the high-strength aluminum and steel alloys used in aerospace applications
and for the copper-bearinq alloyled in electronic components and in parts of the Rinse
Facility.
Environmental effects upozu crack-growth rates of aluminum and high-strength steel
alloys wera eliminated--reducing the rates in corrosion fatigue as compared to those
obtained in air.
A test program using these inbibitors is currently underway in the USAF Automated
Rinse Facility at MacDill Air Forc
':ie,
FL. Tracking of maintenance costs and corrosion
damage is being conducted to deter
the effectiveness of the inhibited rinse in
raducing corrosion costs.
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TABLE 1
INHIBITORS
A.

B.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
1. Multifunctional
Cathodic
Anodic
Chloride Absorbers
Buffers
2.
Solubility Range
3.
Influence on Hydrcgen Entry Rates

4. Toxicity
5. Cost
C0OMPOUNDS
1.
2.
3.

C.

Cathodic: Polyphosphate, Zinc, Silicate
Anodic: Orthophosphate, Chromate, Ferrocyanide, Nitrite
Combinations: Polyphosphate-Chromate
Polyphosphate-Ferrocyanide
Borax-Nitrite
Benzoate-Nitrite
Silicate-Chromate
4.
Film Formers: Emulsified or Soluble Oils
Octadecylamine
Long-Chain Amines
Alcohols and Carboxylic Acids
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
1. Stress Corrosion and Corrosion Fatigue
2.
Special Environments
3.
Long-Term Effectiveness
4. Method of Application
TABLE 2
CITY OF TAMPA - WATER DEPARTMENT
AVERAGE DAILY ANALYSIS OF FINISHED WATER
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Hardness

Color
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MONTHLY COMPOSITE

SCOMPLETE ANALYSIS

(Results expressed in milligrams per liter)
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Chlorides
Fluorides
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Potassium
Nitrates
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Figure 8.

View of the USAF Automated Rinse Facility.

Figure 9.

F-4 Aircraft Taxiing Through the Rinse Facility.
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CORROSION IN NAVAL AIRCRAFT ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
Irving S. Shaffer
Naval Air Development Center
Warminster, Pennsylvania
USA

SUMMARY
Naval aircraft electronic equipment suffer frequently from the

effects of moisture

and corrosion. The critical design features which have led to excessive susceptibility
to these failure modes are described.
Several examples are cited of inadequately protected equipment having been located in aircraft installations where they are subjected
to repeated moisture intrusion during rainstorms, low level flights over water and high
pressure fresh water washdowns.
The specific deterioration effects that occur on the
various components that make up the avionic systems are presented. Maintenance data
summaries are included to denote further the corrosion problem severity. Corrective
measures in design, testing and maintenance are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
In today's sophisticated naval aircraft the performance of the avionic systems is
critical to the overall mission capability. Recently,(l,2,3,4,5) however, corrosion has
become increasingly identified as a major concern in the reliability of electronic
equipment.
It has been stated (6) that the effects of moisture and corrosion are the
greatest causes of failure in electronic systems after thermal and power overloads.
High corrosion failure rates indicate that the equipment is not being designed for or
tested in an environment similar to that in which it will be employed. As a result,
operational conditions are causing failure modes that were neither considered during
design nor discovered and eliminated during testing. On-site surveys (7) of front line
to
aircraft
have resistance
concluded that
the significant
factors
contributing
combat
numerous
matings
of dissimilar
to moisture
intrusion,design
corrosion
are; poor
metals,

and fluid conduits within the airframe.

MOISTURE AND FLUID INTRUSION
Avionic equipment, whether internal or external to the aircraft, on the repair
bench or in storage can be susceptible to conditions such as changing temperatures and
pressures, varying humidity, dust, dirt aid industrial pollutants in the atmosphere.
In addition the Navy's aircraft carrier environment exposes sensitive electronics to a
combination of moisture, acidic deposits from stack gases, jet engine exhaust, and salt
spray.
The equipment that suffers the most from these environmental effects are those
mounted external to the airframe such as; antennas, electronic countermeasure pods,
photographic pods and lights.
There are many situations where avionic devices are
installed behind doors and panels that leak during flight through rainstorms or on low
level flights over water.
If the integrity of the airframe is less that perfect during
rainstorms, fresh water washdowns can be equally hazardous.
High pressure washing units
deluge the aircraft with tremendous amounts of water in a short time.
Two prime examples
of susceptibility to this condition are the clamshell doors on helicopters and radomes

on fixed wing aircraft. These doors and radomes leak like sieves when the gaskets
become worn or damaged.
In addition1 exhaust fan inlet ducts 1 ram air cooling ducts,
and vapor exhaust ports that are designed without a self-sealing mechanism become
excellent access areas for water and moisture intrusion. Helicopters, in particular,
There are
are designed with minimal consideration for the operational environment.
numerous flight scenarios that require cockpit windows and cabin doors to be open.
Numerous cases exist where control boxes and communication equipment are mounted aft or
below, the door and window openings,
provides an excellent example of the
power supply subassembly, mounted in
aircraft, was victimized by frequent

allowing water to enter the equipment.
Figure I
effects of water intrusion.
This severely corroded
the turtle back area behind the cockpit on the A-6
water intrusion soakings.

The external bulkhead electrical connectors,

external wire and cable runs, antennas,

control linkages and other such areas where the shell of the fuselage is penetrated can
become potential sources for moisture and fluid intrusion. The list of airframe integrity problems relative to water intrusion during flight is extensive.
Besides the water intrusion problems occurring during flight, airframe integrity is
compromised also in the maintenance periods. Many additional problems are encountered
while aircraft are parked on the flight deck. In general during the majority of their
ground time aircraft are opened up or unbuttoned to some degree.
Figure 2 shows an A-7
with its canopy, radome and access panels open on the flight deck aA maintenance is being
performed. The need for canopies to be open during certain maintenance functions produces
situations where rain and salt-spray may soak cockpit avionic components.
The removal of
a waveguide or a doppler or ADF antenna from the aircraft exposes the supporting electri-

cal connectors, harnesses and cables to the environment.
The troubleshooting of radars
on fighter and attack aircraft may require the radomes to be open for hours on end,
continually exposing the equipment to rain and salt-spray.

,4

troubleshooting in avionic bays and compartments.
%~

The same is

true during
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Environmental control systems add another insidious facet to the overall problem
of moisture and fluid intrusion.
These systems are not operated on a round the clock
basis.
The avionics are protected while the environmental control system is supplying
conditioned air during flight and then are exposed to a completely different and harsher
environment during the more extensive time spent on the ground.
The equipment becomes
particularly prone to water condensation when the aircraft after setting for long periods
of time on a hot carrier deck undergoes rapid changes in temperature at flight altitudes.
Moisture condenses on cooled surfaces, during flight, and then is trapped until natural
evaporation mechanisms take over during down time.
The problems of moisture and fluid intrusion are critical to the overall avionic
corrosion considerations.
The avionic equipment may be designed under the premise that
in service it will be enclosed or in some matter protected from chan$ing climatic conditions when, in fact, the water intrusion caused by maintenance and airframe integrity
problems may put the unit in a literal rainstorm.
MOISTURE AND FLUID CONDUITS
After moisture or fluids enter an airframe or avi.onic compartment it

natural conduit directly into a sophisticated piece of avionic equipment.
fuel lines,

control surface linkages, oxygen lines,

waveguides,

may follow a

Hydraulic and

structural stringers and

electrical wire/cable runs act as natural conduits to moisture and fluids. It is common
to find that antenna and radars mounted in the lower fuselage are adversely affected by
moisture intrusion which runs down the antenna coaxial cable and/or waveguide that carry
the signals to and from the equipment.
As these cables and waveguides pass through deck
plates and bulkheads, where water is present, they act as conduits carryin$ the fluid
into the connectors attached to theequipment.
In one case the pilot's relief tube is
routed along a radar waveguide, through the deck plates, into the lower fuselage, and
directly onto the radar housing.
DISSIMILAR METALS
Almost all corrosion that occurs on electronic equipment is similar to that which
occurs on larger structures.
There are of course some types of corrosion which are
unique to electronics equipment, but this is because some of the materials which cause
such corrosion are unique to the electronics industry.
Metals never considered for use
in airframe structures are used widely in the manufacture of avionic equipment.
Some of
the rarer metals are found in transitors, miniature and microminiature circuits and
integrated circuits.
The following list
indicates the uses made of some of the different
alloy systems in the construction of various electrical and electronic components:
shields,

1. Iron and steel (ferrous alloys) are used as component leads, magnetic
transformer cores, brackets, racks, and general hardware.

2.
Aluminum and aluminum alloys are widely used in avionic systems as antennas,
structures, chassis, supports and frames (radar).
antennas,

3.
Magnesium alloys are used extensively throughout avionic systems as
structures, chassis, supports, and frames (radar).
4.

contacta,

Stainless steel is

used for mounting racks,

brackets and hardware.

5.
Copper and copper-based alloys are generally used in avionic systems as
springs, leads, connectors, printed circuit board lands and wire.

6.
Cadmium is used as a coating to protect ferrous hardware,
washers and screws in contact with other metal.

such as bolts,

7.
Nickel and tin-plating are used for protective coatings and compatability
purposes.
The use of tin in solder is a well-known application; however, tin-plating is
also common on RF shields, filters, crystal covers and automatic switching.
8. High purity electrodeposited gold has wide application in electrical
connectors, printed circuited runs and edge connectors, miniature coaxial connectors,
semi-conductors, leads and contacts.
9.
Silver is used normally as a plating material over copper in waveguides,
miniature and microminiature circuits, wires, contacts, high frequency cavities, tank
2ircuits and RF shielding.
Considering that avionic components are constructed of the foregoing variety of
metals? and many others, it is evident that there are a great many galvanic couples or
cells in such equipment.
Many components have areas of contact between several dissimilar metals.
It,
therefore, seems obvious that the potential for galvanic corrosion
is an inherent design characteristic.
However, the need for many of the dissimilar
metal couples that are created in much of the equipment cannot be justified.
As
examples cited later will indicate there often is an apparent total disregard for electrochemical compatibility in metal selection for avionic equipment.
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THE EFFECTS OF CORROSION ON AVIONIC COMPONENTS
The avionic systems on aircraft are not isolated "black boxes" sealed against the
environment.
There are many :omponents, relays, terminal boards, circuit breaker panels,

switches,

$

lights,

etc. that make up a complete system.

In addition, a sophisticated

aircraft may contain miles of wire and coaxial cables and hundreds of electrical
connectors.
Corrosion attack on the various elements that make up the total avionic
systems can create numerous problems in relation to reliability and maintainability.
Table I summarizes the. effects of corrosion on avionic components.
Undoubtedly, the most corrosion prone component in avionics equipment is the
Antenna and antenna mount corrosion is especially severe in lower fuselage
antenna.
bilge area installations.
Automatic direction finder (ADF) and doppler antennas and
Water entrapped in the
numerous blade antennas are usually mounted in these areas.
This entrapped water serves as an electrolyte
bilges forms puddles around the antennas.
Fiber gaskets act as sponges, holding
between the antenna housing and aircraft skin.
A much worse condition occurs when conductive gaskets
moisture between the interfaces.
impregnated with graphite, silver or copper are used.
These gaskets, placed between the
aluminum skin and the aluminum antenna to enhance conductivity, create a galvanic corrosion condition that not only precludes the enhanced conductivity, but causes the
antenna to require frequent replacement.
Electromechanical devices such as switches, relays, potentiometers, motors,
The
generators and synchro parts tend to corrode during storage or periods of non-use.
principal causes of malfunction (8) are dust, condensates, and resultant corrosion
products such as oxides and organic contaminant films.
Friction tends to keep the
Insulating films form during non-use and
critical surfaces clean during operation.
prevent start-up of equipment.

4

&•
W

Thin film and integrated circuits are susceptible to electrolytic corrosion (9)
in the presence of moisture and electrical bias and to galvanic corrosion when dissimilar
metals are in contact.
Printed circuit boards suffer primarily from electrolytic corrosion, although tarnishing of the contact fingers is also important.
Separable contacts
develop excessively high or unstable contact resistances due to tarnishing of the plating
"or to corrosion of the substrate at the bases of pores in the plating and the transport
Given the narrow springs between
of the corrosion product over the contact surface.
conductor paths and appreciable applied voltages, electrolytic corrosion is of real
concern.
Moisture can reach the surface of a device by diffusion through a cover coat
Failure of a device results either from the developor ingress through a faulty seal.
ment of an open circuit or from a short circuit caused by the redeposition of the anodic
The multilayer metallizations used in thin film and
dissolution product at the cathode.
and integrated circuits are subject to galvanic corrosion (10) at sites where the more
active metal is exposed to the environment, such as pores and edges.
While printed circuit
boards are usually conformal coated, in many cases, as Figure 3 clearly shows, circuit
boards have been placed in service without any protection and have corroded severely.
Considering the large number of electrical connectors in a modern aircraft, connector
water and corrosion damage cause some of the most costly repairs in the Navy's avionic
maintenance business.
The major problem with connectors is that of water intrusion or
fluid contamination that causes corrosion, insulation damage, short circuits, fire, signal
loss or intermittancy, wire failure through insulation and/or connector damage and grommet
seal swell or shrinkage.
These problems can and do cause equipment failures and safety
hazards which, in turn, affect fleet readiness and operability,
The following electrical and coaxial connector corrosion problems are considered

4

coumonplace in naval aircraft;

Sexpose

'

I.

Connector shell corrosion occurs when protective finishes are damaged and

the base metal to the environment.
It has been found that visual inspection of the
outer surface of connectors is not always a good indication of their condition. Many
connectors with an acceptable outward appearance are in fact heavily corroded internally
and are impossible to uncouple without component destruction.
The use of a thin electroless nickel plating over 6061 aluminum on connector shells has caused serious corrosion
problems on some of our newest aircraft. Cracks develop in the nickel plating and when
the surface is wet a galvanic cell is created with the aluminum corroding sacrifically.
Figure 4 illustrates the effects of this galvanic corrosion on two coaxial connectors.
2.
Electrical connectors that are externally mounted in the air stream are
degraded by erosion of the external protective coatings with subsequent corrosion of the
base metal.
3.
Electrical and coaxial connectors mounted vertically are susceptible to
water intrusion through the rear section when attaching cables do not contain a drip loop
and serve as fluid conduits.
Figure 5 exemplifies the dramatic effect of fluid conduit
associated corrosion on vertically mounted connectors.
4.
Bayonet type electrical and coaxial connectors mounted vertically are
susceptible to degradation due to fluid entrapment around the base of the connector from
standing water and/or hydraulic fluid.

......
-

......

............
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5.
Externally mounted electrical connectors hidden by fairing covers are
prone to extensive corrosion damage because they are not visible for routine inspection
and, therefore, timely corrective action.
6.
Vertically mounted external electrical connectors on the upper fuselage
transmission area of helicopters are susceptible to water entrapment at the base and rear
of the connectors.
7. Supposedly environmentally sealed connectors in the engine, transmission,
constant speed drive and hydraulic compartments are subject to damage of the environmental seal by hydraulic fluid1 fuel and cleaning solutions. Numerous connectors in
these areas are potted to eliminate this problem.
8. High density environmental electrical connectors are subject to seal damage
and loss of integrity when maintenance personnel replace pins with extraction tools.
Cockpit and cabin areas are exposed to moisture intrusion through the canopy opening,
cabin doors and windows.
Most control boxes are susceptible to corrosion damage
internally, especially those exposed to direct water impingement.
Figure 6 shows such a
corrosion situation.
Corrosion can be seen around connecting pins, handles and hardware.
Figure 7 provides a view of the internal damage to the box. Proper sealing of the box
cover could have probably minimized the corrosion attack.
The backs of instrument panels are normally hidden from view. The numerous bimetallic couples and difficulty of inspection result in considerable corrosion damage.
In the case of helicopters, the emergency ram air cooling ducts create an additional
corrosion problem on instrument panels. All aircraft consoles use dissimilar metal
fasteners1 screws and nut blocks to secure instruments, thus creating galvanic couples.
Figure 8 illustrates the type of instrument panel corrosion that occurs.
Circuit breakers, relay racks, and terminal boards also are prone to corrosion due
to the dissimilar metals construction and exposure to moisture intrusion. Circuit
breaker panels mounted in the overhead of helicopters are especially susceptible to water
intrusion. Water enters through skin seams, windscreen edges and through upper fuselage
skin penetrations for actuatorso cables, etc. The water migrates onto the back of the
circuit breaker panels via cable conduits, and initiates the corrosion process with
little change of visual detection until it is too late.
Radar waveauides, couples and joints are susceptible to corrosion damage due to
moisture intrusion and dissimilar metal couples. When water runs along a waveguide it
causes corrosion attack at the waveguide couples and joints, and without good preventive
measures, may enter the waveguide flange causing serious degradation of the signal.
The
pressurized waveguide appears to be the best design to preclude these problems because
the pressurization loss is an immediate warning of loss of integrity.
Avionic equipment shock mounts, racks and associated hardware are normally
constructed of dissimilar metals and are relatively inaccessible for inspection and
timely corrosion control, Associated with this problem is the bonding strap. Normally
the bonding strap is used to bond the rack, shockmount, or an actual piece of equipment
electrically to the airframe.
The washers, screws and bonding straps usually create a
dissimilar metal or a galvanic couple.
The slightest amount of corrosion st any point
of bonding (where dissimilar metals come in contact) can cause electromagnetic interference (EMI).
This problem is especially critical in the sophisticated avionic systems found in
the more modern aircraft.
Lighting system failures due to corrosion run high during shipboard operations where
the light and its associated plug are susceptible to the harsh salt-air environment.
The
slightest moisture intrusion creates a corrosion product between the bayonet-type bulb
base and socket creating a loss of electrical contact (or ground).
This pro~blem is
prevalent in all external light systems such as wing lights, formation lighte, approach
lights, etc.
MAINTENANCE DATA DOCUMENTATION
In electronics equipment, corrosion can be cf such an insidious nature that its
presence goes largely undetected until premature failures occur.
An accurate assessment
of the problem has been difficult to make since even after failure the corrosion causes
often have not been properly recognized and reported.
The documentation that is
available does affirm the seriousness of corrosion in avionics.
A summary of Navy
maintenance data for various avionic systems installed on several different front line
aircraft types is provided in Table 1. The data indicates a surprising number of
discrepancies that were corrosion related.
Considering all systems analyzed, it appears
according to the data, that approximately 31% of all maintenance actions of these Navy
avionic systems are corrosion related.
The "total maintenance actions sampled" is the aggregate of all discrepancies
documented against the various systems sampled over a six month period from January
through June of 1978.
The "range of corrosion corrective maintenance" is the range
(in percentages) from the lowest to the highest.
The "average corrosion corrective
maintenance" is the average corrosion discrepancies as a percentage of the total
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maintenance actions, less the "no defect" maintenance actions.
Many reported discrepancies are designated as "no defect" because upon troubleshooting no ma function can be
found in the system.
It has become apparent that many of these reported "no defect"
discrepancies are caused by slight corrosion or the presence of moisture in a connector.
The discrepancies disappear %ihen the connectors are parted and then remated.
In Table I the "average no defects is the average "no defects" (no malfunction) as
a percentage of the total maintenance actions.
It is interesting to note the relationships of the corrosion and "no defect" items.
Flight instruments show a 27% average
corrosion corrective maintenance and 28% average "no defect" level.
The positioning of
flight instruments in the aircraft make them prime candidates for moisture intrusion.
Many of these instruments could have failed due to corrosion or moisture in the connectors.
The same problem could apply to light systems, control boxes, angle-of-attack
systems and avionic equipment (black boxes).

CORROSION PREVENTION
When an avionic corrosion prevention/control program was established by the Naval
Air Systems Command, a major emphasis of the program became the preparation of a Fleet
maintenance manual.
The lack of preventive maintenance guidelines had been recognized
as a contributing factor for the high maintenance requirements for airborne electronics.
In May 1978, NAVAIR 16-1-540, Avionic Cleaning and Corrosion Prevention/Control Manual,
was issued to the Fleet.
The manual provides instructions for inspecting for and
recognizing corrosion in its early stages and identifies materials and procedures
necessary for cleaning and corrosion control.
A prototype cleaning facility was established to evaluate the effectiveness of
various cleaning methods for avionics equipment.
The results of this study determined
the optimum types of cleaning and corrosion removal equipment to be supplied to the
maintenance activities for use on avionics.
A water displacing corrosion preventive compound was developed specifically for
electronics equipment.
The material, available under MIL-C-0081309 Type III, forms
an ultra thin tacky (soft) film that is designed so that it is displaced by the action
of a sliding electrical contact, yet the film is self-healing (reforms) in non-contact
areas after displacement.
The resultant lack of disruption to DC continuity through the
male/female type of connections due to a MIL-C-81309, Type III film has been well
established. (11,12,13)
Since the best and ultimately least expensive time to stop corrosion is at the
design stage, a new program was initiated to develop a designers' guide for avionic
corrosion prevention and control.
This guide will identify critical design features,
structural configurations, materials, material combinations and inadequate corrosion
protection methods that have led to poor reliability and high maintenance requirements
for avionic equipment placed in the Navy's severe operating environment.
This guide is
intended to provide an awareness of the corrosion problems that develop on the Navy's
equipment and provide design methods that can be used to avoid or minimize them.
It
will not be the intent of this guide to dictate design criteria, but to document current
corrosion problems so that they may'be considered and avoided in the future.
Another current program that could have significant impact on future design is the
development of a corrosion test method for avionic equipment.
The purpose is to develop
a test method that can be used as a qualification test to reveal areas of inadequate
corrosion protection of new equipment and also be used to evaluate corrective measures
for solving corrosion problems on equipment in service.
The approach has been to
formulate a test method that simulates service failures.
Ideally 1.he test environment
should reduce the time required for failure initiation without alcerit~g the failure
mechanism.
CONCLUSIONS
Corrosion and environmental degradation being natural phenomena will never be
eliminated, but it is reasonable to expect that the problems that do develop in the
avionics systems in the future can be less severe and better controlled that those
presently being encountered.
However, this goal can be achieved only through an
aggressive technological effort directed towards the understanding of failure mechanisms, development of new imptoved corrosion control materials and methods, and the
prudent utilization of innovative protection technology in the design, manufacture and
service life of the avionics equipment.

SfV
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Table 1. Effects of Corrosion on Avionic Component@

COMPONENT

FAILURE MODE

ANTENNA SYSTEMS

Shorts or changes in circuit constants and
structural deterioration.

CHASSIS, HOUSINGS, COVERS,
AND MOUNTING FRAMES

Contamination, pitting, loss of finish and
structural deterioration.

SHOCK MOUNTS A.ND SUPPORTS

Deterioration and loss of shock effectiveness

CONTROL BOX MECHANICAL AND
ELECTRICAL TUNING LINKAGE
AND MOTOR CONTACTS

Intermittent operation and faulty frequency
selection.

WATER TRAPS

Structural deterioration.

RELAY AND SWITCHING SYSTEMS

Mechanical failure, shorts1
operation and signal loss.

PLUGS, CONNECTORS, JACKS AND
RECEPTACLES

Shorts, increased resistance, intermittent
operation and reduced system reliability.

MULTI-PIN CABLE CONNECTORS

Shorts, increases resistance, intermittent
operation and water seal deterioration.

POWER CABLES

Disintegration of insulation and wire/
connector deteriorat ion.

DISPLAY LAMPS AND WING LIGHTS

Intermittent operation, mechanical and
electrical failures.

WAVEGUIDES

Loss of integrity against moisture, pitting,
reduction of efficiency and structural
deterioration.

RADAR PLUMBING JOINTS

Failure of gaskets, pitting and power loss.

PRINTED CIRCUITS AND
MICROMINIATURE CIRCUITS

Shorts, increased resistance, component and
system failures.

BATTERIES

High resistance at terminals, failure of
electrical contact points and structural
deterioration of mounting.

BUS BARS

Structural and electrical failures.

COAXIAL LINES

Impedance fluctuations, loss of signal and
structural deterioration of connectors.

intermittent
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Table 2.

System

Maintenance Data Summary

Total Maint. Range of Corrosion
Actions Sampled Corrective Maint.

Average
Avg. Corrosion
No Defect Corrective Maint.

Light

4899

5-21%

12%

11%

Wiring

2192

6-80%

10%

42%

179

35-88%

4%

63%

Flight
Instruments

1308

S-67%

28%

27%

Control
Boxes

1980

9-38%

31%

23%

Pitot
System

368

15-73%

Power Supply

Antennas
Avionic
Equipment
(Black Boxes)
Angle of
Attack

7%

44%

3359

0-100%

14%

32%

2265

3-47%

35%

23%

400

18-68%

48%

35%

S....

,.•

*1
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Figure 1.

Corroded A-6 Power Supply Subassembly

NkA

Figure 2.

Aircraft Maintenance

Being Performed

on the Flight Deck
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Figure 3.

Figure 4.

Results of Corrosion on Printed Circuit Board Circuit Runs

Galvanic

Corrosion of Nickel Plated Aluminum Coaxial Connectors

4
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Figure 5.

Corroded A-6 Aircraft Vertically

[..Ld

Figure 6.

Mounted Circular Connectors

Corrosion Damage on Avionics Control Box
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A

Figure 7.

Internal View of the Gear Shown in

Figure 6

I

Figure 8.

Results of Corrosion on Circuit Breaker Panel

i
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CORROSION PROTECTION SCHEMES FOR AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES:
SOME EXAMPLES FOR THE CORROSION BEHAVIOUR OF AL-ALLOYS
by
Dr Henri L1jain
VFIW GmbH, Postfach 10 78 45
2800 Bremen I
Germany

1.

INTRODUCTION
Aircraft are subjected to many different loads so tfat the surface protection must
be adjusted to the different corrosion effects that are to be expected. Consequently and especially In view of the required long service life of aircraft, the
following requirements must be imposed with regard to the performance and quality
of the surface protection:
1. The potential differences of the materials used are to be kept as low as
possible, i.e. constructive measures must be taken.
2.

Prevention of any local element activity by prcriding insulating protective
coatings, i.e. by preventing : current.

3. Inhibition by providing cover layers (e.g. chromate passivation).
4. Introducing layers which act as so-called sacrificial anodes.
This paper gives a sumnaery of the main groups of surface protection procedures
frequently applied. In addition, some examples are given on the corrosive
behaviour of aluminium alloys. To conclude the paper, information is given on
novel non-destructive test methods serving to recognize corrosion within the scope
of aircraft maintenance.
2.

SET-UP OF THE SURFACE PROTECTION

1

The possibilities of corrosive damages have, however, increased considerably due
to the higher service life on the one hand, and due to the improvement of
materials as well as the provision of designs with optimum weight characteristics
on the other hand.
If,

for instance,

it

must be ensurE-:

the requirement for a high service life is taken as an example,
that:

1. All materials susceptible

to corrosion are given a double surface protection.

2. Areas which are inaccessible or difficult to reach or inspect, and areas which
are subjected to considerable condensate moisture must be given an increased
corrosion protection.
3. All steel fasteners with sealant must be installed wet.
4.

Depending on the state of installation, assembled components must be preserved
with sealing compound and a paint coat to avoid any penetration of moisture,
especially at the fits.

Furthermore, the behaviour of protective coatings after forced injuries must be
known in order to be able to draw conclusions about the greater or lesser loss of
the protection under practical load conditions.
2.1

Chemical treatment processes

(Fig. 1)

This chapter is to give a brief description of cleaning procedures and special
pickling processes as well as systems with which the cover layer is formed by
chemical reactions without applying current, Fig. 1.
Chemical 'urface

treatment generally requires the following treatment stages:

- 1. Degreasing and cleaning
-

2.

Pickling

- 3. wormation of cover layers,
2.2

Alkaline picklin

e.g. chromatina,

2

phosphatizing.

pricesses

Pickling processes primarily serve to remove mill scale. Within the scope
of chemical and electrochemical surface treatment procedures with layer formation,
it is imperative that the natural oxide layer be removed in order tc achieve
perfect and uniform coatings.
Pickling processes are broken down into alkaline and acidic processes.
or
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The advantage of alkaline processes as compared to acidic processes is that they
attack the various aluminium materials more strongly and can be used in baths
made of unprotected normal structural steels. Caustic soda is the basis for
alkaline pickling processing.
When alloyed aluminium is treated in alkaline pickling solutions, the constituents
of the alloy become apparent. Especially copper and siliceous alloys but also
aluminium materials containing magnesium and mangannse reveal strong discolourations after pickling. Consequently, it is necessary to remove the coatings
occurring during pickling. This is achieved with neutralizing agents.
2.3

Alu-chromating

(Fig. 2)

The tendency of a material surface to obtain by reaction with the surrounding
materials a cover layer that is more resistant than the base material has prompted
engineers to initiate such reaction processes "artificially".
Alu-chromating has come tp be particularly important as a pre-treatment provided
prior to applying the surface treatment layers. Although the chromated layers
serve as a surface protection in this case, they also assume an important role as
a wash primer between the metal surface and applied films of varnish.
Alu-chromating is understood to mean the treatment of aluminium alloys with an
acidic aqueous solution containing hexavalent chrome, thus forming a protective
layer consisting primarily of aluminium-chrome compounds on the surface of the
metal.
The reaction taking place during Alu-chromatina can be shown schematically as in
Fig. 2.
2.4

Anodic treatment process (Fig. 3)
All anodic treatment processes are based on the artificial formation of an oxide
layer on the surface of the metal. It is thus possible to obtain thicker and
better protective layers than in the case of oxide layers formed in the air.
The processes for artificial generation of oxide layers can be carried out with
positive overvoltage (Fig. 3).
Under the influence of an electric current (Fig. 4) atomic oxygen develops at the
anode during the electrolysis. The oxygen reacts with the aluminium, thereby
forming aluminium oxide which is linked to and remains adhered to the metal surface thus forming the anodic oxide layer. The anodic oxide layer propagates into
the metal by the directest way.
Direct current sulphuric acid anodizing for light metal may only be used in areas
with considerable abrasion and not for parts that are subjected to dynamic loads,
since the fatigue strength of the material is reduced by this process.

2.5

Cathodic treatment processes

(Fig.

5)

Electro-deposited protective layers belong to the main group of cathodic treatment
processes with negative overvoltage. Although originally only used as decorative
coatings, electro-depo~ited coatings have long since acquired technical significance and, in their many variants, are used not only for corrosion protection but
also to retard wear.
The electro-deposited layers are produced for various purposes. They often serve
to give other layers or combinations of layers an improved resistance to tarnishing and a high resistance of the protective layer to certain media. Electrolytically deposited layer tends to be brittle, a fact which has to be taken into
consideration especially where thicker layers are concerned. Moreover, allowance
must also be made for the fact that metal layer plated parts are subjected to
stress and deformation when used.
Furthermore, the possibility of fatigue loads must already be taken into consideration when the metal layer is deposited.
2.6

Organic coatings
The group of organic surface protection materials is headed by varnishes.
Varnishes are materials that are applied in form of a liquid and, through chemical
or physical changes, form a thin layer - also called film - adhering more or less
strongly to the covered areas. Ideally, varnished items are thus covered by an
uninterrupted layer which prevents or at least retards the attack of aggressive
materials on the protected surface.
The protective effect of varnishes is, however, limited to a certain extent on
account of the fact that, due to diffusion, osmosis and capillary action, a
certain exchange of material can take place between the stressed medium and the
coated surface.
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In aircraft construction, surface protection systems made up of several and often
many layers of different materials have proved successful. A system frequently
applied consists of a two layer varnish with pre-treatment. The tasks of the
individual layers are such that the wash primer protects the cleaned surface until
the varnish is applied and keeps it passive.
The priming paint is strongly pigmented so that it offers a covering and filling
base for the final coat. The top coat has a higher -inder content, and can thus
form a non-porous and elastic film which is largely resistant to the attacking
media and considerably retards any penetration of aggressive or physically active
substances to the depths of the coating and even to the metal surface.

3.

DESCRIPTION OF CORROSION CASES
It is difficult to find a systematic approach and breakdown on account of the many
cases of corrosion and corrosion phenomena.

3.1

-•

Electrochemical processes at electrodes (Fig. 6)
Initially, it will be useful to recall some of the theories of electrochemistry in
order to deduce the bases of corrosive processes. The schematic diagram given in
Fig. 6 will help to illustrate this.

t

The metal changes from the atomic to the ionic state as a result of the electrolytic solution pressure of the electrode. This corresponds to the anodic electrode
reaction (oxidation).
The case shown in Fig. 6 is as follows: three electrons remain in the metal
specimen when three metal atoms leave the metallic structure and dissolve as
Me+-ion.
The tendency of a metal to discharge its
its effort to dissolve.

electrons can be deemed as a measure for

This tendency can be determined by electrical measurements and expressed as the
"electrode potential" of the corroding system.

t'

A reference electrode is here used in a defined and constant potential, e.g. a
calomel reference electrode, Fig. 7.
4.

EXAMPLES OF THE CORROSIVE BEHAVIOUR OF ALUMINIUM ALLOYS

4.1

2itting corrosion (Fig. 8)
Strictly speaking, pitting is only seen to occur on materials capable of being
passivated and consists of local corrosion in a surface which, for the rest, is
passive. Pitting corrosion only occurs when halogen ions exist in the attacking
electrolyte.
The halogen ions cause the passive film to collapse at weakened points, hence
making these points active. Weak points are brought about by any particles being
deposited on the surface, making the supply of oxygen difficult and preventing a
complete passivation.
If the passive film on the metal surface has been destroyed at many locally
limited points, a strong dissolution of the metal will commence at the points
which are now active and a rapid propagation in depth is seen to occur.

4.2

Intercrystalline corrosion (Fig. 9)
The prerequisite for an intercrystalline corrosion attack, which forms cracks
penetrating deep along the grain boundary, is that there are deposits at the grain
boundary.
Aluminium alloys in an oversaturated state are not under all circumstances susceptible to Jntercrystalline corrosion; on the contrary, certain conditions must
be fulfilled in respect of the chemical composition, the thermal treatment and the
degree of cold-forming of the workpiece, and in respect of the corroded medium.
Intercrystall 'ne corrosion occurs when the deposits are finely dispersed and in
coherent form.

4.3

Layer corrosion (Fig.

10/11)

Layer corrosion mostly only occurs on some high-strength aluminium alloys in sheet
form in the presence of certain structures and under the influence of certain
corrosive media. This type of corrosion is characterized by the fact that preference is given to a selective corrosion, propagating in parallel to the direction of forming and possibly causing the surface to flake off. "Genuine layer
corrosion" of aluminium exists when the attack is transcrystalline.
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4.4

Stress crack corrosion (Fig. 12)
A further type of corrosion, namely stress crack corrosion, manifests itself when
a material having no deformation suddenly ruptures when electrochemical reactions
and mechanical stresses are superimposed in the presence of a suitable chemical
agent. In the case of stress crack corrosion, widely branched
intercryutalline cracks suddenly develop which can result in an immediate
rupture.

It appears that the formation of passivation layers is a prerequisite for stressI

crack corrosion, as no system of metal and attacking agent in which a damage
occurs withouh cover layers being form~ed is known.

In the case of aluminium, this applies to aluminium oxides and hydrates; in this
case, anodized coating according to the chromic acid procedure is concerned.
4.5

LL

Contact corrosion (Fig. 13)
In the case of contact corrosion, at least two phases with different potential are
in direct contact and linked by an aqueous solution. Consequently, a closed circuit
exists. Depending on the potential, the two phases act as the anode and cathode of
a galvanic element. Metallic platings, as frequently used for corrosion protection,
belong to this category, Fig. 13.
Pure aluminium plating protects the inner alloy cathodically, since the outer
plating acts as sacrificial anode much like a zinc layer on steel.
Components which are Joined by means of fasteners (Fig. 14) are highly susceptible
to corrosion in the area of the joint if materials having a different resting
potential are joined such as to be electrically conductive. Procedures have been
developed for titanium threaded fasteners, enabling a rational coating of the
lower surface of the head with a sealant.
The sealant serves to fill the countersinks during installation such as to prevent
any penetration of the electrolyte to the greatest possible extent. The corrosive
behaviour of the metal combination "clad aluminium alloy/titanium alloy" has been

investigated.4
The transitions between "external surface/countersink" partly revealed minor
corrosion. The microscopic examination showed that primarily the cladding had been
attacked.
4.6

Filiform corrosion (Fig. 15)
Damage to the paint coat at components, countersinks, holes and edges has occurred
during assembly work. In contrast, the minor relative motions occurring in flight
are to be held responsible for the formation of hair cracks in the paint coats.
Salt nuclei primarily consisting of sodium and calcium salts exist at these
centers from which the cracks start out.
Owing to their great affinity to water, these initially dry and water-soluble
salts absorb water vapour from the moist atmosphere through their coating until an
aqueous solution is formed. osmotic processes are responsible for this. Anodic and
cathodic part reactions take place on account of the electrolytes that have
developed.
The anodic reaction leads to a very minor depth attack of the plating. The electrodes of the anode are consumed during the cathodic process and 6 OH-groups are
formed. These, in turn, precipitate the dissolved aluminium as aluminium hydroxide.
The head and body of the thread develop, these being separated from the center
from where the crack starts out. The precipitated corrosion products form a diaphragm between head and body. The salt solution originating from said center is
present in the head and is pushed further by the body without notable losses in
concentration. Water losses in the head are compensated by osmosis; in contrast,
the aluminium hydroxide is dehydrated causing the corrosion products to crack open.

5.

NON-DESTRUCTIVE TEST METHODS TO DETERMINE CORROSION
The equipment used for the novel test methods mainly consists of:

-

-electrochemical detector
-required voltage transducer
electronic control unit
-ampermeter
voltmeter
x-y plotter
reference electrode

Diluted phosphoric acid is used as electrolyte.

_

i
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Aluminium alloy 3.1364.5 was examined
- in its delivered condition
- in a corroded condition

5.1

Examination of the material 3.1364.5 (Fie. 16/17)
Fig. 16 shows the current density-potential curve of material 3.1364.5 in its
delivered condition.
Fig. 17 shows the development of the current density-potential curves for material
3.1364.5 after 41 hours of subjection to a corrosive medium.
The passivity and natural oxide layer of the surface have been cancelled due to
the A1-hour effect of the corrosive medium, so that the breakdown potential without a passive area changes from the cathodic to the anodic range (Fig. 17). The
irxegular course of the curves is to be attributed to secondary reactions in the
micro-range-penetration of the electrolyte into capillaries and corrosion products.
Corrosion attack is confirmed by way of a metallographic investigation.
The drop 2'n current density at 2000 mV from 0.65 mA/cm2 (1st curve) to approx.
0.3 mA/cm (5th curve) shows that the phosphoric acid which has been used as
electrolyte has a good passivation capability. A clear passivation only occurs
after approx. 25 cycles.
These results show that it is possible to apply electrochemical procedures for
non-destructive testing to determine corrosive damages within the scope of
aircraft maintenance.

23.2.1981
Dr. La/be
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RECORDER'S REPORT - SESSION III
by
Dr John J. De Luccia
Head, Materials Protection Branch
Naval Air Development Center
Warminster, PA 18074

This session was titled, "R&D in Best Anti-corrosion Practices". It consisted of fow papers, the first of which I
delivered, which was titled, "Recent Developments in Materials and Processes for Aircraft Corrosion Control". In that
paper I attempted to describe the current state-of-the-art corrosion control practices, and then I also tried to look at
the future and describe some on-going research that will provide us with new corrosion control products, procedures
and techniques.

'Me second paper was titled, "New Concepts in Multifunctional Corrosion Inhibition for Aircraft and Other

Systems", by Dr M.Khobaib of Systems Research Laboratories under contract to the United States Air Force. Here
Dr Kihobaib describes some new inhibitors that he was solubilizing in the aqueous phase that would be utilized in the
rinse water and wash water that airplanes could be subjected to, and he describes some rather basic and fundamental
corrosion studies in that he plotted the potential versus the log of the current of various inhibitors in sea water on
substrates as aluminium and steel, and with this he defined passivity and passive regions. lie observed that with the
incorporation of certain inhibitors the passive regions were enl]..ged and the corrosion current was reduced. Hopefully,
when these inhibitors are incorporated in wash water, beneficial effects will be noted.

"The third paper was titled, "Corrosion in Naval Aircraft Electronic Systems". This was delivered by Mr Irving
Shaffer of the Naval Air Development Center, United States. Here Mr Shaffer talked about a subject that has been
sorely neglected in aerospace. We've been concerned with airframe corrosion; we have been concerned with propulsion
corrosion, but we have neglected electronics corrosion- mnd it turns out that it is something that we neglect at our own
peril because it is an extremely important subject. Mr Shaffer indicated and showed how. under certain cimLumstances.
the aircraft aboard United States aircraft carriers sometimes have their access doors and canopies opened and this then
allows sea spray to come in or rain to enter, and this is all done inadvertently people maintaining the electronics in
other ways but corrosion is occurring. Mr Shaffer also indicated that the manufacturers of electronic equipment are not
truly concerned with the corrosion control procedures and requirements of their products they're concerned with
the performance, they're concerned with whether the black box will work. And up to very recently, cven the useri
the United States Navy were not aware that we had such a severe problem. In the recent past Mr Shadfer has
indicated that the United States Navy. under his active participation, has issued a manual. NAVAIR 540, a corrosion
control manual, for avionics equipment which is proving to be very beneficial. Mr Shaffer also brought up. later on in
the question period, the possibility of looking at a new departure in connectors. We find that the ,-onnectors of
electronic equipment pose a particular corrosion problem. It would be desirable to make these connectors out of
something that would not corrode. This could be a composite plastic material that would also he conductive because
of the EMI requirements. Mr Shaffer described these requirements.
aluminum
The fourth paper, was titled, "'orrosion Protection Schemes for Aircraft Structures". and, specifically,
interesting to see that Dr
alloys. This paper was delivered by Dr Lajaine of VFW-Fokker, Germ a-y. It was very
Lejaine introduced and talked about concepts that are very, very basic to the event of corrosion. I think it wa1, very
necessary for us to see the fact that at the surface of an active!y corroding metal there is a double layer. It was very
necessary for us to see that the metal goes from the atomic state to the ionic state. I think it was also necessary for us
to see that there are such things as reference electrodes and that the concept of electrochemistry is truly or the
concept of corrosion is truly interdisciplinary in that you have a surface, and at that surface corrosion occurs, but on
one side of the surface you have the metal and this is where the metallurgists are active. On the other side, you have
the environment, which is where the chemists are active. So I think that Dr Lejaine's paper pointed out that the
chemists have to start talking to the metallurgists, because the event that's going on doesn't know the difference
between the two disciplines. He had some very good slides, and he stimulated some discussion on the aspects of pitting
and intergranular corrosion.
Right now I'd like to comment on some of the questions that each of the speakers had and then we will be open to
the general discussion. In my paper I had a number of questions. One concerned itself with the use of powder metal alloys
as new alloys for corrosion protection, and the question was raised of porosity and fatigue properties. Much discussion
ensued concerning these advanced topics of processing such as hot isostatic processing, 100% density attainment, the
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working of the alloys after "hipping" to near net shape. The question, also, was raised about the compatibility of
certain elastic or elastomeric compounds in coating systems with regard to whether a layer of polyurethane will
adhere sufficiently to a layer of polysulfide, and some of these newer concepts of flexible paints were discussed. When
I talked about the molten salt process of depositing aluminum onto steel, the question was asked at what temperature
is this done and if you were to deposit aluminum onto aluminum would you destroy the heat treatment, and we talked
about the fact that the process doesn't take very long and the temperature of operation is in the area of 350F (in "real
unitse' I think that's 160*C). Another question was how long will AMLGUARD last. And the answer to that was it
depends on the application. If you're not in the erroding condition, the AMLGUARD can last months, even years.
Going to the second paper, there were no questions. However, I have an observation with regard to the second
paper. It was noted that Dr Khobaib presented data that was not included in the published preprint. I bring this out
for your information at this time. The published preprint did not contain corrosion fatigue data that Dr Khobaib
presented yesterday.
In paper three, Mr Shaffer was asked whether we are looking at the cadmium plating on aluminum as opposed to
nickel plating on aluminum for electrical connectors because of the problems that the nickel can give with regard to
pitting corrosion. Mr Shaffer indicated, yes, we are looking at cadmium-nickel combinations on the surface of the
aluminum connectors. And, of course, Mr Shaffer also brought out that we are looking for a better solution, conductive
polymers. These would be used instead of having a metallic connector. He talked about a 40 weight percent graphite
polyphen1ysulfolde which appears to have preat promise as a conductive polymer for connectors that would not corrode.
In the fourth paper I brought up a question to Dr Lejaine concerning the cladding on a photomicrograph that was
shown on the screen, and it was answered that the photomicrograph was 2024 aluminum and the cladding was I 100
aluminum alloy. Now 1100 alloy is supposed to be sacrificial to the underlying 2024, however, the photomicrograph
gave the appearance that it was not sacrificial. Mr Staley from the Aluminum Company of America, made the observation that this was perhaps a singular event and is not typical of 2024 cladding.
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RECORDER'S REPORT - SESSION IV
by
Prof. R.J.H.Wanhill
National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR)
P.O.Box 153
8300 AD Emmeloord, The Netherlands
ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION
In the following a nominally verbatim, transcript of the discussion has been prepared from tapes.
Minor alterations have been made by discussers in the interest of clarity. The transcript is followed
by a short summary of the various recoendations that were made. This summary has been prepared by

Dr. W. Wallace, the meeting chairman.
G.T. Browne (Cdr Naval Air Force Atlantic Fleet), Session Chairman
Well, ladies and gentlemen, I guess the floor is now open for discussion. I would like to add one
item. I feel that the discussions on design, training, should produce some recommendations from this
group to the AGARD Structures and Materials Panel for an attempt to get some kind of action in our
countries to change these things. That's all I have got to say. The floor is now open.
T..

Kearns (Institute for Defence Analyges)
Mr. Chairman, I'd like to make just a few coments at this point, because I think we have an appor-

tuLlty at this meeting to do something that we very seldom have an opportunity to do. Usually, the
Research aw.d Development comunity meets and talks about corrosion. The field operators, the users, meet
and they talk about corrosion. The two don't usually get together, but at this meeting we have operators,
constructors and the B and D community and the purchasers of aircraft. I think it would be well if we
could exploit this fact and get a cross-dialogue.
1 don't think,

for example,

that it

is

the best use offour time today to have an argument about

technical things in R and D between R and D people. We have plenty of opportunity to do that, but we
don't have much opportunity to have the users and the R and D cousunity talk to each other. I think we
would be well advised to exploit this advantage today.
The kind of question, for example, that we might address ourselves to is an answer to how we can
convince - and whom we should convince - people to apply better corrosion practice. Everybody says
"They don't do it. We know how, but they don't do it". We all agree that it is cheaper to prevent
corrosion than it is to fix it. Prove it! If we could in fact prove It effectively and persuade the people
who write the specifications to require best practice, then we would have achieved the objective we seek.
We can't convince a manufacturer to do anything except to *eet the requirements of his specifications
at the lowest possible cost. That's his job: his job is not to build the most corrosion resistant airframe. If he had used titanium rivets instead of steel rivets and bolts, they wouldn't corrode but they'd
be much more expensive.
So I think its these things that we might well address ourselves to today.

If there are procedures

which will bring the experience of the user more forcefully to bear on the people who write ýpecifications,
and we can identify such procedures, I think that would be a very desirable and effective outcome from
this meeting. Thank you.
G.T. Browne
I agree with what you said there, and I think if we accomplish that, the meeting will be really
worthwhile because that's where the root of our problem has been identified to be, is getting to the

people who are writing the specifications and the standards for the design and procurement of aircraft.
The floor is open. Any comments?
D.M.F. Bright (Ministry of Defence.

Air Es. 30)

KV I say first of all how heartily I earee with Tom's previous statement. Operators are always
trying to get their message across to the source from where we get our next generation of airframes, and
this applies whether we're talking military or civil, of course. Having said that, we do appreciate there
are a lot of difficulties in the way of implementing what we'd like to see implemented.

I would like to take up two points very briefly. One was the query of the statement made by us that
we hadn't lost any aircraft due to corrosion. The query did made us really appreciate that certain
failures might be in fact initiated at the fundamental level by corrosion phenomera
I think in answer
to that I would say that if we have any major structural failures we will chase the causes down to the
fundamental level, as far as we are able, by consultation with the Royal Aircraft Establishment, the
Design Authority, and so on. Relatively trivial failures - individual electronics failures, perhaps,
which don't hazard the aircraft - don't get the sae degree of attention. We have had some near escapes:
we had a heavy jet aircraft at the end of last year which had a major landing gear failure which was
caused fundamentally by galvanic action which initiated stress corrosion cracking. But, as I say, we
haven't had, to my knowledge,

any complete failures of structural integrity in the air.

We have - incidentally I would mention - we have talked about costs, but of course we are also
concerned with structural integrity as the final responsibility. May I just say a second word on this
question of the design process. We must try and ma,,e sure that our regulations and design saecifications
do give the design authority guidance. But I would say, as did Mr. Versteeg, who talked about signing off drawings for corrosion, I've heard people talking about signing - off drawing for fatigue, I've
heard people talk about signing - off drawings for reliability and maintainability. And this to me

indicates that there are a lot of very complex factors which have to be taken account of in design, and
Uhs wmit be I suppose a question of complex organisation.
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by
Prof. R.i.H.Wanhil
National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR)
PO.Box 153
8300 AD Emmeloord, The Netherlands

BOUND TABLE DISCUSSION
In the following a nominally verbatimtranscript of the discuss ion has been prepared from tape*.
Minor alterations have been made by discussers in the interest of clarity. The transcript is followed
by a short sumary of the various recommendations that were made.* This summary has been prepared by

Dr. W. Wallace, the meeting chairman.
G.T. Browne (Cdr Naval Air Force Atlantic Fleet). Session Chairman
11, ladies and gentlemen, I guess the floor is now open for discussion. I would like to add one
item. - feel that the discussions on design, training, should produce some recommendations from this
group to the AGARD Structures and Materials Panel for an attempt to get some kind of action in our
countries to change these things. That's all I have got to say. The floor is now open.

T.F. Kearns (Institute for Defence Analyses)
Mfr. Chairman, I'd like to make just a few comments at this point, because I think we have an apportunity at this meeting to do something that we very seldom have an opportunity to do. Usually, the
Research and Development community meets and talks about corrosion. The field operators, the users, meet
and they talk about corrosion. The two don't usually get together, but at this meeting we have operators,
constructors and the R and D community and the purchasers of aircraft. I think it would be well if we
could exploit this fact and get a cross-dialogue.
I don't think, for example, that it is the best use of our time today to have an argument about
technical things in R and D between R and D people. We have plenty of opportunity to do that, but we
don't have much opportunity to have the users and the R and D community talk to each other. I think we
would be well advised to exploit this advantage today.
The kind of question, for example, that we might address ourselves to is an answer to how we can
convince - and when we should convince - people to apply better corrosion practice. Everybody says4
"They don't do it. We know how, but they don't do it". We all agree that it is cheaper to prevent
c~orrosion than it is to fix it. Prove it! If we could in fact prove it effectively and persuade the people
who write the specifications to require best practice, then we would have achieved the objective we seek.
We can't convince a manufacturer to do anything except to meet the requiremen-Ls of his specifications
at the lowest possible cost. That's his job: his job is not to build the most corrosion resistant airframe. If he had used titanium rivets instead of steel rivets and bolts, they wouldn't corrode but they'd
be much more expensive.
So I think its these things that we might well address ourselves to today. If there are procedures
which wili bring the experience of the user more forcefully to bear on the people who write specifications,
and we can identify such procedures, I think that would be a very desirable and effective outcome from
this meeting. Thank you.
0.T. Browne
Iagree with what you said there, and I think if we accomplish that, the meeting will be really
worthwhile because that's where the root of our problem has been identified to be, is getting to the
people who are writing the specifications and the standards for the design and procurement of aircraft.

The floor is open. Any ccine nta?
D.N.F. Bright (Ministry of Defence. Air Rag. 30)
MWy I say first of all how heartily I agree with Too's previous statement. Operators are always
trying to get their message across to the source from where we get our next generation of airframes, and
this applies whether we're talking military or civil, of course. Having said that, we do appreciate there
are a lot of difficulties in the way of implementing what we'd like to see implemented.
I would like to take up two points very briefly. One was the query of the statement made by us that
we hadn't lost any aircraft due to corrosion. The query did made us really appreciate that certain
failures might be in fact initiated at the fundamental level by corrosion phenomena. I think in answer
to that I would say that if we have any major structural failures we will chase the causes down to the
fundamental level, as far as we are able, by consultation with the Royal Aircraft Establishment, the
Design Authority, and so on. Relatively trivial failures - individual electronics failures, perhaps.
which don't hazard the aircraft - don't get the same degree of attention. We have had some near escapes:
we had a heavy jet aircraft at the end of last year which had a major landing gear failure which was
caused fundamentally by galvanic action which initiated stress corrosion cracking. But, as I say, we
haven't had, to my knowledge, any complete failures of structural integrity in the air.

*

We have - incidentally I would mention - we have talked about costs,* but of course we are also
concerned with structural integrity as the final responsibility. May I just say a second word on this
question of the design process. We must try and make sure that our regulations and design specifications
do give the design authority guidance. But I would say, as did Mr. Versteeg, who talked about signingoff drawings for corrosion, I've heard people talking about signing - off drawing for fatigue, I've
heard people talk about signing

-

off drawings for reliability and maintainability. And this to me

indicates that there are a lot of very complex factors which have to be taken account of in design, and
this must be I suppose a question of complex organisation.
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1.5. Shaffer (Naval Air DeveloPment Centro)
M~r. Chairman, I want to respond to the statemnt made that "Corrosion in electronic systems is trivial
when compared to the corrosion damage that occurs on large airframe parts." Although it maybe true that the
replacement cost of a small electronics component can be considered trivial, the resulting degradation in
equipment performance or its complete failure due to a corroded component can be significant. Data compiled
by the Naval Safety Center show that corrosion of such a component can lead to the loss of an aircraft or
serious injury to its occupants. For a total of 150 safety-of flight mishaps attributed to corrosion in a six
month period,51 were caused by corrosion in electronics equipmnt. Cited were 28 connector failures, 17 switch
failures, and 6 failures caused by corroded terminals. In another report the Naval Safety Center disclosed
that 29 of 77 reported incidents, involving the inadvertant jettison of live ordnance including bombs, rockets,
and missiles were caused by corrosion and moisture in the electrical connector that mates the pylon circuit

to the wiring on a front line fighter aircraft. The terrible consequences which could occur certainly make
the corrosion of electronic components not a trivial matter.
Mr. Chairman, I also would like to present some recent Naval aircraft corrosion maintenance cost data.
These data show the direct maintenance manhours expended in treating corrosion on 11 of the Navy's front line

aircraft types. The numbers are based on the maintenance performed at the first two levels of maintenance,
the organizational or squadron level and the intermediate level. Data for the third or depot level conducted
by the Naval Air Rework Facilities are not included. The total labor cost for the one year period Jul 79 Jun 80 was $64,690,000.
COST OF NAVAL AIRCRAFT CORROSION
CORROSION MAINTENANCE
DmE/YR
(thousands)

AIRCRAFT

A-6E
A-TI
F-4i
F- 141

EA-6B
E-2C
P-3C
S-.3A
8H-2F

CORROSION MAINTENANCE COST
(thousands)

1445

$7,4114

811
91
1498
190
130
346

$13,511
$8,180
$8,297

$3,165
$2,166
$5,7614

431

$7,180

SM-3H

147
262

Cn-46F

105

$2,899
$*4,365
$1,7149

Period Jul 79

-

Labor Rate: $16,66

Jun 80

*Includes Organizational and Intermediate Levels of Maintenance Only
M. Doruk (Middle East Technical University)
I would like to raise some questions that would be interesting also from an aircraft operator's
point of view. Are we in agreement on some threshold requirements for materials and also design practices,
which would enable the buyer to include the corrosion resistance of aircraft in this evaluation? This

approach would also provide the advantage of forcing manufacturers to meet these requirements.
Another question which arises from the experience of users in Turkey is concerned with the frequent
replacement of some critical parts. In my presentation on the aircraft corrosion in Bandirma, I emphasized
the rapid damage of the vertical stabilizer attach angle (Alloy 7075-T6) owing to stress corrosion cracking
and exfoliation corrosion. Some of the presentations in this session showed that the alloy 707T5-T6
exhibits the least resistance to exfoliation corrosion. Considering the fact that the replacement of such
a part is very expensive and time consuming, my question would be whether this material could be replaced

with a better one. We would appreciate to hear about the experience of other aircraft operators.
V.C.R. McLoushlin (Royal Aircraft Establishment)
One must use the best possible means to reduce, when I say reduce corrosion, you can never stop it
completely as long as we live with aluminium. But you then have to come to the question: how do you do
this? What restrictions do you place on the manufacturer? Do you say "You shall not use magnesium alloy"?
Do you say "You shall not use ca4mium plated steel fasteners"?
I am very doubtful that you can prohibit. I think the future improvement lie in the hands of the
customer, and, again, it is dangerous to tell the customer what he should be asking for. We have so many
different approaches: basic processes like aluminium alloy pretreatments, for which the philosophy differs
drastically. In the U.S. you mainly use sulphuric acid anodising amd you seal it. In the D.K. we say
better to use chromic acid anodising, better not to seal it.
Its so difficult to provide really one-fix answers to corrosion protectirn. I'm glad that ALM are
pressing fcr improvements, and I share their optimism that things will improve. But I'm afraid we're
all in the market for bargains: we all like to go to a sale and buy something which is marked down. And
I cannot see any szstomer every time insisting on the best possible fix - that of getting rid of those
steel fastener- - because its going to cost him an extra half-a-million pounds for his airnraft. The
other guy will come along and say "I'llgive you lower operatir. costs by using lighter, stronger materials,
which may corrode a little

pressure.

bit more but, really, we know how to stop it."

This must be a very major
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All we can do, I feel, is to advise, and it is up to the customer to choose. And I think that the
customer is beginning to realise far more now than five or ten years ago. But it is in the hand of the
customer.
And one point that was raised on when do you replace a susceptible material by a non-susceptiblo
material. This, again, it is up to the aircraft designer. It is up to the customer to feed back his
requirements for a fix on that aircraft, makybe to suggest to the designer that he should be using T76,
T73 tempers, and for the manufacturer to agree to give you the fix. That's the way that the feedback
loop should be operated, and I think it is operated in the U.K. fairly well, although I'm sure a lot of
operators do their own fixes. But it is strictly illegal, it is the manufacturer's responsibility to
modify the structure in any way. And, again, this should encourage the manufacturer by making him give
you an answer to your problem. But it is not one that l think the operator should take on himself. Thank
you, Mr. Chairman.
D.W. Hoeppner (University of Toronto)
Mr. Chairman,I'd like to thank all the speakers for their erilightening remarks. I would like to
start by saying if I were attending a manufacturers' meeting (which I frequently do) I would hear them
say "The users don't know how to use our airplanes". And so I'm a little
suprised to see the behaviour
here somewhat like that immature behaviour of the manufacturers, where they're making the airplanes to
meet your needs.
At Lockheed,

when I used to be there, we had,

programme which was implemented in 1948,

albeit it

albeit with its

is still

shortcominags,

evolving. It

a corrosion controi

is evolving because we,

as a
collective community of beings,have not been specific with respect to the way we will categorize corrosion ranking of engineering materials. When we get engineers at companies or laboratories, to educate
them on the needs of aircraft among other things, we give them a list
of commandments. One of the first
commandments we give them is "Thou shalt have no corrosion."
How, I would like to suggest that there are some illusions amongst this audience about fatigue. I
have devoted approximately twenty-five years of my short life to fatigue design. I currently conduct
programmes at the University of Toronto for numerous aircraft companies asd for the Federal Aviation
Authority and for many engine manufacturers.Every place where fatigue has a time dependent characteristic,
we don't know what to do. We are scurrying to develop empirical formulae or algorithms by which we can
establish fatigue design property allowables to put in handbooks which we currently do not have. That
includes the United Kingdom, Europe and North America. And I am doing extensive work with members of the
United Kingdom on this very problem. So I don't understand how people can say we have fatigue in hand,
when we in fact do not. We have it in hand when we can utilise procedures which assume time - independency
of the fatigue phenomena. Now, any time we get into time- dependency, as in corrosion or corrosion fatigue,
we have a very significant problem on our hands. We have analogous problems, of course, in wear, creep
and corrosion itself.
So I would like to suggest for future deliberations of this body to give the designers the following
information. What quantities do you want us to measure that relate to our configuring our aircraft so
they can have no corrosion? We designers like to have numbers not words. We would rather see numbers in terms
of either today's stress, strain or stress intensity parameters. So if you could please provide us with
the standard test procedures by which we may evaluate and characterise materials, characterise system
joints, characterise coating and protection systems of various kinds discussed in many of the papers,
and provide us with the specific test procedures and the specific ranking procedures and evaluation
procedures, I'm sure we could all move forward with much greater haste and stop pointing fingers at one
another. Until we have those things I suggest we will have more meetings like thiswhere we say "It is the
designers.", and the designers and manufacturers say "Tts the maintenance and operators".
So I would like to suggest that we quantify exfoliation resistance by a material property design
allowable, and not by a general exfoliation characteristic which we have trouble designing toward. In
that regard I would like to further query the members of this audience: how, in the future and as much
today as myself and others in this audience and throughout the world are concerned with the education
of engineers both in manufacturing operations and design operations and in education, we improve the
education of design engineers for corrosion.
The problem that we have here is that the engineering educational community throughout the world
does not comprehend the importance of corrosion in educating aerospace, mechanical, chemical, etc.
engineers that are going to go to work. We would be extremely appreciative of a significant voice coming
from NATO, and particularly this group, that could provide us nny direction in formulating educational
policy for engineering and training of engineers. We heard about training of maintenance personnel,
I agree that's important. But we would like some guidance, and I would appreciate any guidanca you can
give us. Thank you for your kind attention.

T.W. Heaslip (Aviation Safety Bureau, Transport Canada)
I have some twenty years investigating military and civil airc.-aft accidents and I have a few
suggestions from that background. Number one, I'd like to point out that I could probably get up and give
a two hour dissertation on accidents which resulted from corrosion, both in the military field and in the
civil field.
One of the points I'd like to make is that over the years, after we have accidents azid when we're
dealing with the aircraft manufacturer, I hear the same complaints over and over again. We point out
other incidents and examples of similar cases that occurred before the major catastrcphe, and the
manufacturer invariably says "There's been no feedback from the users." And I'd like to find out, maybe
its a bit naive, but are you going to, for example from this meeting, send the proceedings to all of the
major aircraft manufacturers in the world. Because its only through feedback, as David Hooppner pointed
out, that the materials and processes and corrosion teams and the aircraft manufacturers can gain from
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the experience out there in the reel world to improve their product.
J.J. de Luccia (Naval Air Develop~ment Centre)
A couple of points. I'd like to say a hearty. amen to David Hoeppner's plea for engineering education
with regard to corrosion. I think that a major step would be to have the educators realise how important
the aubject is and make it a required course for chemical engineers, mechanical engineers, as well as
materials engineer.. I think that 'a item number one, and perhaps we could send the proceedings to some of

the major engineering universities. This could be a step in the right direction.I
With regard to the controversy an to where do you best control corrosion: is it in the design stage,
is it in the maintenance stage? Dr. McLoughlin correctly pointed out that you could only really reduce
corrosion, you can't eliminate it. So the pessimistic observation that we must prevent it and this is
the only way - and if not, all hope is lost - is perhaps a little bit too grim. As long as you have a
negative change in free energy you're going to have corrosion. When you write the equations you get a
negative change in free energy.
0

I

1~ think it' Ih eat to control corrosion at the design stags, but being realistic we realise it's8
going to occur, the user's going to have to live with it. So I don't think that we should just throw
up our haaids and say "If we don't prevent it in the design stage we must say that all is lost." I think4
there is such a thing as control. I think there are product. that are coming out: better paints, better
corrosion control techniques, procedures, compounds, new thoughts., We have been supplying the sailors,
Mr. Browns can attest to this, with products that are making life a little bit easier from the corrosion
control standpoint.

~ So those two points: I think that we can't really say we have an answer in the maintenance commuity,

nor do we have an answer in the design community. I think it has to be a combination of the two. I think
that at the root of both of these is education. As David Hoeppner pointed out, let's start to educate
the engineers that do the designing and maintaining. Thank you.
R.G. Mitchell (British Airways. Structures Group)
In don't think the operators have ever expected to receive an aeroplane and not have to do any work
on it vhatsoever.I think what we're complaining about is the sort of problems that we've seen in the
past that are repeated, which keep on continually appearing each time we get a new aeroplane. As KLM
mentioned, we have the basic specification in which to specify the sort of protection, the sort of
performance we expect out of the aeroplane. And we're told this time for example "No corrosion under
galleys. We've fixed it.", and three years later we take them by the hand and we say "Well, there you4
are." and there's much head scratching.

It is the recurring problem that we are really trying to home in on. Each and every operator has his
own corrosion control programme. And this is based on, and I think its spelled out in some detail in the
paper I've presented. It is really based on how you operate, where you operate, and the operator does
from his own large experience go roind ensure that the coatings are intact, ensure that his paint scheseL;
aren't deteriorating with hydraulic fluid spillages and so on. He tries his damnedest to keep the
aeroplane free from corrosion.
The commnt was made at, the back about feedback. We have been feeding back information to manufacturers for such a long time. I'm not going to quote manufacturers, but we operated a model of aeroplane,
and I know that other people fed back information on corrosion to the same manufacturer; and when we got
the bigger brother we thought it had all been fixed. That aeroplane, the later model, was far worse in
terms of corrosion performiance than the one that we'd been feeding all this information back. So what
happened to that information?
As far as the IATA guideline is concerned it is purely guidance material, and I don't think it can
ever be looked upon as telling anybody what they should do and what they shouldn't do. It really is
collection of experience to say "Look, if you do it this way then we, the operators, stand a reasonable
chance of having relatively trouble-free aeroplanes in the fedcopdwihurwnotolprgrae
once we 'vs got the aeroplanes in operation."
We don't go into the depths of the sort of things that you mentioned. I don't think we would have
the knowledge to say that you shall or you shall not use these things. But what we do see in there is
that "Thou shalt not use 2020 or 7079 aluminium alloys." And we don't have to tell the manufacturers
that they shouldn't use 7079-well, I hope we don't. We say that our experience with magnesium alloys has
been disastrous and we don't want to see magnesium on the aeroplanes. These are the sort of things that
are contained in the document. Thank you very much.
T.F. Kearns
I think we're very close to the heart of the problem. When you say that you've been feeding back
information and it has not been reflected in future aircraft, what this
really says is that the users have not been convincing or the people that you have been feeding the
information to just don't know how to do this. Those are about the only two possibilities. It's my
opinion that the information has not been convincing.
Ispent a lot of time in the U.S. Navy. For years we as the engineering and R and D comunity tried
to persuade th,. project managers, who bought the aircraft, that they should use certain engineering
practices to prevent corrosion. But it was only after five years of continual telegramns from the fleet,
which would say things like "Please stop sending us these bio-degradable aircraft. We've spending twentyfive ........
A pile of telegrams that high would come in each year. Now, that message finally got through
to the higher levels who spent the money to buy aircraft. It got through to the R and D community, and
it led to the development of the TT3 heat treatments, to the 7050 and 7010 alloys. I won't be specific
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here. We nov know how, if we want to, to specify aluminium alloys that will not give you stress corrosion
problems. And the answer to Professor Doruk's question is quite clear: just change the material to 7050.
That's an answer, we all know that now.
So I think that it would be well for us to think of how we do in fact get this message across more
effectively than we've gotten it across in the past. We all agree, but the mes-sge still
has to be
driven home so that we can in fact achieve our objectives. We still
have tle question, in accordance
with Dr. McLoughlin's remarks, how far do we push them? Do we in fact 1r-vent st.el f:wteners? its my
opinion that we should not, but there is some level that we should insiit on reaching. knd it nay not be
the same in military and civil aircraft, but there should be a conseesu. on that.
G.T. Browne
I'd like to say a few things from the operating side of the house. The U.S. Navy operats its airplanes all over the world, and we see a lot of problems. We live in, I guess, the most curroeivE ezviron.ment you can have - salt water. Even when the weather is nice, on an aircratt carrier that's proQeeeirg
through the sea we have what we call a bow wave. It rolls off the front of V.Oth shil. If - have even
very light wind, the wind will pick the salt up and deposit it all over the ship on the aircraft.
The question of washing airplanes came up. We wash ours twice a month, at sea and asho-e. We quite
often wash them more frequently than that, especially if they get exposed. I mentioned a thing in my
paper about an energency reclamation programme, which consists starting by washing the aircraft. And
then it goes through into several other things, removing electronics and washing them in soap and water
and drying them, when they get wet. It works.
The question on how long does AMLGUARD last came up a few minutes ago. Our requirement isieach
fourth washing that the AMLGUARD be replaced on the airplanes. That is in wear and erosion type areas.
From personal experiences I've seen AMLGUARD last up to three years in some applications. If it's
put
on and allowed to dry hard it will last.
A question about honeycomb came up. I've been in the aircraft maintenance business for about forty years,
thirty-two years of it in the Navy, and we started out, I think, with a material called "'ETALITE" in
the F4U airplane, the Corsair, in World War II. It was a couple of sheets of aluminium, very thin, with
some vertically mounted balsa wood in between it. Well, it used to get wet, and the wood would rot,
and it would cave in.
When we got to the honeycomb. for which we used nomex and aluminium both for the core, mot~t of the
failures that we've seen in honeycomb in the U.S. Navy have been caused by water - water leaking in to
the honeycomb - causing corrosion, causing a debond from the two skins, and a potential failure.
Usually, this occurs when the airplane is flown at high speed and you get a harmonic vibration: it'll
break. When it comes 1ack it looks like some big animal has bitten a chunk out of it. We have lost
nearly complete surfaces. On the A• stabilator honeycomb we have had airplanes land on aircraft carriers
with the entire section gone, with no real noticeable flight control difference reported by the pilots.
The pilot would get out of the airplane and say "Gee, I wonder what happened there." And he had not
really known that he had lost a component. It does require replacement, but these are things that have
really happened in a real world. And I've seen them. Okay, the floor is open again.

D.M.F. Bright
Nothing that I've heard, perhaps, at the meeting so far leads me to conclude that we don't have the
basic knowledge. The past discussion seemed to indicate that the problems are well known; and the
solutions, in principle, are in fact also well known. I was talking earlier on today about the Aviation
Publication 970 de ign requirements, and I'm sure others exist in the U.S. Nil. Specs., and so on.
I consider these are very good documents indeed, and, if followed in the spirit in which they're intended,
ought to do a great deal for our new generation of designs. So its a question of trying to implement
these specifications.
Now this, of course, is a problem which involves, I suggest, cooperation. And I wouldn't like
anyone to feel that this should become a users-versus-designers sort of head-to-head confrontation,
because its not. The user must be involved in helping to improve these already very effective specifications. Then we come to the intelligent and systematic application of them in design. Now, as I've said
before, this must be a matter for the Design Authority himself. But there are, again, reasons for an
input to be made by the user again. In meny cases he may have a project team or some kind of linkage
between his Engineer Authority and the Design Authority in order to try and guide the application of
these specifications.
There are special cases with new designs which need to be thought about. One I'd like to correct
any impression I gave earlier on - one which needs special attention in the new generation of aircraft
is their greater vulnerability to avionics corrosion. Because there is no doubt abomt it: if we have a
systems failure as well as a structural failure we can equally well lose the aircraft.
But perhaps one of the major obstacles in the end, and this c.,mes back to the user agiin, is the
question of how much money are we going to pay. Are we going to go in for titanium rather than steel?
And I must confess here that the user does to some extent pay lip service to life-cycle costing and is
not always fully prepared to pay this higher price for the higher quality design in the first place.
So I'll
just conclude there by saying that I think there's gotto be this very strong cooperation
on developing the specifications to the highest possible standard and then actually implementing them
when we come to the new design. Thank you.
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J.R. Lee (Westlandlelicorters)
I feel that it is about time that a constructor dares to stand up. I speak really as a metallurgist
in a company that primarily vikes helicopter$ for operation by navies round the world. So we know plenty
from the customer of the problems of corrosion.
One or two points I would like to make. First, a follow-on from Wing Commander Bright's last
coment. I find that specifications for aircraft now are written with very stringent requirements, including corrosion. But to take theme to the optimum, for example to use titanium fasteners as Tom Kearns
has mentioned, does cost money. But what happens is you put up a proposal to meet that - and the order
goes for an aircraft that is perhaps designed twenty years ago, full of corrosion prone features, because
it is cheap.
I believe there is a major lack of communication between the user and the Treasury, whatever country
you're talking about. The Treasury has so much money, it wants so many aircraft. It divides one by the
other, and that decides the aircraft it buys. Why has it so little money? Because its spending so much
on correcting the corrosion on its old fleet! And I would b6 quite willing to guarantee that in twenty
years time there will be another meeting saying the same thing: because the customer is still buying
aircraft that are known to have poor corrosion features, because they're off the shelf and theytre
cheap. I've heard I think in the last year several lectures by military personnel from the operations side,
talking about life-cycle costing. All veryenthusiastic. But its not yet trickling down to the people who
place the orders.
Chanting completely, I think one aspect that I haven't heard at the sessions I've been able to
attend is the importance of the quality of application of the protective treatments. I've heard a great
deal of criticism of the designer, but however good the designer specifies it, the performance depends
on how we11 it is applied. If a good chromated primer is put on well pre-treated, freshly anodised
material it will last a lifetime. If there is a long delay and some dirt in between, most of its
efficiency has gone. There has been a great point made of the importance of interfaying. But interfaying
is only effective if it is complete. If there are gaps in the interfaying you are no better than having
no interfaying at all - because you have a point to start corrosion. At one stage I introduced spot
radiography on an aircraft, just to take pictures of interfaying to show the operator, to show the
areas he was missing. And it is quite enlightening if you do that, to see how variable the coating is
if you are applying hand - applied interfaying.
One different point again. The current specifications for military aircraft are coming out requiring
very low scheduled maintenance requirements. I wonder if we are going too far in this respect for military
aircraft that have a relatively low flying rate. Particulary thinking of mechanisms, mechanical systemsI'
in aircraft, I feel it is better to spend a little more time doing regular maintenance - t&:e grease gun,
the oil can, the ANWMARD - than wait till it fails and have unscheduled unserviceability. And for a
military operator -Ifeel it is better for the squadron personnel to be spending their spare time on
husbandry rather than doing nothing. After all, the military operator must have staff available for the
time that it is needed. This, I think, does not apply in the same way in civil operations.
Last commnt: there have been questions of what c , we do to educate the designer. My belief is the
very best thing you can do is to take a few of your senior structural designers and either put them on a
carrier or put them with a squadron operating from a jungle clearing in Africa!
G.T. Browne
I'd like to make an answer to that last. We do this in the United
or three groups out myself for a week ok ten days on a carrier and let
product. They do get banged around a bit, of course, according to what
have a standing invitation to anybody who would like to cee a carrier:
COMNAVAIRLAIT. Take a tour and walk around (POC Mr. G.T. Browne).

States. In fact I have taken two
them see what happens to their
type of weather you see. And we do
just walk aboard one at

We have also exposed a lot of our engineering folks, in fact I have taken Mr. Shaffer out for about
ten days on an operating aircraft carrier. I think it was his first trip out on one, so that he !ould
get a first-hand view of where the R and D work was needed. And this is open, in the United States.
There is one other difference I'd like to address, that Mr. Lee made about the military and civilian
difference. There is definitely a difference. Most of our civilian mechanics are Airframe and Engine
licenced,
by the FAA or the various country's agencies that licence aircraft mechanics. In the military
we have very few people of this type. We do have some, but we have very few of them.
We have a continuous training programse. We get your sons and daughters out of high school or out
of college, they come into the military - its a whole new world. And its a whole new technology in a lot
of cases. I think that the military technology moves a lot faster then the civilian technology
does. And these young folks have a heck of a time catching up to where we are.
And, of course, the operations are quite different. And I don't really con.ur that vo
fly less. We don't fly a scheduled airline-type flight. Military airplanes are scheduled .airly heavily
during an operational period. And they stress full systems readiness: if a combat ai-plane cannot go out
and do its job, there's no use launching it. You might as well let it sit on the deck, because you
haven't accomplished anything other than flying the airplane. Each flight has got some type of mission
attached to it. And if the airplane can't perform it, due to avionics corrosion or corrosion in some
other part of the aircraft, you might as well not launch the airplane.
Anybod, else got any coments right now?
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Dr. Selcuk (Middle East Technical University)
Mr. Chairman, I'd like to make an attempt to change the tune of the discussion, if T may, and come
to the nitty-gritty aspects of protective measures. Yesterday we have heard some new attempts - at least,
new for us - on the protective measures as far as the paints and plastic coatings are concerned. And one
of them was water displacement paints, that Dr. De Luccia explained. My inquiry is that how does it
function, that WDP? As far as I can understand it was washing off the seawater and it was painting
after that: you know, it was coating a protective coating. One would suspect that it would contaminate
as it washes off the seawater, and the protective property of the WDP will diminish as it goes on
painting the surface. I'd like to hear Dr. De Luccia's comment on that, please.
J.J. De Luccia
What was shown yesterday in the vugraph was an experimental attempt at looking at the ability of
the product to displace water. It is not intended to go out on the aircraft carrier, on the airplane,
and paint over a specifically wet surface. Howeve'i, realising that we might not - in crevices and in
areas where there are fasteners - we might not get all the water out, and we might have to touch up while
in operations, we've developed this product. This product does displace the water, it does displace the
salt in the water, and as a consequence the surface that the point ultimately deposits on is the metallic
surface. We have found that the adhesion is good, it has not washed off. We are sort of encouraged by
what we see so far. I have to say that we supplied Mr. Browne with about ten gallons of the stuff?
G.T. Browne
No, it wasn't quite that much.
J.J. De Luccia
Well, how many airplanes did you paint?
G.T. Browne
This
should be
reports when they

paint was assigned to an E-2 squadron that is deployed in the Indian Ocean right nowý, end they
returning shortly. And we will have a look at the airplanes at that time. They have supplied
spasmodically - to the Centre, and we're looking forward to seeing what the airplanes look like
return to the United States.

J.J. De Luccia
The reports that were supplied so far are favourable.Now,again, I want to clear any misconception
that the vugraph that I showed was the correct manner in which we apply this paint. It is not: it was
merely an experimental procedure. Thank you.
G.T. Browne
To further answer Dr. Selcuk's question, we are using the paint for routine touch-up of the aircraft, when required. It was put out that way not as an experiment but just to be used and then followed
and watched. We've also done this with AMLGUARD. We assigned two of our F1 4 airplanes several years ago
to a six months' deployment with no paint applied to them, only AMLGUARD. The results of that experiment
were: no corrosion, not where the ANLGUARD had been applied.
Do we have some more discussion? Yes, sir.
D.W. HoeDpner
So far we have heard that there's going to be, apparently, a corrosion design handbook coming
along, or potentially.. I assume that that will involve both corrosion design and prevention methods,
and then material property allowables, etc.
But both Dr. Schlitz and Professor Doruk and myself have queried, because, I think, our collective
great concern about standards, specific test standards for ranking materials and structural configurations, specifically joint configurations, etc., for their corrosion resistance, for a specific kind of
corrosion in a specific environment at a specific temperature regime. To re-echo, if I may, both
Dr. SchUitz's question and Professor Doruk's and my own: could you please inform us a little further on
what standards do exist? Are standards in the process of development, like the stress corrosion standards
for example where we involve pre-cracked specimens in environments, for the different forms of corrosion
discussed at this meeting as well as others -exfoliation, filiform, corrosion fatigue, fretting fatigue,
etc.? How are the ranking procedures being developed to evaluate the materials and structural joint
configurations? What comparative tests are available? Or are we to continue to use the basic go-no go
type procedures: yes, there is corrosion - no, there is not corrosion, etc.?
And a third part of m inquiry here is: if we accept the view that we must always prevent corrosion,
we probably would end up designing no aircraft, or no hydrofoils. So, as several people have said, that's
probably not likely. So we will continue that pursuit. But, to echo again Professor Doruk's suggestion:
what progress is being made toward evaluating materials and joints for thresholds relating to their
corrosion resistance? I haven't heard any discussion of his specific inquiry.
W. Wallase (National Research Council)
I think we all know very well that AGARD is not a standards organization as such, and T think the
truth of the matter is that we're doing nothing at the moment in terms of developing standards for
.corgn~__evaluation of aircraft materials.
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I think before we started we all knew very veil that corrosion was a major problem, and that if we
were prepared to spend the money and the time, we could live with it. One or the problems , of course,
is cozmmunication. AGARD has tried to reiwpond to this by embarking on this series of corrosion-related
handbooks. We have two handbooks underway at the moment. The first of these in attemptingtc document
the corrosion problem by providing good information on current problems an they're experienced by
operators. We've having tremendous difficulty meeting bur commitments with theme handbooku, because we
do not have the support of the corrosion experts. I would appeal to all of the people who are interested
in these problem. to attend the meeting of the Corrosion Sub-Comittee this afternoon. We've been
working on this for about three years and we 're not much further along. We have a lot of information,
but we need the help of the experts to put the information together.
In terms of costs, it seems we have problems. We have difficulty convincing the procurement people
that its worth imposing strict requirements. I think we're only going to convince these people if we can
put together a well-documented case.* We've also started looking at this problem, but again we need the
support of the operators and the corrosion experts in order to complete these exercises. And right now
we're short of this support. Again, I would appeal to you people to come and join AGARD to achieve some
of these objectives.
V.C.R. McLoughlin
Test methods - its a very difficult area to give any complete answers on. Starting with stress
corrosion: yes, the ASTM procedure is an excellent one. Alternate immersion testing appears to relate
very well to experience of alloys in an aircraft environment - but with some reservations. Our own
experience, for example, is that 202~4-T3 is the worst alloy one could cceneive of from the point of view
of stress corrosion. And yet the operators wouldn't say this - 7075-T6 is far worse. But the test does
show that~ its a susceptible material, and I think tht' as far as even an excellent test method can go;
it holds a very big question mark against the material. And I think that of all the test methods for
aircraft-related materials that particular test has been used for many, many years and is believed to
be an extremely good test in rolating a laboratory test procedure to operating experience.
For exfoliation corrosion there is an ASTM test procedure which is again extremely good in relating
most alloy performance to that which occurs in practice. And yet we have tsken pieces of aircraft which
have shown severe exfoliation, I must say geriatric aircraft, and when we've put the same material in
the test solution there has been no exfoliation. So again one has to question whether you can be dogmatic
in saying "These materials shall not be used". Any teat method can only be used as a guideline. In the
U.K. we have tried in our documentation in Aviation Publication 970 to uise the operators' experience,
the manufacturers' experience, to advise on which materials should be avoided , and even to go to the
extent of saying which materials shall only be used with the customers' agreement. But I don't think
one can go very much further.
When it comes to paint performance, this is even more difficult. Within AECHA the test procedure
which has been adopted is an alternate immersion test based on the SIETAM cabinet, where a scribed tees
piece is-immersed for two hours and then uninmersed in a high humidity environment. I think its at 35 C
and the inmmersion is in a saline solution at pH 8. And again, this seems to give very good correlation
between experience of the performance of paint schemes on aircraft and their performance in -this test
environment. But we really don't know whether novel paint schemes, with novel inhibitors, will react
similarly. Its a very, very difficult area, and one where we feel almost unable to advise the designer
much further than we do at the moment, in giving guidelines and only being damning of materials where
experience has shown them to be dangerous and materials which really should be avoided at all costs.
H.M. Burte (AFW#.L/MLL. Wrigtht Patterson APB)
Listening to the last discussion prompts me to raise an issue about the relationship of corrosion
science to corrosion technology. This conference has been doing an excellent job of speaking to the
very applied nature of the corrosion problem - the new processes coming out, the need to do better things
in the engineering of our systems and the need to learn from experience. Other conferences or meetings
often have university people talking about the chemistry of things that may not have to do with real
life corrosion. Is there a connection between these?
Speaking to this: about five years ago one of toy colleagues and myself undertook an analysis of the
health of the Materials Science base in the Unites States from the viewpoint of the needs of the Air
Force and aerospace (at the start). And here's what we came up with:
APPLICABILITY TO AIR FORCE OF MATERIALS SCIENCE BASE
INADEQUATE
Processing science
Surface physics and chemistry

MARGINAL
Metallurgy
Ceramic science
Polymer science

ADEQUATE
Solid state physics

NDE scienceMehnc
Thermophysics and chemistry

Let me explain it to you and first state what wrewere not evaluating. We were not considering the
sort of applied work that is solving current problems or empirically developing something that seems to
work and then putting it into use. Nor were we considering what is often called "truly basic" research,
where the motivation is only the exciting new knowledge which can be gotten.
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We were attempting to evaluate the extent of need driven fundamental research, which although quite
fundamental mig.t be expected to find some use or application within five or ten years. The way wi did
this was an iterative process of talking to many people who might want to use fundamental research, as
well as to the producers of fundamental research (I won't go into the details, I can talk to you
individually if you're interested). An extensive series of discussions identified areas of need in
fundamental research - where there were big gaps; where there were many, maay subjectswhere it seemed
very few people were doing work that could solve, or have a significant impact on practical problems in
five or ten years.
We did that first for aerospace in the United States. Then I talked to enough people in energy and
transportation and other fields like the normal productivity of consumer goods, to find out that our
conclusions were applicable to the entire economy. I also, in the last few years, have had the opportunity
to talk to maiy people in West Germany, in England, in France, and in Sweden, and to find out that in
general they agreed with the conclusions I am showing to you.
Now, posing it to you, do you agree with these conclusions? What do they mean?
The fact that solid state physics is "adequate" doesn't mean that one shouldn't do more research
in the area; it just means that it is a popular area and there are not many problems where at least a
few people aren't working - there are not big gaps. It is surprising that there are big gaps in surface
physics and chemistry - since it is an area in which a lot of people have been working particularly
during the last ten years, aa many new experimental techniques for characterizing surfaces became
available. Many, many people are doing truly basic research on the nature of surfaces. But when this
work was analyzed from the viewpoint: how much work was going on that might in five or ten years apply
to definable problems, the answer was very little. (One reason surface physics and chemistry was shown
as "inadequate" was because of the apparent lack of work going on that might be applicable to many
complex degradative processes like corrosion or wear.) Is this still the case?
Let me give you an exam'ple of the sort of work that was often cited as an unmet need. It was into
the mechanisms of corrosion under real conditions, (where there are quite complex things happening) that
woul enable one, perhaps, to do a better job of defining accelerated laboratory testing that would in
fact relate to actual use and would enable one to better predict how new things will really behave: the
problem just talked about. There's not enough of that, it seems, going on in the fundamental science
community. That's not to say there's none, but as we looked across the board there seemed to be too
little. And I merely pose the question: is this still generically true, and if it is, what should be
done about it, to try and reverse the situation?
G.T. Browne
Thank you. Do we have some more comments?
T.F. Kearns
Mr .Chairman, we're approaching the end of our conference. I think it would be well for us to try
to be as specific as we can in making recommendations, if we can reach a consensus on recommendations
as to what we as a community now, of users, designers and manufacturers think can be done, particularly
those things which AGARD may serve, some function in. And in this connection, since the users are here,
I would like to hear whether there are any views from the operators, from the users, as to what would you like
to have done? What do you think that AGARD can do to help ,keeping in mind that AGARD primarily is likely to be able
to help in the communications field rather than in specific specifications or analysis uf specific technical problems.
R.G. Mitchell
It would seem that there is a forum whereby the requirements for military airplanes are fairly
well handled. The users and the constructors seem to have a forum whereby they can collectively review
their problems, and so on. Because I think in the civil field each and every operator goer to his
individual manufacturer with his individual problems. And yet when you look at transport aircraft I
would suggest that the military transport and the civil transport are very, very similar animals, and the
requirements are therefore very, very similar. There's a wealth of expe, ience available within the airlines, and perhaps the handbooks that have been suggested would be absolutely invaluable to some of the
smaller or the less experienced airlines. So is there any way that the airlines can be associated with the
AGARD movement? I welcome your cc
nts on that.
W. Wallace
The procedure that we follcwed in trying to prepare these handbooks is that we have solicited
contributions from all of the member countries of NATO, through the Panel Members. And the situation
right now is that we do indeed have a great deal of contributed data, both case history information
and information on design requirements. This doesn't mean that there aren't opportunities to make
additional contributions. We are looking for additional contributions. These will be well received.
But the major problem right now is finding some mechanism for processing this informatiou, and
getting it into print, where it can have some impact. We want to get a message to our Treasury people,
the people who make .he decisions to buy. We want to get a message across to the manufacturers, because
if we talk to them collectively as a body, they will listen. They will not listen to some of the smaller
countries, possibly, if we go individually. But I think one of the useful things that NATO can do is put
all of its member countries together and allow then to talk to these different groups as a lavge and
powerful body, we hope.
And so I would again appeal to people ir the audience who have an interest in these matters to
volunteer to help us to do the work. The Panel is a r'elatively small group of people, and like everybody
else we're all busy. 4e need help to sort through the information, to analyse it, and to present it in
aproper fashion to the audience we've trying to address.
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G.T. Browne
We've had a couple of recommendations, and one keeps coming back. Our militeay procurement spec.
for naval aircraft is pretty well updated and a pretty good document. However, to convince the procurement people that its cheaper in the long run to buy quality than quantity is a recommendation that I
would like to make to the AGARD Comittee for presentation to our Congress in the United States,
because they are the people who fund the procurement of military airplanes. I'm sure that our other
countries that are represented here have Bodies and Treasuries that do the funding and somebody telling
them who and how much they are going to be able to fund. I would, for one, be willing to volunteer to
help put this together from our point of view in the U.S. Navy.
Do we have some other folks that are interested in this?
T.F. Kearns
I see a comon theme in the last several comments. And that is that we might recommend to AGARD
that they can serve a valuable communication function,or that they may cause this to happen. The creation
of a forum for exchange of views among the users, for example - the users in the civil and the users in
the military across the NATO community.
Such a forumwould be more forceful because it reflects a wider base. AGARD might facilitate communications
between the operators, the users, and the engineering control people. The forum we have today is not
such a communication. What I'm talking about is a small number of people who sit around a table and
decide what it is that the users want to see changed in the engineering requirements.
We cou d ask AGARD to help, and I think I see the need for this, actually there are some plans to
have the engineering control people in the different countries talk to each other. I note the U.K. likes
cadmium plating, the United States likes aluminium: U.K. uses acrylic, United States uses polyurethane.
Is there a possibility of collecting the totality of good recommendations (not implying that we're
writing an AGARD spec.) just the technical information from all of the nations, collecting that? Some
of that is, in fact, being done in connection with Volume 2 of the Handbook that Dr. Wallace spoke about.
We then have the communications between the engineering control people and the people who buy aircraft. Those are specific - the people who buy aircraft are usually one-time project officers. But
nevertheless the communications there, I think, could possibly be helped by AGARD. A strong recommendation like this might in fact cause the Panel to create a variety of different activities, none of which
• •

:

is a major earth-shattering thing, but each of which may in fact contribute to the kind of actions that
are being recommended.

So I think the direct answer to Mr. Mitchell's question is "Yes, AGARD is flexible enough so that
mechanisms whereby civil operators can be tied into military activities in AGARD, for our joint

there are
benefit.

C.R. Pye (RAF.Swanton Morley)
We've heard extensively that corrosion is expensive, and a lot of people have quoted figures at us.
And we've heard we need to buy quality if we're going to reduce life-cycle costs. But in my opinion the
missing link that we haven't heard is how much extra a design without corrosion would cost us. We can't
make these life-cycle comparisons unless some designer says "Well, you can have this aircraft today, at
this cost; But if we convert it to corrosion-free, or as essentially corrosion-free as we can make it,
it will cost you so much more." And then as a Treasury man I could work that out across the life-cycle.
Do we have any more comments on that?
G.T. Browne
I'd like to say something on that, and I agree with you. I know exactly what would happen if you
would present this to a Body that is holding dollars. The first question they are going to ask you is
them. That goes back to the
"How much am I going to save overall?" That is not for the operator to tell
R and D community, the engineers and the scientific community. I feel that they would have to say that
the quality airplane over a period of ten years, or twenty years, or thirty years, is going to have to
come up and cost you x number less dollars to maintain and operate than the one we're going to expend
numerous manhours and replacement of components due to corrosion.
Components are very high priced, and quite often you have to remove and replace. I think we had a
paper here yesterday talking about replacing components on civilian aircraft: large pieces which cost
as much as $ 2,000,000 a copy. The $ 2,000,000, $ -,,000,O00 or $ 4,000,000 that have to be expended by
an organization to fix one, two or three airplanes could be eliminated, and that might be the cost
difference between designing the Iuality or not. I don't know, that's something that the scientific
community is going to have to tell •,.
Are there some more comments?
R.M. Burte
I quite agree with both of you, but let me talk to the real situation. The conflict during the
design and the trade-offs for a given system is like the following. Somebody will come in with some experience
data ans say "Expend this much more andyou'l l save this." Unfortunately this is often based on pretty soft
projections, difficult to prove; more qualitative than quantitative. If you are the program manager
you have two options: a very hard projection - I can buy it for this much less; or a pretty soft
save this much more, Which decision are you going
projection that if I spend this much more, maybe I'll
to make? You know which one'
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We wer.e attempting to evaluate the extent of need driven fundamental research, which although quite
fundamental might be expected to find some use or application within five or ten years. The way we did
this was an iterative process of talking to many people who might want to use fundamental research, as
well as to the producers of fundamental research (I won't go into the details, I can talk to you
individually if you're interested). An extensive series of discussions identified areas of need in
fundamental research - where there were big gaps; where there were many, many subjectswhere it seemed
very few people were doing work that could solve, or have a significant impact on practical problems in
five or ten years.
We did that first for aerospace in the United States. Then I talked to enough people in energy and
transportation and other fields like the normal productivity of consumer goods, to find out that our
conclsions were -ipplicable to the entire econoay. I also, in the last few years, have had the opportunity
to talk to many people in West Germany, in England, in France, and in Sweden, and to find out that in
general they aWeed with the conclusions I am showing to you.
Now, posing it to you, do you agree with these conclusions? What do they mean?
The fact that solid state physics is "adequate" doesn't mean that one shouldn't do more research
in the area, it just means that it is a popular area and there are not many problems where at least a
few people aren't working - there are not big gaps. It is surprising that there are big gaps in surface
physics and chemistry - since it is an area in which a lot of people have been working particularly
during the last ten years, as many new experimental techniques for characterizing surfaces became
available. Many, many people are doing truly basic research on the nature of surfaces. But when this
work was analyzed from the viewpoint: how much work was going on that might in five or ten years apply
to definable problems, the answer was very little. (One reason surface physics and chemistry was shown
as "inadequwa.e" was because of the apparent lack of work going on that might be applicable to many
complex degradative processes like corrosion or wear.) Is this still the case?
Tet me give you an example of the sort of work that was often cited as an unmet need. It was into
the -,*chaniems of corrosion under real conditions, (where there are quite complex things happening) that
woul enable one, perhaps, to do a better job of defining accelerated laboratory testing that would in
fact relate to actual use and would enable one to better predict how new things will really behave: the
problem just talked about. There's not enough of that, it seems, going on in the fundamental science
community. That's not to say there's none, but as we looked across the board there seemed to be too
little. And I merely pose the question: is this still generically true, and if it is, what should be
done about it, to try and reverse the situation?
G.T. Browne
Thank you. Do we have some more cozuents?
T.F. Kearns
MI&.Chairman, we're approaching the end of our conference. I think it would be well for us to try
to be as specific as we can in making recommendations, if we can reach a consensus on recoendations
as to what we as a ccInunity now, of users, designers and manufacturers think can be done, particularly
those things which AGARD may serve. some function in. And in this connection, since the users are here,
T would like to hear whether there are any views from the operators, from the users, as to what would you like
6o have done? What do you think that AGA"D can do to help ,keeping in mind that AGARD primarily is likely to be able
to help in the communications field rather than in specific specifications or analysis of specific technical problems.
R.G. Mitchell
It would seem that there is a forum whereby the requirements for military airplanes are fairly
well
handled. The users and the constructors seem to have a forum whereby they can collectively review
their problems, and so on. Because I think in the civil
field each and every operator goes to
his

individual manufacturer with his individual problems. And yet when you look at transport aircraft I
would suggest that the military transport and the civil transport are very, very similar animals, and the
requirements are therefore very, very similar. There's a wealth of experience available within the airlines, and perhaps the handbooks that have been suggested would be absolutely invaluable to some of the
smaller or the less experienced airlines. So is there any way that the airlines can be associated with the
AGARD movement? I welcome your coments on that.
W. Wallace
The procedure that we followed in trying to prepare these handbooks is that we have solicited
contributions from all of the member countries of NATO, through the Panel Members. And the situation
right now is that we do indeed have a great deal of contributed data, both case history information
and information on design requirements. This doesn't mean that there aren't opportunities to make
additional contributions. We are looking for additional contributions. These will be well received.
But the major problem right now is finding some mechanism for processing this information and
getting it into print, where it can have some impact. We want to get a message to our Treasury people,
the people who make the decisions to buy. We want to get a messag across to the manufacturers, because
if we talk to them collectively as a body, they will listen. They will not listen to some of the smaller
.ountries, possibly, if we go individually. But I think one of the useful things that NATO can do is put
all of its member count-ries together and allow then to talk to these different groups as a large and
powerful body, we hope.
And so I would again appeal to people in the audience who have an interest in these matters to
volunteer to help us to do the work. The Panel is a relatively small group of people, and like everybody
else we're all buey. ve need help to sort through the information, to analyse it, and to present it in
aproper fashion to the audience we've trying to address.

I
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So the problem gets to be, I thinks what Mr. Kearns was saying. To what extent can one project an
experience base that is hard, a lessons-learned base - of perhaps only a few things to start - but that
everybody firmly agrees on, and where there are convincing numbers.*I think if you start there you can
make progress, and that perhaps is a place where the AOARD community, by sharing experienroes and therefore making them much more credible to the man who makes a decision, can perform a very useful
function.
J.

Fieldina

I would like to comment on Squadron Leader Pye's plea for a little more information on the cost of
reducing the corrosion hazard. In British Aerospace we did considior, approximately a year ago, what
would be the extra cost of converting some of the old fashioned aluminium alloys to one of +he improved
7000 series such as T010 or 7050 or 714T5, when the cost of that material itself may be increased by
up to 20 %. And the way this comes out in the calculations is that the cost of material is only about
10 % of the cost of the airframe. When one considers the cost of all the systems, the cost of the engines,
one particular fact which came out was that if we change the whole wing materials to one of these
improved aluminium alloys, the increase in cost of the total aircraft would be about one-half of 1i%.
So I would suggest that the cost of using improved aluminium alloys is, perhaps ,almost iiegligible. And
one cqp take this a little further, and consider the introduction of still more expensive materials
(titanium han been mentioned) and while the costs are considerably more than the aluminium alloys, the
increase in cost on the overall aircraft is still comparatively small.
I think, to change the subject, I would like to endorse very heartily something that Mr. Lee
mentioned. I, too, am a materials engineer and I have seen the development of materials over very many
years. And I have noted the attitude of mind of several of our chief' designers. And we say to them
"We now have an improved material. This will assist in combating co:.^rosion. Will you use it?" I say it
is a little bit more expensive, it is perhaps a little new; and the designer is often very wary of
changing a material which, in his opinion, has possibly been satisfactory for his ty-pe of aeroplane.
And we have very often, particularly in the United Kingdom, had a great deal of satisfactory- service
as regards corrosion (which we haven't heard very much about today, we tend to hear all the gruesome stories of corrosion). But I think the air force is getting the message over through the aircraft
publication requirements we now have, detailed by Dr. McLoughlin. We have a very good code of practice
which would not cost very much more to implement. I do feel there is still afailure on the part of civil airlines to get the message over very strongly to our chief deaignersi: that they should be considering
corrosion as a top priority, possibly second only to fatigue ,and that we can spend a little bit more money,
and we can spend a little bit more time. And they will not go immediately, an Mr. Lee suggested,
buying the cheaper aircraft, the one that is immediately available oft the shelf. I think these points
are of great importance.
D.M.F. Bright
I'd like to back up what previous speakers have said about the possible function of the Handbook.
I think it would serve as a very useful underpinning to demonstrate the need for the national specifications and the importance of implementing these specifications, and also perhaps avoiding the possibility of trying to strike a bargain by buying a cheap aeroplane from somewhere else.
The other point I'd like to raise is that in many cases we are living, possibly for twenty years,
with aircraft designed to older design rules, and we know we have problems there. We have traditionally
looked towards particularly the naval arms for palliatives for current problems, because. they are the
people who see those problems most severely.
I just raise the point as to whether there's any support AGARD can give, or should consider in the
Committee meeting this afternoon, of any further work. We've heard about crack prevention compounds,
and so on; whether that work could be supported by AGARD on a rather broader front.
_____

Well, I don't guess there's too many objections to making that recommendation, so we'll work it up.

I

W. Wallace
Maybe I could say a few words before I formally close the meeting. In listening to these discussions
one could easily develop P_ sense of growing despair. We have been flying aircraft for thirty, forty,
fifty years - certainly for a long time, and corr~a ion problems have been with us all along. In spite
of all the work that han been done to combat corrosion, the extensive documentation of corrosion
problems, and the advanced technology that we have developed in the aerospace field, corrosion is still
with us.

a
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Many people have used examples of older aircraft in describing the types of corrosion problems
experienced, anid this is understandable since these are the aircraft where corrosion problems have had
time to manifest. I suspect that in ten years or more, when we have longer operating experience with
some of our newer aircraft designs, that the same problems will still be there. We seem to be repeating
many of our earlier mistakes, possibly for short term financial gains, and there is evidence that we
are even creating new problems. For example, we are constantly introducing new materials, for higher
strength and stiffness, that do not necessarily lead to improvements in corrosion performance. We are
introducing composite materials, that are bringing galvanic corrosion problems that were never experienced
thirty years aro. And so I feel a sense of frustration that we are not making substantial strides forward.
However, since all AOARD meetings are, by definition, successful we should finish on an optimistic

note
and be
that by
working
corrosion
we will
be secure
our jcb.
for a long timeI
to come.
Withsatisfied
that comment
I will
thankonyou
all for research
attending,
and declare
the inmeeting
closed.
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